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Abstract 

 

Title: Structure and Strategy in Azorean-Canadian Song Duels 

 

This research examines the structure and strategy of Azorean-Canadian song 
duels called desafios. These duels are improvised sung dialogues cast in poetic form and 
argumentative in tone. The approach is based upon performance-centered folkloristics 
and ethnomusicology. It views the musical event as a scene of human interaction in 
which various means of communication, displaying specific structures, are employed 
for strategic purposes. 

The fieldwork was conducted among the Portuguese-Canadian communities of 
Ontario, Canada, primarily those in and around the city of Toronto. Live performances 
of desafios were recorded and extensive interviews with performers were conducted. 

The dissertation provides ethnographic, generic, and performance contexts for 
the desafio and demonstrates its dynamic relationship to those contexts. A tagmemic 
model is used to describe the structure of verbal and musical communication in the 
desafio, using the concept of a part-whole hierarchy for analysis. The performance goals 
of the singers are described, and specific strategies to achieve them are analyzed and 
illustrated. This analysis is facilitated by the improvisatory and competitive nature of 
these duels, which causes the audience to judge constantly how well new materials are 
organized into appropriate structures for strategic purposes. 

The dissertation seeks to analyze the diverse means of communication used in 
the desafio, particularly speech and music, and within a unified framework to deal with 
the issues of context, structure, and strategy. It attempts to provide a more closely 
integrated approach to the study of human verbal-musical behavior than previous 
research provided. 
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Theory and Method 

This research examines the structure and strategy of the Azorean-Canadian cantigas ao 
desafio (sung stanzas in challenge). It views the song duel (desafio) as social interaction 
by various means of communication whose structures are manipulated for strategic 
purposes. 

Structural-strategic theory 

Many recent studies of human communication assume that human communicative 
behavior is both structured and consciously or unconsciously purposeful. If this is true, 
a full understanding of such behavior requires examination of both of these aspects. 
Understanding structure provides the investigator with an initial knowledge of the raw 
material of human communication. Understanding strategy enables the investigator to 
interpret properly his structural analysis: it helps to identify the culturally significant 
structural units and to determine their relative importance in relation to the purpose 
behind them. 

All music is produced for some purpose, and a means of achieving that end, a 
strategy, successful or not, is always employed. Thus, the level of strategy is the 
connecting link between the deeper purposes behind musical behavior and its 
manifestation in particular structures. 

PURPOSE OR INTENT 

leads to 

THE SELECTION OF A SPECIFIC STRATEGY 
to achieve that purpose 

which leads to 

AN OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR 
to put the strategy into effect 

Figure 1. Strategy as a link between purpose and behavior. 

Individual purposes for involvement in music making, such as song dueling, 
relate to the advantages accrued in the world of everyday life. They may be economic, 
social, or psychological, with such involvement functioning as a means of income, 
social esteem, or ego gratification. This study, however, focuses on goals and strategies 
which are operative within the world of the musical event (Stone 1979:37ff), and 
particularly within the song duel itself. Success at achieving these goals contributes to 
the singer’s reputation and thus ultimately to the individual purposes operative in 
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everyday life. The goals and strategies which are the focus of this study are therefore 
ultimately subsumed under personal goals. 

Characteristics of the phenomenon 

The Azorean-Canadian cantigas ao desafio are song duels or argumentative discussions 
that range from the exposition of a topic or story, to the logical debate of a question or 
series of questions, to the joking exchange of personal criticisms. Two singers usually 
participate, but under certain circumstances there may be more. Each singer in his turn 
improvises a quatrain or a sextain, responding to the stanza just improvised by his 
interlocutor, or relating to the general topic under discussion. Singers (cantadores) are 
sometimes called repentistas because of their ability to respond quickly. In every duel or 
desafio (challenge), each singer wants to perform well, and in most cases a strong sense 
of competition between the singers also prevails. Even in song duels between close 
friends, the appearance of conflict and competition is maintained to increase audience 
interest. This genre provides a much broader scope for the study of strategic structural 
variation than song genres in which the reproduction of a basic text or story line is 
paramount. Esthetic goals and restrictions are foregrounded because these form the 
very basis of the competition. They sometimes also provide the very substance for 
discussion in desafios when singers criticize each other’s singing ability. The auditors 
(both audience and singers) of this competition constantly compare the singers’ 
performances, noting their relative success at achieving certain goals within the 
limitations of the genre. Since the rules of performance are foregrounded as part and 
parcel of the performance itself, the discovery of such rules is relatively easier than for 
genres where rules obtain but are not such a conscious concern. 

Focus 

The unit of behavior on which this study is focused is the desafio and its constituent 
parts. Profitable studies of a broader ethnographic nature could be made of larger 
units, such as the social occasions in which desafios occur. However, for the purposes of 
this dissertation, such an expansion of focus would require equal attention to such 
activities as announcements, auctions, and performances of other musical genres, to 
name but a few of the activities which occur at these occasions. Such a broadening of 
view would preclude detailed attention to the structure and strategy of human 
interaction as it is uniquely manifested within the song duel itself. This does not mean 
to say that in taking the desafio as the primary unit of study that the larger units are 
totally ignored. The performance is highly contextualized, and inattention to the 
context would make an understanding of the interaction within it impossible. Indeed, 
many desafio texts are totally incomprehensible without knowledge of recent or 
immediate context. Nevertheless, attention to context is selective: only those aspects 
that have a direct or indirect bearing on the duel are examined in detail. This selective 
use of context makes possible the examination of behavior occurring a second, an hour, 
a day, a year, a decade, or a century before, or after the performance of a stanza within 
a desafio without the investigator’s being obliged to analyze all the intervening 
behavior as well. 
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The whole of the desafio is closely examined. This study contrasts with certain 
existing studies of this genre which are more concerned with the description of 
exempla of particularly striking verses or short exchanges excerpted from song duels. 
Such studies provide insights into certain strategies, but do not provide information 
about the structure of the desafio as a whole. 

Another reason for taking the desafio itself as the focus of this study rather than 
a larger or smaller chunk of behavior is because it is an easily identifiable unit, 
recognized as such by the people who create and enjoy it, and one that maintains its 
identity as such in a variety of larger contexts. 

Taking the desafio as the unit of study also does not mean studying only its text, 
but attempting to analyze all the components of this communicative event (Hymes 
1964:13). Therefore, the present study, besides identifying the structural characteristics 
of the genre, examining the social setting, and analyzing the song texts, will also 
describe other means of communication, especially music, and the participants who use 
them. The limitations of research technique make it impossible to cover all areas with 
equal depth. For instance, kinesic feedback from the audience was not studied with the 
same detail as the musical communication used by the singers. Nevertheless, whatever 
is known about the various components is incorporated into this study. 

Structure 

The analysis of a performance ideally charts the communicative acts which occur in 
synchronous as well as successive time. Speech, music, proxemics, and kinesics are 
viewed as complementary means of communication that manifest themselves in 
particular structures. These may be analyzed separately as an initial step, but because 
of their interdependent nature, ultimately they must be combined for a total picture of 
the performance structure. 

In the case of the desafio, the sonic (speech and music) aspects of the 
performance have prominence in the analysis with proxemic and kinesic aspects as 
supplementary. There are two reasons for this. First, sonic aspects, primarily speech 
and secondarily musical ones, are those upon which the audience focuses its attention 
and interest. They are the elements that are most discussed by the participants in the 
genre. Second, the analysis completed thus far suggests that the gestures of the singers 
usually reinforce and clarify the words that are sung, rather than adding substantially 
to the semantic content of the communication process. For example, a singer may 
occasionally point to indicate to whom he is referring in his cantigas, or his facial 
expression may indicate his emotional state as he sings. But often these important facts 
may also be determined from the text alone. A more valuable area for kinesic analysis 
would be the study of audience reaction. Singers watch their audiences to determine 
audience approval. Unfortunately, technical limitations of the research made recording 
and analysis of this aspect of the desafio impossible. Of course, the use of a battery of 
video cameras aimed at stage and audience would induce alterations in behavior of a 
greater degree than the less intrusive techniques used for this study. But some attempt 
to make a more complete record might produce important additional evidence. 
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The general proxemics of the desafio is static. The spatial arrangement of 
participants and objects are established at the beginning of the song duel and do not 
change throughout its course. The only exception to this rule is at the end of a duel 
when other singers are sometimes invited to join the duelers on stage for a final 
farewell to the audience. The importance of proxemics is definitional, indicating the 
fundamental relationships between the various participants in the musical event. 
However, the relative positions of the singers on stage, i.e., which one stands on the 
right and which on the left, is considered to be significant by some singers and is 
negotiated before the duel begins. Once these positions are established, they are 
maintained throughout the desafio. 

The theoretical approach to structure is largely based on tagmemics, a theory of 
the structure of human behavior developed by Kenneth Pike (1967). Although coming 
from the linguistic tradition of Bloomfield, Pike specifically developed his theory to 
incorporate all human behavior, verbal and non-verbal. A basic assumption of this 
theory is that human behavior is purposeful (Wise 1976:86). This paradigm, then, 
provides a means of treating in a unified way the structure of linguistic, musical, 
kinesic, proxemic, and other means of human communication without neglect of the 
strategic aspect of the behavior in question. This dissertation is not intended to be a 
model of tagmemic analysis, but it does borrow freely from the concepts and 
techniques of tagmemics. 

Strategy 

The interest in and the method for studying strategy come primarily from a variety of 
related and fairly recent theoretical approaches, particularly studies in the ethnography 
of communication (Hymes 1964; Bauman and Sherzer 1974) and performance-oriented 
folkloristics (Ben-Amos and Goldstein 1974). Both of these approaches share a common 
concern for the dynamics of small group interaction and related bodies of method and 
technique. Both emphasize the communicative process and its strategic use or function. 
The application of tagmemics to treat structure blends well with these other 
approaches, because they are in part derived from certain principles shared by 
tagmemics, particularly the emic approach (Hymes 1964:14). 

The strategy of a performance is the conscious or unconscious manipulation of 
structural elements to achieve one or more goals. The esthetic of the Azorean-Canadian 
cantigas ao desafio incorporates certain goals which must be achieved within a large 
number of severe restraints. 

The immediate goal of the song duelers is to please the audience and maintain 
interest by the creation of a competitive, spontaneous, coherent sung dialogue, which is 
appropriate to the situation and whose structure conforms to the poetic and musical 
restraints of the genre. A desafio should be competitive: it should have the appearance of 
a competition by the use of argument and counterargument, criticism and insult. A 
desafio should be spontaneous: it should truly be improvised and in many ways imitate 
the spontaneity of spoken conversation. A desafio should be coherent; the flow of ideas 
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and themes through the dialogue should be smooth.1 But a desafio should also be 
appropriate to the situation: the selection of themes in the song duel, the way in which 
these are treated, and the general behavior and attitude of the singers should be 
appropriate to the specific occasion.2 And finally, the structure of the desafio should 
conform to the musical and poetic norms of the genre.3 

Contribution to Ethnomusicological Theory 

This work shares with a number of other ethnomusicological works the vision that the 
analysis of particular musical performances or events might be the bridge of the 
“classic” dichotomy between musicological and anthropological approaches to 
ethnomusicology.4 Stone’s work (1979) draws on a wide variety of sources to develop 
her theory and method for the analysis of Kpelle musical events including the 
ethnography of communication and performance-centered folkloristics as well as 
phenomenology, symbolic interactionism, the sociology of knowledge and 
ethnomethodology. Herndon and McLeod (1980b:21) emphasize the importance of 
studying music within a number of contexts, stressing particularly the power of the 
concept of occasion as an explanatory device. 

It is my hope that this study will develop and extend the approaches offered by 
these authors. In particular, I see strategy as the link between structure and purpose as 
it is realized in the context of the music event, and purpose as ultimately linking up to 
larger areas of meaning and cultural systems. Thus, the concept of strategy may prove 
to be one of the bridges between the musicological and anthropological approaches to 
ethnomusicology, as is illustrated in Figure 2. 

CULTURAL SYSTEMS 

to 

PURPOSE 

to  

STRATEGY 

to  

STRUCTURE 

Figure 2. Linkage of the structure of behavior to cultural systems 
by means of purpose and strategy. 

                                                 
1Competitiveness, spontaneity and coherence are some of the central themes discussed in chapter 5. 
2Questions concerning the context and content of desafios, as well as the interrelationship of context and 
content, are main topics of chapter 3. 
3The structure of the desafio is the subject of chapter 4. 
4See Merriam 1964 (pp. vii–ix) for a statement of this dichotomy. 
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A second contribution of this study is that it attempts to provide a more 
complete understanding of the communication process by analyzing a number of means 
of communication rather than just one. This is important because different means are 
interdependent, and the isolation of one for study provides only a partial and therefore 
inaccurate analysis. While this work does not claim to address equally all means of 
communication, it does deal with the most important ones (linguistic and musical) in 
detail, as well as touching on other significant aspects such as the kinesic and 
proxemic. This study, then, is a step in the direction of a more holistic study of 
communication. 

A third possible contribution of this study to ethnomusicology is an example of 
the application of tagmemic methods of analysis for the description of musical 
behavior. While the use of linguistic theory in ethnomusicology has been criticized 
(Feld 1974), as previously mentioned, tagmemics was originally conceived as a means 
of understanding all human behavior, not only language. I hope that I have avoided 
some of the pitfalls that Feld points out. I have found tagmemics to be helpful 
heuristically. The use of the part-whole hierarchy provides a unified framework for the 
analysis of both large and small chunks of human behavior, from the phases of a 
musical event to the individual notes and syllables of the desafios performed within it. 
The reader must ultimately judge whether or not the tagmemic framework is also one 
that provides a clear means for describing and explaining the structure of the desafio. 

The Argument 

The argument of the dissertation unfolds in a series of five chapters. The remainder of 
this chapter provides the methodological basis for the dissertation. In other words, it 
describes the means I employed to gain an understanding of the Azorean-Canadian 
cantigas ao desafio. 

Chapter 2 provides various types of background information and contexts in 
which to view the desafio. The first section summarizes the ethnographic history of the 
Azorean-Canadians, emphasizing the aspects most pertinent to song dueling. The 
second section places the cantigas ao desafio in the context of other musical genres used 
by this group. The third and fourth sections summarize the literature on Azorean 
desafios and also provide information on certain other forms of song dueling. 

Chapter 3 describes the social occasions in which desafios occur, the participants 
in those occasions, and the content of song duels. It concludes with a discussion of how 
performance context affects both the content and structure of desafios. 

In chapter 4 the structure of the desafio is described in terms of a part-whole 
hierarchy, using principles of tagmemics. The means by which the singers are able to 
reproduce the complicated poetic structure in performance are also discussed. 

The final chapter describes the goals of the performers of Azorean song duels 
and the strategic manipulation of structure by which they attempt to achieve these 
goals. 

The Appendix provides a sample desafio text with translation. 
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Research Method 

Research method is a process of formulating questions and finding the answers to those 
questions. In my own experience, I have found that each answer is likely to generate 
more than one new question, and thus the process branches out like a tree. The series 
of questions and answers that seem more promising or productive to the researcher will 
be followed further than those that seem to hold less potential. In the end, the number 
of questions has multiplied, and the researcher is either unable to find their answers or 
does not consider their pursuit to be of value to his or her objectives. 

The theoretical background of the researcher shapes the initial questions that 
come to mind when the phenomenon is first observed. Ideally, as the researcher begins 
to find answers to these questions, the answers will modify the original theoretical 
perspective so that the new set of questions that are generated is more pertinent to and 
revealing of the phenomenon under consideration. A rigid theoretical perspective tends 
to generate irrelevant and impertinent questions. 

Technique and Data Base 

Research Site. The first order of business in this process is to find out where the answers 
to the initial questions may be found. The location for this study, that of the Portuguese 
community of southern Ontario, Canada, mainly Toronto and its environs, was chosen 
for several reasons. First, this area offered the largest concentration of well-known 
singers of this tradition in North America. The large Portuguese population of the area 
afforded a natural context in which this tradition was performed with sufficient 
frequency to make a study possible. Convenience of location (approximately 600 miles 
from the Bloomington campus of Indiana University) and felicity of the general 
environment of Toronto were other factors in this choice. 

The bulk of the field research was done from January to August, 1980, while my 
family and I were living in Toronto. The research during this time was interrupted by 
an operation and subsequent treatments that I had to undergo. I contacted the 
informants primarily in two contexts: social events at which music was performed, and 
interviews in their homes. 

Participant Observation. The observation of the performances of the desafios 
within their normal contexts answered a wide variety of questions on a superficial level 
and was a necessary prerequisite to investigations of greater depth. Desafios were 
usually performed in contexts of a semipublic nature either attended by anyone in the 
Portuguese community, or limited to certain segments of that community such as the 
members of a Catholic brotherhood. The components and general structure of the 
social situations and general musical characteristics were apparent to me as I attended 
these events, and various methods of information retrieval were employed. 

Audio recordings of musical events were relatively easily obtained, especially 
since it is a common practice for audience members to bring portable tape recorders 
with them to record the song duels. My recordings provided a continuous record of the 
most significant aspects of the performance for this study: the words and music of the 
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desafios. I obtained reasonably high-quality monophonic recordings either by patching 
my Uher 4000 Report-L tape recorder into the sound amplification systems used in 
these performances or by using my own microphones with the Uher. 

During the main period of research in Canada, I attended a total of nine different 
social events at which desafios were performed. Audio recordings of sixteen desafios 
were made at eight of these occasions. Five of these desafios (on two different 
occasions) were also recorded on video tape.5 

A total of seven different singers were involved in the sixteen desafios recorded. 
Figure 3 summarizes the pairs of main participants in the desafios recorded. The 
number of desafios by each pair is placed at the intersection of the horizontal and 
vertical axes representing each singer. 

Under certain circumstances it is customary for all the singers who have sung 
during the course of an evening to join the two who have sung the last desafio for a 
concluding farewell to the audience. These, and combinations arising out of similar 
circumstances are not included on the chart. 

 Fernandes Tabico Plácido Rebolo Antão 

Aguiar      7      1      1             1      1 

Rita      2        1  

Antão      1     

Plácido      1     

Figure 3. Pairings of main singers in the desafios recorded 

Figure 4 summarizes the total number of recorded desafios in which each of the singers 
served as one of the two main participants. 

 Aguiar 11 
 Fernandes 11 
 Antão 2 
 Plácido 2 
 Rebolo 2 
 Rita 2 
 Tabico 1 

Figure 4. Total number of recorded desafios in which the singer was a main participant. 

These charts make clear the bias in the primary data toward the singers José 
Fernandes and Vasco Aguiar. This fact is due solely to the opportunities available to 
me. I attended every desafio in southern Ontario that I knew of and was able to attend. 
My information network concerning such performances was efficient enough that I 
believe that there were very few, if any, public performances of desafio that I did not 

                                                 
5Technical difficulties resulted in unusable recordings made at the other event. 
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know about. The simple fact is that during this period of time Aguiar and Fernandes 
were by far the most active singers. As a result, I recorded only one desafio in which 
neither Aguiar nor Fernandes was a main participant, and they participated together in 
almost half (seven of sixteen) of the desafios recorded. This bias clearly slants the data 
toward the individual characteristics of these singers. There are, however, three factors 
which mitigate against the view that this body of data is very limited. First, Aguiar is 
from the Azorean island of São Miguel, and Fernandes from the island of Terceira, the 
two main islands from which singers of desafio come. Therefore the traditions of both 
islands, which vary in some respects, are represented. Pairing singers from different 
islands is often a preferred match because of the increased sense of competition due to 
interisland rivalries. Second, Aguiar and Fernandes have strikingly different personal 
performance styles. This factor adds to the breadth of the data base. Third, these two 
men are widely recognized as two of the best performers in this tradition, though they 
are appreciated for different qualities. Thus, in Aguiar and Fernandes the better of two 
parallel but somewhat contrasting Azorean traditions is exemplified. Furthermore, the 
desafios available on commercial recordings that did not involve either Aguiar or 
Fernandes provided a further check and revealed no extreme aberrations of either 
singer from current practice in Azorean song dueling. 

Any means of recording information tends to emphasize certain aspects or items 
of information over others. This is true of the audio recordings that were made. In 
some cases a good balance between the voices of the singers and the music of the 
accompanists was not achieved. The main problem in this regard was that the music of 
the accompanists was sometimes heard only weakly, but it was almost always audible. 
A more important problem was that the microphones were always on the stage, so 
audience reaction of a sonic nature could only be heard weakly, if at all. The presence 
of the microphones on the stage was absolutely necessary for me to obtain the clarity 
of recording of the desafio texts that was necessary for this study, using the single 
channel recording equipment that was available to me. Future researchers might make 
use of multi-channel audio recording and/or multi-camera video recording to obtain 
clear data of audience as well as performer behavior. Despite the lack of a good record 
of audience feedback, the techniques employed resulted in a large amount of data, 
more than sufficient for this initial analysis of the desafio. 

Other methods of information retrieval from the participant-observation of live 
desafios included written notes and diagrams made during or after the event. 

Commercial Recordings. A number of desafios on commercial disks are available. 
Most of these were improvised in a studio or a room where they were recorded and 
were not performances before large, live audiences. These recordings served as 
valuable supplementary materials, particularly to broaden my knowledge of possible 
topics and their treatment, and also to be able to hear singers that I did not have the 
opportunity to record live. 

Interviews and Conversations. These provided opportunities to seek answers to 
questions that had been generated by the observation of live desafios. At the suggestion 
of singer José Fernandes, I developed a questionnaire for the singers which guided my 
conversations with them. Though I did not rigidly adhere to the questionnaire during 
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these interviews, it did help me to organize my questions and to cover the same ground 
with different informants. The conversations that resulted from the use of the original 
form of the questionnaire led to its modification and expansion as the research 
progressed. In the actual interviews I spent the greatest amount of time on the sections 
of the questionnaire that dealt with general thoughts about song dueling and with the 
technique used in desafio. The questionnaire also included sections concerning the 
background of each singer and his artistic development, terminology, other singers, 
occasions of song dueling, accompaniment, mass media, financial remuneration, and 
also general aspects of Azorean musical folklore. This questionnaire, in whole or in 
part, guided conversations with eight singers and one organizer of song duels. The 
performers ranged in experience from older singers who had passed their prime, to 
middle-aged ones nearing or at the peak of their abilities, to a young singer who had 
just recently performed desafio in public for the first time. One of the relatively few 
women to achieve fame as a performer of this variety of song dueling was among those 
interviewed; the rest were men. Four of the singers were from São Miguel, four from 
Terceira. The group included performers of great renown and others of limited 
reputation. It included all of the local singers of desafio of whom I had knowledge 
except for two. Audio recordings were made of the interviews. 

Informal conversations were not recorded. They provided opportunities to bring 
up particular ideas and questions in a variety of social contexts. These were especially 
valuable when more than one informant was present and their conversation concerning 
the cantigas ao desafio could be heard and later summarized in written notes. 
Unanticipated information was sometimes garnered in this fashion. 

Transcription and Analysis. Transcription and analysis of recorded performances 
served two main purposes: first, to provide tentative answers to questions about 
structure, and second, to provide examples of strategies in the desafio. 

The song texts were the Azoreans’ focus of the whole performance. Therefore an 
understanding of them in all their ramifications was essential for an understanding of 
the total performance. Text transcriptions provided answers to a wide range of 
questions concerning poetic and discourse structure and possible topics for discussion. 
But they also stimulated and provided a basis for answering many more questions 
including ones concerning strategy, humor, ritual insult, and social commentary. 

Musical transcriptions were also made. The problems of “hand-transcription” of 
music for ethnomusicological study have been well discussed.6 The emphasis in this 
study was on an approach which sought to determine the structurally significant 
elements within the system and describe their variation, rather than to make an “etic” 
description of the detail of rhythm and pitch for the purpose of cross-cultural stylistic 
comparison. Vocal melody was the most strategically significant musical aspect because 
it was sometimes purposefully varied by the singers. A cipher notational system was 
found to be adequate to indicate these variations though it has not been used for 
presentation purposes in this dissertation. For analysis its simplicity allowed the 
notation of many hours of music for the purpose of determining the melodic patterns 

                                                 
6See, for example, List 1974. 
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and variations in complete desafios. Because the instrumental accompaniment was 
supportive, not central in the performance, and because, at least ideally, the players 
followed the singers’ lead, only the general characteristics of the accompaniment were 
indicated, mainly its harmonic structure, which could vary on a cue from the singer. 
Common practice harmonic notation was found adequate to indicate this element of 
the accompaniment. 

Data from the transcriptions were subjected to tagmemic structural analysis, 
creating a picture of the structure of the total performance, arranged in hierarchical 
levels. This facilitated an understanding of the process of each performance, as it 
moved from one immediate constituent phase to the next. This technique clarified 
redundant and complementary relationships between the various means of 
communication. 

In conclusion, it should also be noted that this dissertation reflects more the 
viewpoint of the singer than the audience member. This is due to the fact that most of 
the interviews and conversations were made with performers rather than 
nonperformers. The singers’ attitudes had a correspondingly greater impact on the 
development of the research than the attitudes of nonsingers. Such an approach has an 
advantage for an initial study such as this because the singers are the ones most likely 
to have given more thought to the tradition of singing, to discuss it more frequently, 
and to be able to express it to the outsider more cogently than the average audience 
member. And I do not believe that this bias severely limits the applicability of this 
study because the information that I did glean from non-singers tended to reinforce 
rather than contradict the attitudes expressed by the singers.
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2 

Ethnographic and Generic Contexts 

The first part of this chapter provides an ethnographic context for the understanding of 
Azorean-Canadian song duels. It briefly describes the origins and recent history of the 
Azorean-Canadians as well as providing an introduction to some of the institutions 
which sponsor social occasions at which desafios are performed. The second part 
provides a generic context for this study. It shows the relationship of the type of song 
duel that is the focus of this study to its immediate generic context by comparing it to 
other types of Portuguese desafios; it briefly describes several other Azorean forms that 
share the dialogic and/or the improvisational nature of the desafio. It then illustrates 
the continuity of song dueling through time by comparing the desafio with its probable 
generic antecedent, the tenson of the troubadours. The chapter concludes with 
comparisons of the Azorean song duels of this study with some similar modern 
traditions from other countries. 

Ethnographic Context of Azorean-Canadian Desafios 

Geography and History 

The Azorean archipelago consists of nine major islands of volcanic origin: Corvo, 
Flores, Faial, Pico, São Jorge, Graciosa, Terceira, São Miguel and Santa Maria. This 
widely scattered group is located near the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean. The 
easternmost island, Santa Maria, is situated approximately 700 miles west of the coast 
of Portugal. The westernmost island, Flores, lies 1,300 miles east of Newfoundland 
(Guill 1972:26–28). 

Portuguese mariners discovered the Azores in the fifteenth century and found 
them to be uninhabited. Thus the islands were first populated almost entirely by 
European immigrants, mostly the Portuguese. The second most important group, the 
Flemish, were completely absorbed by the majority Portuguese and their overall 
influence seems to have been slight (Rogers 1979:26–27, 42–44; Agostinho 1963:153). 

The Azores are not a colony of Portugal, but have always been officially 
considered as part of Metropolitan Portugal, the mother country in Europe. The 
situation of the majority of the population in the Azores, even in recent times, has not 
been good. It has been characterized by a lack of educational opportunities, high 
illiteracy, poor medical and health services, economic exploitation, and lack of 
economic opportunity (Serpa 1978:206–207; Rogers 1979:421, 422, 424). Therefore, it 
is not surprising that emigration is such a strong theme in the history of the Azores 
(Rogers 1979:425). 

The islands that are most important for this study are Terceira and São Miguel. 
They are by far the most populous islands of the archipelago (Institute Superior de 
Economia 1977:143) as well as the largest sources of Azorean emigration to Canada 
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(Anderson and Higgs 1976:21). All of the singers of desafio included in this study came 
from one or the other of these two islands. 

The archipelago is still geologically active, and a powerful earthquake struck the 
islands of Terceira, São Jorge and Graciosa on January 1, 1980, just at the beginning of 
my fieldwork. The extensive destruction caused by this quake and the resultant human 
suffering prompted international relief efforts, including many sponsored by the 
Portuguese-Canadian community. Two of the eight occasions at which I recorded 
desafios were for the purpose of raising funds to aid the victims of this disaster. Song 
duels at these occasions commented on the destruction and suffering and made appeals 
to the audience for their contributions. 

Emigration and Demography 

All of the singers in this study were born in the Azores and later emigrated to North 
America. These, however, are but the most recent emigrants in a long stream of 
Portuguese who have been migrating to North America for over two centuries. 
Portuguese emigration to the eastern seaboard of the United States is documented as 
early as 1634, but it was only with the development of the New England whaling 
industry during the last decades of the eighteenth century that Portuguese began 
arriving there in appreciable numbers (Wolforth 1978:7, 9). Portuguese settlement in 
California began in earnest during the Gold Rush of the 1850s and by 1915 there were 
100,000 Portuguese in California (1978:23). 

Unlike the United States, there was no large emigration of Portuguese to Canada 
before the 1950s (Anderson and Higgs 1976:18). Brazil changed its emigration policy 
at that time, thus diverting a large number of Portuguese to other destinations. During 
this same period, the Canadian government was encouraging emigration in an effort to 
solve its shortage of agricultural workers (1976:24–27) though only a few of these 
emigrants remained in farming (Anderson 1974:12). These factors helped make Canada 
a favorite destination for Portuguese emigrants from the Azores and the mainland 
(Anderson and Higgs 1976:18, 23–27). 

Anderson (1974:12–13) describes some significant differences between 
Portuguese communities in Canada and those in the United States. Some of these 
differences are due to the relative recency of Portuguese arrival in Canada: in the 
American communities most members were descendents of Portuguese who had arrived 
in the New World at least two generations previously. These Portuguese-Americans 
spoke English and they were usually well established; in contrast, Portuguese-Canadian 
communities and associations in the 1970s were still dominated by first generation 
emigrants, many of whom spoke little or no English. The second generation 
Portuguese-Canadians at that time was usually either children or young people just 
entering the work force. 

Of the Azoreans who emigrated to Canada, many went to Ontario. In 1971 that 
Canadian province led all others by far in the number of persons of Portuguese origin, 
most of those living in Toronto. Significant populations were also found in Montreal, 
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Quebec, and Vancouver, British Columbia as well as other cities in Ontario (Anderson 
and Higgs 1976:57). 

At the time of my fieldwork, the majority of well-known singers of desafio in 
Canada resided in southern Ontario, in or near Toronto. These singers would travel to 
perform for Portuguese audiences in Montreal, Vancouver, California, and New 
England. I found very few singers of desafio in California but a number of talented 
younger singers then resided in New England. Some of these traveled to Toronto to 
perform with more established singers there. 

Language 

Language is an important factor relating to the tradition of Azorean song duels since 
these are always sung in Portuguese. Anderson and Higgs describe the conflict 
experienced by Portuguese emigrants in the area of language. On the one hand, the 
ability to speak a Canadian national language (English or French) is highly prized, yet 
parents want to preserve the use of Portuguese as a family bond. Children often 
develop a patois, a mixture of Portuguese and English, or sometimes they respond in 
English to their parents’ statements in Portuguese. This linguistic alienation concerns 
the parents, and children who do not speak Portuguese are sometimes sent to 
Portuguese schools, held on Saturdays or after regular school hours (1976:138, 179). 

Despite efforts to maintain interest in Portuguese language and culture, the 
continuation of the improvisational tradition of the cantigas ao desafio in North America 
is unlikely. Singers reported that there was little interest in desafio among the new 
generation, born in Canada. Fontes (1975:300) does, however, write of the existence of 
two improvisers of desafio who had been born in the United States. Nevertheless, in my 
opinion, it is likely that the improvisation of cantigas ao desafio requires a more 
profound knowledge of the Portuguese language as well as more exposure to the 
performances of that genre than will usually be acquired in Canada or the United 
States. 

Sponsoring Institutions for Social Occasions at which Desafios are Performed 

I did not find that song duels in Canada were performed on a regular basis but rather 
that singers were contracted for special occasions, the usual sponsors being clubs, 
Catholic confraternities, or private entrepreneurs. 

Anderson and Higgs report the importance of social clubs of Portuguese-
Canadians for community solidarity and social life. These clubs sponsor dances, picnics, 
and various forms of entertainment including theatrical, sporting, musical, and 
folkloric events (1976:155–156). Cantigas ao desafio, however, are not the most popular 
music for such events. Music for dancing and set-pieces such as fados are preferred. 
Despite the fact that most emigrants to Canada come from the islands of Terceira and 
São Miguel, where the tradition of cantigas ao desafio is strong, the audience for them 
in Canada is limited. A desafio is an extended dialogue of a half-hour or longer which 
can only be appreciated by one who knows both the language and the song dueling 
tradition well, and who is interested enough to pay close attention for a relatively long 
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period of time by modern standards of entertainment. Furthermore, not all Azorean-
Canadians are fans of desafios even in the Azores. In both club-sponsored occasions at 
which I recorded cantigas ao desafio, the sponsoring institution was an association for 
retired persons. 

Much more frequent sponsors of song duels during the course of my study were 
the Catholic irmandades. 

One special feature of Portuguese Catholicism introduced in Canada is the Irmandade 
(confraternity), a religious association in a form which greatly declined in mainland 
Portugal in the years since World War II but still flourished in the Azores and to a lesser 
extent in Madeira. The Irmandade’s main function is to organize annual celebrations in 
honour of a particular devotion, although the most important throughout the Azores is 
that of the Holy Spirit….There are other Irmandades involved in different ceremonies. 

 (Anderson and Higgs 1976:147, 148) 

Eleven of the desafios in the corpus were sponsored by such brotherhoods. Three 
of the eleven were sponsored by a single irmandade of the Holy Spirit to be performed 
at dinners relating to the festival on three different occasions. Another desafio was 
sponsored by a different brotherhood of the Holy Spirit to be performed during part of 
its festivities. Four other desafios were performed on one evening of entertainment 
sponsored by an Irmandade of the St. John Festivals.1 The other three desafios were 
sponsored by yet another association as part of an evening’s entertainment whose 
purpose was to raise funds to help the earthquake victims in the Azores. 

Private entrepreneurs also sponsor song duels. I was told that they contract 
singers and hire a hall to put on an evening of song duels called cantoria.2 The motive is 
the profit gained from the admission tickets and the refreshments sold. The importance 
of private entrepreneurs was diminished at the time of this study. I was told that few or 
none were being organized in this way because the high cost of renting the halls and of 
hiring the singers made it difficult to make a profit. None of the sixteen desafios which 
form the main corpus for analysis were recorded at cantorias sponsored by individuals. 
However, a group called the Caravana Azores, which performs Azorean folk and 
popular music, organized a dinner to raise funds for the victims of the earthquake in 
the Azores. A desafio was performed as a major part of the program for that dinner. 

In summary, of the sixteen desafios in the analytic corpus, eleven (on six 
different occasions) were sponsored by brotherhoods or associations, four (all on one 
occasion) were sponsored by a club, one was sponsored by a musical organization, and 
none by individuals.3 

                                                 
1One of these occasions was during an earlier visit to Canada, before the major period of research. 
2The term cantoria, which means ‘singing’, can also refer to a desafio. 
3The desafio that I had taped at a club-sponsored occasion on an earlier visit to Canada was not recorded 
with sufficient fidelity to include in the analytic corpus. 
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Generic Context of Azorean-Canadian Desafios 

Variations of the Desafio 

It is important to realize that the type of Portuguese song dueling described in this 
dissertation is but one of a number of types found in Portuguese folk culture. Herndon 
and McLeod (1980b) describe the variation of Maltese song dueling on different 
occasions. Since I did not encounter the full range of Portuguese song dueling in the 
field, I cannot present a complete picture of the variation of the practice here. Based on 
the ethnographic literature, however, I will offer several examples of variation which I 
believe cover the main types. 

The term desafio is used in the literature to refer to a number of related 
phenomena which usually share the following characteristics: 1. two or more persons 
are engaged in a duel or dialogue; 2. this duel is cast in a poetic form, usually 
heptasyllabic quatrains but sometimes heptasyllabic sextains; 3. the stanzas are sung.4 
In other words, the desafio is a sung poetic dialogue or duel. However, when 
ethnographic literature on Portuguese folk music uses the term desafio, it often refers to 
phenomena significantly different from the Azorean-Canadian song duels this 
dissertation describes. Therefore, I will offer some examples from the published 
literature to illustrate the variation possible in the phenomena called “desafios”. 

Some of the characteristics of the desafio of this study which distinguish it from 
other “desafios” include: 1. the sex of the singers; 2. the activity of the audience; 3. the 
degree of improvisation.5 

Sex of the Singers 

The desafios I studied in Canada were most often performed by men. Although there are 
women performers of this type of desafio (indeed I met and interviewed a very 
important and highly esteemed female improviser in Canada),6 they are a small 
minority. There are, however, other varieties of desafio which are most 

                                                 
4See chapter 4 for details of poetic structure and particularly the Portuguese method of counting 
syllables. 
5It may seem strange to compare the type of desafio studied here with other types on the basis of 
individual characteristics rather than devising a taxonomy of types of the desafio and then showing 
where the desafio of this study fits into that scheme. Part of the problem is one of terminology. As 
already stated, a number of similar but slightly different phenomena are all called desafios. Furthermore, 
other terms such as despique and desgarrada are also sometimes used, in some cases interchangeably with 
the term desafio. Another part of the problem for developing a taxonomy is that the descriptions of 
desafios are often incomplete. For example, frequently only the texts or portions of a text are given with 
no explicit information on the performers (though the sex of the performers may sometimes be inferred 
from the texts) or the context. In other cases the context is described but the text that was performed is 
not given. But even with more complete descriptions it may be that desafios occur in such a range of 
variation that a neat, unambiguous descriptive taxonomy is impossible. 
6Maria Angelina de Sousa frequently sang with men, as did other female performers of this genre. The 
literature indicates that female singers also performed with each other, but I have almost no information 
about these desafios. 
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characteristically performed by members of different sexes rather than by two men. 
The themes of such desafios often revolve around male-female relationships. Thus, 
there seems to be a correlation between the intersexual nature of the dialogue and its 
thematic content. In contrast, the desafios of this study had a very broad range of 
potential themes and were not limited to questions of intersexual relations. 

Rodney Gallop illustrates male-female desafios with an example from Minho, a 
region in the extreme northwest of Portugal: 

The people of the Minho have a special gift of improvisation, which they exercise in 
descantes or cantigas ao desafio (poetical contests), often between a man and a woman, in 
which verse follows verse until one of the two competitors is discomfited. The following 
is a frequently quoted example of peasant repartee.  

He: 

Todos quantos aqui estão All of you who are present 
Sejam boas testemunhas Bear faithful witness 
De que esta mulher é minha That this woman is mine 
Da cabeça até às unhas. From her head to her toenails. 

She: 

A minha alma é de Deus; My soul belongs to God, 
Minha cabeça é do rei; My head to the king, 
O corpo, da sepultura; My body to the tomb, 
As unhas, eu t’as darei. But my toenails are yours 
 For the taking.7 

 (Gallop 1936:231–232) 

Martha and Pinto (1912:96) describe the desafio as it occurs in the municipality 
of Figueira da Foz which lies on the coast of Beira Literal, south of Minho but still in 
the northern half of the country (the viola and guitarra are different kinds of guitar): 

In the popular festivals there appear at times young men and ladies challenging 
each other to sing. Great poetic duels are then sometimes engaged accompanied by viola 
or guitarra, interesting indeed since almost always the two singers improvise upon 
subjects known of the life or character of both. 

These tourneys are called despiques or desafios. It is a shame that this very 
picturesque custom is falling into disuse in the municipality.8 

                                                 
7Heitor Martins pointed out a nice play on words in this line that Gallop’s translation missed. The 
Portuguese word unhas means ‘nails’, either fingernails or toenails. In the first stanza the correct 
translation is “toenails,” but in the second stanza the reference is to the woman’s fingernails that she will 
“give” to the man by scratching him. 
8Nas romarias aparecem ás vezes rapazes e raparigas desafiando-se mutuamente para cantar. Travam-se 
então ás vezes grandes duelos poéticos acompanhados á viola ou guitarra, devéras interessantes visto que 
quase sempre os dois cantadores improvisam sobre motives conhecidos da vida ou do caracter de ambos. 
Chamam-se a estes torneios despiques ou desafios. É pena que vá caindo em desuso no concelho este 
costume tão pitoresco. 
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Similar song duels are reported for the island of Madeira. Pestana includes 
desafios in his collection of Madeiran folkore (1965:175–181). Each of these involves 
both male and female participants, and their topics usually relate to male-female 
relationships. 

Such male-female dialogues are also reported for the Azores. A nineteenth-
century description of part of the Holy Spirit Festivals on the island of São Miguel 
includes an account of what appears to be a male-female desafio performed 
accompanying dancing inside a special building (here referred to as a ‘cottage’) used 
during those festivals: 

Looked into one of the cottages of the “Holy Spirit” as we passed…. Round the room 
were men and women sitting on temporary benches, with children squatting on the 
ground in every vacant interstice and corner. The centre was completely filled with 
young girls and lads, dancing some simple figure, and occasionally “setting” to each 
other and snapping their fingers. Alternately a woman and a man, whilst dancing, sang, 
in a monotonous and nasal tone and high key, what we were told were extemporaneous 
verses. A guitar was played by one who managed to thread his way amongst the thick 
crowd of dancers and to play at the same time with much dexterity. 

 (Bullar and Bullar 1841b:178–180) 

In an early collection from the Azores (Braga 1869), João Teixeira Soares records 
nine male-female dialogues under the category of despiques de conversados (sweethearts’ 
revenges). The last of these despiques is entitled cantar à desgarrada (capricious singing). 

Activity of the Audience 

A second characteristic which differentiates the desafios I studied from others is the 
activity of the audience. The audiences in Canada were for the most part seated or 
standing, attending to the words of the performance and perhaps also conversing and 
eating or drinking. But desafios are also used to accompany dance (as we have just 
seen) or communal labor. 

On the Portuguese mainland the desafio is often associated with dance and the 
term is used at least in some regions to refer to the dance as well as the singing. 
Fernando de Castro Pires de Lima (1962) associates the desafio with the chula, a broad 
category of song-dance which is often, but not always, accompanied by song dueling. 
In the north of Portugal the chula itself may be called cantiga [sic] ao desafio (p.35). 
Pires de Lima quotes this description of the chula from Lambertini Encyclopedie de la 
Musique: 

One of the best known songs in the North of the country is the chula, which is 
considered as the classic variety of our popular music. It is a choreographed song, like a 
great number of those which are sung in Portugal; it is composed in a major key and its 
division is binary. The chula is usually accompanied by violin, guitar, a drum, triangle 
and sometimes also with a flute or clarinet. 

Each stanza is often sung in falsetto and followed by a type of refrain played by 
the instruments which at that point introduce a great number of variations and 
extravagant embellishments. The special movements of the dance which accompanies 
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the chula allows the singers improvisations in verse in the form of poetic debate or 
desafio, in which the young men of the village cast amorous expressions to the beautiful 
farm girls and satirize their rivals with malicious comments.9 

 (Pires de Lima 1962:51)10 

The example given above from Bullar and Bullar has already illustrated that the 
desafio can be used to accompany dance in the Azores. According to Rebelo Bonito 
(quoted in Pires de Lima 1962:35) the chula is called the charamba in the Azores and 
Madeira.11 Other descriptions from the Azores indicate that the desafio could be used to 
accompany dances other than the charamba.12 

Besides dance, desafios may also be sung to accompany communal labor. Câmara 
Cascudo, in tracing the history of the Brazilian desafio, emphasizes the frequency of this 
use of the Portuguese desafio: 

The “cantar ao desafio” soon existed in Portugal. As far as I know the documentation of 
poetic struggles between two singers, ranging from praise to insult, is not vast. The most 
common is the duel, half mocking, half enamored, between a young lady and a young 
man, in the husking bees, wheat-threshing activities and during the hours of communal 
labor. 

 (Câmara Cascudo 1939:132)13 

                                                 
9Although the main difference being illustrated here is the use of the desafio to accompany dance, there 
are a number of other differences between this particular variety of chula described by Lambertini and 
the Azorean desafio of this study. The latter is in a minor, not a major mode, and is accompanied only by 
guitars. A high voice is preferred for the Azorean-Canadian cantigas ao desafio, but I have not heard true 
falsetto used. There is no instrumental refrain between the stanzas and the instrumental accompaniment 
is not elaborated but purposely kept simple. 
10Uma das canções mais conhecidas no norte do país, é a chula, que é considerada como o tipo clássico 
das nossas músicas populares. É uma canção coreográfica, como um grande número daquelas que se 
cantam em Portugal; ela é construída em tom maior e a sua divisão é binária. Acompanhase 
habitualmente a chula com violino, guitarra, um tambor, ferrinhos e algumas vezes também com uma 
flauta ou um clarinete. 
   Cada estrophe, é muitas vezes cantada em falsete e seguida duma espécie de retornelo e confiado aos 
instrumentos, que aí introduzem um grande número de variantes, e extravagantes rendilhados. O 
movimento especial da dança, que acompanha a chula permite aos cantadores improvisados em versos 
em forma de debate poético ou desafio muito animado, onde os rapazes de aldeia jogam expressões 
amorosas às lindas lavradeiras, e satirizam os seus rivais com ditos brejeiros. 
11Meireles (1955:68) quotes another source that states that the charamba was already in disuse on São 
Miquel. However, Purcell and Purcell (1980:145) more recently have stated that the charamba was still 
sung “in old desafio style” on the island of Terceira. 
12Meireles (1955:68)quotes Canário’s list of dances of São Miguel including the chamarrita de desafio 
which was still in use. One of the Azorean-Canadian singers, José Fernandes, mentioned other terms that 
referred to desafios accompanied by dance in the Azores: the desgarrada, also called the fado corrido. The 
term desgarrada is also used to refer to the chula in the south of mainland Portugal (Pires de Lima 
1962:35) 
13Em Portugal existiu logo o “cantar ao desafio”. Pelo que conheço não é vasta a documentação da luta 
poética entre dois cantadores, indo da louvação até o impropério. O mais comum é o duelo, meio 
irônico, meio enamorado, entre moça e rapaz, nas “esfolhadas”, batidas de trigo e horas de trabalho 
coletivo. 
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Lambartini also mentions that the musical poetic dialogue of the chula, besides 
accompanying dance, can also serve as a type of work song to make certain agricultural 
tasks less monotonous (Pires de Lima 1962:51). 

In his book on Portuguese folkways, Gallop describes a wide variety of contexts 
for the performance of detached lyrical quatrains, which may occur as part of a larger 
form such as the desafio: 

These songs are closely interwoven with the life of the people. They are associated with 
all their activities and occasions. Strung together like beads, they may be heard at all the 
gatherings where the peasants assemble to share each other’s work; at the vessada 
(ploughing), desfolhada (maize-stripping) and espadelada (flax-breaking), all of which are 
made the occasion for merrymaking far into the night. They spring to the lips of the 
Douro vintagers as they pluck the purple grapes or tread them in the ice-cold lagares, of 
the reapers of Serpa when in the early August dawns they go out to the harvesting, of the 
gaily clad girls of Viana on their way to some rustic romaria or the mountain maids of 
Estrela as they turn in the interminable round dances. The attentive stranger comes to 
feel in them the perfectly appropriate leit-motiv of mountain and heath, of pine-encircled 
homestead and lonely dune-fringed shore. 

 (Gallop 1936:232) 

The use of the desafio during communal labor is also reported for the island of 
Terceira in the Azores: 

The corn-husking bee is the most important of the agricultural festivities, and one 
of the liveliest. 

Young men and young women, seated on the ground, sing ao desafio, or the popular 
tunes, accompanied by violas, while they are husking the ears. Riddles and stories 
alternate with the cantigas, and from time to time, they dance a Chamarrita…. 

Almost always the master of the house offers something to eat and drink, and then 
the festivity becomes still more lively. 

 (Ribeiro 1935:80)14 

Scattered references are found to desafios performed in yet other circumstances. 
Atalde mentions young Azorean men and women merrily singing ao desafio as they 
walk down the road on their way to a village where a folk drama is to be performed. 
He also describes desafios during the Festival of the Fisherman at the village of Rabo de 
Peixe (São Miguel), both between men and women and also between men. Some of the 
desafios are associated with dancing, others are performed immediately after a great 
butchering of livestock for the festival (Ataíde 1974:321–325; compare also pp. 329–
330). It is evident from these and other references that desafios can be used to 
accompany a wide variety of activities. 

                                                 
14A desfôlha é a mais importante das festas agrícolas, e uma das mais animadas. 
   Rapazes e raparigas, sentados no chão, cantam ao desafio, ou as modas populares, acompanhados por 
violas, emquanto vão descamisando as maçarocas. Com as cantigas alternam as adivinhas e os contos e, 
de vez em quando, dansam uma Chamarrita…. 
   Quási sempre o dono da casa oferece alguma coisa de comer e beber, e então a festa mais se anima. 
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Improvisation 

A third characteristic which differentiates the desafios that I studied from other types is 
the degree of improvisation in performance. Although improvisation could be viewed 
as a continuum, from an analytical point of view, three types can be identified as 
conceptual points on that continuum: first, a high degree of improvisation in which the 
individual stanzas are actually composed during performance; second, a middle degree 
of improvisation in which preexisting stanzas are recalled and sung at appropriate 
places in a dialogue, the totality of which is not a set form; third, a dialogue that is 
virtually a memorized set piece but is cast in the form of an impromptu conversation. 
Of course, any particular desafio as a whole might be an amalgamation of all three 
types: improvised stanzas, preexistent stanzas as well as standardized exchanges. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to recognize some desafios that are principally formed of 
stanzas composed during the performance and contrast them with desafios that are 
virtual set-pieces. Gallop’s description of free lyrical quatrain, quoted earlier, suggests 
that the middle degree of improvisation, i.e., preexisting quatrains performed in unique 
sequences, is also common, but it is difficult to provide specific examples of desafios of 
this type to contrast with set-pieces since complete desafio texts are rare in the 
published literature and therefore the uniqueness of sequence of a specific example is 
difficult to establish. 

The desafios that are the focus of this study fall into the highly improvised 
category. True and complete improvisation is one of the essential goals in these 
performances and there are a number of circumstances, discussed in chapter 5, that 
surround them and insure that a high degree of improvisation does actually occur. One 
of the factors that simultaneously helps insure improvisation and which is, indeed, 
made possible because of the high degree of improvisation, is the wide variety of topics 
that may be discussed in these desafios. 

Desafios that I have been able to identify as approaching the set-piece category 
are of the male-female variety in which male-female relationships are the topic of 
conversation. The collection of Vasconcellos (1975), with a section on cantigas ao 
desafio, contains four variants of basically the same dialogue (on pp. 168–171 and 
labelled a, b, c and d) that show a surprising degree of correspondence both in the 
individual stanzas and in the order of their appearance.15 Unfortunately, the 
Vasconcellos collection gives almost no contextual information and an example of a 
similar song in dialogue form is classified elsewhere as a ballad,16 thus raising the 
question whether the examples from Vasconcellos were originally performed by two 
persons or just one.17 

                                                 
15A fifth example occurs on p. 168 of that same source (the item from Jolda) that corresponds to the first 
three stanzas of two of the others. An example from the Azores called “A Coversada da Fonte” (Braga 
1869:132) begins in a similar way and contains some corresponding stanzas. 
16Pires de Lima and Pires de Lima (1943:59–60) in their book on ballads of the Minho region quote an 
example that begins in a similar way to the examples in the Vasconcellos collection, but otherwise is 
substantially different from them. 
17This is a frequent problem in the literary collections of quatrains. Many times cantigas ao desafio are 
simply mixed in with other quatrains in the collection. See for example Pires de Lima (1942) who mixes 
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Whether the examples from Vasconcellos were actually performed as dialogue or 
not, some pieces performed as dialogues are indeed set-pieces and not improvised. For 
example, one of my informants indicated that in the Azores the desgarrada may be sung 
as a set-piece or it may be improvised. And, it seems likely that many desafios that are 
not complete set-pieces contain preexistent stanzas. 

The degree of improvisation in desafios that accompany dance probably depends 
on the relative skill of the performers. Some accounts are given in which a select 
number of expert singers, usually two, are responsible to sing the stanzas as in this 
example from northern Portugal (specifically, the region of Douro Literal) quoted by 
Pires de Lima (1962:50) from Monteiro: 

The Chula…does not have its own text. It is always sung ao desafio, to which the people 
attach great interest when professional singers meet, these being invited to sing usually 
only when there is a raffle. In those cases two chairs are placed on a wooden platform, 
one for the male singer, the other for the female singer; proudly seated, for the 
professional singers do not lower themselves to dance in the open air, they develop their 
poetic ideas in improvisations which are either humorous and many times audacious, or 
tending to show off their knowledge of history, primarily religious stories.18  

It would be tempting to set up a simple dichotomy contrasting: (a) highly 
improvised and multithematic male-male desafios sung before a seated audience with 
(b) male-female desafios sung before or even by an audience that is dancing or doing 
agricultural labor. This latter variety might or might not be highly improvised; if not, 
the theme would usually revolve around male-female relationships. Such a dichotomy 
is implied, in part, by the following account by Furtado (1884:28) from the island of 
São Miguel, which also, by the way, reflects his consistently condescending attitude 
towards the inhabitants of that Azorean isle: 

Singing ao desafio constitutes a favorite distraction; two country folk of the opposite sex, 
if it is for a dance, go about improvising quatrains in a type of contest. It is the only 
thing in which any constructive imagination may be found; the improvisation is rapid, at 
times magnificent and almost always viciously satirical. Singing ao desafio can even be 
quite delightful at a dance, with good guitar accompaniment, between two lovers that 
dance, and if the improvisation is quick, with variety and well done; but this is very rare 
and most of the time it consists of two men…the whole night long…in a hoarse and 
monotonous sing-song that invariably opens with “Listen here, Manoel, because I’m 
going to speak to you,” whose music, without any instrumental accompaniment at all, 
does not vary in the least, even from verse to verse.19 

                                                                                                                                                             
them in this way except for a group in an appendix that were all collected from the same female 
informant. 
18A Chula…não tem letra própria. É sempre cantada ao desafio, ligando-lhe o povo grande interesse, 
quando intervêm cantadores de profissão, os quais, geralmente apenas são convidados para cantar por 
ocasião de rifas. Então sobre um estrado de madeira, são colocadas duas cadeiras, um para o cantador, 
outra para a cantadeira; os quais sobranceiramente sentados, pois que os cantadores de profissão não 
descem a dançar ao ar livre, expandem a sua veia poética em improvisos ora jocosos, e muitas vezes 
atrevidos, ora tendendo a alardear conhecimentos de história, principalmente sagradas [sic]. 
19O cantar ao desafio constitue uma distracção favorita; dois camponezes de sexo differente, se é nas 
danças, levam a improvisar quadras n’uma sorte de contenda. É a unica cousa em que se revela alguma 
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However, there are enough exceptions to this general pattern that such a simple 
scheme, however convenient, cannot be considered definitive.20 

Other Dialogic or Improvisational Genres 

The Azorean-Canadian desafios of this study are always improvised and always in the 
form of a dialogue. But it is especially important for those of us who are perhaps more 
acquainted with song traditions in which solo or simultaneous group singing (rather 
than dialogue) and more or less set (rather than newly improvised) texts are the norm, 
to realize that the cantigas ao desafio do not stand out from the rest of Azorean tradition 
because of having these characteristics. The following discussion, based more on 
sources from the Azores rather than the current situation in Canada, will show how the 
desafios have existed in a generic context rich with dialogic and improvised forms. 

Several forms which are distinct from desafio contain at least one of these two 
elements (the dialogic or the improvisatory nature), and need to be briefly discussed to 
show how the cantigas ao desafio fit into the rest of Azorean tradition rather than stand 
apart from it. Furthermore, some singers of desafio also perform these other genres, and 
though each is different, it is apparent that skills from one carry over into the others. 

As Velhas is a genre which may be sung as a dialogue. It means ‘the old ladies’ 
and usually involves the exchange of jokes between two singers that make fun of old 
women, often ridiculing their supposed amorous aspirations or intrigues. Since it is an 
exchange of jokes, As Velhas does not have the same immediacy, flexibility, and 
specificity of response that the conversation-like desafios often have. Since the general 
topic is already established, the respondent does not have to reply to a specific 
statement by his interlocutor, but simply to come up with another joke in a similar 
vein. In the Azores, well-known singers usually compose their own Velhas rather than 
singing those written by others (Lima 1932:110). The question of whether this form is 
usually improvised during performance is less clear. Like many other types of jokes, As 
Velhas are short and compact self-contained units and therefore would seem to be more 
easily memorized than improvised. Nevertheless, Martins refers to an Azorean singer 
(José Ferreira de Carvalho) who dedicated himself to singing this genre as “one of the 
good improvisors of Velhas” (1980:59). If this comment may be taken literally, it would 
indicate that, in at least some cases, Velhas may share both the dialogic and 
improvisational characteristics of the cantigas ao desafio. Martins quotes one of 
Carvalho’s creations that illustrates how cutting this form can be: 

                                                                                                                                                             
imaginação constructiva; o improviso é rapido, ás vezes soberbo e terrivelmente satyrico quasi sempre. O 
cantar ao desafio chega a enlevar, no terreiro, com uma viola bem tocada, entre dois namorados que 
dançam e se o improvise é rapido, variado e bom; mas isto é raríssimo e a maior parte das vezes são dois 
homens…uma noite inteira…n’uma cantilena rouca e monotona que abre invariavelmente pelo “Escuta, 
meu Manoel,—que eu comtigo vou fallar”, e cuja musica, sera acompanhamento de instrumento algum, 
não tem a minima variante nem de verso para verso. 
20I have already referred to an important exception in my reference to the participation of females in the 
Azorean-Canadian desafios of this study, which otherwise is a genre that has the characteristics of type 
(a). 
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Há uma velha cabeluda I know a long-haired old maid 
Cega, surda e muda Blind, deaf and dumb 
E ainda se quer casar. And she still wants to get married! 

Ceguinha não pode ver Blind, she cannot see 
Surda, sem compreender Deaf, she cannot hear 
Aleijada sem andar. Lame, she cannot walk. 

Mas quer ter um namorado; But she wants a boy friend 
P’ra não lhe darem má fama, So as not to be disgraced. 
Mesmo um velho aleijado Even an old lame man would do, 
Que largue calor na cama. At least he’d warm up the bed! 

 (Martins 1980:60) 

The Folia do Espirito Santo is not a dialogue like the Velhas, but rather is 
responsorial in nature. It is, however, a form which may be improvised, and singers of 
desafios often lead it. In the examples I saw performed in Canada, a leader sang the first 
two lines of a quatrain, which the rest of the singers would then repeat. He would then 
sing the last two lines of the quatrain and the rest of the singers would again repeat 
them. Thus, despite the presence of a chorus, improvisation was possible in the folia 
since the chorus simply repeats what the leader has just sung. 

This folia is associated with the Festival of the Divine Holy Spirit, which varies 
from island to island and even from village to village in the Azores. As mentioned 
before, this festival, at which desafios may also be performed, is sponsored by a local 
irmandade or brotherhood: 

In the islands a number of members of the brotherhood are selected to keep in their 
homes the symbol of the Holy Spirit: a coroa (silver crown) topped with a dove, and a 
silver sceptre, also decorated by a dove. In the full Azorean tradition the man who 
received the crown was an Imperador (literally “Emperor”), who on the announced feast 
day offered meat, bread, wine and entertainment to the poor, neighbours and guests, the 
actual distribution of food being made by a child under fourteen, usually a boy and often 
called the menino santo (Holy Boy). Each island has distinctive differences in the ritual 
and customs associated with this ceremony. 

In a Canadian urban setting the traditions have been modified in a way which 
retains the essential characteristics of the Azorean ceremonials. In the Toronto 
Portuguese parish of St. Agnes some 700 heads of families, or single men and women, 
belong to the Irmandade do Espirito Santo out of a congregation of some 7,000 (1975). 
The church has nine silver coroas which are distributed after Sunday Mass to the 
members of the Irmandade who have requested the honour and who have been selected 
by the officers of the association. The first recipient of the coroa after Easter is 
considered especially honoured. During the weeks between Easter and Pentecost a  
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number of families are thus able to keep the coroa in their home for a week during 
which time the room where it is kept is specially decorated, rosaries and prayers are 
recited there, and friends, relatives and guests come to visit the fortunate home. The 
officers of the Irmandade also try to ensure a geographical spread throughout the city 
among those who have coroas in their homes. In this way, although modified, the 
Azorean tradition which involves bringing a revered religious symbol into the home and 
combining this with social celebrations continues in Canada. 

 (Anderson and Higgs 1976:147, 148) 

The singers and players of the folia, called foliões, perform various functions 
during the festival. They may go from door to door collecting donations to support the 
celebration and then later deliver traditional gifts of foodstuffs to the homes. 

In some versions of the festival the foliões also serve as a kind of announcer for 
different phases of the event as they preside over the slaughter of the calf and the 
eating of the traditional meal. The following quatrains, sung by the foliões, address the 
emperor, the ceremonial leader, and announce the different courses of the meal: 

Ó, meu nobre imperador Oh, my noble emperor, 
Sois pessôa de nobresa; Thou art a person of nobility; 
Mandai vir a nobre sôpa Call for the noble soup 
Para honrar a vossa mesa. To grace thy table. 

But no one begins eating the soup until the foliões sing: 

Ó, meu nobre imperador, Oh, my noble emperor  
Não sei vós em que cuidais; I know not what thou thinkest; 
Tendes o manjar à vista Thou hast the delicacy before thee 
Que fazeis que não manjais. And yet thou dost not partake. 

Other courses of the meal are announced by the foliões in a similar way. Creamed rice 
is served last: 

Ó, meu nobre imperador, Oh, my noble emperor,  
Isto quer muita cautela; This requires great caution; 
Mandai vir o arroz dôce Call for the rice pudding 
Cobertinho com canela. All sprinkled with cinnamon. 

 (Lima 1932:43–45) 

I had the opportunity to accompany the group of foliões from the St. Agnes 
parish when they visited the homes of several members. The group consisted of a lead 
singer, a guitar player, a violin player and one other male singer. The lead singer was 
Vasco Aguiar, one of the main desafio singers in this study. Besides singing he also 
played the trincho, called pandeiro in the Azores (Veiga de Oliveira 1966:228, 230), a 
sistrum that was built from a frame like that of a tambourine but with no drum head. 
The responsorial nature of the performance has already been described. The quatrain 
has an identical poetic form to that of the cantigas ao desafio: heptasyllabic quatrains 
with either abcb or abab rhyme scheme. The lead singer refers in his quatrains to the 
traditional elements of the festival, and he may also make references that relate 
specifically to the household that is being visited. 
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Because of the large membership of this irmandade, and the fact that the families 
were scattered over a large area in the Toronto vicinity, it was impossible for the foliões 
to go to each member’s home. Therefore a small number of homes were specially 
selected for a visit by the foliões. The foliões delivered the traditional gifts of wine, 
bread, sweet bread, and meat, carrying with them the flag of the Holy Spirit. They 
wore long red and white capes over their regular shirts, but decided not to wear the tall 
conical hats that are also part of the traditional costume, perhaps to avoid undue 
attention as the group passed through the Toronto streets. Red and white are the 
traditional colors of the Holy Spirit. Besides the four foliões there were two young men 
(one of whom was the driver of the van in which the group traveled) and three young 
ladies who also accompanied the group. Their outfits did not appear to be strictly 
traditional, but they did feature the colors red and white. The van in which the group 
traveled was red in color. 

The foliões entered the house bearing the gifts and the flag of the Holy Spirit. 
Some of the families were deeply moved by these visits. One elderly man was 
surrounded by a large group of people, apparently family members, in the home as 
they received the foliões. Tears streamed down the old man’s face as he listened to the 
folia. The following example was performed at one of the other houses we visited: 

Pra cumprir nosso dever In order to do our duty  
E as ordens que eu recebi And the orders which I received 
Que todos devem saber For all should be aware of 
O que é que nos traz aqui. What it is that brings us here. 

A pombinha nos mandou The Dovelet (i.e., the Holy Spirit) sent us 
Parar na vossa morada. To visit your dwelling place. 
Por conta dela aqui estou, On her account I am here, 
Creio que não falta nada. I believe there is nothing lacking. 

Não achem que é poucochinho Do not think that the gift is small 
A fartura vem na graça For the abundance is in the grace received, 
Não é na carne, e no vinho Not in the meat, or the wine  
Nem no pão, nem é na massa. Nor in the bread, nor in the sweet bread. 

Pra dar explicações In order to explain to you 
Das ordens que eu recebi: The orders I received: 
Trago aqui duas pensões I bring here two portions 
Mas não são todas pra aqui. But both are not for this home. 

Dou um recado sincero, This is a truthful message, 
Transmito o que a pomba diz I pass on just what the Dove says: 
Uma pensão pra o Antero One portion is for Antero (and his family) 
Outra pensão pra o Luis. And the other portion is for Luis (and his family). 

Lindo carne, linda massa, Good meat, good sweet bread, 
Lindo vinho pra beber, Good wine to drink, 
Que todo o irmão acha graça For each brother finds blessing 
Ao que a pomba vem trazer. In that which the Dove brings. 
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E foi esta a missão que eu tinha And so this was my mission 
Entregar-vos isto agora. To bring this gift to you now. 
Dá um beijo na pombinha Give the Dove a kiss 
Antes dela se ir embora. Before it has to leave. 

E que essa pomba vos ajude And may this Dove help you 
Com sua graça querida With its dear grace 
Que vos dê melhor saúde May it give you better health 
E muitos anos de vida And many years of life. 

Que na nossa vida inteira For as long as we live 
Se a saúde nos faltar If our health fails 
É a melhor enfermeira It is the best nurse 
Que podemos encontrar. That we could possibly find. 

Quem trabalha e se dedica Whoever works diligently for it 
Ela está sempre ao seu lado. It is always at his side. 
Diz ao Antero que ela fica Tell Antero that it remains 
Muito, muito obrigado. Very, very much obliged 

The leadership of the folia must be assumed by a competent singer but is viewed 
as much easier than improvisation of the desafio. One reason for this is that although a 
singer may improvise some of the folia stanzas, he is not engaged in a dialogue in 
which he must quickly respond to the comments of an adversary. To a certain extent 
the lead singer of the folia can think through beforehand what he will say and can even 
make up stanzas or use standard ones. The leader also has more time to compose 
stanzas than in the desafio because of the repetition of the lines by the responsorial 
chorus. 

Responsorial songs similar to the Folia do Espirito Santo are performed in other 
Azorean contexts as well. One of these contexts is the Matança (literally, ‘slaughter’), a 
Portuguese wintertime custom in which a pig is slaughtered for a feast. In the Azores 
this involves responsorial singing that may be improvised. Such songs are sung by 
visitors to the household who sing outside the door requesting admittance so that they 
can join the feast. I only observed such songs in Canada as part of folkloric recreations, 
performed on stage. These were presented with the dramatic fiction that they were 
outside someone’s house requesting admittance. 

The following example comes from a charity dinner to benefit the victims of the 
1980 Azorean earthquake. The dinner was held in Toronto on February 10, 1980 at the 
Sport Club of Lusitania. It was organized by the folkloric and popular music group 
earlier mentioned under the discussion of sponsors called Caravana Açores. The 
occasion was subsidized by a number of local Portuguese businessmen as well as the 
Sport Club itself. It was, in the words of the moderator, a “regional afternoon,” an 
“Azorean afternoon,” a “dinner Azorean-style.” In some respects this social occasion 
recalled the traditional matança. On the stage was a swine carcass, hanging from a 
wooden frame, representing the slaughtered pig of the traditional feast. Instead of 
cooking and eating that actual pig, it was butchered into portions that were auctioned 
off, the proceeds going to the earthquake victims. A large number of other items had 
also been donated to be auctioned off. There was no charge for the meal, but it was 
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expected that the participants would contribute to the cause by purchasing the 
auctioned items and by making cash contributions. Most of these were made during a 
collection after the meal as a desafio was performed. Two fados about the tragedy, 
“Deus a Terra fez Tremer” (God Shook the Earth) and “Luto e Pranto” (Mourning and 
Weeping) were also sung. Speeches were given by a local Catholic priest (a native 
Azorean serving in Canada) and a local politician (not Portuguese), the latter 
announcing the Canadian government’s contribution to the relief effort. With all these 
activities, it was not a traditional matança. Nevertheless, the matança was an important 
conceptual point of reference for the gathering, as evidenced by the opening song. 

The program opened with the performance of a song associated with the 
matança, led by one of the singers who later participated in the desafio, Vasco Aguiar, 
and accompanied by a small responsorial chorus. The group stood on the stage where 
the pig carcass was hanging from the wooden frame. Like the music of the Folia do 
Espirito Santo, the leader first sang two poetic lines which were then repeated by the 
chorus. Then the leader sang the final two lines of the quatrain that were also repeated 
by the chorus. The music, however, was different from that of the folia. Here are 
excerpts from the text of the song that was recorded at that time: 

No dia desde Janeiro On the day since January 
A familia que aqui mora To the family that lives here 
Estamos no mes de fevereiro We are in the month of February 
A matança vem à hora The matança is just on time. 

Sei quem nesta casa mora I know who lives in this house 
Que tem um bom coração; That he has a good heart; 
Pois nós vamos ver agora For we will now see 
Se ele é nosso amigo ou não, Whether he is our friend or not. 

Se ele abre a porta ou fecha; If he opens the door or closes it; 
De certo não nos adora, It is certain he does not like us, 
De certo que se ele deixa Certain, indeed, if he leaves 
A gente ficar cá fora. Us here outside. 

O que eu já sei ao certo What I know for sure, 
O que eu ando à procura: What I go about seeking: 
Que ele da porta está perto That he is near the door, 
Com a mão na fechadura. His hand on the door knob. 

Senhor Francisco Valente Mr. Francisco Valente 
É a quem eu falo agora:  Is the one to whom I now speak: 
Vais abrir a porta à gente; You will open the door for us; 
Tu não nos deixas cá fora. You will not leave us here outside. 

Já a porta veio abrir! He has already come to open the door! 
Rapazes, vamos entrando! Boys, let’s go in! 
Pra entrar e pra sair To enter and to leave 
É quando ele for mandando. Just when he says so. 
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E a gente vai terminar We will finish up 
Agora neste momento Right now 
E quando a festa acabar And when the festival is over 
Dar-lhe o agradecimento. Give him your thanks. 

Oh, Valente, me dedico Oh, Valente, I dedicate myself 
Com uma intenção honesta With honest intention 
Pra lhe dizer que o Tabico To tell you that Tabico 
É que é o autor da festa. Is the originator of the festival. 

Eia amigo traz amigo Everyone brings his own friend, 
E a casa não é sua. And it is not his own house. 
Se ele traz nove consigo If he brings nine friends 
Tu não pões dez na rua. You really can’t kick out all ten of them. 

Outra vez vou terminar I’ll try to stop again 
Vou descansar a garganta; I’m going to rest my throat; 
E o Valente vai matar And Valente will give 
O bichinho a quem canta. Me a drink. 

Todos haveis desculpar All will forgive 
A nossa intenção modesta Our modest effort 
E vai ser servido o jantar And dinner will be served 
Tudo faz parte da festa. It is all part of the festivities. 

O festejo açoreano This Azorean festivity 
Traz alegrias sem fira, Brings endless happiness, 

At this point in the song, right in the middle of this final quatrain, one of the supports 
holding up the carcass gave way and it fell down. The lead singer showed his amazing 
improvisational ability by hardly missing a beat and finishing the quatrain with a joke: 

E o Tio Valente pra o ano And Uncle Valente, next year, 
Não mates mais porco assim! Please don’t kill the pig that way!  

In the Azores, matanças, along with other festivals, served as a proving ground 
for singers of desafios in which they could test their improvisational abilities for 
smaller, less critical audiences, before appearing in front of more demanding public 
audiences. 

Of course there are other genres used by the Azoreans that share neither the 
dialogic nor the improvisational nature of the desafios. The lyric fado is a form that is 
appreciated by Azoreans as well as Portuguese from the Continent. The music currently 
used to accompany the cantigas ao desafio derives from the fado. In earlier times the 
music of the chamarrita was used to accompany the cantigas ao desafio instead. Some 
repentistas sing fados but they generally consider singing them to be extremely easy 
when compared to improvising desafios. 

The fado and the traditional and popular dances seem to enjoy a wider audience 
among the Portuguese in Canada than the cantigas ao desafio. Several factors probably 
contribute to this. First, the cantigas ao desafio can only be properly appreciated by one 
who has a thorough knowledge of both Portuguese and the song-dueling tradition. 
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Furthermore, the audience must listen for a minimum of thirty minutes to the same two 
singers singing the “same” song. The dances and the fado, on the other hand, are more 
immediately accessible: they are shorter and more varied musically; they can be 
appreciated for their music and/or choreography even if the poetry is poorly 
understood. 

Generic Antecedents of the Desafio 

Some scholars trace the history of the Iberian desafio to the poetic dialogues of 
shepherds of ancient Greece and Sicily (Almeida 1942:90; Câmara Cascudo 1939:130; 
Romeu 1949:144). The vestiges of such duels may be encountered in the Idyls of 
Theocritus (V, VIII and IX) and in the Eclogues of Virgil (III, V and VII). Moya, one of 
the chroniclers of the rich Spanish-American song dueling tradition, in his book about 
the Argentinian payadores devotes almost a whole chapter to quoting from these early 
sources and showing their similarity to the Argentinian tradition (1959:19–28). 

Câmara Cascudo, recounting the origins of the Brazilian desafio, finds no 
important register of song duels in the erudite literature of the Romans. He suggests 
that such poetic dialogues, though not apparently very attractive to Roman literatti, 
might have very well continued in the folk traditions (1939:131). He then traces sung 
dialogue in Medieval Europe: 

Alternating song reappears in the Middle Ages, in the contests of the Jongleurs, 
Trouvères, Troubadours and Minnesingers of France, Germany and Flanders under the 
name of “tenson” or “jeux-partis”, argumentative dialogues, declaimed to the 
accompaniment of lutes or guitar or violin….Also the contest could be performed 
without musical accompaniment …. 

The genre which appears closest to our “desafio” and which conserved the 
characteristics of the amoebean song was, in the Middle Ages, the “tenson”. It 
corresponded to the “Debáts” of the Provençal “Courts of Love”. In the provinces of 
southern Italy and in Sicily the “tenson” was called “Contrasti”. In the French Moselle 
there still exists a type of “desafio”, between young men and young women, like the 
“cantares” of Portugal. It can also be sung between men and women who are a little 
older but always with an improvisational character and even with a bit of 
acrimoniousness. They give it the name “Dayemans”. 

The “master singers” of medieval Germany (Meistersingers) knew how to sing the 
“desafio”. These were the “Wettgesange”, alternating songs, under fixed rules but still 
improvised. Equivalent are the “preguntas e respuestas” in the old Castillian 
“cancioneros”.21 

                                                 
21O canto alternado reaparece na Idade-Média, nas lutas dos Jongleurs, Trouvères, Troubadours, 
Minnesingers, na França, Alemanha e Flandres, sob o nome de “tenson” ou de “Jeux-partis”, diálogos 
contraditórios, declamados com acompanhamento de laúdes ou viola, a viola de arco….Também a luta se 
podia dar sem acompanhamento musical…. 
   O gênero que parece mais próximo ao nosso “desafio” e que conservou as características do canto 
amebeu, foi, na Idade-Média, o “tenson”. Correspondia ao “Débats” das “côrtes d’Amor” provençais. Nas 
províncias da Itália meridional e na Sicília, o “tenson” era chamado “Contrasti”. No Mosela francês ainda 
há uma espécie de “desafio”, entre rapazes e moças, como os “cantares” de Portugal. Pode ser também 
travado entre homens e mulheres de certa idade mas sempre se revestindo do caráter de improvisação e 
mesmo de certa acrimônia. Dão-lhe o nome de “Dayemans”. 
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Moya (1959:30) summarizes the preferred types of troubador tenson: 

a. Simple tenson, that is, the counterpoint of questions and answers, of attack and 
defense, of attack and counterattack. 
b. Divided song—jocs partic—partiment. Given a theme, various troubadours became 
involved to develop and discuss it. 
c. Games of love and of lover—jocs d’amor or jocs enamorats—it was the tenson 
exclusively dedicated to themes of love. 
d. The tourney, or true contention, in which participated any number of troubadours, 
called tourneimens, and had the proportions of a battle of wits.22 

Given this classification, it seems that the desafio of this study most closely 
resembles the simple tenson. In fact, the very phrase “attacks and defenses” (ataques e 
defesas) was used to describe the strategy in Azorean song dueling by one of the 
repentistas that I interviewed. Some of the other types of desafios that I previously 
described seem more closely related, at least thematically, to the jocs d’amor and jocs 
enamorats. 

The tenson was an important part of troubadour repertoire. A number of 
interesting parallels may be drawn between the song duels of the twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century troubadours and the cantigas ao desafio of twentieth-century 
Azorean-Canadians. The similarity between the two traditions is quite striking and 
attests to the durability of the form over a long period of time. 

In both the tenson and the desafio the song duel is a poetic dispute performed by 
usually two, but sometimes more interlocutors. In both cases the debates range from 
philosophical questions to personal disputes and exchanges of insults. In the case of the 
desafios, however, such changes are ideally supposed to be good-natured and always in 
a joking frame of reference, although in practice the interaction sometimes falls short 
of this ideal. Some of the troubadour duels were intentionally meant to wound the 
adversary, involving exchanges of gross slander as a result of personal grudges (Hueffer 
1878:124). 

Another similarity between the Provençal tenson and the Azorean desafios is that 
in both cases some effort is made to achieve an equality of opportunity for the singers 
in order to allow for a “fair fight.” One means of achieving this is in giving each 
contestant the same number of stanzas in which to display his poetic skill. This rule 
was apparently strictly followed among the troubadours (Hueffer 1878:114) but is only 
a tendency and not a strict rule in the case of the desafios in the analytical corpus of 
                                                                                                                                                             
   Os “Mestres Cantores” da Alemanha medieval (Meistersingers) sabiam cantar o “desafio”. Eram os 
“Wett-gesange”, cantos alternados, sob regras fixas mas improvisados. Nos velhos “Cancioneros” 
castelhanos equivalem as “Preguntas y Respuestas”. 
22a. Tensión simple, es decir, el contrapunto de preguntas y respuestas, de ataque y defesa, de ataque y 
contra-ataque. 
   b. Canto repartido—jocs partic—, partiment. Dado un tema, intervenían varios trovadores para 
desarrollarlo y discutirlo. 
   c. Juegos de amor y de enamorados—jocs d’amor o jocs enamorats— era la tensión dedicada 
exclusivamente a motivos de amor. 
   d. El torneo, verdadera contienda de la que participaba cualquier número de trovadores, llamábase 
torneimens, y tenía las proporciones de un certamen de ingenio. 
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this study. About twice as many two-person desafios in the corpus had an even number 
of stanzas (giving each participant an equal number) as had an odd number of stanzas 
(giving the first to sing a one stanza advantage).23 In the desafio, the individual stanzas 
(four or six lines) are so short in comparison to the length of the whole desafio (most 
desafios in the corpus had between 360 and 490 lines) that it is impossible for a singer 
to make up for an overall poor performance in a single extra quatrain. In the case of 
the desafio, more important than the number of quatrains is the one who sings last, 
thereby having the “last word.” Many singers prefer to have this slight advantage. If, 
however, a singer has done poorly and has been told to sing the last stanza, it is 
probably not wise for him to try to recoup his losses in a surprise attack in the final 
stanza. If sufficiently provoked, the opponent could elect to continue the desafio to 
even the score, perhaps even coming out better. 

Another means of equalizing the contest is by controlling the topic, or the 
rhetorical stand one might have to take in relation to it. Among the troubadours, the 
first speaker had the right to choose the rhyme and meter that the other had to follow, 
no matter how difficult they might be. This form would be maintained for the first few 
stanzas of the dialogue, though it might be substituted as the debate continued with a 
simpler form to ease poetic restrictions and allow for a freer expression of ideas. This 
initial advantage was counterbalanced by the right of the second speaker to choose 
which side of the point in question he would defend (see Hueffer 1878:114). In the 
cantigas ao desafio the poetic structure is much simpler than the complex forms used by 
the troubadours. Other means are used to equalize opportunity relating to the topic or 
the position to be defended. In most cases a much less formalized method is used to 
select the topic of a desafio than by the troubadours. Generally speaking, and ideally 
always, the specific topic is not chosen beforehand, but rather emerges spontaneously 
from the initial dialogue of the singers. This method helps to insure the improvisatory 
nature of the desafio because, if the topic is not known ahead of time, it is impossible 
for singers to prepare stanzas or ideas in advance. And since the topic is chosen as a 
result of the spontaneous interaction of the singers, a skillful singer has the opportunity 
to avoid a topic (desviar o assunto) about which he may not be conversant. Interestingly 
enough, a topic about which both singers feel at ease is actually a benefit to all, 
because the ensuing dialogue is then more interesting to the audience and the skills of 
the singers can be more dexterously displayed than when the singers are struggling 
with a topic about which one of the participants is dismally ignorant. 

In both the tenson and the cantigas ao desafio, then, techniques are used to 
equalize certain aspects of the debate so that neither singer will have an irresistible 
advantage and the skills of each can be displayed to their fullest. 

                                                 
23There were twelve desafios in the corpus in which only two persons participated. In the other four, one 
or two others joined in near the end of the desafio, complicating the significance of the number of 
stanzas as a measure of fairness. One other two-person desafio was recorded, but incompletely: a short 
segment at the beginning was missed. However, I believe that this desafio probably had an odd number 
of stanzas which would make the final total of desafios 8 that were even-numbered and 4 that were odd-
numbered for an exact 2:1 ratio. 
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One important difference between the Provençal tenson and the Azorean desafio 
is the social milieu in which the poetic dialogues were performed. The troubadours 
were often servants of the elite of the day and thus were attached to the courts of their 
patrons. The Azorean tradition has existed in a peasant agricultural context and the 
main perpetuators of the tradition come out of that class. Azorean-Canadians who 
perform this genre may only be one generation removed from this social situation as 
they are entering the lower and middle classes of modern North American life. It would 
be interesting to have records of the poetic duels performed by the lower classes in the 
time of the troubadours for comparison with the Azorean desafios. 

This disparity in the social factors surrounding the performance of desafios and 
tensons may be the cause of a difference in the adjudication of these contests. At the 
end of a tenson, assuming that none of the disputants had conceded his point, the 
question was usually referred to the patron or lady of the court to settle the issue. 
Referring the question to such a person of higher rank was such an established custom 
that it became incorporated in the tenson as a formula for ending it (Chaytor 1912:21). 
The discussion in a desafio usually takes the form of an informal argumentative 
discussion rather than a formal debate, and no official judgment of winner and loser is 
made, but each person in the audience decides for himself which singer presented the 
better arguments or played his role more ably. Different opinions may be avidly 
discussed among audience members, thus, the troubadours were subject to the decision 
of their patrons, while the audience of the repentista is primarily composed of his peers, 
none of whom individually has the social authority to make a final judgment. 

There was a period earlier in this century when officially sponsored and 
adjudicated desafio contests were held on the island of São Miguel, with singers from 
Terceira participating as well. These desafios were judged by more educated members 
of the upper class of Azorean society. In contrast to the traditional means of topic 
selection, the judges provided the singers with topics upon which to improvise. The 
cantigas were transcribed by hand during the performance (four transcribers, each 
taking down one line of poetry as it was sung) and then analyzed for adherence to 
literary esthetic standards and to the topic at hand. These contests bear some 
resemblance to the situation of the troubadours in that their products were judged by 
members of a socially elite class. 

The strong similarities between the tenson and the desafio suggest a generic 
relationship between the two forms, either by direct descent of the desafio from the 
tenson, by descent from a common ancestor, or perhaps by descent of the desafio from 
folk forms of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that were analogous to the tenson. 
Since Provençal troubadours were present in the courts of the thirteenth-century 
Portuguese kings Alfonso III and Diniz (Apel 1969:689), there is at least the possibility 
of direct descent. 

Contemporary Forms Analogous to the Desafio 

Since Portuguese song dueling has such ancient and influential sources, it is not 
surprising that song dueling of similar type is reported elsewhere in the Old World. 
According to Almeida, in the Middle Ages alternating song was known in all of Europe 
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(1942:91). Herndon and McLeod report that the Maltese spirtu pront, a form of song 
dueling similar in many respects to the Azorean cantigas ao desafio of this study, fits “in 
the general category of Southern European improvised singing, for similar folk forms 
have been noted for Southern and Northern Spain, Southern France, Corsica, Sardinia, 
Sicily and Southern Italy” (1980a:147). 

Spain is of particular interest in connection with the Azorean desafio because of 
geographical proximity to Portugal. Spanish popular song in dialogue form is treated in 
an article by Romeu (1948), who reports that the cantares a desafio are best preserved 
in the provinces of Galicia and Asturias (p. 149) but that quatrains in dialogue form 
also occur elsewhere in that country. The different varieties of song dueling in Galicia 
are described in detail by Tolosana (1978), including loias, regueifas and desafios. The 
type most similar to the Azorean desafio of this dissertation is the Galician regueifa. 

Because of its occurrence in Iberia, it is not surprising that song dueling is 
reported in the Latin American countries. The material from this area is too vast to 
summarize here. Suffice to mention that dueling similar to the Azorean desafio is called 
by a variety of names in this region. As examples from South America, Béhague 
(1973:183) mentions the terms paya (in Chile), porfía (Venezuela) and contrapunto or 
cifra (in Argentina). Payada is another term for the Argentinian song duel. And song 
dueling occurs in other regions of Latin America as well. 

Song dueling in Brazil is well documented, bears many resemblances, and no 
doubt holds some generic relationship to the type of desafio under study here. It most 
typically involves two male singers in competition, alternating verses covering a wide 
variety of topics. These features make it more similar to the desafios of this study than 
some of the other Portuguese desafios that have already been discussed. There are a 
number of significant features which should be noted. Brazilian desafios are known to 
employ a wider variety of poetic forms than the Azorean examples, including four-, 
five-, six-, seven-, eight-, nine-, and ten-line stanzas. Brazilian repentistas will vary the 
poetic form as a strategy to confound their opponents since the latter must follow suit 
in their responses or suffer defeat (Almeida 1942:96). This does not seem to be a 
significant strategy in the Azorean duels since the only alternative to the quatrain is the 
sextain, which seems to be a device to indicate the proximity of the end of the dialogue 
rather than one to confound the opponent. Some Brazilian desafios are more aggressive 
and even violent in their verbal abuse of the opponent than any of the Azorean cantigas 
I have encountered, becoming so heated as to result in physical conflict (Mota 1921:73, 
74). The following example comes from a folk literature version (literatura de cordel) of 
a supposed desafio between a famous blind singer, Cego Aderaldo, and a black singer, 
Zé Pretinho. 

Pretinho: 

No sertão eu peguei In the backlands I caught 
Um cego malcriado An ill-mannered blind man 
Danei-lhe o machado I struck him with an ax 
Caíu, eu sangrei He fell, I bled him. 
O couro eu tirei I skinned him 
Em regra de escala Right up the musical scale. 
Espichei na sala I stretched it in the front room 
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Puxei para um beco And pulled it all the way to the alley 
E depois de seco And after drying it 
Fiz mais de uma mala I made some suitcases 

Cego Aderaldo: 

Negro, és monturo Negro, you are a garbage dump, 
Mulambo rasgado A torn rag, 
Cachimbo apagado A tobacco pipe that has gone out, 
Recanto de muro A filthy corner,24 
Negro sem futuro A worthless Negro, 
Perna de Tição Faggot-leg. 
Boca de porão Basement-mouth, 
Beiço de gamela Lips like a trough, 
Venta de muela Gizzard-nose, 
Moleque ladrão Thieving ‘boy.’ 

  (Amaral n.d.:11) 

I certainly never encountered anything in the Azorean tradition like this passage, 
and it makes their vilest distemper seem tame in comparison. I have, however, been 
working with some of the most renowned singers of the tradition, rather than 
amateurs, and it may be that significantly less “refined” examples of the tradition 
occur. Nevertheless, I feel that the kind of verbal abuse and violence that seem to be 
common in Brazilian desafios would be considered a serious breach of decorum in 
almost any Azorean context. 

Competition in Brazilian desafios is more overt than in the Azorean tradition, 
and different verbal strategies are used. Besides the violent verbal abuse, which has just 
been illustrated, Brazilian desafios seem to employ more self-aggrandizement and 
testing of esoteric knowledge than the Azorean examples I encountered. The Azorean 
desafios that I have heard employ verbal abuse of a more subtle variety and emphasize 
rhetoric over pure knowledge, though knowledge is important. 

Non-European Song Dueling 

Poetic dueling appears to be a widespread phenomenon in the world, but its fullest 
extent has probably never been determined. I have, without a great deal of searching, 
come upon reports of it among the Eskimo (Hoebel 1967), the peoples of Central Asia 
(Emsheimer 1956), the Gond of India (Finnegan 1978:15), Malay-speakers (Finnegan 
1978:73) and people in Turkey (Erdener, personal communication), but these few 
examples no doubt only scratch the surface. The existence of poetic competitions, a 
broader category which includes dueling but other performance types as well, are 
“found all over the world, from Central Asia and Japan to Africa and Polynesia” 
(Finnegan 1979:229). 

                                                 
24Where one might relieve oneself. 
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Conclusion 

The discussion in this chapter concerning the generic contexts of the Azorean cantigas 
ao desafio illustrates how this form is not unique, but fits into a larger category of 
poetic creations that share many of its characteristics. The roots of the desafio can be 
traced in time at least to the tenson of the Provençal troubadours, and perhaps even 
earlier. Synchronically, the desafio of this study may be compared to other forms in 
ever widening circles of similarity and geographical distribution. First, there are the 
other Portuguese varieties of desafio, as well as other Portuguese genres which do not 
share the name but which may share the dialogic and/or the improvisational nature of 
the desafio. Then, there are the closely related forms in the rest of Iberia and in Latin 
America, some of which even bear the same name. Next are similar forms, such as the 
Maltese spirtu pront, occurring elsewhere in Europe but again having many similar 
characteristics. Finally, comparisons can be made even on a global level, based on the 
use of poetry in an analogous, if not precisely equivalent, way.
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3 

Performance Context and Content 

This chapter examines the variety of social occasions in which cantigas ao desafio 
are sung, the participants in those occasions, the content of song duels, and the 
relationships between context, content, and structure. 

Social Occasions 

The social occasions of the cantigas ao desafio are described as they occur in 
North America, specifically in the area of my field research in Ontario, Canada. 
Published information concerning the traditional contexts of desafios in the Azores 
tends to be sketchy and is clouded by the range of phenomena which may be called 
“desafios,” a problem already discussed. Sources indicate that “desafios” occur or at one 
time occurred in a wide variety of Azorean contexts.1 

Figure 5 illustrates the variety of social occasions and locations at which the 
desafios that form the main analytical corpus for this study were performed. All cities 
named are located in the Canadian province of Ontario. The relative prominence of the 
desafio in the occasion varied, for some occasions included as many as four desafios, 
and some only one. Although the desafios were always prominent, they were not 
always the dominant aspect of an occasion. 

                                                 
1Lourenço (1969:21) indicates that on Terceira desafios occur at all of the popular festivals except the 
street bullfights: “The ‘desafio’ is an obligatory element in the popular pastimes of Terceira, with 
evidently the exception of the famous touradas à corda. At the matanças, in the singing groups that visit a 
home that is celebrating something, at the festivals of the Holy Spirit, etc., it is the desafio that generally 
excites the greatest interest.” (“O ‘desafio’ é número obrigatório nos divertimentos populares da Terceira, 
com excepção das célebres touradas à corda, evidentemente. Nas matanças, nos ranches que visitam uma 
casa em festa, nos bodos do Espírito Santo, etc., é o desafio que desperta geralmente o maior interesse.”) 
Oliveira (1903:174) also mentions some of the contexts for the desafio in the Azores: “One of the most 
interesting forms, however, in which is manifested the poetic talent of the folk is, without doubt, that of 
the desafio. It is well worthwhile to experience one of these scenes, in which, to the accompaniment of 
the viola, at the husking bee or on the streets, at dances or at the festival of the Holy Spirit, two singers-
improvisors fight tenaciously, hitting each other with verses!” (“Uma das mais curiosas formas, porém, 
em que se manifesta o talento poetico do povo, é sem duvida a do desafio. Vale bem a pena presenciar 
uma d’essas scenas, em que ao som da viola, nas esgalhas de milho ou pelas ruas, nos balhos ou nas 
festas do Espirito Santo, dois cantadores-repentistas luctam tenazmente, a estocadas de versos!”) 
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Location Sponsor Nature of Occasion Desafios 

1. Toronto Club dos Velhos Cantoria 4 

2. Wheatley Brotherhood of the São 

João Festival 

Cantoria; associated 

with the festival of São 

João 

4 

3. Galt Associação do Império 

Mariense de Cambridge 

Benefit for Earthquake 

Victims 

3 

4. Toronto Irmandade do Divino 

Espírito Santo Mississauga 

Festa do Divino 

Espírito Santo 

1 

5. Bramalea Irmandade do Divino 

Espírito Santo Mississauga 

Festa do Divino 

Espírito Santo 

1 

6. Mississauga Irmandade do Divino 

Espírito Santo Mississauga 

Festa do Divino 

Espírito Santo 

1 

7. Toronto Irmandade do Divino 

Espírito Santo Toronto 

Festa do Divino 

Espírito Santo 

1 

8. Toronto Caravana Açores Benefit for Earthquake 

Victims 

1 

 

Figure 5. Social occasions of live desafios 

Occasions with more than one Desafio 

Certain occasions were dominated by the performance of song duels. The cantoria is an 
occasion in which the desafio is the dominant aspect of the social event, and is also the 
main if not the only part of the official entertainment. 

The clearest example of a cantoria in the corpus was the performance at the Club 
dos Velhos, a typical example of this type of social occasion. A reproduction of a notice 
advertising this event can be seen in Plate 1. 
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Plate 1. A cantoria advertisement (reduced) 
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Four paid singers were invited to participate, and they paired off in a series of 
four two-man desafios during the evening in the following pattern: singer 1 with singer 
2, singer 3 with singer 4, singer 1 with singer 3 and finally singer 2 with singer 4, so 
that each one would get to sing with each of the others. At the end of the fourth and 
final desafio, as is typical, singers 1 and 3 joined 2 and 4 for a four-man closing called a 
despedida (farewell). 

The audience members bought tickets for admission into the hall where the 
performance was being held. Between each desafio there was a break during which 
members of the audience got refreshments and talked about the desafios or other 
matters. 

I was told that the usual fee for an evening’s entertainment by a singer was 
$100. It was my understanding that this was the fee whether the desafio was performed 
at a cantoria or in some other context. Although the singers I recorded at the Club dos 
Velhos were all local talent, in some cases singers were also brought in from other 
areas to perform with local singers. They came from New England or even from as far 
as the Azores. In such cases the travel expenses were paid, as well as the fees for 
performance. Such visits by singers from elsewhere were appreciated because it gave 
audiences the opportunity to hear singers from elsewhere and to see how they matched 
up with the local talent. An organizer might arrange for more than one night of desafio, 
often two successive nights on a weekend. One former organizer of cantorias stated that 
it was important to pair up the singers over the period of time so as to create the 
maximum interest in the performances and thus insure good attendance. 

The only other occasions in the corpus in which more than one desafio were 
performed were performances in Gait and Wheatley. The latter instance resembled the 
performance at the Club dos Velhos in most respects except that there were other 
minor entertainments on the program, and it was sponsored by a religious irmandade, 
in anticipation of the Festival of São João. Despite these differences, the performance of 
cantigas ao desafio was the dominant aspect of the program. 

The performance in Galt had much more variety, and was not so dominated by 
desafios. The organizers had hired the musical group Caravana Açores to provide a 
program. The sponsor was a religious brotherhood and the program was intended to 
raise funds to benefit the earthquake victims in the Azores. The program included only 
three desafios, and there were a number of other important entertainments including a 
desagarrada and fados. An auction was also held to increase receipts. 

Occasions with one Desafio 

There were a number of occasions in which one desafio was sung as just a part, though 
a highlight, of the evening’s activities. The most frequent example in this corpus was 
the banquet sponsored by the Holy Spirit Brotherhoods as part of the Festival of the 
Divine Holy Spirit (Festa do Divino Espírito Santo).2 I attended three different occasions 

                                                 
2One of the singers from São Miguel briefly described to me how, at least in the past, cantigas ao desafio 
were performed in the open air, outside the door of the sponsor (mordomo) of the festival. Lima 
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that were all sponsored by the same brotherhood, the Irmandade do Divino Espírito Santo 
of Mississauga. This particular brotherhood is composed principally of Azoreans from 
the island of Terceira. Though the brotherhood was officially from the Toronto suburb 
of Mississauga, its membership was spread over a fairly wide area in the vicinity. For 
this reason they organized three similar banquets held at different locations on three 
evenings during the period of the Holy Spirit Festival. The activities during each of 
these events included the meal, an auction of donated goods to raise money, a financial 
report from the leadership and a vote on a constitutional issue that the brotherhood 
was facing at that time. The only live musical entertainment at each of these events 
was a desafio and the same two performers were hired for each of these occasions. 

A different brotherhood, the Irmandade do Divino Espírito Santo of Toronto, also 
hired singers to perform at a function relating to their celebration of the Holy Spirit 
Festivals. It hired the same two singers that had performed at the three banquets of the 
Mississauga brotherhood, but the occasion was very different. The Mississauga’s 
banquets had been relatively intimate affairs, held in medium-sized banquet rooms. 
The Toronto brotherhood held its gathering in a large hockey arena of a local park. 
There were perhaps ten times the number of people in attendance and the activities 
included the performances of a large brass band, a Beatles-type musical group, and a 
children’s dance troop. One desafio was performed during the evening. 

The only other occasion in the corpus with a single desafio was the banquet, as 
described earlier, sponsored by the Azorean popular music group Caravana Açores to 
raise funds for the earthquake victims in the Azores. An interesting note about the 
desafio on this occasion is that it was interrupted by a long speech by a local priest who 
urged the people to give generously to the relief effort. After he was finished speaking, 
the desafio continued while a collection was taken and the singers praised those who 
contributed, sometimes mentioning them by name. 

Informal Contexts 

All of the occasions just described are quite formal in nature. Cantigas ao desafio may 
also be sung in less formal situations as well. In these, the participants are not con-
tracted or paid to perform and may not be professionals. I was able to observe only a 
few instances of such informal contexts and was never able to record the music or text 
of such performances that range from what are presumably normal-length desafios to 
brief exchanges. 

I was told that family members improvise desafios at family gatherings in the 
home. One of the older singers explained how his nephew, who is now a promising 
young singer living in the United States, would come to him and say “Let’s sing!” They 
would then sing together informally in the home for a while. This older singer 
indicated that these sessions constituted an important part in the training of the 
nephew. I was never able to attend an informal performance of a desafio in a home but 

                                                                                                                                                             
(1931:89–91) passes on an account from São Miguel of a desafio performed during the Festival in the 
apse of a church. 
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assume that at least some of such performances would be more or less similar to the 
public performances of professionals, depending on the skill of the participants. 

I did have the opportunity to hear shorter informal exchanges during the 
circumstances surrounding the formal performances at Wheatley, which have already 
been discussed. I had been invited to accompany the performers in their trip from 
Toronto to Wheatley, and during this journey a few quatrains were exchanged, but 
declaimed, not sung, and without musical accompaniment. During the social event 
itself that evening, I heard another example of unaccompanied song dueling. When 
there was a break between the desafios sung by the professional repentistas, I wandered 
back to the refreshment area where I heard two inebriated audience members 
exchanging intoned cantigas without instrumental accompaniment, to the delight of 
their friends who observed this encounter with obvious glee. When I later mentioned 
this occurrence to a former organizer of desafios, he, as an appreciator of the fine art of 
song dueling, spoke of these informal encounters disparagingly and indicated that they 
were unimportant occurrences: a drunk is liable to do anything but, according to him, 
professional singers would not participate in such activities.3 

During this same trip I also heard a less formal performance of desafio but with 
accompaniment. After arriving in Wheatley, the performers ate a meal in the home of a 
Portugese family, after which two of the singers, still in the home, sang for a short 
while with musical accompaniment. I am not sure of the purpose of this relatively brief 
exchange, but it may have been simply an opportunity to practice with the local 
musicians who were to accompany the group and who did not seem to have a great 
deal of experience at accompanying this genre. 

One older singer from São Miguel described how at least in the past, cantigas ao 
desafio were often sung under less formal circumstances than I observed in Canada. He 
mentioned that on the weekend singers would go to different parts of the island, 
looking for singers with whom to compete. The desafio encounters were not arranged 
beforehand. When a singer arrived at a location, a third party would arrange for the 
visitor to sing with someone he had not met. The participation of yet unmatched rivals 
added interest to the competition. He and another singer indicated that in these 
circumstances a payment in money was not made, but that some form of gratuity, 
perhaps in the form of refreshment, might be offered to the singers.4 

                                                 
3Examples from the Azores of isolated cantigas or brief exchanges in informal situations include the 
following: as one singer is having difficulty dismounting a beast of burden, another singer, in cantigas, 
makes fun of the first singer’s small stature (Lima 1931:84, 85); a singer is asked by one of his 
companions to make up a cantiga about a bald man they happen to pass as they are traveling (Lourenço 
1969:53); a singer is asked to sing by her doctor as he applies chloroform for her operation—and then 
she also sings to her nurse after she wakes up from surgery (Lima 1931:121, 122). 
4Published accounts from the Azores give examples of encounters between singers that were not 
prearranged or officially organized, but occurred spontaneously. Lourenço (1969:9–11) recounts an 
exchange that was initiated when one singer entered a house where he encountered another singer, a 
close friend and frequent interlocutor in song duels, who offered him a chair. The first singer 
commented, in a cantiga, that although he appreciated it, the chair did not, in fact, belong to his 
interlocutor for him to offer it. The second singer took the bait, responding in verse, and thus an 
exchange began. On another occasion, one of these same singers was walking with a female singer when 
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The form, content, and contexts of such less formal encounters would perhaps be 
an interesting study and would no doubt complement the understanding of the more 
formal desafios that form the basis of this study. Since this was beyond the scope of my 
research, at present it is only possible to document the existence of such occasions. The 
work of Herndon and McLeod on the Maltese spirtu pront, particularly their contrasting 
of performances “in the quiet” with performances of a more public nature (1980a:147–
166), suggests that a study of informal Azorean desafios might be valuable. 

Adjudicated Contests 

I have already described some of the characteristics of the adjudicated song-dueling 
contests in the Azores. These were always discussed by my informants as a thing of the 
past. One of the singers, João Plácido, briefly described what he could remember of 
one such contest in which he had participated. It took place around 1950 and was held 
in Ponta Delgada, São Miguel. At least five other singers also took part. One of the 
judges was “the poet of the São Miguel,” apparently a literary poet. Modest prizes were 
offered. Plácido indicated that the last of these contests was held at or around the time 
he participated. 

Audio Recordings 

Audio recordings of desafios are frequently made, principally in two ways: live 
recordings of desafios made by audience members with portable cassette or eight-track 
recorders for personal use; and studio recordings made for commercial release on long-
playing disks. 

Listening to a recording is a very different social event from a live performance, 
and it is beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, since such recordings seem to be 
common, it is important to recognize their existence. Also, even a superficial 
examination of the commercial recordings provides some interesting information by 
contrast to live performances. Furthermore, examination of the content of the desafios 
on commercial recordings provided a broader scope for the study of this aspect of 
Azorean song dueling. 

Some commercial disks were recorded in a studio, or in a room in which there 
was no audience other than the technicians operating the recording equipment. Singers 
were contracted to make such recordings, going to the place where the recording was 
to be made to improvise the desafios. In general, it seems that the editing of these 
recordings was a very simple enterprise and seems to have been mainly concerned with 
the proper length of time to fit on the disk. One singer told me that the recordists 
indicated to the singers when the time was running out so that they could bring their 
duel to a close. The situation described to me suggested that rather than making a 
series of “takes,” whatever the performer sang went onto the record. A second or third 

                                                                                                                                                             
they encountered his friend on the way, hurriedly going in the opposite direction. The companions each 
addressed the singer with a cantiga, trying to detain him there for a short desafio. He did not want to 
stop, but did respond with a clever stanza (Lourenço 1969:16). 
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“take” would essentially mean creating a whole new desafio each time because of the 
genre’s improvisatory nature. 

One case was related to me in which a fairly complex editing procedure was 
used. The singers improvised a desafio. The recorded version was transcribed and then 
edited by the singers. The singers then recorded the final version reading from the 
edited version as they sang. This procedure seems to be the exception rather than the 
rule for commercial recordings. 

Since there is no audience present during such sessions, audience applause is 
sometimes added on to the beginning and ending of a commercially produced disk. 

Singers are not totally unaware of the implications of such permanent records of 
their art. In the following example, the singers make reference to the fact that their 
recordings will outlive them, and that the people that listen to the records will make a 
judgment on their ability as singers even after they themselves have passed away. They 
are aware of the kind of “immortality” granted by such circumstances and true to the 
tradition of making reference to the immediate circumstances of the desafio, the singers 
comment on this fact: 

Vasco Aguiar: 

Para te ouvirem cantar For them to hear you sing 
É esta gravação tão rica; Is this precious recording; 
Mas quando a morte chegar But when death comes 
Tu partes e ela fica! You will depart, but it will remain! 

Luiz Carlos Ferreira: 

Tua idéia é risonha; That’s a cheerful thought; 
Digo às pessoas amigas: I say to my friends: 
Que essas depois vão ter vergonha That then they will be embarrassed 
De ouvirem minhas cantigas. To hear my cantigas. 

Aguiar: 

Cantar mal ou cantar bem Singing poorly or well 
Medita nisto um segundo: Think about this for a second: 
Que eu não conheço ninguém That I don’t know anyone 
Que seja perfeito no mundo. On this earth that’s perfect.5 

The same record also included a desafio which had been recorded before a live 
audience. It was an interesting example because the enthusiastic audience reaction to 
the humorous topic was clearly audible. This recording was produced by one of the 
singers who participated in that desafio, Vasco Aguiar. Aguiar also sells tape copies of 
his live performances, though these probably do not enjoy the wide distribution of 
desafios which have been produced on disks. 

                                                 
5From the record Vasco nos Açores: Cantares ao Desafio, VA Records, VA-103.93. 
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Participants 

There are a number of participants at any desafio whose roles must be understood to 
appreciate the strategy of the duels. The primary participants include the singers, the 
players (accompanists), the audience, and the moderator. 

Arrangement of Participants 

The arrangement of the participants follows the general pattern for staged musical and 
dramatic performances in Europe and North America, with the performers elevated on 
a stage before the audience which is seated. The singers, who are the “stars” of the 
show, stand at the front of the stage, ideally each in front of his own microphone, 
though they may share one if two are not available. They mainly face the audience, 
though they are usually addressing each other in the words of their cantigas. The 
singers will occasionally look at each other, but generally the image is that of debaters 
arguing among themselves but really trying to convince a third party, the audience. 
They are in effect simultaneously performing for an audience while also appealing to 
that audience for support in their line of argumentation. 

Most of the audience is seated with a few listeners, especially men, standing 
near the stage, around the edges or at the back. If the bar, which serves beer, coffee, 
soft drinks, snacks and sandwiches, is located within the performance area, a group of 
men may congregate there and listen.6 

The moderator functions as a master of ceremonies, introducing the performers 
and activities. After such an announcement, the moderator retires from the stage and 
essentially functions as part of the audience. 

While a desafio is being sung, the players are seated on the stage, behind the 
singers. There are usually two playing different types of guitars. Each may have a 
microphone to amplify the sound of his instrument, or he may have to share one 
microphone. The position on the stage, seated near the back behind the standing 
singers, reflects the subordinate musical function of the accompaniment. 

Singers 

The role of the singers in the performance of desafio is preeminent. As the “stars” of an 
evening of cantoria, the burden of success of the entertainment falls upon their 
shoulders. A mediocre performance by the accompanists will not necessarily detract 
from a good performance by the singers. The singers, however, do not control the 
whole event since they have been paid to perform by another individual or group that 
is represented by the moderator. The length of their desafio is mainly determined by 
the moderator, who is responsible for managing the totality of the event, which, as has 

                                                 
6I attended only one desafio where seating was not provided, that being the occasion of the Holy Spirit 
Festival of the Toronto brotherhood, which was held in the large hockey arena. No stage was made 
available for the singers on this occasion, but the performer-listener distinction was maintained. The 
crowd stood nearby in a semicircle, remaining a “public” distance away from the performers.  
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already been discussed, may include important phases besides the performance of 
desafios. Nevertheless, once the desafio has begun, the responsibility of its success rests 
with the singers. 

This burden weighs heavily on the minds of these performers. They are only too 
aware that, as in any kind of work, depending on their disposition, they will have 
“good days” and “bad days.” And, as one singer pointed out, when you are contracted 
to sing, you cannot tell beforehand how you will feel when the time to perform 
actually arrives; you must still perform no matter how it might come out. Another 
singer stated that although all singers have “good” and “bad” days, even on a “bad” 
day an accomplished performer will at least have something to say. But a weak singer 
on a”bad” day is really bad: “just like a flat tire!” 

One means of coping with the anxiety of performance is the consumption of 
alcohol by the performers. Having something to drink is said to help the singer to “be 
more relaxed…with a clearer mind.” However, singers also recognize a danger in 
drinking too much. Alcohol consumption up to a certain amount is seen to help 
performance, but beyond that the singer loses control and his performance is hindered. 

Of the eight singers of desafio that I interviewed in some depth, four had been 
born on São Miguel, four on Terceira.7 Their educational backgrounds and occupations 
in general reflected the education and occupations of the majority of Azorean 
immigrants. None had a university education and I know of only one who was engaged 
in a “white-collar” occupation. Most were engaged in or retired from agricultural or 
“blue-collar” jobs. On the other hand, these persons were endowed with natural talents 
which set them apart from the majority of their fellow Azorean-Canadians and 
commanded their respect. Despite their limited educational opportunities, some 
pursued a broader knowledge by reading. One of the singers who had had very little 
formal education, the great Charrua (José de Sousa Brasil), told me that he had been 
described as an autodidact by Vitorino Nemésio, the well-known Azorean scholar. 
Lourenço relates an encounter between these two great minds: 

In general with very little formal education, some of them without even primary 
schooling, the singers seek to improve themselves in the study of religion and 
Portuguese history, which they frequently draw upon for the cantoria themes which most 
please their audiences and which win the greatest admiration. 

As it happens, Vitorino Nemésio, attending a desafio in which Charrua (of whom we 
shall speak of later) took part, had observed how cultivated in mind that singer was. He 
[Charrua] perceived what the great Man of Letters had said and then sang: 

                                                 
7These were José Fernandes, Vasco Aguiar, Manuel Antão, João Plácido, Gila Rita, Manuel Rebolo, José 
de Sousa Brasil, and Maria Angelina de Sousa. Due to faulty recordings, live desafios by these last two 
singers could not be included in the analytical corpus. I did, however, purchase some commercial 
recordings of their desafios. Due to lack of opportunity, I was not able to interview in depth António 
Tabico, even though he did perform in some of the desafios included in the analytical corpus. 
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I had a hoe for a pen, 
A mattock for a pencil,  
The black earth for paper: 
These were my education. 

 (Lourenço 1969:21)8 

Other singers were less ambitious for self-initiated intellectual pursuits, but 
participation in desafio itself is an opportunity to become exposed to new ideas, as well 
as a chance to sharpen rhetorical skills. 

One of the eight singers was female: Turlu (Maria Angelina de Sousa), Charrua’s 
wife. Only one of the seven males was married, and he was not the youngest. The ages 
of the eight singers ranged from twenty-three to seventy-two and some of the older 
singers were not in good health. 

The most exhaustive and comprehensive compendium of information on 
Azorean singers that I know of is “Cantadores e Improvisadores da Ilha Terceira (Séculos 
XIX e XX)” by J. H. Borjges Martins. Translated this would be: “Singers and Improvisors 
of Terceira Island (nineteenth and twentieth centuries).” Published in 1980, it summarizes 
the results of a survey of sixty-three oral poets from Terceira who were born from 1822 
to 1954. For each one the author gives a brief biographical summary and a few samples 
of his or her art. Though all were born on Terceira, some had emigrated; three of the 
Terceiran singers I interviewed in Toronto (Charrua, Turlu and José Fernandes) are 
included in the collection. 

A summary of the biographical information Martins gives provides a broader 
base for understanding the social circumstances of the Azorean singers of desafio, 
though, of course, it does not include any information on singers from São Miguel. 

Of the sixty-three singers, fifty-five were male (87%), and eight were female 
(13%). Of the eight females, six worked as domestics (doméstica), one was a seamstress 
(costureira), and the other a lace-maker (bordadeira). Of the fifty-five male singers, fifty 
(91%) were in agricultural or “blue-collar” occupations including farming, rural labor, 
carpentry, masonry, broom-making, and factory work. Of the remaining five singers, 
two worked in offices, one was a barber, one was a watchmaker and the last was blind 
and lived off charity. 

Although one sometimes reads romantic statements about the illiteracy of oral 
poets, most of the singers described by Martins could read and write. And among the 
                                                 
8Em geral de muito reduzida instrução, alguns deles sem a própria instrução primária, os cantadores 
procuram ilustrar-se no estudo da religião e da História pátria, aonde bastas vezes vão buscar os temas 
da cantoria que mais satisfazem os ouvintes e conquistam a maior admiração. 
  A propósito, assistindo Vitorino Nemésio a um desafio em que tomava parte o Charrua, de quem 
falaremos, teria observado que era culto aquele cantador. Este percebeu o que dissera o grande Homem 
de Letras, e cantou: 

Tive enxada por caneta, 
Por lápis um alvião, 
Por papel a terra preta: 
Foi esta a minha instrução. 
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twenty-five singers discussed in the book who were born since 1900, only two, both 
born in the first decade of the twentieth century, were marginally or totally illiterate. I 
made a rough comparison of the illiteracy rates quoted by Rogers (1979:345–346) for 
the general population of the Angra district (which includes the smaller islands of 
Graciosa and São Jorge as well as Terceira) to rates of illiteracy of Terceiran singers 
that I derived from references to the ability to read found in Martins (1980). If my 
comparison is valid it would suggest that the illiteracy rate among these singers, even 
those born in the nineteenth century, was significantly lower than the general 
population. 

Literacy among singers at times expresses itself beyond just an ability to read. A 
surprisingly large number of 100 singers have had examples of their poetry published. 
Martins mentions at least ten Terceiran singers who were authors of various small 
works, some of which were published in the United States, as well as in the Azores. 
And an eleventh singer had written a book. One of the opuscules was a work called 
“Lamentos da Pobreza” (Laments of Poverty) by Manuel Borges Pêcego, a very popular 
singer known as “O Bravo.” He was emotional and sometimes aggressive in his singing, 
fighting against ideas which he felt to be illogical or erroneous. He believed that the 
singer’s duty was to teach useful things to the common people (Martins 1980:51). In 
this particular work he raised the ire of his fellow-singers by criticizing them. They 
responded by publishing a pamphlet of their own, which they mockingly entitled 
“Pobreza dos Lamentos” (Poverty of the Laments) (Lourenço 1969:25). Besides the 
small published works, three of the singers in Martins’ book were said to have 
contributed examples of their poetry to Azorean periodicals. A letter in verse form of a 
fourth singer was printed in a newspaper after his death. 

Another popular “literary” activity among the singers discussed by Martins was 
the composition of what he calls enredos para danças (plots for dances). These enredos 
are short examples of popular theater in verse form. At least ten singers were said to 
have composed enredos, and one singer comédias (comedies). One of these pieces was 
particularly appreciated by Martins (1980:154,155) who said of its author, Abel Coelho 
Costa: “He has written dozens of ‘enredos’ for dances, one of which we must mention 
called ‘Camões,’ a genuine masterpiece of this variety of popular poetry, in which a 
powerful theatrical sense stands out above all, one which could hardly be equalled 
even by professional playwrights.”9 

During my research in Canada, I did not encounter any recent publications by 
local singers, but one of the performers from Terceira, José Fernandes, showed me the 
texts for some pieces of popular theater that he had been working on. He estimated 
that over a period of about twenty years he had written about seventy such works. 
Some of his work in this vein was performed by a group during the research period. 

Social relationships among singers are sometimes strained by the competitive 
nature of song dueling. An enduring animosity may arise between certain individuals, 
causing them to refuse to sing with each other. On the other hand, some singers have 
                                                 
9Tem escrito dezenas de “enredos” para danças, dos quais não podemos silenciar o de “Camões”, uma 
verdadeira obraprima desta modalidade de poesia popular e na qual ressalta todo um poderoso sentido 
teatral, dificilmente igualável mesmo por peritos de Teatro. 
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maintained warm friendships and have been frequent dueling partners. Lourenço, 
referring to an earlier source, comments on the legendary friendship of two Terceiran 
singers of the nineteenth century. One was the diminutive Francisco Terra, the other 
the large António Inácio: 

Terra and António Inácio were inseparable friends, but irreconcilable enemies in their 
very popular desafios, in which the gigantic figure of António Inácio rivaled in skill the 
pigmy-like Francisco Terra. This physical inequality frequently constituted the theme of 
the desafio. 

 (Lourenço 1969:9, 10)10 

Some of the relationships between singers in Canada were cordial, some less so. 
The two singers that I recorded most frequently, one from São Miguel and the other 
from Terceira, sang together on many occasions and displayed toward each other a 
mutual respect and warm friendship. 

The singer Manuel Antão emphasized the role of audiences to create bad feeling 
between singers. He stated that it was possible for desafio fans to “poison” the minds of 
the singers against each other. This can ruin the song duel because the performers are 
apt to lose their tempers during the desafio, which then ends up being worthless. He 
stated that it is better for the public not to poison the minds of the singers in this way, 
but to leave them alone. It is more likely, then, that the singers will be able to treat 
each other with mutual respect and work together in a controlled way to create a good 
performance, whether or not they are friends. 

Many of the singers have special names by which they are known to the public.11 
These names are formed in various ways. They may be a shortened version of their full 
names; they may derive from their places of origin; they may be nicknames; or a 
combination of these. Definite articles are frequently used before proper names in 
Portuguese. When the definite article is used before a stage name (o for a male, a for a 
female), it helps to highlight the fact that a particular person is in mind. 

The simple shortening of a full name is not surprising since it is widely practiced 
in European societies. A singer’s name may be shortened to different degrees, or 
different parts may be dropped. One of the Toronto singers, José Fernandes Ormonde, 
was referred to as “José Fernandes.” Gil de Melo Rita was known as “Gil Rita.” Martins 
(1980:130) refers to the singer Francisco da Costa Rebelo simply as “o Rebelo.” 

Other stage names are related to place of origin. One of the Toronto singers who 
had come from Bretanha, São Miguel, was known variously as “o Vasco Aguiar,” “o 
Vasco da Bretanha,” or “o Bretanha.” Notice that the place “Bretanha” is a feminine 
noun, and thus requires the feminine article when the name refers to the place (“da” is 
a contraction of “de”, meaning ‘of’ plus the feminine article), thus the name “Vasco da 

                                                 
10O Terra e o António Inácio eram amigos inseparáveis, embora inimigos irreconciliáveis nos seus tão 
apreciados desafios, em que a figura gigantesca do António Inácio ombreava na arte com o pigmeu 
Francisco Terra. Essa desigualdade física frequentemente constituía o tema do desafio. 
11In Martins 1980, the author gives the singer’s full name at the beginning of each section, and then 
below it, in parentheses, the name by which he or she was known. 
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Bretanha.” But when “Bretanha” is given as the name of the singer, a masculine person, 
the article “o” is required (“o Bretanha”). 

Other stage names are nicknames. The famous singer José de Sousa Brasil is 
known as “o Charrua.” “Charrua” is the Portuguese word for “plough,” another 
example of a normally feminine noun requiring a masculine article when the noun is 
the name of a male person. His wife, Maria Angelina de Sousa, also a very famous 
singer, is known as “a Turlu.” She explained to me that she first got this nickname 
when she was young. She was singing a song using the nonsense syllables “turlu, turlu.” 
Someone noticed and the name stuck. 

The combination form of a given name and a place name has already been 
illustrated with the example “o Vasco da Bretanha.” A nickname can also be combined 
with a place name such as in the case of João Plácido, from the village of Lombinha, 
who also, I was told, was known as “o Velhote da Lombinha,” velhote being the word 
for “old man.” True to this name, João was an old man, and not in good health, at the 
time of this study. 

Some names are more praise names than simple nicknames. I was told that 
Vasco Aguiar was also known as “o Grande Vasco” (the Great Vasco) and that José 
Fernandes was also known as “o Poeta da Terceira” (the Poet of Terceira). 

It is important to emphasize, however, that the use of nicknames is not limited 
to singers or to stage personalities. Bullar (1841 I:255) in his nineteenth-century 
account of the Azores reports that “This habit of nicknaming is very common among all 
ranks of people in these islands.” Lang (1889:427, 428) quotes Vasconcellos concerning 
this: “The people commonly do not employ surnames in informal address, but they 
prefer to use a fitting nickname in place of the surname.”12 Lang then gives a list of 
such nicknames from the Azores. Ribeiro gives a long list from Terceira (1938:182–
196). 

I did not delve deeply into the significance of these names, but it seems to be 
basically an extension of a common Azorean practice. Herndon and McLeod (1973) 
describe the Maltese system of naming which contains some elements of name 
formation that are similar to the Azorean examples. The elements in the Maltese 
system, when used in relation to musicians, including song duelists, are manipulated in 
various combinations to indicate the speaker’s evaluation of the musician’s 
competence. Whether or not such a complex system also pertains in the naming of 
Azorean repentistas I cannot at this point say. 

A singer’s island of origin may be significant if he is performing with a singer 
from another island. This is because of the rivalry that exists among the islands. Braga 
(1869:389), writing in the nineteenth century, testifies to the fact that such rivalry is 
reflected in song. A desafio is generally considered to have more potential for interest if 
the singers come from different islands for this gives them an automatic seed for 
discussion and controversy. Each can defend his island and can brag of its unique 
customs, festivals, and economy. The following example illustrates this inter-island 
                                                 
12O povo de ordinario no seu trato familiar não emprega os apellidos, e prefere servir-se de uma alcunha 
frisante a servir-se de apellido. 
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rivalry and some friendly name-calling. Near the beginning of the desafio, a reference 
to the home village of Manuel Antão, a singer from Faial da Terra, São Miguel, is made 
by the singer from Terceira, José Fernandes: 

Fernandes (stanza 5): 

Não vim pra te fazer guerra I did not come to make war on you  
Mas não te posso dar brilho. But I cannot praise you either. 
Vim ver o Faial da Terra I came to see Faial da Terra 
Na pessoa do seu filho. In the person of its son. 

The question of the relative abilities of the singers from Terceira comes up later on in 
the desafio. 

Antão (stanza 38): 

E que eu canto duma maneira, I sing here in a certain way, 
Faço rir, mas sem mau fundo.  I make people laugh but mean no harm.  
Se eu aparecesse na Terceira  If I performed on Terceira 
Eu era o melhor do mundo. I would be the best around! 

But the Terceiran will not stand for that kind of insult! 

Fernandes (stanza 39): 

Se tu fosses da Terceira If you were from Terceira 
Com teu cantar que me espanta With your singing that appalls me 
Sentavas-te numa cadeira You would set yourself down in a chair 
Calado a ouvir quem canta. Quiet to hear others singing. 

Antão (stanza 40): 

Sentado numa cadeira It does not suit me 
Assim já não me dá jeito. Just to sit in a chair. 
Era o que este da Terceira But it is just what this Terceiran 
Há pouco devia ter feito! Should have done a little while ago! 

Fernandes (stanza 41): 

Acho-te os modos seguintes I find you this way 
(Sabem que eu tenho razão.): (They know I am right.): 
Há aqui certos ouvintes There are some audience members here 
Que cantam como o Antão! That sing as well as Antão! 

Antão (stanza 42): 

Eu caibo onde tu cabes I fit wherever you do 
Por seres dos bons Terceirenses. You being one of the good singers from  
 Terceira. 
E esse pouco que tu sabes And the little that you do know 
Aprendeste com os micaelenses! You learned from the singers of São 
 Miguel! 

The question of the abilities of the singers from Terceira and São Miguel emerges again, 
later in the desafio. 
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Fernandes (stanza 63): 

Dos bicos das avezitas From the beaks of the little birds 
Que cantam nos matagais da serra That sing from the mountain thickets 
Saem quadras mais bonitas Come quatrains more beautiful 
Do que do Faial da Terra. Than from Faial da Terra. 

Antão (stanza 64): 

O Faial tem avezinhas Faial has little birds 
Criadinhas na ribeira, Raised by the streams, 
E tem galos e galinhas And it has roosters and chickens 
Que cantam como os da Terceira! That sing just like the Terceirans! 

Fernandes (stanza 65): 

Tu falas dessa maneira When you talk like that 
Remando contra as marés. You are rowing against the tide, 
Olha bem que na Terceira Take a good look and you will see that  
 on Terceira 
Há poucos como tu és! There are few singers as bad as you! 

Antão (stanza 66): 

Eu falei desta maneira I only spoke that way 
Houve alguém que me obrigasse. Because I was obliged. 
Porque eu sei que na Terceira For I know that on Terceira 
Não dá coisa que prestasse. Nothing grows that is worth anything.13 

Fernandes (stanza 67): 

Tu, com as tuas lembranças You with your thoughts 
Numa quadra ou numa sextilha, Sung in quatrains or sextains, 
Nem servias pra as matanças Would not even be good enough to sing 
 at the matanças 
Que fazem na minha ilha. That they have on my island. 

The singers continue to discuss the relative merits of the two islands and those of each 
other’s singing ability, but before the desafio is completed, they make peace with each 
other. 

Antão (stanza 92): 

Fizestes um bom papel You played your part well 
E umas cantigas queridas. And sang some lovely cantigas. 
A Terceira e São Miguel Terceira and São Miguel 
São duas almas unidas. Are kindred spirits. 

Fernandes (stanza.93): 

Não te quis desfeitoar I did not mean to offend you  
Já também cantar te ouvi, I have heard you sing before,  
Que se não soubesses cantar For if you could not sing well 
Não tinhas vindo pra aqui. You would not have come here to perform. 

                                                 
13The transcription of this line and the translation of the entire quatrain are somewhat uncertain. 
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Note that the statement that Terceira and São Miguel are kindred spirits can also be 
taken metaphorically to mean that the singers are friends. 

The training of a song duelist is inextricably entwined with the Azorean 
conception of talent. In the eyes of the Azoreans, the ability to sing ao desafio is 
primarily based on God-given talent, referred as “dom.” If a person does not have this 
innate talent, there is no hope for him or her to become a successful duelist, no matter 
how much he or she would like to sing. On the other hand, the presence of that talent 
alone does not insure that a person will actually become a song duelist. Such a person 
may not have a personal interest in pursuing the art of cantoria, and thus may never 
develop in that direction. José Fernandes, however, claimed to sense a “force” outside 
himself that, along with his attraction to Azorean traditions, compelled him to express 
himself poetically. 

The ability to improvise desafios is distinguished from the skill of the literary 
poet, and, in the thinking of persons that I talked to, seems to be more highly regarded. 
Improvising poetry during a live performance is viewed as more difficult than 
composing poetry at leisure with paper and pen. 

The talent of improvisation is not reputedly hereditary. When I asked if good 
singers tended to be found in certain families, the response was that while some well-
known singers had relatives also known for their talent, others did not. Of the 
Canadian singers I interviewed, I do know that at least three have at least one relative 
with some reputation as a song duelist. But one singer, who felt that the ability to 
improvise was not hereditary, pointed out that two others of the Canadian singers, who 
were very famous, had no relatives that were singers. This singer also jokingly 
mentioned his own brother, who could not sing, and even whose ability as an audience 
member was questionable! 

The talent for improvisation is one which both manifests itself and has 
opportunity for expression at a fairly early age. Lourenço (1969:21) affirms that, “Right 
from childhood those who received the gift of improvisation begin to exercise it with 
the applause and encouragement of all.”14 Martins (1980) briefly comments about the 
beginning of the careers of some the Terceiran singers. A number of these were said to 
have begun singing when very young, including the ages of 13, 12, 9, and even 7 years. 
In a number of cases when the early career of the singers is mentioned by Martins, a 
distinction is made between the first times that they sang and the first time that they 
appeared “in public.” 

Of course, even before performing for the very first time, a child must have 
heard singing. Apparently in the Azores there has been ample opportunity for the 
exposure of children to desafio, at least in certain regions. One of the Toronto singers 
from São Miguel, Manuel Antão, in his youth had heard desafio only on the radio 
because there were no singers on his part of the island. He did not himself sing desafio 
until after he emigrated to Canada. 

                                                 
14Desde crianças, os que receberam o dom do improviso começam logo a exercê-lo com o aplauso e 
incentivo de toda a gente. 
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Once young singers have absorbed enough to perform in some fashion, they can 
develop their poetic, improvisatory, and musical skills in a number of genres that share 
some of the characteristics of the desafio, but which are less demanding technically. 
Furthermore, there are a number of occasions that are less demanding socially because 
they are more private than public performances of desafio. Martins (1980) mentions 
numerous occasions, especially dances and matanças, in which singers began. The 
matança is an interesting case in point, because the phrase “cantador de matança” 
(singer for a matança) is an insult. It is used to refer to a weaker singer, one who has 
the necessary skills to sing at a matança, but not sufficient to sing the more difficult 
public desafio well. Nevertheless, the matança apparently serves as at least a training 
ground for some future singers of desafios. 

There is also opportunity for some singers to develop their skills by singing 
desafio in more private circumstances than the public arena with professionals. The 
youngest singer that I interviewed in Toronto, Gil Rita, whose second “public” 
performance I recorded, indicated that he had previously sung with friends and 
relatives in more private circumstances. An older singer, João Plácido, mentioned how 
he had sung at home with his younger nephew. By the time of my research this nephew 
had developed into an up-and-coming singer, much appreciated in his public 
performances. A third singer, Manuel Antão, previously mentioned as the singer who 
lived in an area with no singers of desafio, told how, when he was a teenager, he had 
improvised responses to verses sung to him from the pages of a book. 

Of course, a person’s training does not end with his first public performance of 
desafio. Every desafio that a singer performs provides a unique experience, an 
opportunity to sharpen his own rhetorical and poetic skills, and to learn from his 
opponent. One skill that comes with practice is that of theme management. A singer 
with experience is more likely to introduce topics that are appropriate for the occasion 
and to sustain topics that will be interesting to the audience. Experience can also teach 
a singer to avoid certain words that are difficult to rhyme. As a singer becomes more 
confident about his ability to form the quatrain, he can more easily maintain a 
coherent discourse. While there is no formal training program for younger singers, the 
older more experienced ones will offer suggestions to help them improve their 
performance. And even during the course of a song duel, a more experienced singer can 
help his younger colleague avoid certain pitfalls. One singer related to me how he tried 
to change the topic when the younger singer with whom he was engaged in the desafio 
began to make assertions that were incorrect according to tradition and might therefore 
make him look foolish. An older singer can also facilitate a younger singer’s 
performance by giving him “material to work with.” 

Imitation is one means for a younger singer to develop. A mature singer, José 
Fernandes, claimed that he could detect his own characteristic phraseology in the 
singing of the younger singers whom he had influenced. Of course, it is difficult to say 
whether they learned this primarily from listening to Fernandes in desafios with other 
singers, or from singing with him, but it is another example of how experience as a 
singer or an audience member can provide the developing singer with ideas with which 
to work. 
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It can be to the benefit of the younger singer if he maintains a proper attitude of 
respect toward his more experienced colleague. A younger performer can add 
considerably to his reputation by besting a well-respected singer. But if, motivated by 
ambition, he goes beyond certain boundaries in this attempt, the older singer will make 
every effort to put the young upstart in his place. Manuel Antão compared the more 
experienced singers to “teachers” who “give lessons” to the less-experienced “students.” 
Like good students, the new singers should try to please their “teachers” so that they 
will help the “students” to one day become “teachers” themselves. On the other hand, 
if the younger performers try to make their “professors” look bad, these might even 
refuse to sing with them. The opportunity to sing with worthy opponents, then, is an 
important factor in the development of a song duelist. One of the older Toronto singers, 
João Plácido, mentioned that the singers who still resided in the Azores suffered from 
just such a problem: they had little opportunity to sing with the best singers, and 
therefore few chances to develop their own skills. 

Reading can contribute to the development of a singer’s skills, but it has its 
limitations. It does expand the performer’s pool of information to draw on in a song 
duel. Lourenço (1969:21) mentions that the subjects of religion and Portuguese history 
are areas of knowledge that the singers study to use as frequent themes in their duels. 
Portuguese history is also mentioned by Martins (1980:134, 154) as a preferred topic of 
study by two of the singers that he discusses. But an organizer of desafios, António 
Cardoso, was particularly adamant about the fact that the art of improvisation was not 
something that could be studied and learned from books: 

I say that singing ao desafio is not learned. They can in no way study to sing ao desafio. It 
does help, for example…if you read many books, read many novels,…read the 
Bible….You would know a lot, of course. It helps….But to learn how to improvise in 
song? No. It cannot be done….That gift is inborn!15 

Furthermore, extensive reading may not be very useful in desafios since the educational 
level of the audiences is generally low, and quotations of facts beyond their frame of 
reference may not be understood or appreciated. Lourenço gives an example in which 
too much book learning is ridiculed (1969:39). He states that one participant in a song 
duel had “gotten tangled in a difficult topic,” prompting his interlocutor, a singer 
famous for her wit, to comment in the following way: 

Lês em muito alfarrábio You read many old books  
Para seres grande artista, To become a great artist, 
Por força queres ser sábio, You want to become wise by force, 
Ó meu grande alfarrabista! Oh great used-book seller! 

                                                 
15Eu vou dizer o cantar ao desafio improviso não e aprendido. Não podem estudar pra cantar ao desafio, 
não. Dá mais facilidades, por exemplo, …se lê muitos livros, lê muitos romances,…lê a Biblia….Conhece 
muita coisa, não é? Dá mais facilidades….Agora aprender pra cantar…no improviso não. Não 
pode….Aquilo…nasce com a pessoa! 
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Players 

The accompanists’ role in the desafio is important, but much inferior to that of the 
singers. The players may either be accomplished artists in their own right, or may 
simply be amateurs with only a basic ability on the instruments. For the performance of 
the desafio it is not very important if the players are virtuosos or not. On the other 
hand, the players must have a modicum of ability because a careless or incapable 
accompanist can cause a singer to lose his concentration, while good accompaniment 
can put a singer at ease and even be an inspiration for him. One problem that some 
singers have is that the players do not always accompany in a key that allows the 
vocalists to perform in a comfortable voice range. A superior player can make 
accommodations for this. 

Basically only two chords are used for accompaniment: the minor tonic (i) and 
the dominant seventh (V7). The minor subdominant (iv) is also occasionally used. 

A good accompanist must be able to follow a singer as the words are sung. Some 
singers take more metrical liberty than others, but in all cases there is a good deal of 
room for rhythmic freedom. A singer may insert several extra syllables in a line if 
necessary. Since most chord changes are made on the last stressed syllable of a poetic 
line, the accompanist must be alert to make the changes at the proper time. On the 
other hand, a singer must know when to begin singing after the instrumental 
introduction or interludes. 

Even with singers who stay more strictly within the poetic meter, a rubato effect 
is often still present; the 3/4 musical meter which was established in the purely 
instrumental introduction is often only loosely followed after the singers begin. 
Furthermore, when the subdominant chord is used, it is usually as a variation from the 
more common tonic-dominant pattern. This variation is cued by the melody of the 
singers, but some accompanists are apparently unaware of this option and play the 
more common pattern even when the progression employing the subdominant was 
cued by the singer’s melody. 

The accompaniment is with two lute-type chordophones. One of these is often 
the six-stringed Spanish guitar (violão), or the viola (a guitar, not the bowed viola of the 
European orchestra). The other may be the Portuguese guitarra, or another viola. The 
violão or viola often plays an um-pah-pah pattern (bass note-chord-chord in roughly  

3/4 time:            ) The other instrument may play either chordal or melodic figures. 

The music of the instruments is mostly continuous: it both accompanies the 
singers and also plays during the brief pauses between stanzas. The accompaniment 
should be relatively simple and not obscure the singing. Vasco Aguiar recounted a 
certain instance when he had professional musicians of high artistic caliber 
accompanying the desafios. Their accompaniment, beautiful in itself, was too 
ornamented for desafio. Someone in the audience commented: “Look, he is a good artist 
but he doesn’t know how to accompany desafio.”16 Aguiar emphasized that the music of 

                                                 
16Olha, é um bom artista mas não sabe tocar o desafio. 
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the desafio is extremely modest and unpretentious. Because of the simplicity of the 
accompaniment of this genre and the repetitiousness of its chords, along with its 
considerable length, the fingers of the players may become very tired and they may 
even ask the singers to end the song duel so that they may have a rest. 

Audiences 

The audience is an extremely significant participant in the song duel because it is for 
the audience’s benefit that the desafio is performed. The audiences, naturally enough, 
consist of Portuguese immigrants from the Azores, mostly from São Miguel and 
Terceira. Desafio is more popular among adults than among young people. The latter 
often do not fully understand it and usually prefer more “modern” forms of popular 
entertainment. 

The attitude of the singers toward their audiences is somewhat ambivalent. 
Although the singers greatly appreciate the attention, acclamation and applause, they 
also suffer if they are criticized or deemed inferior. Some singers consider audiences in 
general to be ignorant about the art of song dueling and complain that many come to 
drink beer and not to listen. They say that many audience members do not really 
understand the significance of what is being said by the singers and thus make 
inappropriate responses. One organizer complained that many people like a cantoria 
only when the singers verbally abuse each other in an extreme manner that is a breach 
of proper decorum. Audiences are accused of being poor judges of artistic quality—
sometimes enthusiastically applauding cantigas that are actually quite inferior from the 
singers’ point of view. The ignorance of the audiences forces some of the more erudite 
singers to limit their vocabulary and range of topics to a level that can be 
comprehended by their listeners. Some of this denigration of the audience might be a 
defense mechanism for the performer whose ego is put to the test with every 
performance with only his creative abilities to establish or confirm his artistic 
reputation each time he takes the stage. On the other hand, this attitude is not held 
only by singers and it seems likely that the subtleties of the art of cantoria are indeed 
lost on many of the members of the audience. 

Nevertheless, audience approval is extremely important to the singer, both for 
his own ego satisfaction and for his career, because the potential he has for drawing a 
crowd will affect his chances for being hired to perform. A singer is attentive to the 
feedback from the crowd during the desafio. The size of the audience itself can 
influence a singer. Manuel Antão stated that a large attendance inspired him to sing 
better and that when the audience was small it disheartened him and made it more 
difficult for him to perform. On the other hand, the young singer Gil Rita, who before 
his public performances had only sung in more private situations, was somewhat 
intimidated by the relatively larger audiences he now faced and stated that this 
contributed to nervousness on his part. One would expect, of course, that such “stage 
fright” would pass with greater experience and no longer be a hindrance to 
performance. 

One way for a singer to judge his success as the song duel proceeds is by the 
applause or laughter (when appropriate) of the audience in the short space of time 
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immediately after he has finished his cantiga but before his interlocutor has begun to 
respond. Vasco Aguiar credited the audience with a potentially aggressive role in this 
respect. He stated that the audience itself can “attack” one of the singers by applauding 
the cantigas of his opponent. When he sees this happening, he knows that the current 
trend of the desafio is going against him and he will try to make a “detour” away from 
the topic at hand to one that will fare better for him. Another singer, João Plácido, 
commented that the audience will sometimes applaud to encourage a singer with 
whom they are sympathetic but who is doing poorly. This may inspire him to improve 
his performance. 

In my recordings, the most enthusiastic audible responses seem to come after the 
more humorous cantigas. Besides responses that are audible, the singer can also gauge 
the reaction of the audience by visual cues. He can observe the reaction to his cantiga 
by the facial expressions, gestures or other movements of the audience members after 
the cantiga is sung. An interested audience is quiet, with no extraneous conversation, 
listening carefully while each stanza is sung. A good stanza may move an audience 
member to make a favorable comment to his neighbor, perhaps with a nodding of the 
head, an action which can be seen and interpreted by the singers on the stage. If an 
audience member is paying very close attention to the desafio, he may even silently 
mouth the words of the performer as he sings them, another action which can be 
observed from the stage in at least parts of the audience. Manuel Antão explained to 
me that it was very important to observe if the attention of the audience was flagging 
and if so, to immediately bring the desafio to a close. He explained that the ideal was to 
end the desafio while the audience was still interested, so as to leave them wanting 
more. 

Applause at the end of the desafio and compliments by the audience members 
afterwards are other means by which the singer can sense his success or failure in the 
desafio as a whole. Popular singers are more likely to be invited by organizers to 
participate in desafios, and such invitations serve as a concrete means of assessing a 
singer’s success. 

Avid fans of desafio feel very strongly about their favorite singers. In an article 
about repentistas in the Azores, Oliveira enthusiastically and perhaps with a bit of 
hyperbole describes the popularity of these singers: 

These famous folk poets become idolized by the people, who are willing to sacrifice their 
lives for them; and, while still blessed with youth, the singers are the sighs and longings 
of the young ladies, who feel proud to merit the wooing of one of these men who are the 
admiration of so many! 

Let there be no fear that the most elegant girl of the country festival would look 
with fond eyes on any but that young man who is surrounded by a group of astounded 
women and men, who, to the accompaniment of the viola—the much-loved instrument 
of our people—is defeating the contender who dared to challenge him to sing. 

 (Oliveira 1903:175)17 

                                                 
17Estes poetas populares de nomiada, tornam-se uns idolos do povo, que é capaz de fazer por elles o 
sacrificio da vida; e, emquanto um resto de mocidade os beija, são elles o ai! Jesus das moças, que se 
sentem orgulhosas em merecer a côrte d’um desses homens, que são a admiração de tantos! 
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Upon the death of a famous singer from the island of Terceira, known as Tenrinho, a 
daily newspaper from that island, “A União,” published the following words of praise: 

The deceased was one of the best and the most appreciated popular singers of 
Terceira. None equalled him in his ironic style and his improvised quadras always 
excited much interest. The people delighted in hearing him sing. Tenrinho’s presence 
was indispensible in the many cantorias which are realized all over the island throughout 
the summer. And the enthused crowds never got tired of hearing the “desgarradas” which 
Tenrinho won with ease. 

He sang on various Azorean islands and in North America, always with the same 
success. He knew how to make people laugh without lowering himself to the use of 
insult, he teased without going too far and without offending anyone. In that was found 
the secret of his well-deserved success. 

The notice of Tenrinho’s death was ill-received and his name shall not be 
forgotten.18 

The influence of the singers over their audiences extends beyond the evoking of 
appreciation from them. José Fernandes particularly emphasized this point. He stated 
that older people, about fifty years or older, had such esteem for the ideas expressed in 
the quatrains of the singers that they listened to them almost as they would to a 
sermon preached by a priest. Fernandes declared that the influence of some of the 
popular singers was still great. Furthermore, the singers had a freedom in song to make 
public criticisms that could not be made in other contexts. He gave as an example some 
of the song duels that I had recorded at the Holy Spirit Festivals. These desafios had 
been critical of the Roman Catholic clergy because of their involvement in the disputes 
over the festivals. Fernandes said that no one had complained to them about these 
controversial statements, not even those persons who might be prejudiced in favor of 
the clergy. He asserted that such public expression of ideas not only had the effect of 
changing the minds of certain people, but also of increasing solidarity among those of a 
like mind. As another example of social criticism in desafios he mentioned the period of 
upheaval around the Portuguese Revolution of April 25, 1974, which sparked frequent 
political commentary in song duels of that time. One example of such a politically-
oriented desafio may be heard on a commercial recording and is titled “O Novo 

                                                                                                                                                             
   Não haja receio de que a mais guapa rapariga do arraial lance termos olhos a outro que não seja 
aquelle rapaz que um grupo de mulheres e homens cercam boquiabertos, vencendo ao toque da viola—
instrumento querido do nosso povo—o contender que se atreveu a desafia-lo para cantar. 
18O finado era um dos melhores e mais apreciados cantadores populares terceirenses. Nenhum o igualava 
na sua veia irónica e as suas quadras improvisadas despertavam sempre muito interesse. O povo 
deliciava-se a ouvi-lo cantar. A presença do Tenrinho era indispensável nas muitas cantorias que por 
toda a Ilha se realizam durante todo o verão. E as multidões entusiasmadas nunca se fartavam de assistir 
às “desgarradas” em que o Tenrinho era invencível fàcilmente. 
   Cantou em várias ilhas dos Açores e na América do Norte, sempre com o mesmo êxito. Sabia fazer rir 
sem descer ao insulto, criticava sem exagerar e sem ofender. Nisso consistia o segredo do seu merecido 
triunfo. 
   A notícia da morte do Tenrinho foi recebida com desgosto e seu nome não será esquecido. (quoted in 
Lourenço 1969:33). 
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Portugal” (The New Portugal) performed by Charrua (José de Sousa Brasil) and Turlu 
(Maria Angelina de Sousa).19 

Unlike the tenson, no official winner of an Azorean song duel is declared. Each 
person in the audience can make up his own mind as to who sang best, and there are 
any number of persons present who are glad to offer their opinions. Discussions 
concerning who performed better at a cantoria may continue outside the limits of the 
social occasion at which it occurred. People may discuss a desafio for some time after 
its performance, as Manuel Antão put it, “on the street corners and even at home.” 

Different characteristics are ascribed to audiences according to their island of 
origin. Audiences from Terceira are viewed, by some at least, as being more quiet and 
attentive while a desafio is being performed than audiences from São Miguel. According 
to one singer, who himself was from São Miguel, the audiences from Terceira tend to 
listen more carefully and are better able to appreciate a quadra’s quality than ones 
from São Miguel. I was unable independently to confirm or deny this stereotype, since I 
often did not know the island of origin of the audience members, and presumably 
audiences often consisted of a mixture of persons from both islands.20 

Apparently significant changes in audience composition, not relating to the 
factor of the island of origin, had occurred in Canada over a period of time. Vasco 
Aguiar described how at one time whole families would attend cantorias. At times there 
would be more ladies in the audience than men. But then came a period when a lack of 
experience and wisdom by some of the performers resulted in a situation in which the 
singers were almost “fighting in cantigas.” The indiscretions which occurred in these 
instances discouraged the attendance of women-folk, and attendance in general 
dropped. Another singer, Manuel Antão, attributed this change mainly to the 
introduction of the practice of making alcoholic beverages available at performances. 

                                                 
19This is found on the record Desafio, Edmar Records, ELPS 1133.  
20This negative characterization of audiences from São Miguel seems to reflect a more general attitude 
that considers members of the working class from that island to be, on the whole, less educated and less 
well-mannered than persons of similar stations from the other Azorean islands. The following quote from 
Arruda Furtado (1884:25) is an interesting example in which the author even professes to observe a 
reflection of this “brutishness” of these people in their manner of singing: “The people of São Miguel, by 
their incorrectness of manners and of speech, may be clearly distinguished from all of the other 
Azoreans, truly known as ‘the coarsest folk of the islands’. The inflection of the voice, which so 
peculiarly distinguishes us also from any part of the continent, is sufficient to reveal the shared qualities 
which justify that saying. Cantigas are shouted with the coarsest voice imaginable and with all the 
strength that the lungs can muster; they are forcefully thrown out, the first syllables leaving in a 
prolonged gasp that seems more like a savage scream; there is no depth of sentiment, and the ideal of 
artistic perfection is in creating the greatest shouting possible.” (“O povo michaelense, pela sua 
incorrecção de modos e de loquela, distingue-se radicalmente de todos os outros açorianos, passando 
mesmo por ser ‘o povo mais bruto das ilhas’. A intonação da voz, que tão particularmente nos distingue 
tambem de qualquer parte do continente, basta para revelar as qualidades solidarias que justificam a 
denominação. As cantigas são lançadas com a voz mais abrutalhada que possa imaginar-se e com toda a 
força dos pulmões; são atiradas com impeto, sahindo as primeiras syllabas n’um arranco prolongado que 
mais parece um grito selvagem; não ha dolencia de qualidade alguma e o ideal da perfeição artistica está 
na maior gritaria que se possa fazer.”) 
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This led to public drunkenness, to arguments and to fights, thus creating an unsavory 
environment, inappropriate for the presence of women. 

Moderators 

The role of the moderator as a master of ceremonies has already been mentioned. In 
general, when the moderator is on the stage he functions as a marker of the next phase 
of the performance event, because he is making introductions or giving information 
about what will follow on the program. In some cases, however, the moderator 
becomes a central performer within a major phase of the event. For example, the 
president of the Holy Spirit brotherhood, who served as a master of ceremonies for the 
activities, presided over organizational business activities of the brotherhood that were 
also conducted during the course of the occasion. On another occasion, the “regional 
afternoon” sponsored by the musical group Caravana Açores, the leader of this group, 
António Tabico, performed a number of functions: he served as master of ceremonies, 
he directed the auction to raise funds for the earthquake victims, and he participated in 
musical performances, including a desafio. 

The organizer or moderator bears the responsibility for the program as a whole. 
Therefore, it is generally he who announces the singers at the beginning of the desafio, 
and it is also he who tells the singers when to stop, although they do not always 
comply immediately. 

The moderator is also responsible to some degree for controlling the activities of 
the audience. In one instance, which will be discussed later, the moderator asked one 
of the song duelists who was then performing to request that some children who were 
creating a disturbance please be quieted. On another occasion some kind of altercation 
had broken out among members of the audience, a scene which I did not witness. At 
the end of the program the moderator made a public apology for the embarrassing 
situation even though it was not his fault. 

Content of Song Duels 

In theory a song duel can take absolutely anything as its topic for discussion. One main 
concern is that a topic be treated in a consistent manner. A desafio which skips 
incoherently from one idea to another is considered inferior. 

Another important characteristic of the theme or topic of a desafio is that it 
should not be selected beforehand, but arise spontaneously out of the interaction at the 
beginning of the performance. This guarantees that the desafio is improvised. On the 
other hand, as will be illustrated later, there are certain occasions in which specific 
topics are expected to enter the conversation. This does not mean in any way that the 
content of the whole desafio is prescribed on these occasions, but there are certain 
themes that will be expected in the discussion. 

The singers are anxious for the emergence of a theme that they will be able to 
treat in such a way as to please the audience. A certain amount of negotiation is 
involved during the beginning of the desafio so that an appropriate theme can come 
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forth. Some themes have little potential for discussion. Others may be unfamiliar to one 
of the singers and thus unsuitable because of his inability to join in the discussion. 

An idea of the wide variety of possible desafio themes can be illustrated by 
briefly listing some of the themes which occurred in the desafios I recorded or which 
were given as titles to desafios on commercial discs: 

A. Religious 
 Live Recordings 

1. The Meaning and Symbols of the Holy Spirit Festival 
2. The Controversy Surrounding the Holy Spirit Festival 

 Commercial Recordings 
3. The Sufferings of Jesus Christ 
4. The Rosary 
5. The Life of Jesus 
6. The Creation of the World 

B. Social or Political 
 Live Recordings 

1. The Destruction of the Earthquake in the Azores 
2. The Responsibility to Help the Earthquake Victims 

 Commercial Recordings 
3. The Emigrant 
4. The New Portugal (Political Commentary) 
5. Farewell to Bermuda 
6. The Island of Terceira  

C. Philosophical 
 Live Recordings 

1. Death 
2. Old Age 
3. The Innocence of Childhood 

 Commercial Recordings 
4. The Sea and the Land 

D. The Art of Desafio 
 Live Recordings 

1. Criticisms of the Opponent’s Ability to Sing Desafio 
 Commercial Recordings 

2. Honor of Singers who have Emigrated or Died 

Singers speak of the treatment of themes as serious (a sério) or joking, referred to 
as a brincadeira or ‘game’. Singers acknowledge that it is more difficult and takes special 
skills to create a satisfying desafio while treating a theme seriously. This situation is 
probably because a serious treatment must be developed with great consistency and 
always within the bounds of the logic of the real world as perceived by the Azoreans. 
Furthermore, a desafio a sério should also display a degree of profundity of thought not 
essential in a facetious discussion. The brincadeira can be developed more freely than the 
serious desafio, either revolving around a central theme, or with less attention to 
consistency, but with the charm of each cantiga being a witty response to the 
interlocutor’s previous one. In the brincadeira, the singers generally criticize each other 
directly or, criticize something for which they stand, such as island of origin or a point of 
view. The general rule for avoiding bad feelings and maintaining an atmosphere of 
playful humor is to accuse the opponent of being that which he is not or of committing a 
wrong of which he is innocent. In this way everyone present knows that the criticisms 
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are patently absurd and therefore only in play. Thus, if your opponent is neither a thief, 
nor a liar, nor a murderer, you can freely accuse him of such crimes in the brincadeira.21 
Another point to criticize is the ability or behavior of the singer in the desafio itself. Thus, 
a singer might unfavorably compare his opponent’s singing to the cackle of chickens, or 
he might complain that he has been offended by his opponent’s abusive singing. 

Performance Context, Content, and Structure 

Performance Context versus Content 

Before discussing the relation between the performance context and content of desafios, 
it is well to note that the performance context is but one part of the total context of 
Azorean experience in which desafio occurs and to which the content of desafios relates. 
In other words, there is a hierarchy of contexts, contexts within contexts within con-
texts, which are all reflected in desafio. Of course, this is, from one point of view, just 
another way of saying that many aspects of Azorean life are reflected in Azorean 
desafios. But it is important, as we examine the reflection of performance context in the 
content of desafios, to remember that broader contexts are represented as well. The 
following chart illustrates the “context of contexts,” the way in which contexts can 
occur on different levels. 

Azorean Ethos and Ethnographic History 

 Portuguese History 
 The Roman Catholic Church 
 Emigration 
 Religious, Philosophical, and Moral Sentiment 

Current Events of Azorean Interest 

 The 1974 PortugueseRevolution 
 The 1980 Earthquake 

General Nature of the Social Occasion 

 A Holy Spirit Festival 
 A Cantoria 
 A Fund-Raising Benefit 

Unique Circumstances of the Occasion 

 Dispute over the Holy 
 Spirit Festival 
 Inclement Weather 

Moment by Moment Human Actions and Interactions 

 Greetings 
 Farewells 
 Thanks for Gifts 
 Announcements 

Figure 6. Some desafio contexts that may be reflected in content. 
                                                 
21This same point is crucial to avoid offense in some forms of ritual insults among some black Americans 
(Labov 1972:265–314). 
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On the highest level are the ethos and ethnographic history of the Azoreans, a very 
broad context. It encompasses the philosophical, religious, and moral values inculcated 
in this group. It also includes the history of Portugal, the traditions of the Roman 
church, and the theme of emigration. The content of desafios reflects these broad 
contexts, not only in the general outlook and moral tone of the dialogues, but also 
frequently in specific references to Portuguese history or in statements of philosophical 
position. 

A narrower context is that of those current events that are of interest to 
Azoreans. It is reflected in the commentaries of such desafios as those that remarked 
about the 1974 Portuguese Revolution or the 1980 Earthquake. 

The next levels of context for the desafio are more immediate in nature, and the 
ensuing discussion will focus on these, for it is apparent that desafio, as an improvised 
form, can reflect the more immediate contexts in a way that set-pieces cannot. For 
instance, set-pieces about the earthquake were composed and performed shortly after 
its occurrence, thus reflecting the context of current events. But only an improvised 
form like the desafio can reflect the unpredictable and constantly changing immediate 
context of a performance. Furthermore, the ephemeral nature of the desafio probably 
makes it a more suitable vehicle than set pieces for certain kinds of social criticism. For 
instance, I do not believe that a singer could have composed a set piece criticizing the 
Catholic clergy for their actions concerning the Holy Spirit Festival with the same 
impunity that a singer could improvise a desafio with the same intent. 

The first of these more immediate contexts is the general nature of the social 
occasion at which the desafio is performed, whether it be a Festival of the Holy Spirit, a 
fund-raising benefit, or an evening of cantoria. On a still more immediate level of 
context are the particular or unique circumstances of that specific event, which may 
not pertain to other occasions of a similar general nature. Such unique circumstances 
may be things like a dispute over the Holy Spirit Festivals, or inclement weather. The 
most immediate context of all is the moment-by-moment human action and interaction 
occurring within the time-frame of the event itself. Such interactions may include 
aspects which are usually a part of such encounters, such as the greeting at the 
beginning of a desafio or the farewell at its close. They also may include idiosyncratic 
occurrences that would not be found on other occasions, such as thanks for 
contributions or announcements made to the audience in the desafio itself. 

General Nature of the Occasion 

The relation between the general nature of the occasion and the content of a desafio is 
easily illustrated. José Fernandes explained that if they are going to sing at a party for 
old folks, they will discuss old folks; if at a Festival of the Holy Spirit, they will sing 
about the Holy Spirit. He summarized this point by saying, “Our service has to conform 
with the purpose of the occasion.” He also explained that certain contexts require a 
degree of decorum, giving as an example the Festival of the Holy Spirit, where 
frivolous joking in the desafio would be inappropriate and likely to offend members of 
the audience. Vasco Aguiar put slightly less emphasis on the limitation of thematic 
choice at the Holy Spirit Festival. He said that it was, indeed, necessary to mention the 
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Holy Spirit and the meaning of the Festival, but after doing that it was appropriate to 
enter into a discussion of any other topic. 

On the other hand, there are other occasions in which specific themes for 
discussion in desafio are not defined by the nature of the occasion per se. Fernandes 
mentioned as an example the cantoria that I recorded at the Retired Persons’ Club 
which he called a “cantoria livre” (a free cantoria) saying, “We weren’t tied to 
anything.” 

On those occasions organized primarily for entertainment, such as the cantoria, 
there seems to be a freer selection of topics and no necessary connection between the 
topics discussed and the general nature of the event. Interestingly enough, a recurring 
theme at the occasions with more than one desafio and with presumably more freedom 
to speak on any topic was the theme of the desafio itself. This would usually take the 
form of the singers’ questioning of each other’s ability to sing desafio well. But it seems 
only natural that on occasions given over to the performance of desafio, and 
presumably attended by those particularly interested in that genre, that desafio itself 
would become a topic. Furthermore, since the desafio is a competition, it is not 
surprising that the question of relative skill would enter into the dialogue. Such a 
discussion gives the singers a convenient basis for joking with each other. In one such 
encounter, the more experienced Terceiran José Fernandes and the young Gil Rita from 
São Miguel argued over how a desafio should be conducted. At the point in the desafio 
quoted here, the question of “hitting” had just been mentioned. In desafio this can be a 
metaphor for verbally criticizing or attacking an opponent. In the following quatrain 
Fernandes says in effect, “Go ahead and hit me! I can take it!”: 

Eu passo horas amargas I pass bitter hours 
Pra cantar à sociedade, To sing to all the people, 
Vês que eu tenho as costas largas, You can see that I have broad shoulders, 
Bata-me à tua vontade! Strike me as you will! 

The younger singer then responds that he had no such intention: 

Não a mim sentia prazer I had no desire 
Se eu viesse pra este fim, To come with that purpose, 
Com a idéia de te bater. With the idea of striking you. 
Isto era feio para mim. That would be repulsive to me. 

But Fernandes invites Rita to attack: 

Bate, se não tens receio, Strike, if you have no fear, 
Se a tua força se expande, If you want to give vent to your  
 strength, 
Mas vais ver que fica feio, But you will see that it will go badly  
 for you, 
Um pequeno bater num grande. A young singer attacking a great one. 
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Rita responds: 

Eu, ouvindo o que disseste aqui, I, hearing what you said here, 
E mostras ser meu amigo, And you pretend to be my friend, 
Se eu fôr a puxar por ti If I then go and attack you  
Tu vais ficar mal comigo. You will get angry with me. 

Fernandes then attacks the young man from São Miguel, along with all the singers from 
his island for being too aggressive in song dueling: 

Dar pancadas sem ter jeito Attacking someone without displaying  
 skill 
É um tão feio papel, Is such a poor role to play 
Mas isso já é um defeito But this is, of course, one of the defects 
Dos cantores de São Miguel. Of you singers from São Miguel. 

Unique Circumstances of the Occasion 

A good illustration of the reflection of both the general and the specific natures of an 
occasion in the content of desafios comes from the performances at some of the Holy 
Spirit Festivals. There are certain general aspects of these occasions that are traditional 
and that recur from year to year. Thus, desafios performed in this context made 
references to symbols of the festival such as the silver crown and scepter, symbols of 
royalty; the dove, symbol of the Holy Spirit; and the traditional foodstuffs of the 
festival, symbolic of charity for the poor. But during this particular festival there were 
a set of more specific circumstances that also pertained. During the period of research 
there was a heated controversy concerning a new set of statutes set forth by the Roman 
Catholic priests to govern the brotherhoods that sponsor the Holy Spirit Festivals. 
These statutes would give the priests control over both the membership and the 
finances of these lay organizations. Actually, lay-clergy controversies have occurred a 
number of times during the long history of the Holy Spirit Festivals.22 The 
brotherhoods, which sponsored the festivals at which I recorded desafios, had all 
rejected these statutes as an unfair incursion into the traditional independence of these 
organizations. This rejection led to reprisals by the clergy who refused to participate in 
festivals sponsored by these brotherhoods. On at least one occasion a priest cancelled 
access to a church social hall that had been scheduled for use by one of the 
brotherhoods for the traditional banquet. In the midst of all this, it was only natural 
and almost unavoidable for the singers to make reference to these unhappy 
circumstances which surrounded the festivals that year. One of the singers indicated to 
me that in making such commentary in this semi-public context, they were walking a 
                                                 
22Ataíde (1973:93, 255) records an attempt by the clergy to suppress the Festival of the Holy Spirit in 
1559, as well as a condemnation of the dances in the homes that were part of the Festival by a bishop in 
1707. Nemesio (1932:130) relates an account of a conflict in the 18th Century over the dancing of the 
foliões in the church chancel. Serpa (1978:86–87) lists some of the complaints of contemporary Azorean 
bishops concerning the Festival including the expenditures for the food and festivities, the practice of 
various superstitions and diverse improprieties. Anderson and Higgs (1976:149) report that there is a 
“strong anticlerical movement” among the Portuguese in Canada. Thus, the conflict over the Festival that 
I observed was neither unprecedented nor extremely surprising. 
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tightrope. On the one hand their patrons and audience had rejected the statutes; on the 
other hand the priests and their supporters might hear of the desafios and be offended 
by criticisms of their policy. Despite these potential dangers, the singers did comment 
on this immediate controversy at the Holy Spirit Festivals. For example, in one of these 
desafios the singers argued that the changes that the priests were attempting to make in 
the constitutional structure of the Holy Spirit Brotherhoods were a serious breach of 
tradition. One singer praised his audience, which was comprised of members of a 
brotherhood that had refused to accept the proposed changes, for maintaining the 
tradition in North America as they had learned it in the Azores: 

Sabéis, povo deste salão, Know, people gathered here, 
Vossas almas são como flores, That your souls are like flowers, 
E vós sóis jardins da tradição And you are gardens of the tradition 
Que nasceu lá nos Açores. That was born in the Azores. 

His partner responded by criticizing those who would carelessly allow such good 
traditions to be altered: 

Mudam as tradições boas Good traditions change 
Quando alguns se descuidam; When some are not careful; 
Que a idéia das pessoas For popular opinion  
Muitas vezes também mudam. Often changes as well.23 

The first then responded by affirming that the very identity of the Azorean people 
depended on the faithful maintenance of such traditions: 

Sabéis, nossa população, Know well, my people, 
Que a tradição não é piada, That tradition is not a joke, 
E um povo sem tradição And a people without traditions 
Não é povo, nem é nada. Is no people at all. 

The singers, after establishing the importance of tradition, then proceeded to recount 
nostalgically how they remembered the celebration of the Holy Spirit Festival in their 
youth in the Azores. 

Moment by Moment Interactions 

Illustrations of both the general nature of an occasion and the moment by moment 
human action and interaction reflected in content may be found in some desafios 
performed at the social events that were organized to raise funds to aid the victims of 
the earthquakes in the Azores. Of course, such a tragedy itself was an unanticipated 
and catastrophic circumstance, and therefore different in kind from the regular 
recurrence of a traditional festival like that of the Holy Spirit. But like the festival, it 
was an occasion that had a specific purpose other than pure entertainment, as might be 
the case in a cantoria. Like that of the Holy Spirit Festival, an overriding general 
concern necessitated comment in the desafio. It was only natural, then, that on these 
                                                 
23Unless I mistranscribed the text, there is an apparent lack of agreement between subject and verb in 
this sentence. 
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occasions the themes of the awfulness of the tragedy in the Azores, and of the proper 
response of the local Portuguese community to this tragedy would arise in the desafios 
performed. 

At the occasion in Toronto, sponsored by the musical group Caravana Açores, 
only one desafio was performed, but it was quite lengthy and, as previously mentioned, 
was interrupted by a speech given by a local priest that encouraged people to 
contribute to the cause. This desafio commented on the tragedy, thus reflecting the 
general nature of the occasion: 

Esta nossa reunião, This gathering of ours, 
Minhas senhoras e senhores, Ladies and gentlemen, 
É pra o alívio duma aflição Is for the alleviation of an affliction 
Que atingiu os Açores. That has touched the Azores. 

Alguns foram no abismo, Some went into the abyss, 
Uns vivos, outros sepultados. Some alive, some buried. 
São essas as horas em que o sismo This is the hour in which the quake 
Deixa tantos sinistrados. Leaves so many people injured. 

Esse sismo nos Açores That quake in the Azores 
Deixou pranto, luto e queixume. Left weeping, mourning and laments. 
Nesta primavera as flores This spring the flowers 
Não vão ter tanto perfume. Will not have their usual fragrance. 

But the immediate human interaction was also a part of the content. The fact that a 
collection would be taken (gathered in a flag) was announced in the desafio: 

A bandeira vai correr The flag will pass 
Entre as senhoras e senhores Among the ladies and gentlemen 
Para quem quiser oferecer For whoever would wish to offer 
Donativos pra os Açores. Contributions for the Azores. 

Furthermore the singers, in the desafio, commented on the gifts that were given and 
offered thanks to those who contributed, sometimes even mentioning them by name: 

Tenho importantes quantias, I have here significant amounts, 
Contas que tu não aceitas! Amounts that you would not believe! 
Trinta dólares do Pedro Farias Thirty dollars from Pedro Farias, 
É uma conta que respeitas: You’ll be impressed with the total: 
Cinquenta do João Elias, Fifty from João Elias 
E mais cem do José de Freitas! And a hundred more from José Freitas! 

Similar references were made to the moment by moment context at the occasion 
in Gait that was also meant to raise funds for the earthquake victims. Three desafios 
were performed, but only two made extensive reference to the tragedy. The middle 
desafio was humorous in tone and did not deal with this subject, probably in order to 
avoid too much repetition. Thus, the story of the tragedy could be reintroduced in the 
final desafio, during the last part of which a collection was taken. At that time, among 
other donations, one of the audience members offered the sum of $50.00 to be 
contributed on the condition that one of the singers, António Tabico, would later sing a 
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certain song entitled “Wine.” This offer was announced in the desafio as the collection 
was being taken. 

Mais um cheque se apresenta Yet another check appears 
Que eu não acho ser poucochinho: That I do not consider miserly: 
É um cheque de cinquenta It is a check for fifty dollars 
Pra o Tabico cantar “O Vinho.” For Tabico to sing “Wine.” 

Tabico then agreed in the desafio to sing this song. Later in the program he kept his 
promise and performed this humorous number about a drunkard. 

Any notable circumstance at an occasion might be appropriate material for 
comment in a desafio and may be used as a seed idea for a more lengthy discussion. For 
instance, at the performance in Gait to raise funds for the earthquake victims, at one 
point in the final desafio, the moderator told one of the singers, José Fernandes, to 
request that some children who were creating a minor disturbance please be quieted. 
Fernandes made this announcement in the desafio when it came his turn to sing. The 
topic of conversation then turned to children and childhood. When I asked him about 
this later, Fernandes stated that it was necessary for them to move to that topic in 
order to avoid offending the parents of the children, who might be embarrassed at the 
public remonstrance. But one of the aspects of this discussion that particularly 
impressed me was that the singers, while discussing childhood, maintained a 
consistency with the theme of the tragedy of the earthquake in the Azores (which was 
the reason for the fund-raiser in the first place) by discussing the effect of suffering of 
children in such catastrophes. They discussed the irony of the extreme suffering which 
children often endure in such circumstances, and yet the fact that children, because of 
their naivete, are often somewhat oblivious of the tragedy which surrounds them. 

Vasco Aguiar (stanza 18): 

Quando uma desgraça acontece When a disaster occurs 
(Que pode vir a qualquer momento!) (That can come at any time!) 
A uma criancinha parece To a child it may appear 
Que seja um divertimento; That it is a game. 

Fernandes (stanza 19): 

Nas desgraças descontentes In these unhappy tragedies 
Onde há suspiros e ais, With sighs and moans, 
As crianças inocentes It is the innocent children 
São sempre os [sic] que sofrem mais. Who always suffer most. 

Aguiar (stanza 20): 

Quando ela começa a subir When the child begins to grow 
E a andar com mais firmeza And to walk more surely 
E que começa a distinguir Is when it begins to distinguish 
A alegria da tristeza. Joy from grief. 
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Fernandes (stanza 21): 

As crianças têem tal arte Children have an ability 
Na inocência pura e bela In their pure and lovely innocence 
Que anda a morte por toda a parte Such that even with death all around 
Mas eles [sic] não dão por ela. They don’t even notice it. 

The singers then proceeded to talk even more specifically about the tragedy of the 
earthquake which had occurred in the Azores. Thus a smooth transition was achieved 
between an idiosyncratic occurrence (the children creating a disturbance) and the 
primary purpose of the occasion. 

Another part of the immediate moment by moment interaction which may be 
reflected in the content of a desafio is the substance of other desafios performed on the 
occasion. References to these may be made in desafios that occur later in the event. 

Performance Context versus Structure 

The structural element of the desafio which is most clearly related to the performance 
context is that of length. Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of desafios in the corpus 
according to this attribute. Each letter represents one desafio. 
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Number of Stanzas Number of Lines 

150  600  

-  - P 

-  - O 

- P -  

-  -  

125  500  

- N, O - N 

-  - L, M 

- L, M - K 

- J, K - J 

100  400  

- G, H, I - E, F, G, H, I 

- D, E, F - D 

-  -  

-  -  

75  300  

-  - A 

- C - B 

- B - C 

- A -  

50  200  

-  -  

-  -  

-  -  

-  -  

25  100  

-  -  

-  -  

-  -  

-  -  

0  0    

Figure 7. Distribution of desafios by length. 
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In general, the desafios that had the greatest number of stanzas also had the 
greatest number of lines. However, many desafios contain sextains as well as quatrains. 
Therefore, a desafio with a high proportion of sextains might be longer in number of 
lines than another with more stanzas but fewer sextains. Such is the case with desafio 
A, which had the fewest number of stanzas of any, but whose high proportion of 
sextains made it third from the shortest when measured by number of lines. 

Measured in terms of the number of stanzas, most desafios in the corpus (63 
percent) fell into a middle range of lengths from 90 to 114 stanzas. Three desafios were 
noticeably shorter (A, B, and C) and three were longer (N, O, and P). 

The explanation for these variations from the average can be at least partly 
found in the other activities engaged in at those social occasions besides the desafios 
themselves. The three very short desafios (A, B and C), and the next shortest as well 
(D), were all performed on occasions when there were two or three other desafios also 
performed on the same evening. Therefore, considerations of total program length 
probably caused these song duels to be kept relatively brief. For example, the two 
shortest texts in number of lines (B and C) were performed on the same evening, not 
only with another desafio (N), which itself was fairly long for reasons explained below, 
but with numerous other musical presentations and other activities as well. Examples E 
and F each had 384 lines, ranking them fifth shortest in the corpus. Like A, B, C and D, 
these were also performed on occasions with numerous other activities. In the case of 
F, three other desafios were performed and in the case of E, there were a number of 
other activities, including a Beatles-type singing group, a children’s dance troupe and a 
marching band. 

Another factor which may have contributed to the brevity of the three shortest 
examples (A, B, and C) is that of the expertise of the performers involved. One of the 
principal performers in both A and B was a very young singer, already mentioned, who 
was just initiating his career of public performance of desafio at the time of this 
research. And one of the main participants in C was a singer who, though a seasoned 
performer, was better known for his performances of non-improvised set pieces such as 
the fado. 

The consideration of total program length as influencing the length of desafios 
within the program is not an irresistible limiting factor. For while the longest example, 
P, was sung on an occasion in which no other musical performances were given, the 
next longest, O, was performed at an occasion during which other musical 
entertainments were offered, and N, the third longest, at the occasion already referred 
to where there were two other desafios (B and C) and other entertainments as well. The 
length of N and O is probably better explained in terms of their function in the 
occasions at which they were performed. They were both sung at the fund-raisers for 
the earthquake victims and both while contributions were being collected. These 
collection periods were somewhat like codas added to the first part of these desafios 
that were themselves performed near the end of the evening’s activities and functioned 
as climaxes of the occasions. Both codas were sung in the manner of a despedida, a 
farewell, in which one or more singers join those already singing on the stage, to offer 
the audience a last “good night.” From the organizers’ point of view, these were 
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moments to be prolonged in order to increase the amount of money received in the 
collection. From the audiences’ perspective, it was an opportunity not only to 
contribute to the worthy cause, but also perhaps to have that contribution publicly 
recognized by comment in the desafio. 

The longest example, P, does not seem to owe its length to external factors 
related to the context, for it was performed in virtually the same circumstances as two 
other desafios of average length (G and M). P, G and M were each performed at one of 
the three dinners sponsored by the Brotherhood of the Divine Holy Spirit of 
Mississauga. Each was the only live musical performance on these three very similar 
occasions. In the case of P, the greater length seems at least partially due to the felicity 
of the improvisation. In other words, I believe that the singers extended this 
performance because it was going well. They were starting to draw the desafio to a 
close around the 124th stanza, the duel already having taken on a greater length than 
average. As the singers were drawing to a close they entered into a joking exchange 
about the possibility of one of them being a priest. Either because they themselves 
judged this to be a particularly humorous line of thought, or because they sensed a 
positive audience response, or perhaps because of both factors, they digressed on this 
topic right up until the point at which they finally brought the desafio to a close. 
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4 

Structure 

This chapter develops the concept of the structure of Azorean cantigas ao desafio using 
the theoretical framework of tagmemics. The first section outlines some basic principles 
of that theory, illustrating them with applications to the study of desafio. The next 
section deals with the structure of desafio per se, including its macro-, micro-, and 
intermediate structures. The next section broaches the question of the trimodality of 
desafio structure. The chapter continues with some suggestions conerning the technique 
employed by the singers to couch their discourse in the proper structural patterns. A 
summary of the significance of structural analysis concludes the chapter. 

Tagmemic Theoretical Principles 

The question of structure can be profitably addressed from a number of theoretical 
viewpoints. The approach that I have selected is that of tagmemics, a theory that has 
been most often applied to the study of human language. It is, however, a theory that 
purports applicability to all forms of human behavior. If this indeed be the case, it 
should be well suited for analyzing multiple simultaneous codes of communication as 
are found in the desafio, providing a unified theoretical system for the whole. A second 
reason for choosing this approach is its usefulness as a heuristic device. This framework 
has been applied by field linguists in the analysis of a large number of previously 
undescribed languages. By using this technique then, it should be possible to identify 
structures and relationships that might otherwise go unnoticed. 

The most rigorously scientific method for the selection of a theoretical 
framework would be to apply a number of theories to the phenomenon under study 
and then compare the explanatory power of each. Such a method was applied by 
Herndon (1974:219–262) to the structural analysis of song and proved to be very 
revealing about the theories compared. A significant weakness of this approach was a 
lack of equivalent competence in the various analytical techniques employed, as 
Kolinski complained (1976:1–22). This diminished the validity of the comparison. My 
own greater familiarity with tagmemics over other approaches would make it 
inappropriate for me to attempt to apply them or to evaluate their potential usefulness 
in regard to the study of desafio. This difficulty is exacerbated by the lack of time to 
apply these theories in detail to such a large body of data. Therefore I invite other 
scholars to apply approaches with which they are familiar to these materials so that a 
competent evaluation can be achieved. 

In order for the reader to understand the fundamental suppositions of 
tagmemics, I will briefly outline some of the basic concepts from the approach, 
illustrating them with examples from the Azorean cantigas ao desafio. This summary is 
primarily based on the introductory section of Grammatical Analysis (Pike and Pike 
1977:1–6). The basic principles involved are perspective, unit, hierarchy, and context. 
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Perspective 

An important principle of tagmemics is that of perspective. The idea here is that 
structural patterns of purposive behavior can be viewed in different ways by the 
observer, and therefore the theory should account for this: 

Perspective: The observer becomes an element of the theory; no fact is treated without 
reference to him. But since the observer can change his viewpoint, modifying the 
manner in which he looks at the data impinging on him, so also the theory itself must 
have multiple starting points once the observer is part of the ‘given.’ 

 (Pike and Pike 1977:4,5) 

Three basic perspectives are recognized: static (or particle), dynamic (or wave), 
and relational (or field): 

Static (Particle) Perspective: The observer can look at the world as made up of ‘things’ 
(particles, elements, items). In some sense this is treated as the basic or normal 
perspective…. Dynamic (Wave) Perspective: The observer can look at a series of 
“discrete” events and treat the whole as a single dynamic moving entity; and any single 
unit can be viewed dynamically as having beginning (initial margin), middle (nucleus), 
and end (final margin). In such an instance, the unit is viewed as a wave….In such a 
view, two adjacent units may merge, or overlap, leaving indeterminate borders, such 
that the two units cannot be segmented without doing violence to the data…. 

Relational (Field) Perspective: The observer can eliminate from the center of his 
attention the form or content or extension of the units as such, and focus instead on 
relationships between them. The unit, in this case, contracts to a point in a network (or 
field) of relationships. 

 (1977:5) 

By allowing for different perspectives, tagmemics shows more sensitivity to the 
data being analyzed than theories which are monolithic in their approach. In the study 
of the cantigas ao desafio, while any aspect could be looked at from any perspective, 
some aspects are more fruitfully studied from one perspective than from another. For 
example, while poetic stanzas, as very clearly definable units, can be identified and 
studied profitably from a particle perspective, other units in the desafio are more wave-
like. For instance, the precise boundaries between intermediate structures are often 
unclear, or fuse together in a single quatrain. This is because the topics that define 
these structures have a smooth transition from one to the next. The ability to view this 
transition as the trough of a wave rather than an abrupt termination point allows the 
analyst to be more sensitive to the data. It also makes it easier to relate the stress the 
singers laid on coherence in their conversations about the desafio to the structural 
analysis which demonstrates that indeed transition from topic to topic was often quite 
smooth. The dynamic perspective is also helpful in the analysis of the vocal melodies 
used to sing the words of the desafio. Viewing the general shape of the melodies rather 
than focusing on each individual note in them provides a more adequate basis for 
analysis and comparison. And although the relational perspective is not really 
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illustrated in this chapter, our attempt in the previous chapter to show the relationship 
of desafio to its various contexts can be thought of as a type of relational perspective. 

Unit 

The second basic principle of tagmemics that we will examine is that of unit.1 
According to this theory, purposive behavior comes in ‘chunks’ called constituents. 
These must be segmented from the stream of behavior in order to be studied. Whole 
events may be viewed as units; and persons and things may be viewed as units as well 
(1977:1). Three principles are involved in the concept of unit: contrastive-
identificational features, variation, and distribution. 

Contrastive-Identificational Features. “In order to find and identify any one such 
unit, one must find in it features (or elements, characteristics, components) that 
differentiate it from all others. Once this has been done, the same features can be used 
to recognize that unit when it occurs in other contexts” (1977:2). For example, the 
rapid harmonic rhythm that is frequently a characteristic of the Instrumental Closing of 
the desafio is a feature that helps to differentiate it from other portions of the 
instrumental accompaniment. 

Many units in the structure of the cantigas ao desafio are easily identifiable 
because of their repetitive nature and consistency of size. As mentioned before, poetic 
stanzas are easily identifiable units of this type. Other units are more variable in 
characteristics and size, such as the units of Opening, Discussion and Closing in the 
desafio. Because they may be identified largely by means of their referential content, 
and the content of a single stanza may be very complex, the precise borders of these 
units cannot be determined. In such cases the tagmemic principle of the indeterminacy 
of segmentation applies and the dynamic perspective enables us to identify the large 
sections as definable units even though they have no precise borders. 

Variation. Since no behavior can be repeated exactly, units inevitably have 
variants. When two such behaviors are structurally the same in the system they are 
viewed as emically the same. In language, two utterances of this type are usually 
identified as the same by a native speaker. The variation that occurs in one emic unit is 
etic variation (1977:2). In the desafio, some singers use the same tune over and over 
each time they take their turn to sing in a duel. However, the tune is not performed 
exactly the same each time, even though it is viewed as being basically the same by the 
singers. Such variation is therefore considered etic variation. In contrast, other singers 
employ significantly different tunes within one desafio. Such variation is considered 
systemic and therefore emic. 

Distribution. “No unit of purposive behavior can be identified or recognized in 
complete abstraction from other units; it exists only in reference to them” (1977:2). 

                                                 
1Terms used to designate specific units on various levels of the desafio will be capitalized in order to dis-
tinguish these terms from their common usage. For instance, “Stanza” will be used to refer to a defined 
structure at a specific hierarchical level. In contrast, “stanza” will be used in its general literary sense as 
a grouping of poetic lines. 
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Three types of distribution are recognized: distribution in class, distribution in 
sequence, and distribution in system. 

Distribution in class is basically a paradigmatic relationship. “A unit is a member 
of a filler class (a set) of items which may appropriately occur (be distributed) in the 
same slot in a particular structure: each member of the class has the same function” 
(1977:2). In the case of the cantigas ao desafio, different singers may sing different 
melodies to the first line of a poetic stanza, but the chord progression is always the 
same. These first-line melodies, though variable, are all constructed to fit within this 
harmonic scheme or slot. 

Distribution in sequence refers to syntagmatic relationships. “Within any one 
extensive behavioral event, some items occur before others. The units, therefore, occur 
in sequence. Certain characteristic sequences are essential to rational behavior and 
enter the description of every unit” (1977:2). An example from desafio is the greeting 
that occurs at the beginning, and not at the end of the performance. Another example 
on a lower structural level is the harmonic accompaniment to the desafio. The chords 
that are used always occur in well-defined sequences or progressions. 

Distribution in system refers to the fact that “behavior is not merely a set of 
units ordered one after another;” always, in the background, lies some kind of general 
system of relationships within which the unit operates” (1977:3). In the desafio, for 
example, one of the immediate constituents of the Sung Portion is the Opening, which 
operates within a system that includes the Opening, the Discussion and the Closing, 
each of which has a particular function within the desafio. On a lower structural level 
of the desafio, each of the notes in the melodies of the singers is one element in the 
system of the musical scale of notes that defines the phonological relationships between 
them. 

Hierarchy 

The third basic principle of tagmemics which we wish to briefly describe is that of 
hierarchy. This is not a hierarchy of relative importance, but rather a part-whole 
hierarchy in which “small units are found within larger ones, and these in turn in still 
larger units” (1977:3). The concept of hierarchy is useful in structural analysis because 
it places any particular unit under consideration within the framework of units which 
are comparable: its immediate constituents. Smaller units are found on lower levels of 
the hierarchy and larger units on higher levels. 
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A hierarchy is often expressed as a tree diagram: 

 higher levels larger units 

  lower levels smaller units 

In the desafio, for example, Lines of poetry combine to form Stanzas. The Stanzas, in 
turn, combine to form larger units such as the Opening. The Opening then may 
combine with the Discussion and Closing (each of these composed of many Stanzas) to 
form the Sung Portion of the desafio:2 

Sung Portion 

 
 1st Quatrain 2nd Quatrain 3rd Quatrain Etc., 

 
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 

Context 

The next main principle of tagmemics is context. “The analyst must, for some purposes, 
turn his focus away from specific units-as-if-they-were-isolatable (or almost isolatable) 
and focus instead upon the unit-as-necessarily-in-context, since no unit is findable or 
definable except in relation to context” (1977:4). We have already demonstrated the 
importance of this principle for the understanding of the cantigas ao desafio. 
Distribution is also an aspect of context. Thus, the concept of context can be brought 
down to the lowest structural levels of the desafio. In this light it is possible to 
recognize not only those wider contexts, such as the general nature of the occasion, but 
also such low-level contexts as the preceding stanza, to which the singer must respond. 

                                                 
2This example is greatly simplified for purposes of illustration. Later in the chapter this technique is used 
to provide a more detailed analysis. Note also that not all the branches of the tree are shown: a more 
complete diagram would also show branches descending from the Discussion and Closing. 
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Three principles involved in the concept of context are the form-meaning composite, 
change via a shared element, and universe of discourse. 

Form-Meaning Composite. “The intent of the speaker or the impact of a language 
unit on the hearer’s understanding, perception, or behavior, we call meaning; the 
physical manifesting content of that unit, or its sequential arrangement, or the 
simultaneous occurrence of some or all of its contrastive components, we call its form. 
A language unit is identifiable and describable only when both form and meaning are 
somehow involved either explicitly or implicitly: a language unit is a form-meaning 
composite” (1977:4). 

Change via a Shared Element. “One unit may affect another only when the two 
share something, physical or psychological” (1977:4). One example from the desafio is 
that only by conversing on a shared topic can singers engage in an interesting 
interactive debate. The importance of a shared topic, which has already been 
mentioned in chapter 3, will be developed further in chapter 5. 

Universe of Discourse. “Speech does not occur in a cultural or conceptual vacuum 
but is relative to some temporary kind of topic, style, genre, or situation, which may be 
called a universe of discourse” (1977:4). This is true of other behaviors besides speech. 
The genre of cantigas ao desafio is itself such a universe of discourse. We have already 
made reference to some of the special rules that apply within this universe. One can 
insult a friend and, if the insult is made in the proper way, the friend will not take 
offense. One can also publicly criticize other people or groups and not suffer the same 
consequences that would be suffered had not the criticism been cast in the form of a 
desafio. 

In the cantigas ao desafio, the highest and lowest levels in the structural 
hierarchy are those at which units may be most easily and reliably identified and 
described. Therefore, the following discussion will start with the macrostructure and 
then skip to the microstructure before examining structures occurring at intermediate 
levels. 

Structure of the Desafio 

Before discussing in detail the structure of the Azorean cantigas ao desafio, it is well to 
clarify the purpose or goal of this description. Its purpose is to examine the structure of 
the desafio as fully as possible within the framework of a unified theoretical system, 
and not merely to note its unique characteristics that distinguish it from other genres. 
Many descriptions focus on distinguishing characteristics as part of the development of 
a typology of genres. In this case, however, the ultimate goal is to present a description 
that would provide the reader with the necessary information to understand and ap-
preciate the desafio in its own terms and within its ethnographic and performance 
contexts. Of course the description of structure in this chapter is only one means of 
achieving that goal in concert with the rest of this dissertation. And of course, what is 
considered necessary to achieve such a goal reflects a great deal on the personal 
background of the describer and what he or she had to learn in order to understand the 
phenomenon. An aspect that might appear striking and important for me to mention 
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might seem commonplace to one whose educational background was in poetry rather 
than in music, or one who grew up speaking an Asian language rather than a European 
one. 

In light of the fact that this is not primarily a comparative description, it should 
be noted that simply because a feature is described or even highlighted does not imply 
that such a feature is unique to the desafio. Many of these features are, in fact, shared 
by other genres.3 

I would also like to emphasize that I do not view the analyses presented here as 
being the only ones possible even within a tagmemic framework. In some cases I 
present alternative analyses to the reader for comparison. The reader may also note 
that I have not even begun to exhaust the possibilities for the application of tagmemic 
analysis to the desafio. I only hope that the material presented here will provide the 
reader with useful information and will also illustrate the application of this approach. 

Macrostructure 

Many desafios share a similar macrostructure which can be illustrated by the following 
tree diagram that includes three hierarchical levels:4 

Desafio 
 

 

 

 

 Instr(umental) Intro Sung Portion Instr Closing 

 Opening Discussion Closing 

But before these levels are discussed, it is well to examine briefly, the higher structural 
levels of the total social occasion of which the desafio is but a part. For the desafio, as 
has been established in chapter 3, is one phase of a social event which may include 

                                                 
3For example, the three main parts of the Sung Portion of the desafio may be compared by analogy to 
three sections of Azorean danças carnavalescas, examples of popular theater. On a lower hierarchical 
level, the poetic structure of the stanza is a very common form, shared by many genres. Yet, I do not 
neglect to describe it in some detail. 
4The reader will note here two conventions that are generally followed in the tree diagrams in this 
chapter. First, in the movement from higher levels of the hierarchy (at the top of the diagram) to the 
lower levels (descending the page) usually only one element on any particular level is segmented on the 
next lower level. In this case, for instance, only the immediate constituents of the Sung Portion are 
shown, and those of the Instrumental Introduction and Closing are omitted. If necessary, a larger 
diagram could include these elements as well. The second convention is the use of abbreviations to save 
space in the diagrams. The abbreviations are defined by giving first the whole name but with the portion 
which will be omitted later in the diagram within parentheses. 
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other activities as well. These activities are determined by the purpose and nature of 
the social occasion. Thus, if fund-raising is one of the purposes of the event, time will 
be allotted for activities such as auctions or collections of donations. The Holy Spirit 
Festivals included auctions, announcements, reports, votes, the passing of the crown, 
and a meal, besides the singing of the desafio. The cantoria at the Club dos Velhos, in 
contrast, was simpler in structure, consisting mainly of successive performances of 
desafios. The following tree diagram shows how such an occasion might be segmented, 
and how the macrostructure of the desafio fits into the hierarchy at its lowest levels. 

LEVEL HIERARCHY 
  

I Cantoria 

 

II P(erformance)1 I(ntermission)1 P2 I2 P3 I3 P4 

 

 

 

 

III Spoken Intro(duction) Desafio Applause 

 

 

 

IV Instr(umental) Intro Sung Portion Instr Closing 

V Opening Discussion Closing 

Figure 8. Macrostructure. 

Level I: The Cantoria 

At the highest level, the Cantoria consists of alternating performances of desafios and 
intermissions.  
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 Cantoria 

  

P(erformance)1 I(ntermission)1 P2 I2 P3 I3 P4 

The desafio performances may be classified as nuclear, the intermissions as marginal. 
The concept of nuclear versus marginal elements is an important one in tagmemic 
analysis. 

Almost every unit at every level of the hierarchy exhibits nuclear or marginal 
characteristics which are often convenient or necessary to specify. We assume that 
probably the nucleus (in contrast to the margin): (a) is more independent (in filling 
nuclear roles in higher levels or in dialogs); (b) more frequently has the option of 
representing the entire unit, of which it is a part, in larger units; and is more likely to 
identify the larger construction of which it is a part; (c) is a member of a large class 
(each member of which can fill the same slot); (d) occurs in more kinds of grammatical 
slots than do the marginal classes; (e) has the more central semantic role (in the 
analyst’s judgment). 

 (Pike and Pike 1977:26, 27) 

In this case, the performance of the desafio, meets most if not all the criteria for 
defining a nucleus, in comparison with the Intermission. There can be no doubt that 
the last criterion is met: one can imagine a cantoria with no intermissions, but not a 
cantoria with nothing but intermissions, and no desafio! 

Generally in this chapter we will focus on the nuclear elements and only briefly 
deal with ones considered margins. We will do this by summarizing the characteristics 
of the marginal units at each level of analysis, and segmenting for further analysis on 
the next level only the nuclear elements. Marginal elements can, of course, be 
segmented and analyzed as well, but space limitations do not allow for such an 
exhaustive analysis. 

The Intermissions, marginal units at this high level, perform several important 
functions. They provide an opportunity for the singers, players and audience to rest 
from the performance of desafio. Participants can more easily retire to the bar to obtain 
refreshment. This aspect can be of an economic as well as social and biological 
importance since the organizer obtains income from the sale of these items. At the 
occasion in Wheatley, which was running quite late, one of the performers complained 
that the intermissions were too long. Apparently the organizer was trying to recoup 
some of his losses due to poor attendance, by lengthening the intermissions and thus 
increasing the receipts from the sale of refreshments. 
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Level II: The Performance 

The Performance may be segmented in the following manner: 

Performance 

 Spoken Introduction Desafio Applause 

The Desafio is nuclear, the Spoken Introduction and Applause are margins. This is a 
good example of a case in which margins serve as markers, defining or emphasizing the 
initial and final boundaries of a nuclear element. 

The Spoken Introduction may provide such information to the audience as: 1. 
that the desafio is about to start; 2. who will be singing; 3. who will be accompanying. 
This introduction may also include information about the island of origin of the singers 
and may make laudatory references to the singers as well. 

The audience responds with applause at the end of the desafio. At this point the 
singers will frequently say “Thank you,” or “Thank you very much,” in response to the 
applause. 

Level III: The Desafio 

The Desafio itself may be segmented in the following way: 

Desafio 

 Instr(umental) Intro Sung Portion Instr Closing 

The Instrumental Introduction consists of several bars of music played by the 
accompanists. The violão or viola plays its usual chordal pattern accompanying a 
melody played by the other guitar. This introduction establishes the musical key, or 
tone level, and mode, which in the desafio is minor. The problems that some singers 
have when singing in different keys have already been mentioned in chapter 3. The key 
or tonal level of all the desafios in the corpus but one was A minor, varying no more 
than a semitone higher or lower. On the exceptional occasion, the key used by the 
accompanists was C minor, a minor third higher. The singers in this duel had to 
compensate for this higher tonal level. One of the singers switched to different melodic 
formulae, many of which were unique in his repertoire and which included lower notes 
allowing him to sing more comfortably in the higher key. 

The length of the Instrumental Introduction varies, but it is always very short 
when compared to the length of the Sung Portion. 
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The Instrumental Closing is shorter still. It comes at the very end of the desafio 
and frequently consists simply of two chords, a dominant seventh followed by the 
minor tonic, the latter being the final chord of the piece. These chords are strummed 
on the guitars in approximately the following rhythm: 
  

 
 
 
 

 

 Final Portion of the Instrumental Closing 
 Previous Pattern 

This closing pattern is distinguishable from any other chord progression in the 
desafio because of its relatively rapid harmonic rhythm. Elsewhere in the piece, each 
chord sounds a minimum of two measures. The Instrumental Closing is a brief 
punctuation mark, a “full stop” marking the end of the desafio.5 

Level IV: The Sung Portion 

The Sung Portion of the desafio may usually be segmented into three immediate 
constituents in the following manner: 

Sung Portion 

 
 Opening Discussion Closing 

These three elements, in part, reflect common social conventions. The singers 
treat their audience (and also each other) in many ways as if they had met on the street 
and had become engaged in conversation. In such circumstances one usually first greets 
his interlocutor, then proceeds to engage him in conversation, and finally closes the 
conversation and wishes him farewell. The Opening, Discussion, and Closing perform 
similar functions in the desafio. 

The Opening is usually first a greeting to the audience, and then a mutual 
greeting between the singers. This section may also contain other elements such as a 

                                                 
5In some cases the Instrumental Closing did not include the dominant seventh chord but consisted of a 
strummed repeated tonic chord. In other of my recordings this part of the accompaniment was obscured 
by noise and applause, and so its musical structure was unclear. In any case, I do not want to imply that 
the Instrumental Closing is an essential cue for the audience to know that the desafio has ended. The 
audience members are already aware that the desafio is ending or about to end by the verbal text of the 
singers. But the Instrumental Closing does provide both a satisfactory musical ending for the 
accompaniment part, as well as a definite cue, however redundant, that the desafio is ending. 
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request to the Almighty or to the Virgin Mary for inspiration in the desafio. Thus, the 
Christian deity is invoked for inspiration in a similar fashion to the pagan poets who in-
voked the muses. The following three stanzas illustrate some of these points. They were 
selected from the beginning of the first part of the first desafio performed at the cantoria 
for the Brotherhood of the St. John Festivals at Wheatley.  

Vasco Aguiar (stanza 1): 

Boas noites, assistência, Good evening, folk in attendance, 
Que a Eterna Divindade May the Eternal Divinity 
Desça sobre a consciência Descend upon the conscience 
Da vossa comunidade. Of your community. 

Manuel Antão (stanza 2): 

Boas noites, sociedade, Good evening, society (of the St. John Festival ) 
Que veio hoje à cantoria, That came to the cantoria today, 
E a Santíssima Trindade And may the Most Holy Trinity 
Esteja em vossa companhia. be with you. 

Antão (stanza 4): 

Deus me deparou a graça God gave me the opportunity 
De eu voltar cá outra vez, For me to return here again. 
E Ele permita que eu faça May He allow me 
Coisa que agrade a vocês. To please you with my singing. 

After further invoking the blessing of the Almighty, Antão then turns to greet his 
singing partner: 

Antão (stanza 14): 

A todos cumprimentar The greeting to all 
Deve ter jeito e ter graça; Should have skill and grace; 
Agora vou perguntar: And now I will ask: 
Oh Vasquinho, como passa? How is it going, Vasco? 

Aguiar’s response to this greeting, and the interaction which follows results in the 
mentioning of death. 

Aguiar (stanza 15): 

Eu estou bem, muito obrigado, I am fine, thanks, 
E diz-me se é esse o teu feitio? And tell me, are you the same? 
Como é que tens passado How have you fared 
Nas horas do desafio? In your hours of desafio? 

Antão (stanza 16): 

Eu passo horas apertadas I pass many difficult hours 
Quando encontro o inimigo, When I encounter the enemy, 
Mas as mais desafogadas But the easiest of all 
São as que eu canto contigo. Are those that I sing with you. 
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Aguiar (stanza 17): 

Comigo passas as melhores, So your best hours are spent with me 
Torno a perguntar-te em seguida: I then will ask you: 
Quais são as horas piores What are the worst hours 
Que tens passado na vida? That you have ever experienced? 

Antão (stanza 18): 

Oh Santa Trindade Unida, Oh, Holy United Trinity, 
Que nos dê saúde e sorte! May it give us health and blessing! 
As mais tristes nesta vida The saddest hours of my life 
É quando eu penso na morte. Are when I think of death. 

This theme of death was then developed and became the major theme of the desafio. 

If a singer is returning to the stage after having sung in a previous desafio that 
evening, it would be redundant to greet the audience again. Therefore, he will usually 
instead make some reference to the fact that he has returned to the stage. This 
reference is often made in a somewhat apologetic tone, often mentioning the fact that 
he has returned to the stage because he was requested to do so, as in this first quatrain 
from the final desafio performed in the cantoria at the Club dos Velhos: 

Stanza 1: 

Fui chamado pra voltar, I was asked to return, 
Oh nossa linda gente. Oh my fine folk. 
Estou cá pra cantar I am here to sing 
Pra vocês de novamente. For you again. 

Or this even more apologetic beginning from the cantoria in Wheatley: 

Stanza 1: 

Outra vez volto ao coreto I return again to the stage 
Pra cantar ao nosso povo. To sing to our folk. 
Se é um crime que eu cometo If this is a crime 
Posse é não voltar de novo. I can always not return. 

In the Portuguese context, however, such an attitude is neither a complaint nor does it 
indicate a lack of confidence. Rather, it is good manners: a singer would not deign to 
impose his presence on the audience a second time in one evening but, since a request 
for his reappearance has been made, he will consent. 

José Fernandes indicated that the Opening is mandatory, even if the singer has 
sung earlier and already greeted the audience, because some kind of introduction is 
needed: the singers cannot just launch into discussion of a topic or argumentation at 
the very beginning. 

In other words it is an introduction: normally two or three cantigas. Everybody does it, 
for when they begin what are they going to talk about? They already said ‘good evening’ 
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to the people. Therefore [they will sing] one, two or three cantigas there at the beginning 
until the two of them begin to follow a line of thought.6 

The Discussion is the body of the desafio. It is in this section that the topics are 
developed. This is the freest of the three sections since it does not have to accomplish 
the specific social functions of the Opening and the Closing. It is the “meat” of the 
desafio, and the part that the people have come to hear.7 If the Closing is in any way 
climactic, it will be because it reflects what was said previously in the Discussion rather 
than any new element introduced at that late point in the desafio. 

Thus, the Closing may overlap with the last part of the debate, the singers 
getting in a few last “points” even while they are in the process of taking leave from 
the stage or offering a final “Good evening!” to the audience. Aside from the usual 
well-wishing that leave-takings in North American culture frequently involve, the 
Closing often includes a request for pardon if any audience member was in some way 
offended by what was said, or if they did not, for some other reason, find the desafio to 
their liking. This practice on the surface seems particularly appropriate to a form of 
interaction in which joking insults may be exchanged and feelings might be ruffled. It 
also reflects a social convention in Portuguese culture, for such an apology for 
unintended offense may be offered during leave-takings in everyday life, even if the 
person offering the apology does not necessarily have anything particular in mind 
which he may have done to offend his friend. During the Closing the singers frequently 
switch to six-line stanzas, as in the following example from the despedida at the end of 
the final desafio performed at the Club dos Velhos. All four singers, Vasco Aguiar, 
Manuel Rebôlo, José Fernandes, and Gil Rita were on the stage, wishing each other and 
the audience farewell. 

Manuel Rebôlo (stanza 54): 

Adeus, Rita e Fernandes, Farewell, Rita and Fernandes, 
E o povo que nos escutou. And the folk who listened to us. 
Adeus, Vasco, cantor dos grandes Farewell, Vasco, great singer, 
Que ao meu lado hoje cantou. Who sung at my side today.  
E da forma em que tu te expandes And, in your own congenial manner 
Dizendo o “Adeus” vos vou. Giving the Farewell, I leave you. 

José Fernandes (stanza 55): 

Pra pôr fim sem retrocesso In order to finish with dispatch 
Aqui deixo os meus carinhos, I now leave you my best wishes. 
A todos desculpa peço I ask you all to pardon 
Dos meus versos pobrezinhos. My humble verses. 
E agora muito progresso And now I wish great progress 
Para o Clube dos Velhinhos. For the Old Folks’ Club. 

                                                 
6Quer dizer é uma introdução: duas, três cantigas normalmente. Todos fazem isso, porque quando vão 
entrar em que é que vão falar? Já deram boa noite àquela gente. De maneira que uma, ou duas, três 
cantigas ali ao princípio até tornarem os dois a seguir um caminho. 
7The structure and nature of the Discussion are further described later in the section of this chapter 
dedicated to intermediate structure. 
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Gil Rita (stanza 56): 

Minha amizade vos ofereço, I offer you my friendship, 
Gente unida que protesta,  People of one voice, 
E eu em mim também reconheço And I also recognize 
Que sempre discutir não presta. That constant bickering is bad. 
De minha parte agradeço  For my own part I thank 
Aos organizadores da festa. The organizers of the occasion. 

Manuel Rebôlo (stanza 57) 

Chegou agora a ocasião, Now it is time, 
E é bem de minha vontade And it is my sincere wish 
Dizer adeus aos que aqui estão, To say “Farewell” to those who are here, 
Despensando sua amizade, Sharing their friendship, 
E a toda a direcção And to all of the leaders 
Desta grande sociedade. Of this great organization. 

Vasco Aguiar (stanza 58, the final one): 

Desculpe-me o povo que eu vi Pardon me you folk in the audience,  
Que o cantar disto não passa For the singing is stopping here,  
E aos tres que cantaram aqui And to the three who sang here  
O Vasco a todos abraça; I, Vasco, embrace you all;  
Desculpem se os ofendi Please forgive if I offended any of you 
Nalguma graça sem graça. In some tasteless joke. 

The Closing may also include a clarification of the relationships between the 
singers. At this point the singers frequently verify that the insults that they might have 
exchanged were only meant in fun, and that their mutual friendship has not been 
impaired. The singers may shake hands or embrace even while singing to demonstrate 
that public cordiality was not threatened by their joking. Each singer will often ask for 
applause for his opponent, describing him in positive terms, as in these two quatrains 
from the Closing of the second desafio performed at Wheatley. Both of these, sung by 
the same singer, José Fernandes, refer to his singing partner, João Plácido from 
Lombinha, São Miguel. 

Stanza 85: 

Vamos dar a conclusão, Let’s finish up here,  
Eu mais o João da Lombinha, Both myself and Joao of Lombinha, 
Eu peço a tua mão, I want to shake your hand, 
Diz-me se aceitas a minha? Tell me, will you accept mine? 

Stanza 89: 

Não me faltam as idéias I could sing on and on 
Mas vou terminar meu papel. But I’ll now finish my part. 
Gente das nossas aldeias, You people of our villages, 
Dos Açores, pátria fiel, Of the Azores, faithful fatherland, 
Vão dar palmas às mãos cheias, Give an enthusiastic round of applause 
A glória de São Miguel! To the glory of São Miguel! (i.e. to João Plácido) 
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A comparative footnote before concluding this section on macrostructure is that 
Diégues Júnior has, in the Brazilian desafio, also observed macrostructural elements 
which he calls “phases.” These are similar to those observed in the Azorean desafios: 

The phases of the cantoria—The cantoria usually follows a particular pattern of thematic 
development. It is initiated with the introduction of the singers: each one narrates his 
past accomplishments, tells which singers he has already fought, which victories he had, 
where he comes from, etc. Then, if the singers are in a private residence, or in the 
cleared area in front of a farmhouse, it is customary to greet the owners of the house or 
the persons present, praising the merits of some, criticizing others, in such a way as to 
gain the attention of the audience…. 

The cantoria proceeds with the development of themes, using diverse poetic forms. 
It closes with the farewell, when there are no winners or losers, or when, sensing that he 
has been defeated, one of the singers leaves the site. 

 (Diégues Júnior 1960:627–629)8 

Conspicuously absent in the Azorean desafio is the occurrence of the boastful 
presentation of the Brazilian variety. 

Microstructure 

The term microstructure is used here to refer to those structures that are roughly the 
size of a poetic stanza or smaller. Some microstructural elements, such as the poetic 
stanza, are more easily defined than such macrostructural elements as Opening, 
Discussion and Closing. The Stanza is always composed of a certain number of lines, 
either four or six, and the end of each line is marked by the presence of rhyme. The 
musical structure at this level reinforces the poetic structure by means of parallel, 
though not congruent, segmentation. A tree diagram of four levels of the 
microstructure would appear as follows: 

                                                 
8As fases da cantoria—A cantoria segue, geralmente, um certo processo de desenvolvimento temático. 
Inicia-se com a apresentação dos cantadores, cada um narra suas proezas passadas, diz com que 
cantadores já se bateu, que vitórias teve, de onde é natural, etc. Depois se os cantadores estão em casa de 
residência ou num terreiro de fazenda, é costume saudarem os donos da casa ou as pessoas presentes, 
louvando os méritos de uns, criticando a outros, de mode a prender a atenção do auditório…. 
   A cantoria prossegue com a variação de assuntos, utilizando-se os diversos gêneros poéticos. Encerra-se 
com a despedida, quando não há vencedores ou vencidos, ou quando, sentindo-se vencido, um dos 
cantadores deixa o terreno. 
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LEVEL  HIERARCHY 

I Strophe 

 

 

 
II Stanza Musical Interlude 

III L(ine)1 P(ause)1 L2 P2 L3 L4 

 
IV Syl(lable)1 Syl2 Syl3 Syl4 Syl5 Syl6 Syl7 

Figure 9. Microstructure. 

Level I: The Strophe 

In contrast to a purely literary analysis, using the tagmemic approach we are able to 
consider musical as well as poetic structure. Therefore, the structure of the musical 
interludes between stanzas, and of the pauses between lines of poetry also enter our 
description. In the analysis, we have defined a Strophe as a poetic Stanza of four or six 
lines plus the following Musical Interlude: 

Strophe 

 Stanza Musical Interlude 

The Musical Interlude is a short instrumental section that follows the last line of 
one singer and precedes the first line of the response of his interlocutor. This interlude 
may also be marked by audience response to the completed stanza such as applause or 
laughter. The Musical Interlude may actually be shorter than similar units, called 
Pauses, which occur between lines of the same stanza, and it may even disappear 
completely if a singer responds to his opponent quickly. The Musical Interlude, 
however, is analyzed here because of its structural significance on this hierarchical 
level: it constitutes a margin that separates the stanza of one singer from the response 
of his adversary. It follows the “punch line” of the stanza, and it is during this, and not 
during the Pauses, that the most significant audience responses are likely to occur. 

HIERARCHY  Strophe 
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Level II: The Stanza 

A four-line Stanza is then segmented into its four Lines and two included Pauses: 

Stanza 

 
 Line 1 Pause 1 Line 2 Pause 2 Line 3 Line 4 

Lines 1 and 2 are both followed by Pauses, during which the instruments 
continue playing. These Pauses are somewhat similar to the Musical Interlude, but, as 
already explained, have a different function since the thought of the stanza is not yet 
complete when they occur. The fact that there is no Pause after Line 3 has the 
important effect of accelerating the semantic and musical movement of the discourse as 
the final line of the stanza is approached. This is important from a dramatic-humoristic 
point of view because once the first three lines of a stanza are sung, devotees of desafio 
are adept at predicting the content and form of that last line. In one case during a 
performance, even I, after hearing the first three lines of the quatrain that was being 
sung, knew what the last line would be and sang it quietly even as the singer was 
performing it himself. Since the final line can be anticipated by the audience, it seems 
logical that its impact as a punch line would be hindered by any delay before its 
execution. 

Like the Musical Interlude, the size of the Pauses, particularly Pause 1, is quite 
variable. In order to get a rough idea of the size of these structures I measured the 
approximate number of quarter-note beats from and including the last stressed syllable 
of the poetic line to, but not including, the beginning of the next poetic line. I did this 
for 270 quatrains in the sample. The average length9 of the Pauses and Musical 
Interludes for all the singers was as follows: 

Interlude 9.0 beats 

Pause 1 9.3 beats 

Pause 2 6.5 beats 

                                                 
9The procedure for obtaining some of these results, which does not follow strict statistical procedures, 
was the following: From 11 of the 18 desafios in the corpus I took a total of 20 samples. Each sample 
consisted of a series of successive quatrains from the desafio. Not all samples consisted of the same 
number of quatrains. The sample was divided according to the singers who had sung its stanzas in order 
to preserve the distinctions between the singers. Each singer was given credit for the length of the 
Musical Interlude which preceded his stanza, since he had no control over the length of the Musical 
Interlude which followed his stanza. Because some singers participated in more desafios than others, 
more samples were obtained for them than for singers who had participated in fewer desafios. But these 
overall averages treat each singer equally, no matter how many of his quatrains were included in the 
samples. First, the measurements in each sample were averaged. The results obtained were themselves 
averaged to calculate a figure for each singer. Finally, the figures for all the singers were averaged to 
determine the results given above. 
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Keep in mind that these figures include the beats during which the last stressed syllable 
of the line and any following syllables (from none to two) were sung, so that in any 
particular case the actual number of beats during which there was no singing would be 
from 1 to 3 beats less than what is indicated. And while these averages give a general 
idea of the size of these units, they do not express their variability. An examination of 
variability indicates that: 1. The size of Pauses and Interludes may vary from singer to 
singer; 2. A singer may vary the sizes of these units within a section of a desafio; 3. The 
average size of Pauses and Interludes by one singer may vary from one section to 
another or from one desafio to another; 4. Some singers are more consistent in the size 
of some units than other singers; 5. Some units display greater variability than others. 

I will use the results from the two best-represented singers, Vasco Aguiar and 
José Fernandes,10 to illustrate these points. On the average,11 Fernandes’ Musical Inter-
ludes were longer than Aguiar’s: the former with 9.3 beats, the latter with only 6.3. In 
other words, Aguiar was usually a bit quicker to respond to his adversary than was 
Fernandes. On the other hand, the average length of their Pauses after the first line 
(i.e., Pause 2’s) were very similar: 7.5 for Fernandes and 7.7 for Aguiar. But their Pause 
2’s (Pauses after Line 2) again were different: Fernandes averaged 7.2 (very similar to 
his Pause 1 average) but Aguiar only 4.9 beats. 

These averages are somewhat deceptive because they do not show to what 
degree a singer will vary the length of his Pauses and Musical Interludes. For example, 
in one desafio Aguiar waited 14 beats12 after his interlocutor finished stanza 11 before 
beginning his response in stanza 12. But then, after hearing his opponent’s response in 
stanza 13, he allowed only 1 beat13 of silence before beginning his response in stanza 
14. In this case, the Musical Interlude virtually disappears. I believe that such examples 
are used by some singers, such as Aguiar, to reinforce their argument by force of a 
quick reply. In part, it is a demonstration of the singer’s ability to formulate his reply 
rapidly, and it also shares the rhetorical force of the “quick comeback” in conversation. 
On the other hand, “quick comebacks” disturb the normal flow of a desafio, and would 
lose their force if used too frequently. It is probably for this reason that a singer with 
great skill, like Aguiar, will mix these quick responses with longer Interludes, as in the 
example just given. 

The pace of a desafio may change throughout its course, as evidenced by the 
length of the Musical Interludes. For example, at the beginning of a desafio at one of 
the Holy Spirit Festivals, Aguiar’s Musical Interludes averaged 10.5 beats and his 
interlocutor’s (Fernandes) 15.0 beats. But, towards the end of the desafio the pace had 
apparently picked up, for then Aguiar’s Musical Interludes averaged only 7.8 and 

                                                 
10There were fourteen samples for Aguiar and twelve samples for Fernandes. 
11This average was obtained by determining the mean length of the unit in question for each sample, and 
then averaging those to determine the “average” length of that unit for that singer. 
12The total length of the Musical Interlude as we are measuring them here was 16, since the last stressed 
syllable of the previous stanza and any following unstressed syllables (in this case 1) are added to the 
length of the number of beats during which there was no singing. 
13For the same reason as mentioned in the previous footnote, the total length of this Interlude would be 
measured as 3 beats. 
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Fernandes’ only 10.7. Such an increased pace might reflect increased emotional 
intensity or perhaps greater fluency once a theme has been well established. 

Also, the length of Musical Interludes may change from one desafio to another. 
Averaging the samples of Aguiar’s Musical Interludes from the desafio mentioned (10.5 
plus 7.8 divided by 2), we arrive at a result of 9.2. This may be contrasted with the 
average length of Aguiar’s Musical Interludes (computed in a similar fashion) from 
samples from one of the desafios he performed at the Club dos Velhos. These averaged 
only 2.9 beats. 

A comparison among singers shows that certain singers are more consistent in 
the sizes of their Pauses and/or Musical Interludes than others. To measure variability, 
the standard deviation for each sample was taken, and then the standard deviations for 
each singer were averaged. Using again as examples the best documented singers, 
Fernandes was more consistent in the length of his Pause 1’s, with a standard deviation 
of 0.5, than Aguiar, with a standard deviation of 1.4. Aguiar’s greater variability on this 
point correlates with his tendency to vary other aspects of structure as well, such as 
melody. 

Also, some units varied more than others. There was a clear trend toward 
greater stability from the beginning to the end of the quatrain. The following chart 
gives the average standard deviations for the length of Musical Interludes, Pauses and 
Breaks.14 
 

 Interlude Pause 1 Pause 2 Break 

Aguiar 1.7 1.4 0.7 0.4 

Fernandes 2.3 0.5 0.5 0.2 
Average of 
all singers 

1.9 1.2 0.6 0.3 

The trend from the larger standard deviations at the left side of the chart, to the 
smaller ones on the right, indicates greater stability of these units as the quatrain 
progresses. Later in this chapter we will see how the stability of the melodic formulas 
also increases from the beginning to the end of the quatrain. 

Harmonic Structure of the Stanza 

At this point it is convenient to illustrate the parallel but non-congruent relationship 
between the Stanza Lines and the harmonic rhythm. On this level, the verbal and 
melodic structures are congruent, that is to say, the verbal and melodic Lines begin and 
end at the same points. For in desafio there is no yodelling, or singing of nonsense sylla-
bles, or long melismas, neither are there spoken segments. The points, however, at 
which the harmonies that accompany the desafio change are within the verbal-melodic 

                                                 
14Although the Break, which is the period from the last stressed syllable of Line 3 to the beginning of 
Line 4, is a unit which is not dealt with at this hierarchical level, I include it here to further emphasize 
the increasing stability of these units from beginning to end of the stanza. 
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lines. For at the beginning of the stanza, the tonic chord still lingers from the end of the 
Musical Interlude. The chord stays the same until just before the end of the first line of 
the stanza: the chord changes to the dominant seventh (V7) on the last stressed syllable 
of the poetic line. In a similar fashion the chord remains a dominant seventh until the 
last stressed syllable of the second poetic line where it changes back to the tonic. This 
pattern of chord changes on the last stressed syllable of the line continues throughout.15 
This relationship between the harmonic rhythm and the poetic structure is not peculiar 
to the desafio. Chord changes in western art and folk music frequently take place at 
points of musical accent, and it is not surprising that these would coincide with points 
of poetic stress. But since we are attempting to deal with both the verbal-melodic and 
harmonic structure, it is important to make explicit this relationship. 

Having established that the harmonic structure at the level of the Stanza is 
parallel though not congruent with the verbal-melodic structure, we may now examine 
the specific characteristics of this harmonic structure and determine how it may vary. 
Actually, the discussion that follows deals with the harmonic structure of the desafio on 
the level of the Strophe, for it includes both the Stanza and the following Musical 
Interlude. It has been more convenient to delay its discussion to this point so the 
matter of its non-congruence could first be clarified. 

The two possible harmonic sequences to accompany the Stanza and its 
succeeding Musical Interlude are the following: 

 A. i V7 i V7 i 
 B. i V7 i iv i V7 i 

Progression A is the most commonly used and can be considered the standard 
accompaniment to a Strophe of desafio. We have already clarified how each chord 
change in this more common sequence, takes place on the final stressed syllable of each 
poetic line. Progression B is less commonly used. Its introduction is cued when the 
singer begins his third melodic line with the fourth or sixth notes of the scale. Since 
neither of these fit into the tonic chord that is then sounding, the player quickly 
changes to the subdominant chord, which is composed of the fourth, sixth, and first 
notes of the scale and which therefore harmonizes nicely with the melodic pattern 
introduced by the singer. Some accompanists apparently do not know this alternate 
chord progression, and I have heard cases in which the accompanist persisted in 
playing only progression A, even when the singer was calling by his melodic pattern for 
progression B. A striking dissonance (to my ears, at least) resulted, but I did not note 
any disruption in the overall performance. 

In the case of the occurrence of a sextain, the same two harmonic progressions, 
A and B were used, but in each case the first part of the progression was repeated to fill 
out the extra lines in the following way: 

                                                 
15An alternate chord progression, discussed later, has a slightly different harmonic rhythm, and therefore 
a slightly different relationship to the poetic line it accompanies. 
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 A. i V7 i V7 i V7 i 
 B. i V7 i V7 i iv i V7 i 

Level III: The Line 

Segmentation of the Line is on the basis of both musical note and word syllable. If two 
syllables are elided and sung on one note they are considered one unit at this level. If 
two different pitches are sung on the same syllable, as frequently occurs at the end of 
the line, then two units are indicated. If, however, two or more separate syllables are 
sung on the same pitch, then that many units are indicated. Therefore, although the 
following tree diagram labels the units in question as Syllables, it should be noted that 
musical as well as verbal criteria are used for their determination. In this diagram I also 
give the note of the musical scale on which each Syllable was sung.16 

Line 

 Syl(lable) 1 Syl 2 Syl 3 Syl 4 Syl 5 Syl 6 Syl 7 
 Nun_____________________ ca vi nin___________ guém mor__________ rer 
 C D E E A G# B 

Having observed a synthetic analysis (including both melodic and verbal 
structure together) we now find it helpful to examine aspects of verbal and musical 
structure separately. 

Verbal Structure of the Line 

Each line of poetry in the desafio, whether it be in a four- or six-line stanza, is 
heptasyllabic. The method of counting syllables in literary analysis of Portuguese 
poetry is by counting only the syllables to and including the final stressed syllable.17 
Any unstressed syllables that occur after the final stressed syllable are not counted. As a 
result, each of the three lines extracted from the final desafio performed at Wheatley 
are heptasyllabic:18 

                                                 
16Approximate pitches are indicated by pitch names. The first note in this example is the C one octave 
below middle C. All the notes which follow lie within the range between the first note and middle C. 
17This contrasts with the method of counting in Spanish, which counts the syllables up to and including 
the final stressed syllable and then adds one to the total (Wanke 1973:12). 
18In the example, underlines connect syllables belonging to the same word. The final stressed syllable in 
each line is in each case number 7. 
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 a. Mas tam_bém po_des di_zer 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 b. Ser ve_lho não é de_fei_to 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (8) 

 c. Pa_ra mim um sa_cri_fí_ci_o 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (8)(9) 

The heptasyllabic line is quite common in Portuguese tradition: 

There is unanimity in considering the heptasyllabic line as the “most natural” of the 
Portuguese language, having been christened “redondilha maior”….The common people 
use it frequently: “Valei-me Nossa Senhora!” “Água mole em pedra dura, tanto bate até 
que fura”… 

It was born at the very beginning of the language, when the Galician and 
Portuguese were still mingled… 

 (Wanke 1973:26)19 

The rhyme scheme generally used in modern Azorean desafios is abab, that is, 
the first and third lines rhyming, and the second and fourth lines rhyming. The variety 
used is consonant rhyme in which both vowels and consonants agree. More precisely, 
the final stressed vowel and all succeeding vowels must agree respectively, and all 
consonants that come after the final stressed vowel must also agree respectively. Note 
that the consonants immediately preceding the final stressed vowel do not have to 
agree (Carvalho 1965:78, 79). More will be said about meter and rhyme shortly.  

Most of the singers have not studied poetic structure from a literary point of 
view. They have learned to reproduce the appropriate structures “by ear.” 
Nevertheless, the singers do discuss technical matters and employ certain terms when 
conversing about different aspects of poetic structure. For example, they refer to a line 
of poetry as a verso (verse) or a frase (phrase). A quatrain is called a quadra and a 
sextain a cantiga a seis (stanza with six) rather than the term sextilha which apparently 
is little used. The term cantiga is used to refer to a stanza. 

The metrical organization of the Line by patterns of stressed and unstressed 
syllables is very flexible: 

Metrification. The syllabic accentuation of the redondilha is quite elastic, even allowing, 
for esthetic purposes, different rhythms in the four lines of the [same] quatrain. Contrary 
to what Alvaro Faria says in “Considerações sobre a trova”, it is allowable to accentuate 
the syllables 1-3-5-7, 2-4-7, 2-5-7, 3-5-7, 1-3-7, and even 3–7, 4-7, and 2-7, though these 
latter forms are more rare and have, in general, secondary accents which make them fit 
into one of the previous categories.20 

                                                 
19Há unanimidade em se considerar o verso setissilábico o “mais natural” da língua portuguesa, sendo, 
carinhosamente, batizado de “redondilha maior”….O povo a usa frequentemente: “Valei-me Nossa 
Senhora!” “Água mole em pedra dura, tanto bate até que fura”… 
   Nasceu nos primeiros momentos da língua, quando o galego e o português ainda se confundiam… 
20A metrificação. A acentuação silábica da redondilha é bastante elástica, admitindo-se, mesmo, para fins 
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The fact that the stress pattern in the line is not fixed greatly contributes to the 
flexibility of the content of the line, an especially important factor in an improvised 
form. It does create, however, a frequent conflict between syllable stress and the 
pattern of musical accentuation by length of note, by pitch of note, or by metrical 
position. Many singers repeat the same melodic material for each stanza. As a result, 
while the pattern of syllable stress is constantly changing with the verbal content of the 
line, the pattern of musical accentuation remains static. When the pattern of musical 
accentuation and syllable stress do not agree, this gives the impression of putting the 
“emphasis on the wrong syllable.” This does not apparently hinder intelligibility of the 
words for those accustomed to this technique. For me, as a researcher from outside the 
tradition, I found it at first extremely difficult to understand the words of desafios, 
partly because of this modification from normal speech accentuation. Over a period of 
time, my ability to understand them improved, in part, because experience trained me 
to ignore such variation from spoken syllable stress.21 The last stressed syllable of a 
line, however, does coincide with the last melodic accentuation. This is an important 
point of coincidence between the musical and verbal structure. It is also the point at 
which harmonic changes in the accompaniment usually occur. Accompanists listen to 
the singer and try to anticipate when he will reach this final stressed syllable and 
melodic accent so that they can make their chord changes at that point. 

Besides the flexibility of a variable metrical pattern, other points of structural 
variability allow for flexibility in the total number of syllables per line.22 One example is 
the use of hiatus. In speech, successive vowels are often collapsed into a single metrical 
unit. In song certain vowels that would normally be elided in speech can, if necessary, 
be sung as separate, thus lengthening the line. Conversely, a line can be shortened by 
the use of syneresis. Certain words that contain two successive vowels that in normal 
speech are given separate emphasis may be elided into one metrical syllable in song. 
The following examples from one of the desafios performed in Wheatley illustrate how 
the conjunction e ‘and’ in similar contexts was in one case elided, and in another case 
sung as a separate syllable in order to make the lines the proper length: 

 a. Do Vas_co e do An_tão  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 b. Eu sou ve_lho e tu és no_vo 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (8) 

Another source of flexibility in the number of syllables per line is by the use of 
contractions. In desafio, as is also true in speech, the word para ‘to’ is usually 
contracted to pra. But the full form of this may also be used to fill out a line. The first 
of the following examples illustrates the more common form of the word in desafio. The 
other two show how the uncontracted form may also be employed. 

                                                                                                                                                             
estéticos, ritmos diferentes nos quatro versos da trova. Ao contrário do que diz Alváro Faria em 
“Considerações sobre a trova”, admite-se acentuar as sílabas 1-3-5-7, 2-4-7, 2-5-7, 3-5-7, 1-3-7, e até 
mesmo 3-7, 4-7, e 2-7, que são mais raras e têm, em geral, acentos secundários o que as fazem recair nos 
casos anteriores. (Wanke 1973:30) 
21This lack of agreement of syllabic stress and musical accentuation is not unique to the desafio. 
22For a summary of the metrical flexibility of Portuguese poetry see Carvalho 1965:61–64. 
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 a. Pra can_tar ao de_sa_fi_o 
  1 2    3 4 5 6   7  (8) 

 b. Já que tu pa_ra dar vens 
  1 2 3 4   5 6 7 

 c. Pa_ra as u_nhas me par_tir 
  1 2 3   4 5 6    7 

Another word which may be contracted is pelo ‘for the’. The following examples 
contrast two occurrences of the feminine form of this word in similar contexts, in one 
case contracted and in the other in its full form, in both cases in order to achieve the 
proper number of syllables: 

 a. Dar co_mi_go pe_la mão 
  1    2   3   4 5   6 7 

 b. Vou te di_zer p’la cer_te_za 
  1 2 3  4 5 6    7   (8) 

Besides elision and contraction there is also considerable freedom for singers to 
add extra syllables to the line. This is, of course, technically a breach of form, but it is a 
common practice. Most of the singers have not formally studied poetic meter, and are 
reproducing the “proper” form “by ear.” The melodic formulae used to sing the stanza 
probably serve to reinforce the correct number of syllables. I noticed that even one of 
the more educated singers, who was familiar with the concept of poetic meter, often 
added extra syllables. Another singer was very free in adding extra syllables to the lines 
of his stanzas, and yet I never heard him criticized for this supposed imperfection. 

Extra syllables are often added at the beginning of the melodic segment used for 
that line, repeating the first note of the segment until the correct number of syllables is 
left in the line to complete the melodic segment. Syllables may also be added by means 
of extra notes at the beginning of the melodic segment that are different from the first 
note of the segment. Sometimes syllables are added to a melodic segment by repeating 
notes within it. 

The rhyme scheme of the desafio has already been mentioned but a few more 
comments are in order. The scheme is abab for quatrains and ababab for sextains. 
Earlier forms of the desafio used cantigas with the scheme abcb. This, of course, is an 
easier form to use, because only one pair of rhymes is needed for each stanza instead of 
two. The Terceiran singer Manuel Borges Pêcego (o Bravo) is credited with having 
made the change to this more difficult and, in the view of present-day singers, more 
“perfect” form. Lourenço (1969:22) noted that the abcb rhyme scheme was still used on 
Terceira when he left that island in 1921. But when he visited Terceira in 1937, the 
new abab form was used exclusively. This currently is the standard form among 
Azorean singers. Lourenço, however, laments this change because he feels that the 
more difficult form robbed the desafio of much of the spontaneity that it formerly had. 
No doubt it has reduced the number of people who can perform in this genre as well. 

Questions of form are concerns that were sometimes verbalized by the singers. I 
overheard them discussing which pairs of words form proper rhymes. Those who used 
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rhymes which were considered improper might be criticized. For example, the word 
mãe ‘mother’ has no true rhyme (as it is spelled) in Portuguese,23 though it is obviously 
a word that could be very useful in a number of thematic contexts. One singer 
criticized performers who use the word também to rhyme with mãe because, in his 
view, although it approximates it, it does not rhyme perfectly. He explained that since 
no proper rhyme for the word exists, it is necessary to avoid using that word at the end 
of a line. Another singer explained that one of the benefits of knowing how to read was 
that the singer could identify words that truly rhymed by their identical spelling. This 
is an interesting case because literary poets accept the rhyming of mãe with também by 
reason of sound equivalence, even though the words differ in their spelling. 

Musical Meter 

The question of musical meter in the desafio is a complicated one. The Instrumental 
Introduction clearly establishes a regular metrical pattern. This could be transcribed 
either as a slow 6/8, or as I prefer, in a rather quick 3/4. Measured in 3/4 time, the 
tempo ranges from about      = 120 to 156 mm. When the Sung Portion begins, 
however, the singers sometimes use a parlando rubato style that the accompanists must 
follow. A singer may draw out a Line by slowing down his singing or by adding extra 
syllables, even to the point where the players come to a complete halt, waiting for the 
singer to reach the final stressed syllable. Starting from that syllable, and on through 
the break in the singing at the end of the poetic line, whether it be a Pause or an 
Musical Interlude, the players reestablish the regular 3/4 metrical pattern. But then, 
when the singer begins the next line he may again “disturb” this regular flow by use of 
the rubato. Even if the metrical organization of the accompaniment is maintained 
through the Line, the singer’s rhythm often seems to be only casually related to the 
meter of the music of the players. 

So, through the desafio, there can be this constant fluctuation between the 
regular metrical patterns and the seemingly ametrical patterns of the vocal melodies. 
Because of this there may be frequent adjustments by the players to “wait” for the 
singers, or to “catch up” to them. In the cases that I have analyzed more closely, it 
seems that the singers use the rubato style with more frequency and to a greater degree 
at the beginning of the stanza, and with less frequency and to a lesser degree toward 
the end. This rubato at the beginning of the stanza sometimes imparted an effect which 
seemed to me dramatic, and perhaps served to punctuate or to reinforce the response 
that the singer was making to his opponent. The players most frequently have to “wait” 
for the singer in Lines 1 or 2. The speed with which the words are sung seems to 
increase towards the end of the stanza and I noticed numerous occasions in which the 
singer, speeding up slightly, reached the final stressed syllable of the last line just 
before the players made the chord change that is required at that point. Just as the 
teller of a joke does not want to stumble on the execution of his “punch line”, so, I 
think, the singers do not want to delay, once the rest of the stanza has been sung, the 
statement of the final line. 

                                                 
23At least I find none in Álvaro de Castelões’ Dicionário de Rimas (1951). 
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Melodic Structure of the Line 

The melody of the singer is shaped by the harmonic pattern played on the 
accompanying guitars. Most of the notes in each melodic segment will be one of the 
notes of the chord that is being played.24 Notes that do not fit into the accompanying 
chord also occur. These non-harmonic “tones” include “passing tones,” “échapées,” 
“auxiliary tones,” and both “prepared” and “unprepared appogiaturas,” and both 
“prepared” and “unprepared appogiaturas.25 Besides the primary notes of each melodic 
segment, “ornamental notes,” having a shorter duration than the “primary” notes, and 
which might disappear in subsequent repetitions of the same segment, also occur. 
Within the harmonic pattern, there is considerable freedom for the singer to produce a 
melody with which to sing his cantigas. Each singer seemed to have a stock of melodies 
which he employed when singing ao desafio. 

The following is a transcription of the vocal melody and text of one stanza of a 
desafio.26 Also given is the viola part, which in this case heterophonically follows the 
vocal line, and also the accompanying chords. I have attempted here to indicate as 
precisely as possible the rhythm of the melodic line. It illustrates a case in which the 
metrical organization of the accompaniment is relatively regular and continuous 
compared to other examples in which the timing is much more a “stop-and-go” affair. 
The vocal melody, even in this relatively regular example, is only loosely related to the 
prevailing meter in the accompaniment, and is certainly not tied down to any form of 
strict metrical congruence. 

                                                 
24I did encounter some examples when a singer called for the alternate harmonic pattern in the third line, 
but the accompanists, out of ignorance or inability, did not respond, thus producing the rather 
cacophonous combination of a singer singing a melodic line which “implied” different harmonies than 
were being played. In one particular example of this (2-23-80) the singer persisted in frequently calling 
for this progression throughout a desafio, despite the fact that the players, even by the end of the desafio, 
were unable to respond properly, though it was apparent that they were altering their pattern in an 
unsuccessful attempt to accomodate the singer. 
25These terms refer to melodic structures as they are defined in the article “Nonharmonic Tones” in Apel 
(1969:576–577). I use them as a convenient means of shorthand, but I place them within quotes to 
remind the reader that the precise relationship between the musical tradition described here, and the 
musical tradition to which these terms most appropriately apply, is as yet undefined. The reader may 
have already noted my use of such terms as “tonic” and “dominant,” and the use of shorthand notations 
based on these such as iv and V7. I believe that such uses are justified by the great similarities between 
the music of the desafio and that of the common practice period, and they are useful as concise ways of 
expressing these chordal structures. I do not, however, by the use of these terms, wish to imply that the 
music of the desafio either is, or is not, cast within the framework of “Common Practise” tonality. 
26Stanza 6 of the second desafio performed at the Club dos Velhos, sung by José Fernandes. 
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The following examples give what I consider to be the “basic form” of the 
melody just given and also the basic forms of some of the other melodies in the corpus. 
As can be deduced from a comparison of the detailed transcription to its “basic” form 
given below (example number 1), rhythmic values are not indicated, and melodic 
details such as the mordent at the end of the first phrase are left out. In my attempt to 
gain an understanding of the melodies, I found it helpful to omit such details for 
purposes of comparison. I noted that in some cases of similar melodies, mordents such 
as the one indicated above were present; sometimes they were absent. Sometimes 
“basic” notes of the melody would be connected by ornamental passing tones, and 
sometimes the “same” melody would not contain such features. It seems likely that the 
significance of these melodic elements, which I refer to here as “ornaments,” would 
best be considered as units on lower levels of microstructure than those that we will be 
examining here. This does not mean that such elements are unimportant. It is just that 
any analysis is necessarily incomplete, and that some stopping point has to be chosen. 

The following examples, then, give the reader some idea of the tonal materials 
that were used in a number of the melodies, but they do not provide information 
concerning rhythmic structure or melodic detail. For each phrase eight notes are given. 
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These notes represent the seven syllables of the heptasyllabic line, plus one. The 
seventh note represents both the last stressed syllable of the heptasyllabic line, and the 
point at which the chord change takes place in the accompaniment. The chords used 
are indicated at the bottom of each example. In the cases in which there are no extra 
syllables after the final stressed syllable of the line, the last two notes are tied. If there 
is an extra syllable at the end of the line, the last stressed syllable is sung on the 
seventh note, and the extra syllable on the eighth note. The detailed transcription 
above illustrates how these rules operate. 

 
The melodic consistency within a desafio varies widely. Two of the singers, José 

Fernandes and Manuel Antão, were particularly consistent in the melodies that they 
sang and would usually, once the melody was established for the desafio, vary it only 
slightly. Other singers would use two or three melodies with variations of these in one 
desafio. And one singer, Vasco Aguiar, used a comparatively large number of melodies, 
combining melodic segments (the melody for one line of text) in different ways to 
produce a whole spectrum of variations. He also frequently used both possible 
harmonic progressions in the same desafio, with different melodic variations for each of 
these. 

Each melodic segment usually contains the correct number of notes to fill out 
the melodic line. The setting of the text, then, is generally syllabic with occasional 
cases of more than one note to a text syllable. As already mentioned, if there are extra 
syllables in the poetic line, extra notes are frequently added to the beginning of the 
melodic segment. 

Figure 10 illustrates the melodic variation possible within one desafio. It comes 
from the first of the desafios performed in Wheatley, and combines all the melodic 
segments used to sing the first lines in that desafio, a total of 56 stanzas for each singer. 
Although the diagram looks complicated, it is actually quite simple in conception. It is 
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roughly similar to transcribing the melody of each occurrence of Line 1 in the desafio 
onto transparencies, and then overlaying all the transparencies directly on top of each 
other. The vertical axis represents pitch in a similar way to a musical staff: the higher 
the note, the higher it occurs in the diagram. Only approximate pitches are given, the 
highest note (at the top) representing approximately G natural above middle C. The 
horizontal axis represents the succession of Syllables in the melodic segment.27 Each 
dot represents the pitch that was sung on the corresponding Syllable of the Line at least 
once during the desafio. On the left side of the chart is shown the composite of all the 
melodies sung by Manuel Antão on the first line of each stanza. On the right, the 
variations of Vasco Aguiar used to sing his first lines in that same desafio are indicated. 

G .  
  F .  . 
 P E . . . . . . . 
 i D . . . . . . 
 t C . . . . . . . 
 c B . . . . . . . 
 h A . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 e G# . . . . 
 s G . 
  F . . 
  E . . . .  . . . . . . 
  D . 
  C . . 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 Line 1 Line 1 
 (Antão) (Aguiar) 

Figure 10. Comparison of the Line 1’s of two singers. 

To illustrate the interpretation of the diagram, giving the approximate concert pitches 
that were used, we can see that Antão’s first note for this phrase was at least once a C 
below middle C, at least once an E below middle C, and at least once an A below 
middle C. Antão’s second note for this phrase was always either a D, E, or A, all below 
middle C. Looking at the end of the Line we can observe that Antão always ended the 
first phrase of his stanzas with a B below middle C. In contrast we can see that Aguiar 
started his first lines in a higher range, either on an A below middle C, or a middle C or 
even an E above middle C. 

                                                 
27Eight notes are needed for each segment because frequently there are two musical notes at the end of a 
Line, even if there are no unstressed syllables following the final stressed syllable. In such a case the final 
stressed syllable is slurred over the seventh and eighth notes. If there are one or more trailing syllables, 
the last stressed syllable is sung on the seventh note, and the trailing syllable or syllables on the eighth 
note. Repeated notes occurring on extra syllables and other details of melodic structure are not noted: 
this diagram indicates only the outlines of the melodies that were sung. 
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Although we could compare the melodic performance of the two singers note by 
note, this is not the purpose of these diagrams, especially since note succession (which 
note followed which note) is not indicated. Rather these diagrams best serve as a 
general indication of the relative tessituras used by the singers, and as a graphic 
illustration of the great difference in variation of the melodic treatment of the line in 
question by the two singers. It also provides a crude but easily determined means of 
quantifying this difference in variation, simply counting the number of dots in each 
diagram: 48 for Aguiar but only 14 for Antão.28 

These diagrams can also be used to show the change in degree of variation from 
one Line to the next. We have already noted that the length of Pause 2’s is generally 
less variable than the length of Pause 1’s, and that this reflects a movement toward 
greater stability of these and similar structures from the beginning to the end of the 
Stanza. A similar situation is found in the melodic structure. That is to say, the melodic 
structure of the first part of the Stanza is often more variable than that of the latter part 
of the Stanza. This is true mainly for Stanzas sung by singers who use more melodic 
variation, because the Stanzas sung by the most consistent performers are quite stable 
throughout. Figure 11 illustrates this point. It follows the symbolism of the previous 
diagram, but in this case it represents all four Lines of most of the Stanzas sung by only 
one singer (Vasco Aguiar) in a single desafio (the first one performed in Wheatley). 

                                                 
28Of course this method shows paradigmatic variation but ignores syntagmatic relationships: i.e., it 
shows which notes could fit into each slot, but not which notes occurred in succession. 
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G . 
  F . . . . . . 
 P E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 i D . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 t C . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 c B . . . . . . . . . . . 
 h A . . . . . . .  . . . 
 e G# . . . . . . . 
 s G . 
  F . . 
  E . . . . . . . . 
  D  
  C .  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 Line 1 Line 2 

G  
  F . 
 P E . . . . 
 i D . . . . . . . 
 t C . . . . . . . . . 
 c B . . . . . . . . . . 
 h A . . . . . . . . . 
 e G# . . . . . 
 s G 
  F . 
  E . . . 
  D  
  C  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 Line 3 Line 4 

Figure 11. Comparison of all the Lines of one singer. 

It is clear that the complexity of the diagram diminishes from Line 1 to Line 4, 
due to the diminution of variation just described. Line 1 contains 48 dots, Line 2 38 
dots, Line 3 36 dots, and Line 4 only 13 dots. 

We will not attempt, here, to take the analysis of the desafio to any lower 
hierarchical levels. For the purposes of this description it seems sufficient to segment 
the Line into its Syllables as we have done. Each Syllable could, of course, be further 
segmented, but this process would in the main merely repeat purely linguistic analyses 
of the Portuguese language. It is unlikely that such an excursion would provide much 
information that would particularly illuminate the desafio. Ornaments could be 
examined, and the musical notes could even be segmented into their sound envelopes: 
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the attack, sustaining and decay. But again, such a pursuit would probably not shed 
much light on the desafio. 

Intermediate Structure 

The intermediate structures of the desafio are more variable than the macrostructure or 
the microstructure. The descriptions of the macro- and microstructure given in this 
chapter will apply, with some variation, to a large number of desafios, if the examples 
in this corpus are in any way representative. But the intermediate structure, at least in 
my present view of the desafio, seems to be more variable. Therefore, the description 
that follows should be primarily understood as exemplary rather than normative. It 
gives the reader an idea of what the intermediate structure can be rather than making 
any kind of predictive statement about what the intermediate structure of any 
particular desafio will be. 

The identification of such structural units is based primarily on their thematic 
content. I did not analyze the intermediate structure of the desafio in great detail. I 
found it most helpful for my superficial analysis to use a topical outline. Of course, a 
tree diagram could also be used. The following labels might be given to various units in 
such a scheme: 

LEVEL HIERARCHY 

I Discussion 
 

 

II 
 
 
 
III Sec(tion) 1 Sec 2 Sec 3 

 
IV Str(ophe) 1 Str 2 Str 3 Str 4 

Figure 12. Intermediate structure. 

I do not consider this analysis to be complete, but I present it primarily to show 
how analysis at this level could be presented in a similar fashion to the analyses of 
macro- and microstructure. In particular I believe that margins of transition, not 
indicated here, would probably appear at some level of this analysis. Also, I suspect 
that other analytical levels would appear, especially between the section and strophe 
levels (between Levels III and IV). But presenting this tentative scheme for the analysis 
of intermediate structure allows us to give an example that shows the relationship 
between the three main levels of the desafio: 

 

Th(eme) 1 Th 3 
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LEVEL HIERARCHY 
  

Macrostructure Cantoria 
 
 
 
 
P(erformance) 1 I(ntermission) 1 P 2 I 2 P 3 I 3 P 4 

Spoken Intro(duction) Desafio Applause 

 
 Instr(umental)  Intro Sung Portion Instr Closing 

 
Intermediate Opening Discussion Closing 
Structure 

 
 

 Th(eme) 1 Th 2 Th 3 

 
 Sec(tion) 1 Sec 2 Sec 3 

 
Microstructure Str(ophe) 1 Str.2 Str 3 Str 4 

 
 Stanza Musical Interlude 

 
 L(ine) 1 P(ause) 1 L 2 P2 L3 L4 

 
 Sy(llable) 1 Sy 2 Sy 3 Sy 4 Sy 5 Sy 6 Sy 7 

 
Figure 13. Structure of the desafio. 
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Intermediate structures are not predetermined by social convention, as are the 
macrostructural units of Opening and Closing, which usually function as greeting and 
leave-taking. Neither are such intermediate structures as Theme and Section 
determined by phonological characteristics, such as meter, rhyme, and harmony which 
help to define microstructural elements. Intermediate structures are defined principally 
by rules of logic and coherence. Coherence is of particular importance because a desafio 
that is not unified by a central theme is considered inferior. That central theme might 
be a topic or a series of related topics, or, if the desafio is a humorous one, the 
humorous tone itself may be a sufficient unifying factor, even if the topics touched on 
are diverse. 

José Fernandes emphasized the diversity of the thematic structure of the desafio. 
He indicated that a topic might be consistent throughout a desafio, or, in contrast, 
various factors might cause the singers to change the topic: the topic might not be 
appropriate, or it might be clear to the singers that the audience is not enjoying the 
desafio, or one of the singers might not be knowledgeable about a topic and might 
therefore try to change it. A topic might even enter the discussion virtually by accident. 

An example of a desafio whose Discussion is unified by a coherence of topics 
was the last desafio performed on the social occasion in Wheatley, Ontario. The text 
and translation of this example may be found in the Appendix. The principal 
performers in this song duel were Vasco Aguiar, a middle-aged singer from São Miguel 
who was in the prime of his ability as a performer, and João Plácido, also from São 
Miguel but who was advanced in age and in poor health. 

In this desafio, as in many others, the Sung Portion may be divided into three 
sections: the Opening (Stanzas 1 to 4), the Discussion (Stanzas 4 to 84), and the Closing 
(Stanzas 84 to 97). At this point we will illustrate the concept of intermediate structure 
with an analysis of the Discussion of this desafio. 

The Discussion may be divided into two main sections. The first, Theme I, deals 
with ideas surrounding the general topic of old age. The second, Theme II, has no 
relation to the first but is required by the circumstances of the social occasion, held 
shortly before the St. John’s Festivals. It deals with the significance of the contributions 
being offered to a silver crown (like the ones at the Holy Spirit Festivals), which was 
being passed through the audience as they sang. 

A tree diagram could be used, as mentioned before, to illustrate the subdivision 
of these two main sections, but a topical outline is simpler and clearer: 

I. Old Age (stanzas 4–74) 
A. Plácido’s Condition as an Old Man and 
  Aguiar’s Opinion of Him(4–26)  
B. The Disadvantages and Compensations of 
  Old Age(27–45)  
C. The Question of Aguiar’s Sincerity in this 
  Issue(46–74) 
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II. The Crown(stanzas 75–84) 
A. Request that the Crown Be Passed Among the 
  Audience(75–76)  
B. The Meaning of the Charities Offered(77–84) 

The binary division of this Discussion into two themes is fairly clear, because of 
their sharp contrast. The division of Theme I, however, into Sections A, B and C is 
somewhat less clear, and reasonable cases could be made for various interpretations. 
For instance, as we shall see, the rhetorical tone of Sections A and B contrast with the 
tone of C, and a binary division could be made on the basis of that difference. 

In Section A, Plácido presents himself as an old tired man, too wracked by age 
and infirmity to be a singer that anyone could appreciate. Aguiar, in true desafio 
fashion, takes the opposite viewpoint, arguing that although Plácido is old, his singing 
is still full of life. Also, because of the rule of “apparent propriety,” which we will 
discuss in chapter 5, it would probably be considered rude (and provide Plácido with a 
basis for attack) if Aguiar agreed that Plácido was old and “all washed up.” This 
discussion naturally leads to Section 3, where the relative disadvantages and 
compensations of old age are discussed on a more general level. Various ideas are 
touched on in this section, and they can be used as a basis to further divide this section 
into Subsections. These ideas include the honor and disgrace of old age (27–32), the 
economic condition of the elderly (33–35), the relation of the elderly to younger 
generations (36–38), and death and the consolation of religious faith (39–45). In each 
case, Plácido argues the disadvantages of old age, and Aguiar its compensations. These 
two sections have the tone of reasoned argument. 

But the tone changes when Plácido springs a trap for Aguiar in stanza 44. In that 
stanza, and again in 46, Plácido asks Aguiar if old age is so full of compensations, 
perhaps Aguiar would like to be old too? This is a clever question because it places 
Aguiar in a difficult position. To affirm that he would like to be old like Plácido would 
be a patent absurdity, for who, in the prime of life, would like to exchange places with 
an old man in poor health? On the other hand, to admit that he would not like to be 
old is to deny the arguments that he has just presented concerning the compensations 
of old age. Therefore, Aguiar, who was perhaps already anticipating such a snare, tries 
to avoid answering the question directly by turning the discussion in a slightly different 
direction. In stanza 47, he says that he might like to be Plácido’s age but that it might 
not even be God’s will that he live that long. Plácido refuses to let Aguiar off the hook 
so easily and accuses him of insincerity in his assertions. This accusation incites an 
argument in which the singers accuse each other of prevarication. Thus, the tone of 
reasoned argument is replaced by one of mutual recrimination. Of course, such 
accusations and expressions of offence are all part of the roles played by the singers in 
the desafio. It is a game in which each of the singers is trying to maneuver his opponent 
into a false position in order to “score points” for his side. 

We might also note that it appears that Plácido may have been setting this trap 
for Aguiar from the very beginning of the desafio. By his self-recrimination at the 
beginning Plácido induced Aguiar to the opposite view, arguing Plácido’s strengths and 
advantages. Then, when the discussion moved in Section B to more general level of the 
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question of old age, Aguiar, to maintain a logical consistency with his solace in the first 
section, almost had to argue for the advantages and compensations of old age. This is 
probably a difficult position to defend, and it provided the basis for Plácido’s attacks in 
Section C. Whether or not Plácido was planning such a clever strategy from the 
beginning must remain a moot point. But it would help to explain what seemed to me 
to be the rather strange, self-recriminatory way in which Plácido started the desafio. 

Theme II begins with the call by Aguiar for the sponsor of the festival to begin 
passing the crown among the members of the audience. Then the singers discuss the 
gifts of money that the audience members were placing in the crown as it passed by for 
them to kiss. This same theme is also found in the Closing of the desafio, as the singers 
bid the audience farewell.29 

I will not take the time to illustrate other possible manifestations of intermediate 
structures as they occur in other desafios. This example should serve to illustrate how 
the identification of intermediate structures aids the understanding of the flow of 
themes and subthemes in the desafio. Such an understanding is key to the appreciation 
and comprehension of the desafio. 

Trimodality of Structure 

Loyal tagmemicists will argue that my previous discussion has ignored the important 
tagmemic concept of the trimodality of the structure of human behavior. In language 
the three modes referred to manifest themselves in terms of phonological, grammatical 
and referential structure. Wallis, in “The Trimodal Structure of a Folk Poem” (1970), 
shows how the analytical segmentation of a single poem is different, depending on 
whether its phonological, grammatical, or referential structure is under consideration. 
She presents three contrasting, though not completely different, tree diagrams of this 
poem, representing each of the three modes. With this concept in mind, it is evident 
that I have used different criteria to identify units of structure on different levels. For 
instance, most of the microstructural units are identified on the basis of their 
phonological characteristics, whereas the intermediate structures are identified 
primarily on the basis of their referential content. On the level of macrostructure I have 
used phonological characteristics to segment the Desafio into Instrumental 
Introduction, Sung Portion, and Instrumental Closing. But the division of the Sung 

                                                 
29This thematic unity of Theme II with parts of the Closing suggests a possible alternative segmentation 
of this desafio on the macrostructural level: Theme II could be considered as part of the Closing instead 
of the Discussion, especially since such an activity would likely occur near the end of a social occasion. 
Yet another possible interpretation would be to consider the material in Theme II as a macrostructural 
unit, on the same level as Opening, Discussion, and Closing, instead of an intermediate structure. It 
accompanies a specific activity in which the audience is engaged and is perhaps analogous to sections of 
desafios at fund-raising benefits for the Azorean earthquake victims, in which the singers encouraged 
audience members to contribute and praised the contributions that they made. The justification for such 
units would be on the basis of their unique function in the desafio. They are not greeting or saying good-
bye to the audience, neither are they part of a general discussion. Rather, they direct and comment on 
specific acts engaged in by the audience at that moment and might be labeled Commentary on Audience 
Activity. Nevertheless, for the present at least I prefer the interpretation presented in the text. 
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Portion into Opening, Discussion, and Closing has been made on the basis of what I 
consider to be “grammatical” characteristics. 

While I believe that the method of presentation chosen here highlights the most 
important structural elements of the desafio, I would like to show in passing how a 
rigorous application of trimodal analysis to the desafio will produce contrasting 
descriptions. In other words, if the phonological, grammatical, and referential 
structures of the desafio are analyzed separately, the units that form these structures are 
not all coterminal. 

Some Contrasts between the Phonological, Grammatical, and Referential 
Structures of the Desafio30 

As just stated, the segmentation of the Sung Portion in the description previously given 
has been made on the basis of its grammatical structure.31 An alternative and 
contrasting analysis would have to be given, if such an analysis were made purely on 
the basis of phonological structure. As mentioned before, near the end of the desafio, 
the singers will frequently switch from quatrains to sextains. Once the change is made, 
the singers will usually sing sextains from that point to the end of the desafio. In 
desafios of this type, then, an analysis of the phonological structure of the Sung Portion 
would identify two major divisions, Quatrains and Sextains, not the three grammatical 
divisions of Opening, Discussion, and Closing. It is tempting to draw a parallel between 
the Sextains and the Closing, both of which occur at the end of the desafio. I think that 
this is a significant relationship, but these units do not exactly coincide, as we shall see 
shortly in an example. 

A segmentation of the Sung Portion on the basis of referential structure may 
provide yet a third analysis. This is because topics of Discussion in the desafio may 
carry over from one grammatical unit to another, that is from Opening to Discussion or 
Closing. 

To illustrate these possible contrasts, I will briefly present three tree diagrams 
representing the phonological, grammatical, and referential structures of the Sung 
Portion of a single desafio.32 The desafio used here as an example is the same one used 

                                                 
30At this point in my understanding of the desafio I am not able to confidently present a comprehensive 
analysis of each of the three structural hierarchies, but I have been able to identify clear distinctions in 
certain instances, some of which I present here. 
31A precise and satisfactory definition of the grammatical structure of the desafio has yet eluded me. I 
still believe that such structure exists and I offer here, as a working definition, one which would draw an 
analogy between linguistic grammar, which defines the relationship between words, and grammar in the 
desafio, which on its higher levels would be based on the relationship of the participants. In the Opening, 
the singers relate primarily to the audience, as they greet them. In the Discussion, the singers primarily 
relate to each other, as they discuss and argue. And in the Closing, they again relate to the audience, as 
they take their leave of them. 
32Please note that the Sung Portion of the Desafio is itself a unit that is based on phonological structure, 
on the basis of the presence or absence of singing. A comprehensive trimodal analysis might offer 
contrasting segmentation of the Desafio itself.  
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in the previous discussion on intermediate structure, the desafio which occurs in the 
Appendix. 

This desafio includes only one sextain, the very last stanza. Frequently there is 
more than one sextain at the end of a desafio, though there may be none at all. An 
analysis of the phonological structure of the Sung Portion might appear as follows: 

 Sung Portion 

 
 Quatrains Sextain 
 (stanzas 1–96) (stanza 97) 

An analysis of the grammatical structure might produce a hierarchy that is the same as 
previously described in the section on intermediate structure: 

 Sung Portion 

 
 Opening Discussion Closing 
 (stanzas 1–4) (stanzas 4–84) (stanzas 84–97) 

An analysis based on referential structure would also be tripartite, but note that the 
divisions occur in different places than in the grammatical hierarchy: 
  

 Sung Portion   

 Theme 1: Theme 2: Theme 3: 
 Greeting and Old Age and The Meaning of 
 Lateness of Aguiar’s Opinion Charities offered 
 the Hour, of Plácido. to the Crown and 
 (stanzas 1–4) (stanzas 4–74) (stanzas 75–97) 

In conclusion, then, although the presentation in the initial part of this chapter 
has ignored the differences between phonological, grammatical, and referential 
structures of the desafio in favor of what I consider to be the most significant elements 
of structure, real differences do indeed exist and cannot be completely ignored in this 
description. 
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Technique 

At this point it is well to mention some of the singers’ comments concerning the 
technique that they use to couch their discourse in the proper poetic form. Since I 
obtained this information primarily from interviews with the singers, it might be 
preferable to label this section “conscious technique,” to distinguish it from the mental 
processes of the singers which make it possible for them to achieve this feat but which 
they are unable to express verbally. As I have mentioned before, the singers ascribe 
their ability to improvise poetic verse to natural talent rather than any learned skill. 
Nevertheless, when I questioned them about the way they go about composing their 
stanzas, they were able to give a verbal description of their conscious mental processes. 

The main point that I learned was that many, if not all, compose their stanzas 
backwards. That is to say, they think first of the last part of the stanza, and then 
compose a beginning that will fit with the latter part. In other words, once they have 
established what the last two lines or rhymes of the stanza will be, then they know 
what rhymes to strive for in the first two lines. Of course, it is also necessary that the 
meaning of the first lines correspond with the meaning of the last two lines. 

Manual Antão explained to me how he combined this technique with his ability 
to anticipate the last two lines of his opponent in order to give him more time to 
compose his quatrain: 

I first make up the last part of the quatrain, in my mind….The last two lines are the first 
ones I make up. For when my partner is singing with me, when he performs his first two 
lines…I already know what he is going to say at the end….For me to be able to answer 
what he is going to say in the last two lines, at that point I make my last two lines 
….And when he finishes his [last] two…I make up the first ones.33 

Besides the verbalized expressions of how the singers composed their stanzas, a 
brief analysis of rhyme is suggestive of how rhyming is achieved. The Portuguese 
language offers the poet a large number of words that can be rhymed, due largely to its 
grammatical structure. For example, infinitives all end in “ar”, “er”, or “ir”, and all end 
on a stressed syllable. Therefore, all infinitives of one type will rhyme. Likewise the 
conjugation of many verbs is regular, and therefore, if verbs are of the same type (i.e., 
“ar”, “er”, or “ir”) their various forms are likely to rhyme as well. Many Portuguese 
nouns end on the stressed syllable “ão”. This is the equivalent of “ion” which occurs in 
many English words such as “nation” (nação in Portuguese). This type of rhyme is 
called by literary scholars rima pobre, or “poor rhyme,” because it is so easy to achieve 
(Carvalho 1965:80). Despite this designation, rima pobre is commonly used in 
Portuguese literature. 

                                                 
33Eu primeiro faço a última parte da quadra, na mente….Os últimos dois versos é os primeiros que eu 
faço. Porque quando o meu companheiro está cantando comigo, quando faz os seus dois primeiros 
versos…eu já sei o que ele vai dizer no fim….Pra eu poder dar resposta àquilo que ele vai dizer nos 
últimos dois versos, naquela altura faço os meus últimos dois….E então quando ele acaba de fazer os 
seus dois [últimos]…eu faço os primeiros. 
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Of course, Portuguese has other words with fewer rhymes, and rhymes utilizing 
those words are designated rima rica, or “rich rhyme.” I analyzed the rhyming words 
used in three of the desafios in the corpus. The tentative results obtained from this 
small sample are intriguing and suggest that a more extensive study might prove to be 
enlightening. These results indicate that different singers have established different 
patterns of selection of rhyming words in their desafios. For example, Vasco Aguiar 
used many more verb infinitives than his singing partner in two of the desafios, José 
Fernandes. In these two desafios, Aguiar used 29 pairs of verb infinitives for rhyme, 
Fernandes only 6. 

This brief study also showed some general characteristics of the selection of 
rhyming words which might be tested against larger samplings with profit. Not 
surprisingly, -ão rhymes were very numerous, with 43 rhyming pairs of this type for 
the three desafios. A perhaps more surprising suggestion of this analysis is that for 
given endings, certain particular words are used to a much greater extent than other 
possible words. For instance -anto words were always used to rhyme with Santo, and in 
all cases but one, Santo was the rhyme at the end of the last line. It is possible to infer, 
then, that these other -anto words were used to “set up” the stanza for the use of Santo 
in the “punch line.” This inference is confirmed by the fact that two of the three 
desafios were performed at Festivals of the Holy Spirit, the Festas do Divino Espírito 
Santo. It seemed as though the singers were bringing out (consciously or unconsciously) 
their repertoire of -anto words in order to be able to make some reference to the Holy 
Spirit, and to end their stanzas with that reference. Other words predominated over 
their particular rhymes in a similar fashion. 

These included “fear” (medo, in five out of six -edo pairs), “manner” or “style” 
(maneira, in eight out of ten rhyming pairs or triplets—in the case of sextains—which 
rhymed with -eira), “money” (dinheiro, in nine out of ten rhyming pairs, and always 
occurring in the latter part of the stanza), “service” (serviço, in all three -iço pairs), “old 
age” (velhice, in all three -ice pairs), “liar” (mentiroso, in three of the four -oso pairs’, 
and always in the last line), and “Jesus” (Jesus, in six of the seven -uz pairs, and always 
the latter element). The preponderance of certain words might be explained in terms of 
their simple general utility and frequency in Portuguese usage in general. Such words 
could be identified by comparison to their relative frequencies in a variety of 
Portuguese genres and contexts. But I believe that some of the rhyming words used 
might be of particular utility within the context of the desafio and that their 
preponderance could only be explained in terms of that utility. For instance, words 
mentioned above like “fear” and “liar” are emotionally charged, and are convenient for 
use in joking mutual recriminations. It may be that it pays the singer to be well stocked 
with rhymes for such words so that he can employ them in a wide variety of rhetorical 
contexts. Of course, any definite conclusions on this point must await further study. 

A stanza not only has to rhyme, but it also has to make sense. A singer cannot 
just fill the first two lines with any content at all in order to rhyme with the last two 
lines. But the burden of the meaning does usually fall into the lines at the end. This is 
probably because they were conceived first, and the content of the first lines was then 
created to fit with the last two, rather than vice versa. And it also relates to the concept 
of “punch line” that has already been discussed. One singer stated that it is the last two 
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lines that determine whether or not the quatrain has that “certain something” (graça).34 
Another singer, while agreeing that the last two lines are very important in 
determining the value of a quatrain, also emphasized the importance of not going too 
far afield in the first part of the stanza in order to obtain rhyming words for the last 
two lines. He recounted a case in which a singer wanted to say, in a desafio, “You are 
not right” (Tu não estás certo) to his interlocutor. To rhyme he used the word “desert” 
(deserto) in the first part of the stanza. His fellow singer then took him to task for going 
on such a long “expedition” to find the rhyme. He simultaneously, in a brilliant stroke, 
offered him a more appropriate choice, perto, which means “near”: 

Pra que fostes ao deserto Why did you go to the desert 
Buscar coisas que lá estão Searching for things there 
Se tinhas aqui mais perto If you already had much nearer 
0 que deitasses a mão? Something within your grasp? 

Despite the possibility of using “filler” lines in the first part of the stanza, in the 
vast majority of stanzas that I examined for “filler,” at least one of the first two lines 
had some logical coherence with either the preceding discussion, or with the last two 
lines of the stanza. Those stanzas, which to me seemed to contain “filler” in the first 
half, were much more common among the less experienced singers. The performers 
who predominate in this sample were among the best, if not the very best 
representatives of this tradition alive today. Therefore, if a broader sampling were 
made, it might very well show a wider use of this technique than is indicated here. To 
give the reader an idea of what such a stanza might actually be, I give the following 
example. It was sung by one of the less experienced singers, in response to the question 
from his more experienced interlocutor, Vasco Aguiar, “How does one receive pardon 
for sin?” 

Oh Vasco, nesta ocasião Oh Vasco, tonight 
O teu cantar me seduz! Your singing charms me! 
E dar o nosso coração You must give your heart 
E a alma pra Jesus. And soul to Jesus. 

It is not uncommon for singers to compliment each other politely during the 
course of a desafio. Therefore, the first two lines of this quatrain, with the insertion of 
the appropriate name, could have been used in a very large number of desafios. The 
actual answer to the question posed by Aguiar comes only in the last half of the stanza. 
This technique is apparently acceptable if it is not used too often, and especially if a 
singer avoids going as far as the “desert” to collect his rhyme. 

One other factor which came out of the interviews with the singers that relates 
to the question of technique is the ability of the singers to anticipate how their 
interlocutors will finish a stanza before they actually sing it. The ability to guess how a 
rival will finish his stanza has already been mentioned. It probably results from the 
ability of the listener to combine his knowledge about the theme that is being discussed 
                                                 
34I do not believe that I am reading in too much when I translate the term graça here with a broader 
sense than simply meaning “funny,” though a large number of cantigas are humorous. I think there is the 
connotation of delight and quality as well as perhaps humor in this usage. 
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and what the singer is likely to say in reference to it, with the content and especially 
the rhyming words of the first two lines of the singer’s stanza. The ability of the singer 
to anticipate what his interlocutor will say before it is actually pronounced gives him 
more time to compose his response. The analysis of the microstructure of the desafio 
shows that at times the Musical Interlude is reduced to nothing. In these cases at least, 
the singer must have composed his response before his opponent had finished singing. 
And since even the normal length of the Musical Interlude is not great, the singers 
probably usually or at least often compose their stanzas before their opponents finish 
theirs. 

Another factor which relates to the question of the length of time a singer has to 
compose his stanzas is that of the intermediate structure. The dialogic nature of a 
desafio frequently causes its lower level of intermediate structure to be of a 
response/counter-response nature. But this level can also display a different type of 
logical coherence, one based on thematic adherence on the part of both singers to a 
unified theme or purpose, but in which one or both of the singers develops his own 
ideas relating to that general theme rather than responding directly to the comment of 
his adversary. A good example of this comes from the beginning of the third desafio 
performed at the cantoria at the Club dos Velhos. At this point in the evening, each of 
the participants had previously performed in one of the earlier desafios. It was not 
necessary, then, for either participant to greet the audience for the first time that 
evening. One of the participants, José Fernandes, took this opportunity then to expand 
upon the theme of his poetic aspirations for that desafio, with little direct reference to 
the commentary on these aspirations made by his opponent, Vasco Aguiar. 

Fernandes (stanza 1): 

Volto a subir outros montes, I return to climb other mountains, 
E escrever noutros papéis, To write new pages, 
Beber água d’outras fontes, To drink from other founts, 
E ler livros d’outras leis. And to read chapters from other laws. 

Aguiar (stanza 2): 

E eu torno a regressar  And I have come back 
Porque ouvi que fui chamado, Because I heard that I was called, 
Sem saber se é pra maçar Without knowing whether I will bore you  
Ou será do vosso agrado. Or if you will be pleased. 

Fernandes (stanza 3): 

Vou andar noutros caminhos, I will walk on other paths, 
Vou acender outras luzes, I will light other lamps, 
Vou sofrer outros espinhos, I will suffer other thorns, 
Vou ver diferentes cruzes. I will see other crosses. 
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Aguiar (stanza 4): 

Não vens dar beijos, nem abraços You do not come to give kisses or embraces 
Porque o Vasco não te adora. For you will get no praise from me. 
Nem vens pra trocar os passos Nor will you make up for the way 
Que destes [sic] até agora. You have sung so far tonight. 

Fernandes (stanza 5): 

Vou pescar noutras marés, I shall fish in other tides, 
Fazer diferentes trabalhos, I shall take on other tasks, 
Vou andar com outros pés, I shall walk on other feet, 
Passarei outros atalhos. I will follow other paths. 

Aguiar (stanza 6): 

E aceitar outros carinhos And you will accept other compliments 
Se quem dá os souber dar. If the one who gives them knows how. 
Quem não conhece os caminhos But one who does not know the way 
Deve ir a mais devagar! Should go a little slower! 

Fernandes (stanza 7): 

Vou atacar outro forte, I shall attack another fortress, 
Vou quebrar a antiga paz I shall break an existing peace 
Só pra ver se a minha sorte Just to see if my luck 
Está pra frente ou está pra trás. Is good or bad. 

Aguiar (stanza 8): 

Não vens matar, nem morrer, You won’t kill, and you won’t die 
Nem entrar, nem sair pra fora, You won’t come in and you won’t go out, 
Não venhas agora descer And don’t climb down 
O que subiste até agora. From that which you have already achieved. 

Fernandes (stanza 9): 

Venho fazer outro estudo, I have come to make another study, 
Venho dar outros parabéns. I come to give other compliments. 
Eu voltei disposto a tudo, I am ready for absolutely anything, 
Diz-me lá para o que vens? You tell me now why you have come? 

It is only at this point that Fernandes directly addresses his partner, and then only to 
ask the question that he has been answering for himself since the beginning of the 
desafio! In such a case Fernandes, being less dependent on Aguiar’s comments than in 
other contexts, probably has more time to compose his stanzas. But to be successful, 
Fernandes does have to maintain consistency within the pattern that he himself has 
established. 
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Significance of the Structural Analysis 

While researchers interested in the structure of human behavior per se can appreciate a 
description of such for its own value, other persons may be interested in other aspects 
and may feel that the descriptions in this chapter are irrelevant to their own pursuits. I 
have tried, throughout the chapter, to explain the broader significance of the structural 
elements being described. At this point I would like to put the chapter in perspective by 
summarizing these. 

An understanding of the macrostructural elements of the Sung Portion of the 
desafio, the Opening, Discussion, and the Closing, is important because it helps to 
clarify how the desafio parallels human interaction in everyday life. The Opening is 
usually some kind of a greeting, as would probably occur in an everyday encounter. 
These features are important because they help set the desafio off from a number of 
other genres, particularly those whose texts are “set-pieces,” which usually do not 
make reference to the immediate circumstances of performance by greeting the 
audience at the beginning and taking leave of them at the end. In other words, these 
elements help to contextualize the desafio by putting it in the realm of human 
interaction rather than being merely an action, set in its form, to be performed for the 
audience. 

An understanding of the microstructure of the desafio is important because it 
suggests the poetic and musical skills which a singer must master in order to couch his 
discourse in appropriate form. It describes the restraints under which the singer is 
operating, but also gives an idea of the flexibility he does have within those general 
rules. Although the singers look upon the ability to couch their discourse in poetic form 
as a natural talent given by God, they do concern themselves with questions of proper 
form, especially the aspect of what constitutes proper linguistic construction and 
proper rhyme. 

Another benefit from the close examination of the microstructure that we have 
given is the important discovery of the fact that singers differ as to the amount of 
variation in the microstructure of their performances. While some singers reproduce 
basically the same melodic segments within a desafio with little change, others, like 
Vasco Aguiar, use melodic variation to great dramatic effect. This is a theme that I will 
touch upon again in the following chapter which deals with strategy. 

The question of intermediate structure is important because it relates directly to 
the issue of theme management in the desafio. This is a problem which I did not expect 
when I first began this investigation but which was emphasized to me by a number of 
Azoreans during its course. I had anticipated that the improvisation of the poetic 
structure would be one of the main concerns of the singers. I found, rather, that the 
more experienced singers had developed their poetic skills to such an extent that the 
couching of their discourse poetically was no longer a source of anxiety in 
performance. Rather, they were more concerned with what they had to say and 
particularly, that the desafio have thematic coherence. The intermediate structure 
largely reflects this thematic development which is so important in the desafio. 
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In general, a detailed and precise knowledge of the structure of the desafio 
provides a background for the discussion of strategy, which is the theme of the next 
chapter. It gives information concerning what elements are more or less set in form, 
and what elements are variable, and therefore subject to manipulation for strategic 
purposes. This study has also shown a differentiation among singers as to the places 
and degree of structural variation that can help define differing strategies among 
singers.
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5 

Strategy 

As mentioned in chapter 1, strategies are viewed here as norms of interaction which 
are goal-directed. Goals, in turn, are related to values which are “hierarchies of 
preference for the judgment and evaluation of speaking” (Bauman and Sherzer 1974:7), 
or in this case, the evaluation of singing. 

Goals 

It seems logical, therefore, to set forth some of the goals of Azorean song dueling so 
that we may then better understand the strategies used to achieve these goals. The 
goals that I refer to here are those characteristics which may be found in a desafio that 
make it pleasing to its auditors on the occasion at which it is performed. 

Goals and Esthetic 

Since the desafio is a highly structured and expressive form, it might be assumed that 
the goals are equivalent to an esthetic of the desafio. It is true that I am primarily 
examining goals that pertain within the “world” of the desafio. I do not deal here with a 
sociological analysis of goals in everyday life that singers are trying to achieve by 
success in the desafio, such as income, prestige, or influence. These are important 
motivating factors, but they do not show the means by which success in the desafio is 
achieved. 

On the other hand, the term esthetic sometimes implies a complete isolation 
from the values of everyday life that do not apply in the desafio. The goals in the 
desafio have continuities as well as discontinuities with the values of everyday 
communication (see Bauman and Sherzer 1974:10). 

Derivation of Goals 

My purpose has been to try to derive the goals here described from the interviews and 
my analyses of desafios rather than to elucidate a scheme based on a priori esthetic 
assumptions. On the other hand, the goals discussed here are not a mere translation of 
ideas expressed to me verbally by the Azoreans. Rather, I have formulated a summary 
based upon my own understanding of the desafio, which was itself derived both from 
the explanations of the participants and the analyses of desafios. And while most of the 
points can be derived from the data, and many by direct statements of the Azoreans, 
the presentation is my own. 

Besides whatever biases I have unwillingly and unconsciously brought to the 
process of defining goals, there are two other biases that are known and can therefore 
be mentioned. These have been referred to previously, but it is well to review them 
here. The first is that my understanding of desafios has been shaped more by singers 
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than by audiences. The second is that my understanding of desafios has been mainly 
shaped by elite singers, the professionals and semi-professionals, rather than amateurs. 
Of course I cannot state with confidence the differences, if any, such biases have had 
on my conclusions. I suspect, however, that the view presented here is perhaps a bit 
more idealistic, more related to the Western “high culture” esthetic, and more 
concerned with proper social decorum than it would be if shaped by different persons. I 
do not feel, however, that there would be a great gulf of discontinuity between these 
goals and those derived from different sources. 

As might be expected, individuals differ in their expectations and their own 
definitions of what a “good desafio” might be. As Vasco Aguiar explains, different 
auditors prefer desafios with different tones, and therefore their evaluation of any 
particular desafio will be affected by this predisposition: 

There are many ways and many themes about which one can sing. There is the 
joking theme, which we classify as practically a “free quatrain” that has no central 
theme: it is the humorous quatrain. I say something funny, the people laugh; and the 
other singer says something else that is funny, the people laugh; and another singer says 
something else that’s funny, the people laugh; another singer says another, the people 
laugh. You can have any kind of theme. Religious: this is talking about the Bible, tradi-
tions. It is a religious theme, any topic from the Bible that we are talking about. And 
there is another theme which is the secular… 

You see it depends on the audience that is listening to the cantigas, because…just as 
there are differences in cantigas, so also are there differences in the way one appreciates 
the cantigas ao desafio. There are those who like funny cantigas. There are others who 
like cantigas about a topic which they know, and to hear it in rhyme. For I always say 
that the cantoria ao desafio is nothing more than a rhymed conversation. I am making 
conversation and rhyming it. And then there are others who like the secular. It depends 
on the audience that is listening. Over there may be one or two or ten or twenty who 
don’t like that theme: …“I would like it more if it were something which had a meaning, 
which developed a topic.” There is another who says: “Ah, I would like it more if it were 
humorous!” And when it falls to the contrary you have your so-called “poor cantoria.”1 

As was mentioned in chapter 1, the purpose of the repentistas is to please the 
auditors of their performance by the creation of a competitive, spontaneous, and 
coherent dialogue, which is appropriate to the situation and which conforms to the 
norms of poetic and musical form. We have dealt with the question of appropriateness 

                                                 
1Há muitas maneiras e muitos temas onde se possa cantar. Há o tema de brincadeira, que a gente chama 
praticamente ‘quadra solta’, que não tem sentido: é a quadra de graça. A gente diz uma graça, o povo ri; 
e o outro diz outra graça, o povo ri; o outro diz outra, o povo ri. Há um tema qualquer. Religioso: isto é 
falando de Bíblias, tradições. É um tema religioso, um assunto qualquer da Bíblia que a gente está a 
falar. E há o outro tema que é profano… 
   Depende  aqui   da  assistência que  está  ouvindo  as cantigas, porque…como há nas cantigas estas 
variações, também há na maneira de gostar das cantigas ao desafio. Há uns que gostam das cantigas pra 
rir. Há outros que gostam das pra ouvir um assunto que eles conhecem, e ouvir aquilo em rima. Porque a 
cantoria ao desafio eu digo sempre que não passa duma conversa arrimada. A gente está conversando e 
arrimando aquilo. E então há outros que gostam do profano. Depende da assistência que está lá a ouvir. 
Lá um ou dois ou dez ou vinte que não gosta daquele tema: …“Eu gostava mais se fosse uma coisa que 
tivesse o sentido, que fizesse um assunto dali.” Há outro que diz: “Ah, eu gostaria mais se fosse para rir!” 
E quando calha…o contrário essa é a dita cantoria mais fraca. 
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in our discussion of context, content, and their interrelationship in chapter 3. In 
chapter 4 we dealt with the question of form by describing the structure of the desafio. 
We now want to look more closely at the issues of competitiveness, spontaneity, and 
coherence. These characteristics may be conveniently discussed under three general 
headings: competitiveness, conversationality, and quality of thought and expression. 

Goals: Competitiveness 

The first main goal we will discuss is that of competitiveness. This quality adds the 
element of conflict. How well will each singer do in this “fight?” Which repentista will 
sing better? 

Competition can be viewed as existing on two levels: as apparent conflict or as 
real (or socially real) competition. “Apparent” conflict is that competition which 
operates totally within the world of the desafio. As we shall see, singers may often 
appear to be in conflict when in actual fact they may be cooperating with each other in 
order to produce a desafio that is satisfactory. They may lambaste each other with 
criticisms which are given without malicious intent and taken without offense, but 
which are only intended to make the desafio more entertaining. Socially real 
competition relates to the world of “everyday life” outside the desafio. When the event 
is over, a singer wants to be satisfied himself, and for the audience to be satisfied that 
he performed well, and that he bested his opponent. Some singers receive more 
approbation than others; some singers are invited to sing (with remuneration) more 
often than others. In the world of everyday life some singers truly hold grudges against 
other singers, and criticize them with genuine malice. 

For these two worlds are not totally separate—the conflict and competition from 
one can easily leak into the other. One of the concerns of a number of the singers that I 
talked to was to maintain a clear distinction between the two worlds in order to keep 
conflict and insult isolated within the world of the desafio, and thus avoid or reduce 
social disruption. Therefore, although I present “apparent conflict” and “socially real 
competition” separately, the reader should remember that this distinction may not 
always be totally clear and unambiguous. 

Apparent Conflict as an Aspect of Competitiveness 

The very term desafio, which means “challenge,” implies the concepts of competition 
and conflict. Such conflict is usually in the form of argumentation or insult. 

I use the term “apparent conflict” here because, while a sense of competition is 
often genuinely felt by the singers, the overt conflict that they manifest in the song 
duel is often only “for show” and usually requires a considerable degree of cooperation 
to maintain. 

Desafios vary as to their degree of apparent conflict. I know of some in which the 
singers seem overtly more cooperative than competitive, each contributing ideas and 
comments about the central theme, rather than arguing about it. But this does not 
mean that there is no competition in these desafios, for competition does not 
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necessarily involve the overt conflict of argument or insult. A “winner” in such a case 
may be recognized by superior knowledge and expression rather than superior 
argumentation. Thus, competition is usually part of a desafio, whether or not it contains 
apparent conflict. 

But many desafios do indeed contain overt conflict between the performers. One 
pattern that I have observed, and which may be common, is one of increasing conflict 
during the course of the performance. At the beginning the performers politely greet 
each other and the audience. They then begin to discuss whatever topic has entered 
into the conversation and after a while usually take different sides on the issue. As the 
discussion proceeds, it becomes more and more argumentative. The disagreement 
becomes more heated until the singers begin to hurl insults at each other. This is the 
climax of the performance, but as it closes there is frequently some kind of restoration 
of peace. Even at the end, however, a singer will still try to avoid conceding his point, 
and may continue to make assertions concerning it even as the desafio is drawing to 
close. 

Such a pattern, if as common as I suspect that it is, would likely be one that 
would successfully maintain audience interest. At the beginning, the audience settles 
back into their seats to hear how nicely the singers greet them and each other. The 
listeners then await the emergence of the theme that will be discussed. As the 
discussion becomes more argumentative, the audience members mentally compare 
each singer’s ability to defend his side of the question. The conversation then heats up 
even more and the listeners prick up their ears to relish the insults that the singers 
begin to exchange. 

The first part of the desafio in the Appendix fits this pattern. As you may recall 
from chapter 4, the first part of the discussion (stanzas 4–84) deals with the topic of 
Old Age. The tone of this part changed from self-criticism (by Plácido) with 
consolement (by Aguiar) in section A, to argumentation between the two in section B, 
and finally to mutual insult in section C.2 

It seems to be important to allow time in the desafio for the argumentation to 
“heat up” rather than to attack the opponent immediately at the beginning. This is 
suggested by a mistake one of the younger singers made when he criticized his singing 
partner too early in the desafio. His tactic was considered an error. I believe that this 
was due in part to a more general rule in the desafio that might be called “apparent 
propriety.” The singers must maintain the pretense that they are interacting under the 
rules which apply in normal, everyday life. Therefore, an attack on an opponent should 
not be made out of the blue and be unprovoked, for such aggressiveness appears 
abusive and makes the attacker look bad. Rather, groundwork must be laid within the 
desafio for one of the singers to make a “justifiable” criticism of his opponent, based 
upon some specific error or offense. Unjustifiable aggressiveness provides the attacked 
party with a grievance with which he, in turn, can counterattack. 
                                                 
2An example of a published desafio which also has a similar pattern may be found in Lourenço 1969:55–
78. This duel by Charrua and Vital was recorded on tape and then transcribed by Padre Lourenço. This 
example is almost unique in the literature in its presentation of a large portion of a desafio. Most 
published sources cite only isolated cantigas or short sections of song duels. 
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In order to understand the apparent conflict in the desafio, it is helpful to 
consider three general topics: argumentative stance, criticism, and cooperation. 

Argumentative Stance as a Means of Enhancing Apparent Conflict  

Frequently, when a topic emerges, the singers try to take contrary points of view 
(sentidos opostos). One singer mentioned that going “ao contrário” gave a particular 
desafio he was discussing “more brilliance” (mais brilho). You may recall the desafio 
mentioned in chapter 3, where some children were creating a disturbance and one of 
the singers was asked to request the parents to please quiet their children. The singers 
(José Fernandes and Vasco Aguiar) then took up the theme of children in their desafio. 
This illustrates how one singer may deliberately take one side of an issue to give the 
discussion an argumentative quality. Fernandes commented on this desafio in a later in-
terview: 

…it became a topic for at that point I showed some disagreement with Vasco, that is, to 
create an issue. I put myself in the position of saying that they should let the children 
play because they didn’t know any better. But…Vasco said, “But it was proper for the 
parents to reprimand them because when I was their age my father reprimanded me,” 
and thus we carried on.3 

When taking such a stance, a singer may choose to defend a position that he 
himself does not believe for the sake of argument. He may even defend a position that 
is patently absurd, but that still provides him a medium in which he can display his 
clever argumentation. 

On the other hand, a singer may also argue a point sincerely. One famous 
Azorean singer from an earlier period, Bravo (Manuel Borges Pêcego), felt that the 
desafio should not be used frivolously, but rather be employed as a means of conveying 
truth. One such “truth” was his spiritistic beliefs, which he defended in desafios. Bravo 
was sometimes frustrated when his singing partners did not share this same serious-
minded attitude toward the discussion.4 

José Fernandes explained how a contrasting opinion expressed could either be 
sincerely felt or taken merely for purposes of argument: 

For example, there are singers that genuinely have a different opinion. That is the way it 
is. And others that argue the opposite side of the question only for the sake of 
argument….They get hold of a certain line of thought and go to the contrary. I have 
done this, and Vasco [Aguiar] too. We all do it. For example, to say “This is something 
good.” And he says “No, no. In my view it is not good. This is no good. This is that way!” 
This is a contrast of ideas that each one presents his thesis. Each one presents his thesis. 

                                                 
3…tornava-se um assunto que eu aí tive um pouquinho de antagonismo com o Vasco, isto é pra dar 
assunto. Eu pus me que as crianças que deviam deixar brincar porque elas não entendiam. Mas…O Vasco 
dizia, “Mas os pais podem repreendê-las porque quando eu tinha a mesma idade meu pai me 
repreendia,” e assim fomos andando. 
4See Martins 1980:50–53 and also Lima 1931:111ff. for these attributes of Bravo. 
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At times it is on purpose. In other words, one of them goes the other way to give a basis 
for their discussion. And at other times it is on the basis of personal conviction.5 

Criticism as a Means of Enhancing Apparent Conflict 

The appearance of conflict in the desafio is largely established and maintained by the 
exchange of criticisms and insults. But, as we have already mentioned, such insults are 
not usually taken to heart. As Lourenço states: 

In fact, very frequently the contenders insult or provoke each other, uncovering each 
other’s most intimate weaknesses, and in such a manner that the audience members who 
are not familiar with these battles shudder, fearing terrible consequences! And then with 
great surprise they see that there suddenly appears a new theme in which the singers 
praise each other, friends as always. And when the cantoria is over, all the heat of attack 
and defence dissipates, and I won’t mention resentment, for it never existed in the first 
place. 

 (Lourenço 1969:21)6 

Cooperation is essential, so it is important that this “system” (as one singer put 
it) of apparent insult be well understood. But Vasco Aguiar indicated that there are dif-
ferent attitudes or approaches that singers can take toward the participation in desafios: 

There are various systems. There is singing in which in the midst of that fight, in 
that argument which will occur in the cantigas ao desafio at times, there are persons that 
take what is said as a cantiga. For in our land there is a folk saying: “Cantigas, the wind 
carries them away.” They are mere words said at the time, sometimes jokes, that if the 
person does not have an… [understanding of the system] he becomes offended with 
what the other person says. So then the reply that comes back is not free from rancor as 
it should be. 

There is also the person singing who, with bad intent says a [provocative] quadra in 
order to see if his colleague becomes angry. This happens as well. 

What I like is…for us to go out there, trying to do the best we can, without 
offending anyone and not creating a scandal among the audience. We should not go out 
there to say things that should not be said.7 

                                                 
5Por exemplo, há cantadores que tem opinião mesmo diferente. Isto é assim. E outros que vão ao 
contrário só para irem ao contrário….Apanham uma certa lógica e vão ao contrário. Eu já fiz isso e Vasco 
[Aguiar] já. Todos nós fazemos isso. Por exemplo, dizer “Isto é uma coisa boa.” E diz: “Não, não. Ao meu 
ver isso não é bom. Isso não presta. Isso é assim.” Isso é um contraste de idéias que cada um apresenta a 
sua tese. Cada um apresenta a sua tese. As vezes é de propósito. Isto é: um deles desvia-se pra dar pé pra 
discutirem. E outras vezes é por convicção própria. 
6De facto, com muita frequência os contendores se insultam ou provocam, descobrindo-se mùtuamente as 
mais íntimas fraquezas, e de tal maneira que os assistentes pouco familiarizados com essas pugnas 
estremecem, receando desfechos terríveis! E com grande surpresa notarão que, de repente, surge um 
novo tema em que os mesmos cantadores se elogiam, amigos como sempre. E terminada a cantoria, 
desvanece todo o calor do ataque ou defesa, e não direi qualquer ressentimento, porque este nunca 
existiu. 
7Ha vários sistemas. Há o cantar que naquela briga, naquela dicussão que há nas cantigas ao desafio por 
vezes, há pessoas que recebem aquilo como cantiga. E lá na nossa terra a gente costuma dizer: “Cantigas, 
o vento as leva.” São coisas que se dizem na hora, por vezes graças, que a pessoa, se não tiver 
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Manuel Antão commented on bad feelings that can result from desafio 
encounters, and how he himself dealt with them: 

There are many singers that get a little upset. But this mood passes. 

[Interviewer:] During the desafio or after? 

[Antão:] After the desafio. I’ll tell you why: I, for example, never became upset with any 
singer at all. Because the other singer does his best, and I do mine. If it went in his favor, 
it didn’t go in mine: but I won’t get angry with him. I remain his friend, even better than 
before. Because if I hold a grudge…its worse….And so therefore I have to be friendly to 
him for if I am not, he becomes angry with me and…the next time I would be 
embarrassed to sing with him! For he might say: “Well I said this in good fun and you 
became offended. I won’t sing with you…again.” So therefore I never become offended 
with any singer.8 

In referring to joking in desafio, João Plácido stated that “There is poking fun 
with insult and poking fun without insult. Poking fun with insult is not good. It is 
poking fun and belittling the person.”9 According to Plácido, the only criticisms which 
are acceptable are those that are patently false: calling the person something that he is 
not. 

Criticisms and insults exchanged by the singers are relished by the audience. 
There seems to be a malicious glee in the observation of the upsetting of the normal 
proprieties of polite intercourse. Some even like it when apparent conflict degenerates 
into verbal abuse. António Cardoso disparaged such an attitude: 

Many people go to hear cantigas ao desafio and the greater part of the people do not even 
understand the cantigas, nor the themes. They do not know. They hear the singing, they 
like it and for nothing at all they give applause and such. They do not 
understand!…They do not recognize when one singer is mistreating the other….It is 
stupid for one singer to mistreat the other, right?…But many times many people like it. 
[For them] for a cantoria to be good there has to be that they [the singersl argue and 

                                                                                                                                                             
uma…[understanding of the system] ofende-se com aquilo que o outro diz. E então já não vem uma 
resposta para trás limpa como devia ser. 
   Lá há pessoa a cantar e dizer uma quadra com maldade pra ver se deixa o colega mal. Há isto também. 
   Eu gosto de…é vamos pra ali, vamos tentar fazer o melhor que se pode, não ofender a ninguém, não 
excandalizar a assistência. Não vamos pra ali dizer coisas que não se devem dizer… 
8Há muito cantador que fica um pouco mal disposto. Mas essa mal disposição passa. 
   [lnterviewer:] Durante o desafio ou depois? 
   [Antão:] Depois do desafio. Porque vou dizer: Eu, por exemplo, eu nunca fiquei mal disposto com 
cantador nenhum. Porque o cantador faz a sua diligêcia como eu faço a minha. Calhou a ele, não calhou 
a mim, e não vou ficar mal disposto com ele. Fico amigo com ele melhor do que era dantes. Porque se eu 
ficar inimigo dele…faz pior….E então eu tenho que ser sempre amigo dele porque se eu não fôr amigo 
dele, el fica assim meu inimigo e…pra outra vez tenho vergonha de cantar com ele! Porque ele pode 
dizer assim: “Então eu disse isto na brincadeira e tu ficaste ofendido. Eu não ou cantar contigo…outra 
vez.” Então não me ofendo com cantador nenhum. 
9Há o gracejo com crítica e gracejo sem crítica. E gracejo com crítica não presta. Está gracejando fazendo 
pouco da pessoa. 
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mistreat each other….But…singers [who] are discreet will not mistreat each other. They 
try to sing on a theme. He [the singer] defends himself if…he can.10 

Cooperation to Maintain Apparent Conflict 

Despite the argumentative stance, a desafio usually requires a great deal of cooperation 
between the singers in order to be successful. A desafio is not like a debating society 
where the absolute devastation of the opponent reaps glory for the debater. In general, 
if one singer is doing very poorly, it disrupts the dialogue and becomes very difficult 
for the other singer to display his talents. In some respects the desafio resembles the 
“professional” wrestling matches broadcast on commercial television in which it ap-
pears as though the combatants are trying to annihilate each other, but in actuality 
they are cooperating with each other, carefully coordinating their moves in order to 
produce this very effect. In chapter 3 we mentioned that it was possible for more 
experienced singers to help their less experienced partners in the course of a desafio. 
Singing partners of equivalent skill can also enhance their performance by cooperation, 
even while maintaining the stance of conflict. 

We have already mentioned the importance of some kind of unifying theme or 
tone in the desafio for it to be successful. Obviously, the singers have to cooperate to 
some degree in order to establish and maintain such a theme. If one singer keeps 
changing the subject the desafio is likely to be incoherent. On the other hand, 
movement into a related area might improve the desafio, if the other singer is alert 
enough and willing to follow his singing partner’s lead. 

Manuel Antão emphasized the importance of cooperation for theme 
management. He stated that it was sometimes difficult to arrive at an accommodation 
between the singers as to the direction which the desafio should go: 

And it comes to the point at which one partner is going in one direction and the other is 
going in another: nothing is said that is worth anything. But when it is a direction that I 
am able to understand where he is going, the direction in which my partner wants to go, 
then I make a cantoria which follows in this path, and the song is thus greatly improved. 

[Interviewer:] You mean to say that there has to be cooperation between—? [Antão:] 
between the two [singers].11 

João Plácido also emphasized that singers had to reach an accommodation as to 
the theme chosen and their treatment of it. If two singers with strengths in different 

                                                 
10Muita gente vai ouvir as cantigas ao desafio e a maior parte das pessoas nem percebem as cantigas, 
nem percebem os assuntos. Não sabem. Ouvem cantar, gostam, por nada dão palmas e tal. Não 
compreendem!…Não sabem quando há vez um cantador está a tratar o outro mal….É uma estupidez do 
cantador tratar o outro mal, não é?…Mas muitas vezes muita gente gosta. Cantoria pra ser boa há de ser 
eles discutirem, tratar mal um ao outro….Mas…cantadores [que] são discretos não vão tratar mal um ao 
outro. Tentam cantar num assunto. Defende-se se…puder. 
11E chega-se a um ponto que o companheiro está a puxar pra um lado e outro está a puxar pra o outro: 
nunca fala nada que preste. E já quando for uma coisa que a gente compreende o lado que ele vai, o lado 
que o companheiro quer ir, que a gente faz uma cantoria seguida, torna-se a cantoria muito mais bonita. 
[Interviewer:] Quer dizer que tem que ter a cooperação entre—? [Antão:] entre os dois. 
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areas (such as profound topics versus humorous ones) sing together, neither should 
force his particular style on the desafio. Rather, they should seek some kind of 
compromise “so that neither always has his own way.”12 

The cooperation essential for a successful desafio may also be hindered by a lack 
of experience. As Vasco Aguiar explained, such a lack of cooperation may lead to an 
“every-man-for-himself” desafio: 

For example, the man that never sang with someone else doesn’t understand the system 
of singing….And therefore at times you have these cantorias which are called “every 
man for himself.” They are not singing…together in the work which they are doing.13 

Also related to cooperation is the concept expressed in the Portuguese verb 
puxar. The most common meaning of this verb is ‘to pull’, but it also means ‘to incite’, 
‘to instigate’, or ‘to provoke’. Because the success of the desafio depends so much on 
cooperative effort and good performances by both singers, skillful performers usually 
prefer to sing with other able singers. They find it much easier to sing with one who 
“pulls” the other along with leading questions and provocative statements. It is very 
hard to make interesting and skillful responses to totally bland or even incoherent 
statements. For example, Lima reports (1931:149–150) that it was difficult for a certain 
priest to collect quatrains from a local singer out of the normal context of performance, 
in part, because the singer lacked a partner to “puxar.” The priest reported to Lima: 
“What are needed are the viola, the entourage which creates excitement, and the 
partner who provokes; and there were none of these…”14 

In one of the desafios in the analytic corpus, Gil Rita, a younger singer, 
complained that his partner, José Fernandes, refused to provoke (puxar) him. This is an 
interesting example because it is a case of a desafio whose topic is desafio itself: 
  

Fernandes (stanza 42): 

O cantar é uma arte Singing is an art 
Que mais belo continua That is more lovely 
Se eu fizer a minha parte If I do my part 
E souberes fazer a tua. And you learn to do yours. 

Rita: 

Posso entrar dentro da linha I can get into step 
Cantando pra os amigos nossos: Singing for our friends: 
Fazes a tua e eu a minha You do your part and I do mine 
Mas é conforme os meus possos. Within my own abilities. 

                                                 
12Da maneira de nenhum tomar sempre assim o que quer. 
13Por exemplo, o homem que nunca cantou com outro não sabe qual é o sistema de cantar….E então por 
vezes há estas cantorias que se chama “cada um para si.”…Não estão cantando…conjuntos no trabalho 
[que] estão a fazer. 
14E precisa a viola, a entourage que movimenta, o companheiro que puxa; e nada disso havia… 
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Fernandes: 

Não sejas meu adversário Don’t be be cantankerous 
Dizendo coisas à toa, Saying foolish things, 
Porque sabes que é necessário For you know that it is necessary 
Que a tua parte seja boa. For your part to be good. 

Rita: 

O Gil isto tudo aceita I accept all that 
Até chegar ao seu fim. All the way to its end. 
Pra a minha parte ser bem feita For my part to be well done 
Tu tens que puxar por mim. You have to provoke me. 

Fernandes responds to this complaint by making a joke out of the fact that puxar also 
means “to pull”: 

Fernandes (stanza 46): 

Olha o que tu me aconselhas! Watch out for what you are suggesting! 
Não vês que isso, que é ruim? Don’t you see that that is ill-mannered? 
Se eu te puxar p’las orelhas If I pull your ears 
O povo ri-se de mim. The audience would laugh at me. 

Rita: 

Puxa da maneira que eu não caia ; Attack me in such a way that I do not fall; 
José, por mim vai puxando: Go on and provoke me, José: 
Puxa de forma que eu vaia15 Allow me to go 
Ao teu lado te acompanhando. Along with you by your side. 

Fernandes: 

Mas se eu puxar sem cautela, But if I “pull” without caution, 
Nem ter preocupação, And without any concern, 
Não vês que eu fico com ela Don’t you see that I could end up 
Presa nos dedos da mão? Holding your ear in my fingers? 

Rita: 

Outra vez na fria lousa You’ve gone back to grammar school 
Da forma que tu espelhas; The way you’re singing now;16 
Ele nao tem outra cousa This Fernandes has nothing better 
Pra puxar senão as orelhas. To “pull” besides my ears. 

But after a few more quatrains Rita still complained: 

                                                 
15“Vaia” means “vá.” 
16I am very uncertain of the significance of these two lines. Assuming them to be transcribed correctly I 
am basing the translation on the term lousa, which can mean “slate,” such as was used formerly by 
school children in Portugal to write their lessons. 
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Meu amigo considera Think well, my friend, 
Da forma que tu falaste. On what you said. 
De puxar estou à espera, I’m still waiting to be provoked, 
Estou cá e não puxaste! I’m still here and you didn’t provoke me! 

Fernandes explained to me later what Rita was referring to in this desafio when 
he said “puxar”: “He meant for me to give him a lead, for me to attack him so that he 
also could attack.”17 Fernandes concluded these remarks by reminding me that despite 
this apparent conflict, he and Rita are friends, and that Rita did not attack him 
maliciously. Yet, for the same reason Rita needed to attack, Fernandes himself was 
obliged to respond and to “swat at the gadfly.” 

Manuel Antão also emphasized the importance of one singer provoking the other 
to create an interesting desafio: 

If he doesn’t say anything what will I have to say? He has to provoke me for me to be 
able to respond, or I to provoke him to respond to me. Therefore I believe that it is not 
good for a singer to become offended with the things the other says, unless they are 
things from outside, things concerning our private life.18 

The idea is for a singer to incite or provoke his partner in some way that will 
stimulate a response and thus lead to an interesting discussion. In this light, an attack 
on an opponent can be viewed as actually being part of a cooperative effort, for it 
provides the attacked singer “something to work with” in the desafio. It is evident that 
cooperation is used as a means to achieve the appearance of its very opposite––conflict. 

A desafio in which the two participants are feuding in real life is often 
unsuccessful. Neither can count on the cooperation of the other, so as a result each 
keeps up his guard so tightly that the desafio goes nowhere. In chapter 3 we already 
referred to Manuel Antão’s statement that it is possible for feuding singers to perform a 
satisfactory desafio, if they are not “poisoned” by the audience and if they maintain 
their self-control and show mutual respect. 

Competition in the Desafio 

The fact that a desafio is a competition, no matter how cool or heated the conflict might 
appear, is one of its qualities that makes it attractive to the audience. One singer 
compared it to a highly competitive sport, soccer, in which each side roots 
enthusiastically for its own team. Thus, it shares the appeal of such an event. João 
Plácido indicated that cantigas ao desafio were better back in the old days when there 
were more occasions in which singers who had not previously sung together engaged in 
these duels. Singers would travel to different locations on their islands to encounter 
new singers. One of the attractions of such circumstances would be the meeting of 
previously untested rivals. We have already mentioned that a desafio is likely to be 

                                                 
17Queria dizer que eu o desenvolvasse, que eu o atacasse pra ele também poder atacar. 
18Se ele não disser nada o que é que eu vou dizer? Tem que puxar pra mim pra eu poder responder ou eu 
puxar pra ele responder a mim. De maneira que acho que não é bom um cantador se ofender com coisas 
que o outro diga, a não ser coisas fora, coisas da nossa vida particular. 
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considered more interesting if the participants hail from different islands. It then 
becomes an arena for the expression of inter-island rivalry. 

The true competition felt between singers is probably a major source for some of 
the indiscrete use of criticisms mentioned by Aguiar. Lima (1931:113), in discussing 
two Terceiran singers, mentions “vigorous duels, at times without courtesy, in which 
insult boils in the indomitable desire to subjugate the adversary.”19 

Goals: Conversationality 

The second main goal in desafio that we will discuss is that of conversationality. In a 
number of respects the desafio resembles a conversation or discussion between two 
persons in everyday life. Vasco Aguiar declared: “I always say that the cantoria ao 
desafio is nothing more than a rhymed conversation.”20 When discussing the difficulties 
of desafio, José Fernandes emphasized that it is harder to come up with suitable content 
for a duel than to form the quatrain once the singer has an idea of what he wants to 
say. He compared the desafio to a spontaneous discussion: 

The other [problem] is for example the spontaneous answer. It is not hard to make the 
quatrain. The question is: how will I respond? It is just like talking. You, for example, in 
a discussion with me say something to me and I, what will I say to you in return?…It is 
necessary to know the content. What will we say? What will he say in response? For 
example, Vasco [Aguiar, the singer]…shoots a joke at me, and I want to make another 
joke to balance it out.  What is it that I will say? If the joke comes to mind, then the 
quatrain is as good as made. There is no difficulty in finding the rhymes or in meshing 
the quadra together.21 

Similarities between desafios and everyday conversations may be summarized under the 
categories of spontaneity, contextualization, dialogue, meaning and coherence, and 
maintenance of proper social relations. 

Spontaneity as an Aspect of Conversationality 

A conversation in everyday life is spontaneous in many respects. That is to say, neither 
the precise content nor the precise way in which that content is expressed is 
predetermined. When two persons meet and converse they are not mechanically 
reproducing word-for-word a dialogue that they have memorized beforehand. 

                                                 
19Duelos vigorosos, sem cortezia, por vezes, em que a crítica ferve na ânsia indomável de subjugar o 
adversário. 
20A cantoria ao desafio eu digo sempre que não passa duma conversa arrimada. 
21A outra [dificuldade] é, por exemplo, a resposta espontánea. Não custa fazer a quadra. É o que é que eu 
vou responder? É tal e qual como o falar. O Sr., por exemplo, numa discussão comigo diz-me uma coisa e 
eu, o que é que eu vou lhe responder para trás?…É preciso saber o conteúdo. O que nós vamos dizer? O 
que ele vai responder? Por exemplo, o Vasco…atira-me uma piada e eu quero fazer uma piada que 
balançá-la outra. [The last part of this sentence may be mistranscribed.] O que é que eu vou dizer? Se a 
piada me vier a cabeça a quadra está feita. Não tem dificuldade nenhuma em buscar as rimas, nem fazer 
a engrenagem…da quadra. 
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The improvised desafio is likewise spontaneous. One of the desafio’s great 
attractions is its very spontaneity. António Cardoso, an aficionado and organizer of 
desafio performances, put it this way: 

I like the cantigas ao desafio. I like to listen to them because of the way that they are 
made, for they are a product of improvisation, impromptu. [I ask myself:] “How is it that 
he had that idea? How is that that he was able to come up with that so quickly?”22 

When asked if the fact that desafios are improvised was one of the reasons 
people liked them Vasco Aguiar responded: 

Of course! It comes out at that very moment, because whoever is singing, neither of the 
two knows what the other will say. So therefore the answer is improvised at that 
moment and the quatrain is made at that time. And the people are listening to what is 
asked, and listening to what is answered. And at that moment is when the people are 
really excited, right?, [to see whether] they like the cantigas or not….The people admire, 
in my way of thinking, the way in which the person rhymes, how he makes the quatrain. 
For the singer does not strain to do it and…he sings like he talks.23 

Understanding the importance of spontaneity is an essential factor for the 
appreciation of song duels. For the vast majority of cantigas improvised in a desafio 
have little esthetic value as isolated units taken out of context. But they do have value 
in the context and moment at which they were improvised. Thus, in summarizing an 
acerbic song duel on Terceira between the singers Chícharo and Terra, Lima states: 

And they continued in bitter conflict, for among applause and laughter of the listeners, 
losing however, the memory of their quatrains, whose value lies in their spontaneity, 
their simplicity, their promptness; so much more since these country folk did not even 
know how to read. 

 (Lima 1931:102, 103)24 

In the interviews great emphasis was given to the fact that the themes for 
discussion in desafio should not be predetermined. José Fernandes explained the 
difficulty at arriving at a suitable topic for discussion: 

At times it is not as easy to enter into a topic as many people think….The people have to 
see how it began. For example, if I respond and [out of the blue] say: “Luiz de Camões 

                                                 
22Eu gosto de cantigas ao desafio. Gosto de apreciar aquilo da maneira que elas são feitas, pra que elas 
são uma coisa de improviso, são coisas da hora…. “Como é que ele teve aquela ideia? Como foi que ele 
foi buscar aquilo tão rápido?” 
23Pois! Aquilo sai na hora, porque quem está a cantar, nenhum dos dois sabe o que é que o outro vai 
dizer. E então a resposta sai na hora e a quadra é feita na hora. E o povo está a ouvir o que pergunta, está 
a ouvir o que responde. E nessa hora é que dá a agitação do povo, não é?, do gostar das cantigas e não 
gostar das cantigas….O povo admira, na minha maneira de ver, a maneira como a pessoa arrima, como 
faz a quadra. Porque não se esforça pra fazer aquilo e…canta como fala. 
24E continuaram num combate azêdo, por entre palmas e risadas dos ouvintes, perdendo-se todavia da 
memória as suas quadras, cujo valôr reside na expontaneidade, na singelesa, na prontidão; tanto mais 
que os campónios nem lêr sabiam… 
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was a great poet.”…It is something that does not go over well….The people have to see 
the topic come to birth. It must be thus for the desafio to be good.25 

Ideally, the main topic of discussion arises out of the comments of the singers as 
they greet each other and the audience at the beginning of the desafio.26 This 
guarantees that the desafio is indeed improvised, and that neither singer came to the 
performance with the advantage of having already organized his thoughts or even 
memorized cantigas relating to the topic. In this example from the Azores, the singer 
Gaitada accuses his opponent, Vital from Vale de Linhares, of using cantigas he had 
previously learned (Lourenço 1969:46): 

O cantar vem só do berço, The ability to sing comes only from the cradle, 
Não são coisas adquiridas. These are not things that can be learned. 
Vale de Linhares reza o terço The gentleman from Vale de Linhares is  
 saying the Rosary 
Com orações aprendidas. With memorized prayers. 

José Fernandes mentioned another case to me in which he heard his opponent in 
a desafio use a cantiga from another singer. Fernandes therefore accused him 
metaphorically, saying that he was “giving fire” with “weapons” that were not his own. 
When the Terceiran singer, José Pato, was criticized for having repeated a cantiga, Lima 
(1931:157) reports that he excused himself with this question for his accuser: 

Repetir uma cantiga To repeat a stanza 
Sei bem que não é bonito; I well know is not good; 
Diz-me se nunca disseste Tell me if you never repeated 
Aquilo que já tens dito? Something that you said before? 

Topics, then, and individual cantigas as well, must have at least the appearance 
of spontaneity. If one of the singers suddenly presents a topic out of the clear blue sky, 
he may be accused of having that topic in mind before coming to the desafio. One 
singer I interviewed complained that in a duel in which he performed poorly, his 
opponent had done this very thing. 

Contextualization as an Aspect of Conversationality 

A desafio also resembles a conversation in everyday life in its contextualization. Such a 
conversation is likely to be affected by both the general context in which it takes place 
(whether on a street corner or in a church) as well as its immediate circumstances 
(such as the weather, or recent circumstances in the lives of the interlocutors). To 
ignore such circumstances in conversation is likely to give rise to inappropriate 
behavior. The fact that the desafio is highly contextualized is a point that has already 

                                                 
25As vezes não é fácil entrar num assunto como muita gente pensa….O pessoal tem que ver aquilo como é 
que começou. Por exemplo, volto a cantar: “Luiz de Camões foi um grande poeta.”…É uma coisa que não 
calha bem…O pessoal tem que ver nascer o assunto. Pra o desafio ser bom é assim.  
26This contrasts somewhat with the tenso in which the theme was sometimes selected by a third party 
before the tenso began. It also contrasts with the officially organized desafio contests in São Miguel in 
which the judges presented a theme upon which the contestants were obliged to improvise. 
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been made and need not be belabored. But for an example I quote Martins’ comment of 
the Terceiran singer António Inácio (1980:15): “Just like Terra [another singer from 
Terceira], António Inácio also had a sharp mind that captured, with relative ease, the 
reality of the occurrences which happened at the moment.”27 The contextualization is 
another proof, along with spontaneity, that the desafio is indeed improvised. 

Dialogue as a Characteristic of Conversationality 

An obvious similarity of a desafio to a conversation is its dialogic nature. Neither 
conversationalist presents a monologue: one speaks and the other responds. This was 
reflected in the statement of José Fernandes that was quoted earlier: “It is not hard to 
make the quatrain. The question is: how will I respond? It is just like talking. You, for 
example, in a discussion with me, say something to me and I, what will I say to you in 
return?” Unlike an everyday conversation, of course, the length of each participant’s 
response is precisely determined by the length of the poetic stanza. 

One characteristic of informal, conversational dialogue, at least as it is known in 
much of Western civilization, is that as the speakers take turns, the response times are 
relatively short. They also can vary with such factors as the general tempo of the 
conversation, its theme, content, purpose, and emotional quality, to name a few. In 
conversation, a lengthened response time may give the impression that the responder is 
weighing carefully his words, and thus give the response an aura of profound wisdom. 
But it may also give the impression that the responder “is at a loss for words” and that 
the “cat has his tongue.” 

In a similar way, a fairly quick response is expected in the desafio. In chapter 4, 
we noted the variation of response times (as measured by the length of the Interludes), 
from several beats to no time at all. We observed that some performers such as the 
skillful Vasco Aguiar averaged shorter response times than others. In contrast, the least 
experienced singers were among those with the longest average response times. A 
quick or at least a relatively short response time is viewed as one sign of verbal ability. 
And a singer who delays too long in responding may be criticized. For example, 
Martins (1980:34, 35) cites the quatrain sung by the Terceiran singer José Cardoso 
Pires to “a singer who delayed in responding to him:” 

O cantar é um desejo Singing is a desire 
Para quem bem considera, For one who ponders, 
Mas um homem p’ra pensar But for a man’s thoughts 
A viola não espera. The viola will not wait. 

Meaning and Coherence as Essential Elements of Conversationality 

In a conversation, each contribution of a participant must convey some meaning. Each 
stanza must have “sentido,” it must make sense. This can be a problem in the desafio, 
when the singer is operating under the extreme constraints of the poetic form used, 

                                                 
27Tal como o Terra, o António Inácio também tinha um espírito arguto que captava, com relativa 
facilidade, a realidade dos factos que surgiam do momento. 
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with very little available time. For a singer to perform well, each stanza must not only 
meet the poetic requirements, it must have some discernible meaning. 

A further condition is that the meaning must relate at the very least to the 
general topic being discussed, and at best to the statement just made by the other 
singer. In an everyday conversation about the sport of bowling, the sudden interjection 
that “The sky is blue” would probably be considered inappropriate. Likewise, a direct 
question usually requires some kind of response. The ability to maintain a coherent 
discussion and to respond appropriately in a desafio is one of the most important 
qualities of a repentista. It demonstrates that the singer has ideas and is able to express 
them: he is a person who thinks and can quickly formulate his thoughts in a coherent 
way. 

Coherence is easier to maintain when the singers are making general comments 
about a topic than when they are arguing different sides of an issue. José Fernandes 
illustrated this point in the following way: 

For example, if we are singing…about the sea….Both of us are singing about the sea. 
The sea has this quality, it has that quality. We are singing to the same end. We go along 
in the same path, with the same idea. I can then not worry about the quatrain of my 
companion, and I only have to see what point his quatrain has so that I do not speak 
about the same thing. I will seek something different….But now let us suppose that it is 
a topic in which he is defending the sea and I am defending the land. I first have to hear 
what it is that he said…about the sea so that I will be able to respond about the land. 
That is, if I have to wait for him to speak in order to respond, and he has to wait for me 
to speak in order for him to respond to me, then it becomes more difficult. The brain has 
to work more quickly; there can be more deficiencies….At times it is a real shame not to 
remember something at the right time because later…the same thing just does not fit. At 
that point it is no longer suitable.28 

I believe that it was appropriateness of response, at least in part, that Manuel Antão 
was referring to when he discussed the value of experience (pratica) in song dueling: 

I can have the gift of improvisation…and know how to make the quatrain, but if I do not 
have experience…I may not please the audience….For example, Vasco [Aguiar], who is 
a great singer: in my view Vasco sings just like one who is talking. He has just the right 
thing to say in just the right places, like someone who is talking. For this he is very 
good, due to the great experience that he has.29 

                                                 
28Por exemplo, se estamos a cantar…sobre o mar….Estamos dois cantando sobre o mar. O mar tem esta 
virtude, o mar aquela. Estamos a cantar no mesmo fim. Vamos no mesmo caminho, no mesmo sentido. 
Eu já posso me despreocupar com a quadra do meu companheiro, só tenho é que ver que sentido a dele 
leva pra não falar na mesma coisa. Eu vou buscar uma coisa diferente….Agora, sopunhamos que e um 
assunto que ele está a defender o mar, e eu a terra. Eu tenho que ouvir primeiro o que é que ele 
disse…do mar pra eu poder responder da terra. Isto é se eu [es]tiver à espera de ele falar pra responder, 
e ele, á minha espera de falar pra me responder, aí torna-se mais difícil. O cérebro tem que trabalhar 
mais rápido; pode haver mais deficiências….Às vezes faz muita falta uma lembrança na altura por que 
mais tarde…a mesma coisa já não tem cabimento. Já não é próprio. 
29A gente pode ter o dom de improvisar…e sabe fazer a quadra, mas se não tiver a prática…não mete 
graça ao povo….Por exemplo, o Vasco, que é um grande cantador, o Vasco pra mim é cantar como a 
pessoa está falando. Tem aquelas coisas certinhas em seus lugares como a pessoa está falando. Por isso 
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Maintenance of Proper Social Relations in Conversation 

The fact that a singer should show respect to his opponent and be scrupulous in his 
politeness was emphasized in my interviews with the singers. This parallels the desire 
in everyday conversation to maintain an air of amicability, or at least mutual politeness 
between participants. We generally avoid creating a “scene” and desire to maintain the 
“face” of our conversant as well as our own. 

The maintenance of proper social relations operates on two levels in the desafio: 
the apparent and the socially real. I am not really referring here to maintenance of 
apparent proper social relations, since the desafio is an apparent conflict, and in this 
way differs from most everyday conversations.30 

The distinction between mock and serious argument in human communication is 
sometimes ambiguous. It is not surprising that in a form which allows and even 
promotes conflict, in some cases clear breaches of proper conduct occur. This can be a 
source of anxiety for an organizer of desafio performances, who would be at least 
partially responsible for whatever might occur on these occasions. One such person was 
António Cardoso, who expressed the following ideas: 

[Interviewer :] And  are there more aggressive singers who abuse the others? 
[Cardoso:] Yeah. Yeah. There are singers who are aggressive and at times they do not 
have the ability to be aggressive, understand?…for example a singer many times might 
say a cantiga which…does not even rhyme. But at times they applaud. And that singer 
becomes so weak in his thinking that he doesn’t understand, and doesn’t know what he 
is saying….They give him some applause and he judges that he is singing well…and he 
becomes so full of hot air that he starts to say more stupid things… 
[Interviewer :] Does it happen that singers who are really good avoid singing with that 
type of singer? 
[Cardoso:] Of course.31 

Cardoso went on to indicate that when they plan a cantoria, the organizers 
attempt to match the good singers with the weaker ones so that the good singers will 
be able to maintain some kind of control over the cantoria. 

                                                                                                                                                             
ele dá muito valor devido a grande prática que o Vasco tem. 
30Interestingly enough, though a trademark of the fact that apparent social relations are allowed to 
deteriorate in the “world” of the desafio, the ideal of proper respect still applies. Any apparent breach of 
this “apparent propriety” provides grist for the mill of mutual accusations in the desafio. In many cases, 
words of one singer may be used by his opponent as a joking complaint of mistreatment. Thus, the rule 
of mutual politeness is one that is manipulated for the development of the apparent conflict and indeed 
highlights that conflict. 
31[Interviewer:] E há cantadores que são mais agressivos e que abusam? 
[Cardoso:] Yeah. Yeah. [sic] Há cantadores são assim agressivos e às vezes não tem a capacidade de ser 
agressivos, percebeu?…por exemplo, um cantador muita vez diz um cantiga que…nem tampouco arrima. 
Às vezes dão palmas. E aquele cantador fica tão fraco na mentalidade que não compreende, não sabe 
aquilo que está a dizer….Dão umas palmas, ele julga que está a cantar bem,…e aquele fica tão cheio de 
vento que outra vez larga mais asneiras… 
[Interviewer:] É uma coisa que os cantadores realmente bons evitam cantar com esse tipo de cantador? 
[Cardoso:] Pois. 
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The singers also were concerned about this issue and emphasized mutual 
politeness to me in the interviews. In the mock conflict of the desafio, the distinction 
between the apparent and the real can sometimes become fuzzy. This, combined with 
the real competition felt by the singers can lead to circumstances which have potential 
for being socially disruptive. A scrupulous attention to mutual respect and politeness 
can mitigate these disruptive forces. The famous singer Tenrinho had apparently 
mastered the skill of apparent conflict, as indicated by this earlier quoted passage from 
his obituary: 

He knew how to make people laugh without descending to insult, he criticized without 
exaggeration and without offending. In this consisted the secret of his well-deserved 
triumph. 

 (Lourenço 1969:33)32 

Degrees and Limitations of Conversationality 

Of course, a desafio is not a spoken conversation. It is cast in rhyme, intoned with 
melody and accompanied by instrumental music. The roles of the performers of a 
desafio are predetermined to be adversarial in nature, and what they say should not 
necessarily be taken in a literal way. Furthermore, the desafio is a staged performance 
for the benefit of an audience. As Fernandes said: “Well, [the desafio] is different from 
speaking because it is a show, right? We have to put on a show up there….It has to be 
something of a certain level. As humble as it may be, it has to have a certain neatness 
and a certain artfulness.”33 

It seems that degrees of “conversationality” among singers can be differentiated. 
A singer like Vasco Aguiar sings “just like one who is talking.” He responds quickly to 
his adversary, as in a spoken conversation, sometimes completely omitting the Musical 
Interlude between the preceding quatrain and his own. He varies his melodies greatly, 
almost in imitation of the varying vocal inflections of a spoken conversation. In 
contrast, other singers, like José Fernandes or Manuel Antão, seem to treat desafio a 
little more like “song.” They allow more time for the music of the instruments during 
the Interludes. And they use basically the same melody with relatively little variation 
throughout the course of the desafio, much like a set-piece with stanzas. 

But no matter what the limitations or degree of conversationality, the goal of 
imitating certain characteristics of spoken conversation is present in all desafios. 

Goals: Quality of Thought and Expression 

A third major goal in the desafio is to display a quality of thought and expression. 
While a “high culture” esthetic might place this category first in its list of goals, I 

                                                 
32Sabia fazer rir sem descer ao insulto, criticava sem exagerar e sem ofender. Nisso consistia o segredo do 
seu merecido triunfo. 
33Bem, é diferente de falar porque é um show, eh? A gente tem que fazer um show ali….Tem que ser uma 
coisa que um certo nível. Mesmo pobre mas tem que ter uma certa limpeza e uma certa arte. 
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believe it appropriate to place it last in our summation of desafio goals. This is because 
competitiveness and spontaneity are more important qualities to most audience 
members than thought and expression. But quality in these areas is still an important, 
though subsidiary, goal in the desafio. 

Around the 1910s, a São Miguel newspaper commented on the various qualities 
of the desafio in the following way: 

A spectacle which should be viewed with reference to the educational background and 
intellectual development of the singers of improvisation, it [the desafio] frequently 
delights by the animation and wittiness of its attacks, and yet also, frequently, by the 
thread of lyricism that inspires certain of the quatrains and sextains, enunciated on the 
spot and brought to life right there in an instant. 

 (Lourenço 1969:39)34 

Some individuals, no doubt, have a greater appreciation for the quality of 
thought and expression in the desafio than others. And this quality is a significant 
attribute of the desafio, at least to some degree, to all who appreciate the genre. 

A “High Culture” View of Quality of Thought and Expression 

The cantigas ao desafio I studied in Canada have characteristics which suggest that 
those who perform this genre, as well as those who appreciate it, share at least some 
views of poetic beauty with members of the more educated classes.35 

One example of such a view is that of Teodoro Wanke, in his comprehensive 
study of the free quatrain: A Trova (1973). The form that he examines is the same as 
the form of the quatrains of this study, although he is dealing specifically with quadras 
soltas, “free quatrains” which do not necessarily fit into any larger framework such as a 
desafio. But many of the qualitative elements that Wanke discusses are also present in 
the Azorean-Canadian cantigas. And certain of the issues he raises were also discussed 

                                                 
34Espectáculo que deve ser visto dentro das circunstâncias de ilustração e desenvolvimento intelectual dos 
cantadores de improviso, ele surpreende, muita vez, pela viveza e graça do ataque e pela galhardia e 
chiste das respostas e ainda, frequentemente, pelo fio de lirismo que inspira certas quadras e sextilhas, 
ditas ali e ali geradas num repente. 
35I recognize that distinctions between “high” and “low” culture, or “elite” versus “popular” culture, 
between “the folk” and those who are not of the “folk,” are fraught with questions of precise definition 
and utility. And this is even truer in a case such as this, where there is an immigrant community in the 
process of rapid transition. This is a problem that I do not want to try to deal with here. I use the term 
“high culture” here to indicate an ethos derived from views common among the university-educated 
elite. It is often assumed that when such views are shared by the “folk” that they must have originated in 
the “high” culture and trickled down to the folk. This is an assumption that I can neither confirm nor 
deny. I can, however, point to at least two specific contexts in which influence, in this case probably 
from the “elite” to the “folk,” might have occurred. The first is whatever “formal schooling” that the 
singers may have had. Higher literacy rates among singers than the general population suggest that 
singers might have more exposure to education or more success in school than the average Azorean. The 
officially arranged song dueling contests that were apparently adjudicated by members of the upper 
classes would provide a second context in which the singers would be exposed to the poetic esthetic of 
the educated elite. 
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by the repentistas. Let us briefly look at his view, commenting on some of the specific 
items concerning which the Azoreans also expressed themselves. 

Wanke prefaces his discussion of the “Qualitative Elements of the Trova” by 
saying: 

These are, as we have already said, elements which determine the quality of certain 
trovas, in relation to others, grading them and putting them on a scale according to their 
relative value. They may be used, for example, by contest judges, makers of anthologies, 
etc. 

 (Wanke 1973:30)36 

In the case of the desafio, the only “contest judges” are the members of the 
audience themselves, most of whom are unlikely to read such a treatise as Wanke’s. But 
various concerns that he discusses are shared by at least some singers and appreciators 
of desafio. Wanke discusses these elements under three headings: form, content and 
genius. 

Questions of Form 

a. Grammar. Of course the trova should be grammatically correct. 

b. Metrification. The syllable accentuation of the stanza in redondilha is quite elastic, even 
allowing, for esthetic purposes, different rhythms in the four lines of the trova.… 

c. Musicality or Formal Harmony includes the requirements of the composition of poetry 
in general. For example: 

—The trova should be free of cacophonies. Never something like “A vez passada que 
amei”, (vespa assada), “Eu nunca nisso pensei (num caniço)… 
—It should have a diversity of vowels on the syllables of the same line, especially 
on the stressed ones. “Os irmãos se dão as mãos”, “que dever tem este bem…”, etc. are 
monotonous, hammering lines. 
—There should also be diversity in the vowel of the rhyming words. Avoiding 
homophonic rhyming words. 

 (Wanke 1973 :30, 31 )37 

                                                 
36São, como já dissemos, elementos que qualificam determinadas trovas, em relação a outras, dando-lhes 
graus e escalanando-as de acordo com o valor relativo. Servem por exemplo, aos juizes de concursos, aos 
antologistas, etc. 
37Quanto à Forma. 
a. A gramática. É elementar que a trova deverá ser gramaticalmente correta. 
b. A metrificação. A acentuação silábica da redondilha é bastante elástica, admintindo-se, mesmo, para 
fins estésticos, ritmos diferentes nos quatro versos da trova….  
c. A musicalidade, ou harmonia formal, inclui exigêncas à composição de poemas em geral. Por exemplo: 
—A trova dever se isenta de cacófatos. Nunca coisas como “A vez passada que amei,” (vespa assada), “Eu 
nunca nisso pensei (num caniço)…—Deve ter diversidade de vogais nas sílabas do mesmo verso, 
especialmente nas tônicas. “Os irmãos se dão as mãos”, “que dever tem este bem…,” etc. são versos 
monótonos, martelados.—Diversidade, também, de vogal nas rimas. Evitar rimas homófonos. 
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Questions of form are also a concern of at least some of the Azorean-Canadian 
singers of desafio. For example, José Fernandes emphasized that singers usually only try 
to sing on their level of mastery of the Portuguese language. But he also said that some 
of the lesser singers occasionally try to use words that are outside of their normal 
vocabulary and end up making ridiculous mistakes. He mentioned one case in which a 
singer greeted the audience, calling them a povo sacrilégio, rhyming with some other  
-égio word. This was both a semantic and a grammatical error, since povo means 
“people” and sacrilégio means “sacrilege.” The proper grammatical form, as Fernandes 
pointed out, would have been povo sacrílego, but presumably the unfortunate singer did 
not really intend to insult the audience by calling them “sacrilegious people” either. 
Fernandes also noted a case in which a singer, expressing a desire for God’s blessing on 
the audience, mistakenly calling for extreme unction for the audience, a rite which is 
supposed to be administered to a person at the point of death. Often such mistakes will 
go unnoticed by many members of the audience. For example, Fernandes indicated that 
singers will sometimes invent words: 

As a matter of fact, I once sang with a singer who discovered a new nation, “Sigâmia,” 
that doesn’t exist! And wouldn’t you know but they applauded for a nation that doesn’t 
exist!38 

Wanke then discusses the Meaning and Content of the trova: 

Concerning the Content 

The rhythm of the presentation of the topic, the development, the climax, and the 
epilogue is important, of course, just as in any communicative work. Due to its brevity, 
however, it is allowable to do it all practically simultaneously. The trova is one or two 
“flashes” and it’s done. 

The structure of the trova may vary, according to the distribution of the thought 
within the four lines. There may be four sentences, one for each line. Very frequently 
there are two, with two lines for each. There occasionally occurs, mainly in popular 
trovas, the extreme of two thoughts which have nothing to do with each other. 

On the top of that hill 
The cattle pass, the herd goes by. 
When will I have the comfort 
Of the embrace of my beloved? 

There are those who do not like “enjambement”, which is the interpenetration of 
the phrase from one line to the next, as in the three following sentences: 

The rose loses its petals 
And dies…/Yet still 
The memory remains,/which speaks 
Of how beautiful was the rose. 

The suitability of the trova to the theme which is presented is relevant to the 
contests with predetermined themes, so common in the poetic competitions of modern 
Brazilian troubadourism. Or even the anthology or collection of special themes.39 

                                                 
38Eu inclusive cantei com um cantador que descobriu uma nova nação, a “Sigâmia,” que não existe! Veja 
lá uma salva de palmas por uma nação que não existe! 
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We have already discussed the presentation of ideas in the quatrain—its 
referential structure—in our references to the “punch line” in the desafio. And it seems 
that singers do have an idea of the importance of the inner coherence of the quatrain. 
They talked about the quatrain making sense, having sentido. And we noticed that 
relatively few quatrains are constructed in a way in which the meaning of the first half 
is totally independent of the meaning of the second half. In the relatively few cases in 
which there is independence, the kind of incongruity that Wanke illustrates with the 
quatrain about the passing herd of cattle is not usually present. 

And of course the question of suitability of the trova to the theme is one of great 
interest and concern to the repentistas, as we already have discussed in detail, even 
though the topics of the Azorean desafios are not predetermined as in the contests he 
mentions. 

José Fernandes offers these comments concerning the requirements for a 
beautiful quatrain. He mentions the questions of rhyme and meter, but the stress he 
lays on the importance of semantic coherence and completeness echoes many of 
Wanke’s concerns: 

It is the coherence, the sense of the quatrain from its beginning to its end. Well-rhymed. 
With more or less the right number of syllables. You are familiar with improvisation: at 
times we have to add an extra syllable in order to complete the thought….For the 
quatrain to be perfect everything has to be perfect. In regard to the words, they do not 
necessarily have to be fancy words…. Words [that are] household words, simpler words. 
But for me it is simplicity. And also, not to say foolish things. For example, there are 
singers of less experience, or of smaller vocabulary who try to use words which do not fit 
with the quatrain. For example, I make up a quatrain that has a line which doesn’t go 
with the others. It doesn’t fit. It contrasts [with the rest of the quatrain]. They do that 

                                                                                                                                                             
39Quanto ao Fundo. O ritmo de apresentação do assunto, desenvolvimento, climax, epílogo é importante, 
é claro, como em toda obra comunicadora. Devido à brevidade, no entanto é permitido, praticamente, 
fazer tudo simultaneamente. A trova é um ou dois “flashes” e pronto. 
   A estrutura da trova pode variar, de acordo com a distribuição do pensamento pelos quatros versos. 
Podem ser quatro orações, uma para cada verso. Muito frequentemente são duas, com dois versos em 
cada uma. Há, principalmente em trovas populares, o exagero, às vezes de os dois pensamentos não 
terem nada a ver um com o outro. 

Por cima daquele morro 
passa boi, passa boiada. 
Quando terei o socorro 
dos braços da minha amada? 

   Há quem não goste do…“enjambement”, que é a interpenetração da frase de um verso para outro, 
como nas três orações seguintes: 

A rosa se despetala 
e morre…/Porém ainda 
resta a lembrança/que fala 
de quanto a rosa era linda… 

   A adequabilidade da trova ao tema apresentado se prende a concursos com temas préfixados, tão 
comuns nos Jogos Florais do moderno trovismo brasileiro. Ou mesmo, a antologia ou colectânea de 
temas especiais. (Wanke 1973:31) 
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because of the rhyme, do you understand? …[And it is important that] when the last 
line is finished it is a complete thought.40 

Wanke’s final topic concerns the touch of genius that certain quatrains 
sometimes almost magically seem to possess: 

The Touch of Genius 

The “achado”, difficult to define, is the “touch of genius”—a comparison, a 
felicitous image, a musical effect, a unique idea…Thus, as its name says, it is the 
“achado” of the trova. 

It encompasses, in my view, all that we have said concerning the quality of the 
trova, and something more. 

 (Wanke 1973:32)41 

The quatrains that are remembered from desafios, and which are discussed on 
later occasions in anecdotes that describe their context and then quote them, probably 
contain that “touch of genius,” that “something extra” that Wanke is talking about. The 
truly memorable stanzas or passages in desafio are relatively rare when compared to 
the large number of cantigas in a desafio. As Lima (1931:159) commented: “Whoever 
listens to these singers will hear a lot of banalities, their pearls must be extracted from 
mounds of vulgarities, excusable, of course, but so often totally worthless.”42 There is 
another similarity here between conversation and the desafio. We do not expect 
everything we say to be profound or poetic. And although more is expected of the 
desafio, neither do the audiences demand that every single stanza be a poetic gem. 

But poetic beauty does have its place, even if only as a goal rarely achieved. An 
interesting case is that of an anecdote about a particular stanza that I heard on two 
separate occasions. In both cases the beautiful quatrain in question was attributed to 
the great singer Charrua (José de Sousa Brasil). It is one which uses a metaphor to 
explain the Catholic doctrine of the virginity of Mary, the mother of Jesus. José 
Fernandes attributed the following version to Charrua: 

                                                 
40A ligação, o sentido da quadra, do princípio ao fim. Bem arrimada. As sílabas mais ou menos contadas. 
Já sabe improviso às vezes temos que por uma sílaba a mais…pra completar a conversa….Pra a quadra 
perfeita tem que ser tudo perfeito. As palavras, não quer dizer que sejam palavras extraordinárias…. 
Palavras de…termos caseiros, termos mais baixos. Mas pra mim…é a simplicidade. E, por exempo, não 
ter asneiras. Por exemplo, há cantadores de menos prática, ou menos vocabulário que vão buscar coisas 
que não conduzem com a quadra. Por exemplo, formulo uma quadra que tem um verso que não diz ali. É 
como um contraste. Eles vão buscar aquele por causa da rima, está percebendo? …Quando acabar o 
último verso está a conversa completa. 
41O Achado. O “achado”, difícil de definir, é o “toque de gênio” —uma comparação, uma imagem feliz, 
um efeito sonoro, uma idéia diferente…Enfim, como o nome diz, é o “achado” de uma trova. 
   Engloba, a meu ver, tudo o que se disse sobre a qualidade da trova, e mais alguma coisa. 
42Muita banalidade ouve quem escuta estes cantadores, cujas pérolas se arrancam de entre montões de 
vulgaridades, desculpáveis, é certo, mas inúteis, inaproveitáveis tantas vezes. 
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Essa Virgem pura e bela That Virgin, pure and lovely, 
Deu Cristo à luz com graça, Gave birth to Christ in grace, 
Que entrou e saiu por ela For He entered and came through her 
Como o sol numa vidraça. Like sunlight through glass. 

Although it may be true that Charrua is the author of a modern variant, this stanza has 
a history which long precedes the birth of that famous singer. It was first published in 
Portugal in a collection by Tomaz Pires in the following version with an abcb rhyme 
scheme: 

No ventre da Virgem Mãe In the womb of the Virgin Mother 
Encarnou divina graça; Divine grace became flesh; 
Entrou e saiu por ela It entered and passed through her 
Como o sol pela vidraça. Like sunlight through glass. 

Another variant was collected in the north of Brazil around the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Some authors have traced the poetic metaphor used in this verse as 
far back to the twelfth century, in Latin poetry!43 But whatever the ultimate origin of 
this poetic image might be, the fact that it was recalled and presented to me as an 
example of one type of poetic discourse in the desafio indicates that at least some, and 
probably many, fans of desafio have an appreciation for the intrinsic beauty that is to 
be found in certain cantigas. 

It is important to realize that the “free quatrain” Wanke is focusing on in his 
book is an isolated unit, a form independent and complete in and of itself. A desafio, on 
the other hand, consists of many quatrains most of which are dependent upon the 
surrounding stanzas and the topic under discussion. The desafio provides the poet with 
an opportunity to express his or her ideas over a lengthy period of time. And while 
particularly telling stanzas may be recalled later in semi-autonomous form by singers 
and others, it is also important, perhaps more important, for the singer to sustain his 
argument in an interesting and effective way during the entire course of the 
performance. 

Of course, in the desafio, the “touch of genius” often relates very specifically to 
the context in which it was originally improvised, thus bringing us back, as the study of 
desafio inevitably does, to the question of its relation to its various contexts and the 
contexts within itself. 

The ability to express meaty thoughts and clear insights is one that is 
particularly appreciated in serious desafios, the desafios a sério. Knowledge for its own 
sake is also appreciated, as well as the ability to interpret events and to make social 
commentary. Of course it is essential not only that a singer have ideas, but also that he 
be able to give them expression in the desafio. João Plácido indicated that though a 
majority of audience members prefer duels with a humorous or joking tone, those 
persons with a deeper understanding of the genre (os mais compreesíveis) prefer serious 
desafios. 

                                                 
43See Wanke 1973:43–45 for a summary of the research done on this famous quatrain and the example 
from Pires quoted above. 
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Verbal Strategies 

The majority of the rest of this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the verbal 
strategies singers of desafio use to achieve the goals just outlined. Other strategies, such 
as music and gesture, will also be discussed, but less attention will be given to these 
because such skills are viewed as subservient to verbal ones. 

The strategies will be discussed according to the goals they primarily serve to 
achieve in the desafio. But first, it is necessary to deal with two more general issues, the 
tone of the desafio and the question of theme management. 

Tone and Verbal Strategies 

We have already made reference to some of the ways that desafios can differ in attitude 
or tone. When asked about the qualities of a good song duel, José Fernandes responded 
by discussing them in relation to the type of desafio being performed: serious, comic or 
aggressive. He indicated that in a performance with a serious tone the qualities of 
integrity and logic are important. In his view, a serious desafio is one in which truth is 
expressed. He continued: 

On the other hand, for example, a comic theme. A comic theme, but with humor 
and argument, that would be an example of a good desafio of the comic variety. 

Or let’s take, for example, an aggressive desafio in which one singer insults the other 
but with both in control of themselves and both maintaining their defenses, …in which 
neither vacillated: then you have a good aggressive desafio.44 

Fernandes also said that an incoherent performance, one in which the singers are 
talking at cross-purposes and has no central theme, is a poor desafio. 

No matter how a desafio might be categorized, any verbal strategy employed in 
it must be appropriate to its established topic and tone. For example, in the quote from 
Vasco Aguiar at the beginning of this chapter he mentions that humorous desafios do 
not require a central theme but that the singers can virtually exchange “free quatrains” 
(quadras soltas) that are funny. In such a case the humorous tone of the desafio provides 
a unifying element, and the singers will probably concentrate on cleverness of response 
rather than faithfulness to a central topic. 

Theme Management as a Verbal Strategy 

The question of theme management has already been mentioned. It was a concern that 
was frequently brought up in the interviews, a problem that I had not anticipated when 
I began my research. Theme management can be viewed as a verbal strategy consisting 
of the ability to establish and maintain a theme within the desafio, or to change the 

                                                 
44Ou então vamos, por exemplo, a um tema cómico. Um tema cómico, mas com graça e lógica, lá está um 
bom desafio em cómico. 
   Vamos por exemplo, um desafio agressivo em que um fere o outro mas os dois a compossuir e a manter 
as suas barreiras, …que nenhum vacilou: aí está um bom desafio agressivo. 
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theme if need be. And by managing the topics which are introduced into the desafio, 
the singers can make it easier for themselves to achieve the goals that we have just 
discussed. 

For instance, theme management can relate to the competitive nature of the 
performance, the apparent conflict that is a goal of the creators of desafios. Certain 
themes contain inherent contrasts that can form a basis for discussion and argument. 
When I mentioned as an example of a theme that occurred in desafios, the topic of 
youth vs. old age, José Fernandes indicated that one of the reasons such a theme would 
be chosen is because of its contrastive nature: 

Yes, at times they are thus because it is a contrast. It is a contrast. For example, youth 
thinks in one way, the old folks think in another. And at the same time it is calling the 
attention of the youth to the fact that that is just where they are heading. For we 
frequently say: …”I also was a child once, and now I am old.” “Today they are children, 
tomorrow they are parents, and then they are grandparents.”45 

In chapter 3, we already established the relationship between the content of a 
desafio and its performance context, and we have shown in the present chapter how 
such contextualization helps to imbue the desafio with an aura of conversationality. 
This suggests that it behooves performers to introduce themes that are appropriate to 
the occasion. We have already illustrated in chapter 3 how singers are sensitive to the 
immediate circumstances of the performance context, as well as its general nature. We 
have shown how singers often refer to such circumstances in their desafios. This 
application of theme management greatly contributes to the aura of conversationality, 
because it illustrates the spontaneous nature of the discussion since the singers are 
commenting on an occurrence which they could not have foreseen; and because the 
content of the desafio is sensitive to the immediate context of its performance, the 
singers are not in “another world” totally removed from what is happening around 
them. A performance is, then, more like an informal conversation, where an 
unexpected but notable occurrence is likely to be mentioned even as the song duel 
proceeds. 

Theme management also relates to the goal of coherence, which is another 
aspect of conversationality. Obviously, one way to achieve coherence is through the 
establishment and maintenance of a central theme about which the singers can 
comment. 

But theme management may also relate to the goal of quality of thought and 
expression. For instance, a singer may try to change the topic of a song duel (desviar o 
assunto) if the current theme is one unfamiliar to him. Or a singer may change the topic 
in order to improve his situation if the desafio is going against him. Vasco Aguiar said: 

For if I am singing about any particular topic and am attacked by a question, or…even 
by the audience. (The audience also attacks, doesn’t it? by applauding the opponent’s 

                                                 
45Sim, às vezes são porque é um contraste. É um contraste. Por exemplo, a juventude pensa duma forma, 
os velhos pensam da outra. E ao mesmo tempo é chamar à juventude que eles vão é pra ali. Porque nós 
dizemos tantas vezes: …“Eu também fui criança, e já sou velho.” “Hoje são crianças, amanhã são pais, 
depois são avós.” 
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stanzas.) I might feel somewhat bad, and I can see that…that line of thought is not going 
well, right? At that point I can make a detour and leave that topic behind, and try to 
introduce another…in such a way as to improve my position and turn the other from 
that line, right? And therefore there is this variation from one side to the other, for no 
one can say, by any means, “I’m going there to do such and such.” For no one knows 
what the other singer will say. Therefore it is at that moment that we have to face 
everything, right? We are facing the people and facing the one who is singing with us.46 

In essence, then, a singer cannot go to the performance with a preconceived idea 
of what he is going to say, but he does have some leeway to try to change a topic that 
is not going well for him. Of course, if he does this, he runs the risk of being accused by 
the other singer of “running away” from the topic at hand. Vasco Aguiar recognized the 
importance of observing the audience’s reaction, and emphasized that when he saw 
that they were interested, he would attempt to continue the current line of thought that 
was producing this positive reaction. He contrasted his approach to that of a less 
experienced singer who might have the tendency to follow whatever thematic course 
that might happen to enter his mind. 

When we are singing normally we…know whether or not the audience is liking the 
performance. Therefore if we are conversing about a topic in which we see that the 
people are interested, …when it is very quiet, …and we see that the people are truly 
interested in what we have to say, if [the singers] are two persons who are experienced 
in what they are doing, each of them will attempt with all his might to maintain himself 
there, maintain himself in that topic so that when the cantoria is over he will hear the 
audience, the people say: “Wow! That was a good cantoria. I liked it. I liked it.” But there 
might be a singer who does not have the experience who goes there with the attitude: 
“I’ll pass the time here [at this performance] and say whatever comes to mind.” But then 
he is not in a condition to please the audience, nor to put on a good show together with 
his singing partner.47 

Changing the topic may enhance the singer’s ability to achieve a high quality of 
thought and expression if by doing so he directs the desafio to a topic about which he is 
more conversant. José Fernandes gave the example of another performer who, in a 

                                                 
46Porque se a gente está a cantar num assunto qualquer e se somos atacados por qualquer pergunta, 
ou…mesmo da assistência, (Aquela assistência também ataca, não é, aplaudindo a cantiga do outro.), eu 
posso me sentir um pouco—coisa. E eu estou a ver que…não está a correr bem por aquele lado, né? E 
posso ali dar um desvio a sair daquele assunto pra fora, e tentar trazer outro…à maneira de me safar 
melhor e tentar desviar o outro dali, né? E então há ali esta variação dum lado pra o outro porque 
ninguém pode…de maneira nenhuma dizer: “Eu vou pra acolá fazer isto.” Porque ninguém sabe o que 
vai sair do outro. Então é na hora é a gente tem que enfrentar tudo, né? Estamos a enfrentar o povo e 
enfrentando quem está cantando conosco. 
47Quando estamos a cantar normalmente a gente…conhece se a assistência está a gostar ou se não está a 
gostar. Então se estamos a falar num assunto que a gente vê o povo está interessado, …quando há muito 
sossego, …e a gente vê que o povo está verdadeiramente interessado naquilo que está a dizer, se são duas 
pessoas que tenham a prática daquilo que estão a fazer qualquer deles tenta tudo por tudo, aguentar-se 
ali, aguentar-se naquele assunto pra que quando acaba a cantoria ouvir a assistência, o povo, dizer: 
“Olha, foi uma boa cantoria. Eu gostei. Eu gostei.” Ou pode ser uma pessoa [que] não tem prática 
que…procura dizer assim: “Eu vou passar aqui estas horas, vou dizer aquilo que calhar.” Mas não está à 
condição em agradar a assistência nem fazer um bom papel em conjunto com a pessoa que canta com 
ele. 
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desafio, accepted the introduction of the topic of flowers although in reality he knew 
very little about them. He should have, instead, attempted to divert the topic to an area 
about which he knew more. On the other hand, there may be no strategic advantage to 
force on another singer a topic about which he knows little. This is for the reason 
mentioned earlier when discussing cooperation: if one singer is doing poorly he will 
not make a good interlocutor and it will be difficult for the other singer to do well also. 
José Fernandes emphasized that the role of the more experienced singer should be to 
help a younger singer with whom he may be performing, and one of the ways of 
assisting him is by helping him to arrive at a theme that he can handle: 

The thing is to help. That is, not attack. To choose a theme which is more on his 
level….For example, if I see a young man…who is going in a direction which is not good 
I try to change the topic. I tried this with Gil [Rital and he accused me of trying to flee! 
He did not have anything else to say, it was not with bad intention, but I saw that that 
[theme] was not good in that circumstance…. It was when we began to argue about the 
crowns and he said things there that were not correct according to tradition….So then I 
began to change that topic to that of the islands. He began to say that I had fled….But 
he was very nervous….I just let it all pass.48 

Later in the same interview Fernandes mentioned that young singers sometimes 
try to put themselves above their more experienced colleagues. But it is a simple matter 
for a skilled, experienced singer to put these young upstarts in their place by directing 
the desafio to a topic about which the younger singers will have nothing to say after 
two or three cantigas. Fernandes emphasized the importance of discretion in such 
matters. 

A singer may also try to change the theme because he believes that such a 
change will make the desafio more pleasing to the audience. For instance, Lima 
(1931:163) mentions in passing how a singer introduced a new theme into the 
discussion in order to “nourish” or “sustain” the cantoria (alimentar a cantoria). 

Manuel Antão emphasized that the topic or theme selected by the singers should 
not be one about which the audience is ignorant. Otherwise, the listeners will not 
properly understand what is being discussed and cannot adequately judge the desafio. 
In his view, in such a circumstance the audience might even believe that one of the 
singers had sung better, even though in fact that singer had been incorrect in what he 
said. 

On the other hand, even if a singer decides that a change of topic would be 
beneficial to both singers as well as the desafio as a whole, he must use discretion and 
try to develop a smooth transition to the new topic. It may even be impossible to 
change the subject without being accused of “fleeing” from the topic at hand. But if the 

                                                 
48É ajudar. Isto é, não atacar. Escolher um tema que esteja mais ao par dele….Por exemplo, se eu vejo um 
rapaz…que vai num caminho que não é bom eu tento mudar o assunto. Eu com o Gil tentei isso e ele 
criticou-me que eu estava a fugir! Ele não tinha mais que dizer, não foi com má intenção, mas eu via que 
aquele não ia bom pra ali….Foi quando nós começamos a discutir nas coroas que ele disse lá coisas que 
não estavam certas segunda a tradição….E então comecei o desviar pra as ilhas. Ele começou a dizer que 
tinha fugido….Mas ele estava muito nervoso….Eu o deixei passer por isso tudo. 
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singers work together they can arrive at one that will provide a solid basis for an 
interesting discussion. José Fernandes explained this to me: 

When we are singing, I don’t know if you noticed, we cannot radically change from that 
which we are discussing…. If a colleague of mine is singing with me about something 
which has no foundation, which has neither top nor bottom, and I change the topic the 
audience will say…that I don’t have it in me to respond, …that I fled. This then ties the 
singer to the theme, even if it is no good…! And the other singer doesn’t change the 
topic for precisely the same reason, unless something appears, as we are going along, a 
means for us…[to change the topic.] For example, Vasco and I at times begin a desafio 
without knowing in which direction we will go. And so the desafio starts that way. But 
Vasco and I will note as soon as we take hold of an idea that produces results. We then 
hold on to it tightly.49 

Fernandes went on to explain how a singer may have the skill to improvise 
quatrains, but he must also have a topic, material to work with to form the cantigas. He 
compared a singer without a good theme to a baker without flour: “It is like a baker 
having to have flour to make bread. He might be a very good baker, but if he does not 
have flour he cannot make bread.”50 

Interestingly enough, the topic of theme management itself became a source of 
dispute in one of the desafios in the corpus. In this desafio, the singers argued back and 
forth as to who was going to “lead” and who was going to “follow” in the desafio. 
Despite apparent conflict, theme management is most effective when it is a cooperative 
effort. 

We will proceed now to a discussion of verbal strategies under several headings 
and try to relate them to the goals they are meant to achieve. These are: 1. strategies 
which display critical faculties; 2. strategies which display improvisatory skill; 3. 
strategies which display knowledge, depth of thought and of sentiment. Strategies 
which display critical faculties are those that help establish the apparent conflict in the 
desafio, and serve as well as a basis for evaluation of relative competitive success. The 
strategies that display improvisatory skill are particularly suited for helping the singers 
achieve the spontaneous conversation-like quality so appreciated in the desafio. And 
strategies that display knowledge, depth of thought and of sentiment, help to imbue the 
desafio with the quality of thought and of sentiment which may be desired. 

                                                 
49Quando nós estamos a cantar, não sei se reparou, nós não podemos mudar radicalmente daquilo que 
temos a falar….Se um colega meu estiver a cantar comigo numa coisa que não tem base e que não pé 
nem cabeça e eu mudar, a assistência diz…que não sou homem pra responder, …que fugi. E entào 
amarra o cantador àquele tema mesmo que não presta…! E o outro não faz precisamente pela mesma 
razão, a não ser que venha, à medida que formos andando um pé…pra nós…. Por exemplo, mais [eu] e o 
Vasco às vezes começamos num desafio sem a saber onde é que vamos. E aquilo está assim. Mas eu mais 
o Vasco começamos a marcar assim que a gente agarra um pé que dá bem. A gente agarra só ali. 
50É como um padeiro para fazer pão ter que ter farinha. Pode ser um padeiro muito bom: se não tiver 
farinha não pode fazer pão. 
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Verbal Strategies which Display Critical Faculties 

These strategies are used primarily to enhance the competitive element of the desafio, 
but they also relate to the goal of quality of thought and expression as well. 

The phrase “ataques e defesas” (attacks and defenses) was used in reference to 
such strategies in desafio. One can attack the opponent, and see how well he defends 
himself, or a singer can wait for his adversary to attack and then establish a sound 
defense and perhaps counterattack. My impression is that there is an advantage in 
waiting for the opponent to attack because of the rule of “apparent propriety”: the one 
who initiates the attack is likely to be cast in the role of “aggressor” or “bad guy,” 
unless he can establish the presence of sufficient provocation. The attacker is an 
“invader,” “breaking the peace” of apparent amicable social relations by criticizing his 
partner. On the other hand, the person attacked has every right to defend himself, and, 
being the wronged party, the right to draw a little blood from his attacker as well. This 
is probably why desafios start off amicably and only develop later into conflict. Neither 
singer wants to appear as the one who started the “fight,” and sufficient motive for 
such a fight has to be established. 

Strategies which display critical faculties may be discussed under the following 
categories: 1. Insult and Criticism; 2. Compliment; 3. Self-appraisal; and 4. Argument. 

Insult and Criticism 

Remarks directly critical of the opponent in desafio may be thought of as either 
personal insult or criticism of the opponent’s performance of desafio. 

The opponent’s ability to sing desafio is a popular area for criticism. Such 
criticism may be cast in general terms, or they may be directed at the opponent’s 
performance at the moment. 

One technique is to use an extended metaphor in order to criticize the 
opponent’s ability. The metaphor of hunting or shooting is sometimes employed as in 
the following stanzas by Bagatela (João de Sousa de Lima) to attack João Canôa: 

Há tempos ouvi dizer For a long time I have heard 
Que atiras muito bem: That you shoot very well: 
Mas pelo que estou a vêr But by what I see now 
Não acertas em ninguém. You don’t hit anyone. 
Tens fama de atirador, You are known as a good marksman, 
Queres fazer uma caçada; You want to go on a hunt; 
Mas, tira isso do juízo But you can just forget that 
Porque hoje não caças nada. For today your hunt will be unsuccessful. 

 (Martins 1980:37) 

In the following passage from one of the desafios performed at the Club dos 
Velhos in Toronto, a similar comparison is made between the weapons of conflict in the 
desafio and weapons used for physical violence. José Fernandes, in stanza 33, claims 
innocence of any plot in the desafio against Vasco Aguiar, and then he asks Aguiar 
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whether he fears more an evil or a good person (i.e., an evil or a good singing partner). 
Aguiar claims that he fears no one, evil or good, and the argument takes off from there: 

Fernandes (stanza 33): 

Não venho fazer enredo, I have not come to make a trap, 
Malhar de mão, nem de pau; To punch you or beat you with a stick; 
Diz-me de quem tens mais medo, Tell me whom you fear most, 
De quem é bom ou quem é mau? A good person or a bad one? 

Aguiar: 

Eu pra te responder bem, To answer you correctly 
Da forma que tu tens andado, The way you’re doing in this desafio 
Não tenho medo de ninguém I’m not afraid of anyone  
Porque eu não sou assustado. Because I’m not a scaredy-cat! 

Fernandes: 

Eu não sei se és verdadeiro, I don’t know whether you are serious, 
Ou se dizes isso por piada; Or if you are just joking, 
Porque és o homem primeiro Because you are the very first person 
Que não tem medo de nada. Who is afraid of absolutely nothing. 

Aguiar: 
Nem tenho medo de ti! And I’m not afraid of you, either! 
E vou te dar testemunho: And I’ll swear to you that 
Nem que tu venhas pra aqui I wouldn’t fear you even if you came here 
Cantar de pistola em punho! To sing with a pistol in your hand! 

Fernandes: 

Sabes que eu não venho assim, You know I don’t come like that: 
O José pistolas não tem. I do not have any guns. 
Podias não ter de mim, You may not be afraid of me 
Mas podias ter de alguém. But you might be afraid of someone else. 

Aguiar: 
Tu, da forma que tu falas The way you sing 
Não tens armas, nem antigas; You don’t have any weapons, not even  
 old-fashioned ones; 
Não tens pistola, nem balas, You don’t have a pistol or bullets, 
E até tens poucas cantigas! You don’t even have many cantigas! 

Fernandes: 
Vou te responder mais cedo, I’ll answer you right now, 
Minha resposta já vem: And this is it: 
Quase sempre quem não tem medo Almost always he who has no fear 
Não tem vergonha também! Also has no shame! 

Aguiar: 
Estou vendo que te regalas. I can see you are conceited. 
Vejo que ele, quando se apruma, I see that when he brags, 
Se as cantigas fossem balas If cantigas were bullets 
Nunca acertavas nenhuma. You would never hit a thing! 
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Fernandes : 

Oh Vasco, vê como falas Watch out, Vasco, what you say, 
Se isso te servir de conforto: If it will comfort you: 
Se as cantigas fossem balas If cantigas were bullets 
Estavas morto e bem morto! You would be a dead duck! 

Aguiar: 

O seu fogo me consola, Your “shots” comfort me, 
A ponta tremendo à mão, The barrel shaking in your hand, 
E as balas dessa pistola The “bullets” of that pistol 
São bolinhas de sabão! Are soap bubbles! 

Fernandes: 

Não sou dos homens velhacos I am not a rogue 
Que tenha maus ideais. With evil designs. 
Eu já vejo que os mais fracos I can see that the weakest 
São sempre os que falam mais. Are the ones who talk the most. 

Aguiar: 

Tu não me condenes a mim! Don’t you criticise me! 
(Estou te entendendo, José!) (I understand you, José!) 
Olha que se eu falasse assim Look, if I talked like that 
Deixava-te tomar pé. I would be giving you a chance. 

Fernandes: 

Eu sei que tu te consolas I know that you console yourself 
Nas tuas horas mais belas. At your best times. 
Pra que falastes em pistolas But why did you bring up guns 
Se eu nem sequer te falei nelas? When I didn’t even mention them? 

Aguiar: 

Eu disse e não foi em segredo, I brought it up openly 
(Não precisa que outra vez digas.) (You don’t have to say it again.) 
Foi pra mostrar que não há medo In order to show that one need fear 
Nem de armas, nem de cantigas. Neither weapons nor cantigas. 

Fernandes: 

Não vou fazer um enredo, I won’t try to make a trap, 
Nem condenar como falas. Nor condemn the way you speak. 
As cantigas não é pra medo, Cantigas are not to be feared, 
É só para apreciá-las. But just to be enjoyed. 

Aguiar: 

Pois era isso que eu queria, Well, that’s just what I wanted, 
E é o que o povo deseja: And what the people want, too: 
Era a ver se isso aparecia It was to see if this (cantoria) would be 
 any good, 
Mas não sai uma que seja. But there’s nothing any good here. 
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At this point the theme contention in the desafio shifts to another topic, perhaps in 
response to Aguiar’s negative comment in the last stanza quoted. 

Besides general criticisms of the opponent’s ability, a singer may also criticize 
specific characteristics of the very desafio that is being performed. In the following ex-
ample, Charrua criticized the singer, Gregório Laranjo, for repeating, in several stanzas, 
the phrase “Venho de casa do Merens” (“I come from the house of Merens.” Merens 
was the name of a family of great distinction.): 

Vens de casa do Merens, You come from the house of Merens, 
Homem fidalgo e cortêz; That noble and courteous gentleman; 
Grande fortuna lá tens, You have such a great fortune 
Porque vais lá muita vez. Because you go there so often! 

 (Lima 1931:133, 134) 

This statement is probably as much a criticism of the pomposity of Laranjo’s attitude as 
its monotony of repetition. 

On another occasion Charrua, in São João de Deus, gave this warning to a singer 
who rhymed his stanzas very poorly: 

Rima bem as tuas quadras, Rhyme your quatrains well 
Se queres ser cantor belo, If you want to be a beautiful singer, 
Senão, transformo-as em esquadras Or else I’ll turn them into air squadrons 
E bombardeio-te o castelo. And use them to bomb your castle. 

 (Lima 1931:134) 

In other words, such mistakes should be avoided; otherwise they will be used as 
weapons against the singer who makes them. 

Charrua criticizes the pronunciation of Turlu in the following example, where 
she rhymes the word mula, whose stress is on the penultimate syllable, with the word 
mandíbula, whose stress is supposed to be on the prepenultimate syllable: 

Turlu: 

Tu tens um queixo de mula, You’ve got a jaw like a mule, 
Medita nesta cantiga: Think about this cantiga: 
Ó que grande mandibula What a huge mandible! 
Não passo que te não diga. I can’t resist telling you. 

Charrua: 

Co’o dicionário aberto With your dictionary open 
Vais lendo, em linha réta: You can read all you want, 
Mas não dizes nada certo, But you don’t pronounce anything right, 
És uma parva completa. What a fool you are! 

 (Lima 1932:165, 166) 
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Insults of a more personal nature are also used in desafio. As we discussed 
earlier, such insults are generally supposed to be facetious: to be both intended and 
taken in a good-humored, joking spirit. Probably the “safest” of such insults are those 
which are either obviously untrue, or are in such an exaggerated form that they do not 
offend. 

The Terceiran singer Terra (José Francisco da Terra) was well-known for his 
propensity for criticizing the physical imperfections of his adversary.51 He and the 
singer António Inácio frequently joked with each other about their respective small and 
large sizes. Lima (1931:175, 176) recounts one such case, which also illustrates the use 
of the metaphor introduced by the opponent as a basis for counterattack: 

One day António Inacio said, to Terra, alluding, as always, to his small size: 

You can easily afford shoes, 
And even garments of gold; 
You could make yourself a pair of shoes 
With only thirty grams of leather. 

Terra’s answer: 

Once I found a shoe of yours  
Over there in a cavern in the vale;  
All that was lacking was a chimney   
To make it into a honeymoon cottage.52 

Singers will sometimes make fun of sincerely held beliefs of other singers. 
Earlier in this chapter we mentioned the singer Bravo’s frustration when his fellow 
singers did not always share his serious-minded attitude toward the desafio. One such 
example is the following quatrain from Charrua, which pokes fun at Bravo’s spiritistic 
belief in the “Beyond” (Lourenço 1969:24): 

Para o Além, atrás do pico, Out to the “Beyond,” behind the hill, 
Onde há burros como tu, Where there are other donkeys like you, 
Vou levar-te pelo bico I’ll take you by your nose 
P’ra comeres milho cru. To eat raw corn. 

                                                 
51“The quatrains of this improviser critique the adversary, revealing his physical imperfections, with 
prudence and discretion.” (As quadras deste improvisador criticam o adversário, revelando as suas 
imperfeições físicas, com sabedoria e discrição.) (Martins 1980:13)  
52Ao Terra disse um dia o António Inácio aludindo, como sempre, à sua pequenês: 

Bem podes andar calçado,  
E até vestido de oiro; 
Fazes um par de sapatos 
Com trinta gramas de coiro. 

Resposta do Terra: 
Encontrei um sapato teu 
Alem, na grota do Val; 
Só faltava a chaminé 
P’ra morada dum casal. 
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To understand this quatrain, it must be understood that there was a certain place on 
the island, in the brushlands that lay beyond the hills of fallow ground, where the 
owners of horses and burros would release their animals after their useful life as work 
animals had ended. Charrua here insultingly compares this “horsey-heaven” beyond the 
hills to Bravo’s cherished spiritistic “Além.”53 

Personal insults that are known to be true may also be used, and are intended to 
wound and embarrass. One well-known singer had been involved in a military debacle 
in which he and the other members of his unit had deserted their posts. This supposed 
act of cowardice was well-known and could not be denied when it was brought up in a 
desafio. It is my impression, at least from what the singers told me, that such criticisms 
that truly offend should be avoided. But perhaps the fact that the point in question was 
well-known and of a public nature gave some sanction to its use. 

In the following example, from Lima (1932), the song duel in progress was 
deliberately stopped by the accompanists because it was getting out of hand. 
Apparently, one of the performers touched on an insult about her singing partner that 
was true. It took place in 1898 between Maria Augusta, the best female singer of her 
time, and António Faustino, a weak singer. The latter had started with a very pompous 
tone, and Maria Augusta quickly put him in his place, leaving him speechless. After she 
sang several stanzas, he finally decided to respond: 

Estava p’ra me ir embora; I was ready to go; 
Agora já me não calo. But now I’m going to speak up, 
Galinha que canta muito, A hen that sings a lot 
Com certeza não tem galo. Surely has no rooster. 

Maria Augusta responded: 

As galinhas de vocês Your own hens 
É que teem costumes feios; Have some very bad habits; 
Pois tendo galos em casa, Even though they have roosters at home 
Cantam por galos alheios. They sing for others. 

                                                 
53An important footnote to this account is that a similar one is recorded by Lima (1931:127). But the 
version of the quatrain he gives is somewhat different: Hei-te levar pelo bico,/Sustentar-te a milho 
cru/P’r’o além…atras do pico,/Onde há burros como tu. There is, of course, the possibility that Charrua 
repeated the same basic idea to Bravo on two different occasions in slightly different form. It is also 
possible that this clever stanza has undergone some alteration in the remembrance. This would behoove 
the reader to take the quatrains that are given as examples from the published literature with a grain of 
salt. It is likely that many have undergone such alterations from the literal originals in their passage from 
the memories of singers and audiences to the written page. In general, I would only put confidence of 
verbatim accuracy in the desafio text recorded by Lourenço (1969:55–78), which he transcribed from a 
tape recording, and of course the texts quoted from the live desafios which I recorded and transcribed in 
a similar way. Of course even these methods are prone to some error. But on the whole these techniques 
approach verbatim accuracy in their reproduction of the performed text. And I believe that the examples 
quoted from other sources are still valid because their illustrative significance lies, primarily, in their 
general content rather than their exact verbal structure. 
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Lima concludes this story: 

The violas played with much noise in order to avoid continuing the debate; for this 
young singer had someone in his family that was the basis for Maria Augusta’s taunt. 

 (1932:125–126)54 

Maintaining Proper Social Relations 

Although we are discussing those strategies that enhance the competitive nature of the 
desafio, it is appropriate here to recall some strategies that are also used, even in the 
midst of criticism and insult, which help to maintain proper social relations and thus 
enhance conversationality, and particularly cooperation in the desafio. 

We have previously mentioned that one way of avoiding offense in the desafio is 
by making accusations and insults that are obviously untrue or patently absurd. Manuel 
Antão indicated, in a statement quoted earlier in this chapter, that it is also important 
to avoid discussing the private life of the singer in the desafio. Such references are 
inappropriate in a public forum and are grounds for genuine offense. AntSo expressed 
his personal life as “outside,” and this may imply a conception of a desafio-world in 
which certain rules pertain and into whose domain certain elements from the “outside” 
world should not penetrate.55 

William Labov, in “Rules  for ritual insults” studies the oral tradition called 
“sounding” or “the dozens” of Black American culture. He mentions three criteria by 
which an insult can be recognized as only a ritual one and therefore not to be taken 
personally. Referring to a formula that he has just presented he states: 

First, he recognizes an appropriate target. Second, he recognizes the sounding situation: a 
remark is made by A in a loud voice designed to be heard by audience C. Third, he 
judges the proposition P to be appropriate to a ritual insult in that everyone present 
plainly knows that these propositions are not true. 

 (Labov 1972:303) 

There are parallels in desafio. The first criterion, that of an “appropriate target,” 
sounds very much like the words we have just quoted from Antão. In sounding the 

                                                 
54As violas barulharam demais para evitar que continuasse o debate; pois êste cantador novato tinha, é 
certo, pessôa de família que dera causa ao remoque da Maria Augusta. 
55Brazilian desafios also have rules about what may or may not be mentioned: “One curious aspect of the 
cantorias, and even in the desafios is that the singers, bragging about themselves or making fun and 
criticizing their adversary, never lower themselves to immoral statements or to references to the relatives 
of the contender. There is as a point of honor the practice of respecting the family of the singer, even in 
the hottest of duels.” (“Um aspecto curioso das cantorias, e mesmo nos desafios é que os cantadores, 
vangloriando-se ou ironizando e criticando o adversário nunca descem a imoralidades ou a referências 
aos parentes do contender. Há como que uma questão de honra em respeitar a família do cantador, 
mesmo no mais aceso da porfia.” Diégues Júnior 1960:629). On the other hand a Galician regueifa singer 
“has to tolerate attacks against his wife and family.” But this is possible because the Galician singer is 
functioning as a symbol rather than as a private person, and because “everyone knows he is being 
accused of behavior or omissions that are imaginary.” (Tolosana 1978:293) 
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appropriate target is usually the attacked person’s mother or some other relative. In 
desafio, in Antão’s formulation, it is a rule of exclusion: things from the personal life of 
the attacked should not be mentioned. The second criterion, the “loud voice designed 
to be heard by the audience” in sounding, is analogous to all the many structural 
elements of the desafio which differentiate it from normal conversation: the music and 
the poetic structure. And the third criterion, that the proposition be manifestly untrue, 
is one that we have already illustrated for the desafio, although it is a rule that does not 
always hold, as we have seen. 

These features apparently are not always sufficient to maintain the purely ritual 
nature of the insults in the desafio, for we find other strategies that support cooperation 
are also used. One way to ameliorate the critical tone of a desafio is by the denial of 
bad intention. Martins (1980:76) reports the following as one of the quatrains sung by 
Tenrinho (José Gonçalves Martins) in a desafio with Bravo: 

Estive a brincar contigo, I was just joking with you, 
Não tomes isto a sério. Do not take it seriously. 
Serei sempre teu amigo I will always be your friend 
Até ir p’ró cemitério. Until death. 

We have already illustrated in chapter 4 how a portion of the Closing of a desafio 
may be used by the singers to “kiss and make up,” to reaffirm their solidarity even 
though they might have insulted or criticized each other during the song duel. One 
technique mentioned was that of the handshake, a non-verbal indication, but often also 
referred to in the text of the duel. The following passage from one of the desafios 
performed in Wheatley illustrates how mutual praise can serve the same purpose: 

José Fernandes: 

Não te ofendas com José Don’t be angry with me 
Que é teu irmão bem português. For I am your Portuguese brother. 
Atirei-te um pontapé If I gave you a kick 
Em troca destes-me três! You gave me three in return! 

Manuel Antão: 

Fizestes um bom papel You played your part well 
E umas cantigas queridas. And sang some lovely cantigas. 
A Terceira e São Miguel Terceira and São Miguel 
São duas almas unidas. Are kindred spirits. 

Fernandes: 

Não te quis desfeitoar I did not mean to offend you 
Já também cantar te ouvi, For I have heard you sing before, 
Que se não soubesses cantar For if you could not sing well 
Não tinhas vindo pra aqui. You would not have come here to perform. 

Antão 

Cantei com meu bom amigo I sang here with my good friend 
Para o povo português. To the Portuguese folk. 
E que se apertava contigo But if I really “let you have it” 
Não vinhas cá outra vez! You wouldn’t come here again! 
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Fernandes: 

Antão, escuta o que eu te digo, Listen to me, Antão, 
E não me ficas com rancor: And do not become embittered: 
Antes um beliscão dum inimigo Much better is a pinch from an adversary 
Do que o beijo dum traidor Than the kiss of a traitor. 

Antão: 

Não sou cantador dos grandes,  I am not one of the great singers, 
Sou cantador desta maneira. I am just what you see. 
Dêem palmas ao Fernandes Please give a round of applause to Fernandes 
Que é o maior da Terceira. For he is the best of Terceira. 

Fernandes: 

As palmas que me deu alguém, Any applause that I received, 
Bom povo, quero que as mandes Good people, I want you to give it 
Para o nosso Antão também, To our Antão as well, 
Porque está no rol dos grandes. For he is on the list of the greats. 

Antão (final stanza of the desafio): 

Palmas pra o José Fernandas Applause for José Fernandes, 
Que é que tem esses valores. For he is the one that is great. 
Eu sou cantador dos grandes I, myself, am the greatest of singers 
Onde não há cantadores. Only where there are no others. 

Compliment 

We have just demonstrated how compliment can be used to help maintain a cordial 
relationship between the singers. But compliment is also a critical faculty, one which 
balances out the ability to criticize. A desafio that consists only of mutual back 
scratching by the singers is likely to be boring. But to recognize the praiseworthy as 
well as the inferior is part of a complete evaluation. In the following example, Bravo 
claims the right to both praise and criticize, a quatrain directed at Charrua: 

Trago-te n’alma e coração, I bring you in my heart and soul, 
Tal é a minha grande fé! Such is my great faith! 
Se te deito co’ uma mão, If I lay you low with one hand, 
Co’a outra ponho-te em pé. I also lift you up with my other. 

And Bravo did, indeed, praise Charrua as well as criticize: 

Comtudo, fica a saber, All in all, I want you to know, 
Homem de nobre maneira, Gentleman of noble ways, 
Es luz a resplandecer You are a shining light 
Na nossa Ilha Terceira. On our island, Terceira. 

 (Lima 1931:113, 114) 

So compliment is used in desafio as well. Singers may genuinely praise each 
other during the course of a performance. 
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Charrua could offer praise, as he did in these quatrains directed to Turlu, after a 
fierce duel: 

Es como a estrêla do norte, You are like the North Star, 
Ó Maria Angelina; Oh Maria Angelina; 
A que tem brilho mais forte That star which shines the brightest 
E à term mais ilumina. And which most illumines Earth. 

Não olhes para este Soisa, Do not look at me, 
Todo absorto ao canto teu; All caught up in your singing; 
Pois tu és a melhor coisa For you are the very best 
Que p’ra cantar apareceu. Singer ever. 

 (Lima 1931:128) 

Martins (1980:148, 149) records the following words of hyperbolic praise, also 
sung in honor of Turlu, but sung by Vital (João Lourenço Soares) in a desafio in which 
both singers praised each other: 

É recta a tua garganta, Your voice is true, 
Sacrossanto o teu ideal, Your goals are holy, 
Esse teu cantar levanta This singing of yours lifts up 
Este mundo tão fatal; This ill-fated world; 
E mostras como se canta And you show just how to sing 
No berço do João Vital. Here in my home town. 

És casta, pura e bela, You are chaste, pure and lovely, 
Teu cantar tem tal beleza, Your singing has such beauty, 
Tal graça que se revela… Such grace that it can’t be hidden… 
E podes crer, de certeza, (And you can be sure of it!) 
Que és vigilante sentinela That you are the vigilant sentinel 
Da Bandeira Portuguesa. Of the Portuguese flag. 

És motivo que me anseias You are the source of my longing, 
E tema das minhas questões; And the object of my search; 
És sangue das minhas veias, You are the blood of my veins, 
Motivo das minhas razões, My inspiration, 
Sentimento das minhas ideias The feeling of my thoughts 
E o ar dos meus pulmões. And the breath of my lungs. 

Tens a pureza da brisa! You have the freshness of a breeze! 
À pátria cantas hossanas! You sing the glory of our nation! 
O teu cantar suavizava, Sweet was your singing, 
Ó mulher, nunca te enganas… Great lady, you are never mistaken… 
És a célebre poetisa You are the much-beloved poetess 
Das ilhas açorianas. Of the Azores. 

Self Appraisal 

In the desafio, while insult, criticism and compliment involve one singer commenting 
on his opponent, self-appraisal also plays a role. I did not encounter in the Azorean-
Canadian materials the hyperbolic self-praise that is characteristic of the presentation 
at the beginning of many Brazilian desafios. The following example from Terceira, 
however, could not exactly be considered an example of restrained modesty. The singer 
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António da Costa had gone to the village of Achada in order to duel with the singer 
Luciano Franco who lived there. Costa opened the combat bragging: 

Vim por meu gôsto à Achada I came by choice to Achada 
P’ra cantar com o Luciano, In order to sing with Luciano, 
Trago a tesoura afiada I bring my well-sharpened scissors 
Para cortar no seu pano. To cut on his cloth. 

Luciano responded with disdain: 

Vejam cá êste impostor Just look at this imposter 
Que parece um calafate; That looks like a caulker; 
Vinha como cantador, He came here as a singer, 
Quer ser agora alfaiate. But now he wants to be a tailor. 

Costa continued: 

Sei que jogas muito bem I know that you play very well 
Mas hás-de perder o jogo; But you’re going to lose this game; 
E quando mal o pensares And when you least expect it 
Tenho-te largado o fôgo. I will have put out your fire. 

Luciano: 

Quem o fôgo me acender, Whoever sets fire to me, 
Ou seja agora ou depois, Either now or later, 
O meu corpo ha-de arder My body will burn hot 
Mas o fôgo cega dois. But the fire will blind us both. 

Costa: 

Dizes que sabes cantar You say you know how to sing 
Mas p’ra mim não vales nada, But to me you’re worthless, 
Tu, hoje, é que has-de saber This day you shall surely know 
Quanto custa a minha espada. How great is my sword. 

Then Luciano: 

Acho que vens enganado, You come here with the wrong impression, 
Inda te digo mais esta: And furthermore: 
Tu, nos bens, és um morgado, You are the heir of wealth, 
Mas a espada é que não presta. But it is your sword that is no good. 

 (Lima 1931.:92,93) 

A reverse strategy is to present oneself and one’s abilities in very humble terms. 
I presume that such an approach is viewed as more “seemly,” as better-mannered. This 
leaves open the possibility of portraying the opponent as rude and ill-mannered. There 
may also be in this a bit of the strategy of the cook who disparages her own cooking in 
order to evoke a contradicting, but welcome, compliment. If a good singer disparages 
himself, his partner may criticize him for this unrealistic attitude. Though criticized, 
the singer does achieve a compliment while maintaining a properly demure attitude. 
This may have been the motivation for the self-effacing stance that João Plácido takes 
in his desafio with Vasco Aguiar, which is recorded in the Appendix, though, as we 
mentioned before, he may also have been laying the foundation for a trap. Plácido 
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takes a similar attitude in the following passage, which occurs near the beginning of 
the desafio Plácido performed earlier that same evening with José Fernandes: 

Plácido (stanza 12): 

E tantas faltas tenho eu; And I have so many faults; 
Sei que as faltas não são belas. I know that faults are not beautiful. 
Já estou vendo, amigo meu, And I can already see, my friend, 
Que estás olhando pra elas. That you are noticing them. 

Fernandes: 

Não vim pra te fazer guerra I didn’t come here to make war on you 
Se te apanhar de mal jeito. If I happen to catch you making a mistake. 
Erram os homens na terra; All men make mistakes; 
Só Deus do Céu é perfeito. Only God in Heaven is perfect. 

Plácido: 

Eu sou um desventurado I’m an unlucky soul 
Que não agrado a ninguém, Who pleases no one, 
A cada um momento errado, To each one his bad moments 
Neste mundo qualquer tem. It can happen to anybody.56 

Fernandes: 

Tu mesmo a cantar brigas, You fight even when singing, 
Às vezes é impertinente, And at times you’re impertinent, 
Mas arranjas sempre cantigas But you always come up with cantigas 
Ao gosto de toda a gente. That everybody likes. 

Plácido: 

Estou velho e meio tarouco, I am old and half crazy, 
Sem nenhuma habilidade. Without any talent. 
Canta, mas não faças pouco Sing, but do not make fun 
Dos homens da minha idade. Of old men like me. 

Fernandes: 

Teu corpo tem pouco alento Your body is weak 
Pela idade que se abeira, Because of your age, 
Mas sei que o teu pensamento But I know that your ability to think 
Não está da mesma maneira. Is not weak like your body. 

Genuine humility can be expressed in desafio, as in the example from Manuel 
Antão earlier in this chapter, in which he states that he was a great singer, but only 
where there were no others. Or, as in the following example in which, singing with the 
great Charrua, the singer José Martins Fagundes recognizes his own comparatively 
limited talent: 

                                                 
56The transcription of the last two lines of this stanza is uncertain and the translation given is only a 
suggestion of the possible intended meaning. 
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Tu conheces o cantar You know the ability to sing 
Que Cristo do céu me deu; That Christ in heaven granted me; 
Como conheces o meu lugar, As well as you know my place, 
Que é diferente do teu. Which is different from yours. 

 (Martins 1980:123) 

Argument 

The final strategy to display critical faculties which we will mention is argument. As far 
as I can tell, most of the rules which govern debate and argumentation seem to apply 
here. It is important to build up one’s own case and criticize that of the opponent. It is 
especially good to catch your opponent in an inconsistency or an untenable position 
and at the same time to avoid being caught yourself. As we shall see later in this 
chapter, it is particularly good to use your opponent’s own argument or metaphor 
against him if possible. In chapter 4 we illustrated with the desafio in the Appendix 
how it is possible to “lay a trap” for the adversary in order to catch him in it. José 
Fernandes, in one of the interviews, praised a singer he had performed with in 
California not only because of his tendency to contradict, which provided a convenient 
basis for argumentation, but also because of his prudence. This singer would “go very 
slowly” so as to avoid inadvertently laying the groundwork for his adversary to “trap” 
him. 

Metaphor and Double-Entendre 

Strategies involving metaphor can be used to achieve a number of ends. First and 
foremost they demonstrate the singer’s mastery of poetic discourse. Such techniques 
can also be used to demonstrate the poet’s critical faculties, for the appropriate 
application of metaphor shows the singer’s ability to perceive similarities and parallels, 
differences and divergences. Metaphor can be a very powerful rhetorical technique for 
insult, compliment, self-appraisal, and argument. 

José Fernandes indicated that since the Azores is an agricultural region, 
metaphor referring to farming or livestock is sometimes used. For example, the phrase, 
“The bulls of my parish are stronger than those of your parish,” would be interpreted as 
referring to the relative abilities of the singers of the parishes. 

More exotic comparisons are also used. Fernandes told me the story of how a 
singer named Furtado observed his singing partner, the famous Charrua, pacing back 
and forth on the stage during the performance. Furtado then compared the great 
Charrua to a lion in the desert, who paces nervously back and forth when he senses an 
imminent disaster. Furtado was saying in metaphor that Charrua, the “lion of cantoria” 
was fearful of the drubbing he was about to receive at Furtado’s hands in the desafio. 

Double-entendre might be considered an extended form of metaphor. An 
interesting case of triple-entendre can be found concerning the Terceiran singer 
Francisco Simas. It involved the word casaco, which means coat or jacket. In the 
example given, Sima’s singing partner, one of his several girl friends, inspired by 
jealously, ruefully compares his treatment of the opposite sex to the selection and use 
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of a coat. Furthermore, the name of the tune that they are using to sing the duel is also 
“Casaco.” 

He was courting a famous female singer, a granddaughter of “Chicharo”; however in 
Raminho he found another sweetheart, which provoked the jealousy of the first one. 
They met in Serretinha, on a holiday with cantoria in which the two entered. And she 
sang to him the following quatrain, using the music of the “Casaco,” a tune that was 
then popular: 

So you have come to Serretinha? 
It could be for the worst: 
If you are looking for a “coat” 
The one in Raminho is better. 

Simas responded to her, embarrassed: 

I would much rather be all alone 
These days you can be sure, 
For that “coat” in Raminho 
Was all tattered and no good. 

She responded to him, giving vent to the jealousy which was justifiably irritating her: 

I am so hot under the collar 
That it makes me perspire; 
So why don’t you try the one from Altares, 
It is liable to be a better fit! 

She was alluding to another sweetheart of her boyfriend. He continued to make excuses: 

We’re here to have a good time, 
I don’t see why you get so mad; 
The one in Altares is no good, 
It is too short in the sleeves. 

She, following the same idea: 

It’s too short in the sleeves? 
I can’t believe it; 
But this can be fixed, 
It can always get bigger.57 

                                                 
57Namorava êle uma cantadeira afamada, néta do Chícharo; mas, no Raminho, encontrou novo derriço 
que provocou zêlos da primeira. Encontraram-se na Serretinha, em dia de festa com cantoria onde 
entravam os dois. E ela lhe canta, na música do Casaco, moda então em voga, a seguinte quadra: 

O Senhor vem à Serretinha?… 
Podia ir p’ra peor: 
Se é p’ra arranjar um casaco, 
O do Raminho é melhor.  

O Simas lhe responde, encavacado: 
Antes quero estar sózinho, 
Tu podes crêr, hoje em dia, 
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José Fernandes stated that it was possible to use double entendre to be able to 
attack someone and still avoid offending him: 

I normally use double entendre because I offend the adversary less, understand? It does 
not trample him so much. It is a less direct attack….Instead of a direct attack, it is more 
gentle.58 

If successful then, the use of double entendre described here by Fernandes would 
have the double function of enhancing the competitiveness of the desafio while still 
maintaining proper social relations. 

Verbal Strategies Which Display Improvisatory Skill 

The desafio is imbued with characteristics that display the spontaneous nature of the 
form and allow the singer to demonstrate his skill at improvisation. Verbal strategies 
which highlight the conversational nature of the desafio usually involve the singer 
reacting to circumstances that would be difficult to foresee. In this way the performer’s 
utterance is validated as being truly improvised and not pre-planned. 

Appropriateness of Response and Improvisatory Skill 

A singer’s ability to respond appropriately in a desafio to the stanza which his partner 
has just sung highlights the fact that he is indeed improvising and not simply reciting a 
pre-composed performance. Taken in its most general sense the ability to respond 
appropriately is perhaps the key verbal strategy because it also relates to a number of 
other goals. An appropriate response reinforces the dialogic nature of the desafio, and 
shows that it is not two monologues in counterpoint. It enhances coherence because of 
its relationship to the previous stanza. The competitive nature of the performance is 
emphasized by an appropriate response because it recognizes and reacts to the presence 

                                                                                                                                                             
Que o casaco do Raminho 
Era rôto, não servia. 

Ela lhe torna, dando explosão ao ciume que a enervava, justificadamente: 
O calôr em mim é tanto 
Que até me encho de suor; 
Então, vista o dos Altares, 
Que lhe há de ficar melhor. 

Aludia a outro derriço do namorado. Ele insiste na desculpa: 
Estamos aqui p’ra festa, 
Não sei para que te zangas; 
O dos Altares não presta, 
Fica-me curto das mangas.  

Ela, no mesmo propósito: 
Fica-lhe curto das mangas? 
Não o posso acreditar: 
Para isso há um remédio, 
Pois se pode acrescentar. (Lima 1931:166–167) 

58Eu normalmente uso segundo sentido porque eu ofendo menos o adversário, está percebendo? Não pisa 
tanto. E um ataque mais indireto….Em vez de um ataque direto, é mais suave. 
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of the competitor. The term repentista comes from the word repente (outburst), the idea 
being the singer’s ability to make an appropriate response at a moment’s notice. This 
underscores the singer’s mastery of improvisational skills. I detected the attitude that 
many people can make up quatrains with rhyme, but the ability to improvise a cantiga 
that fits into a general topic, and especially one that is an incisive reply, is considered a 
truly remarkable gift. 

The term “appropriateness of response” is very general in nature, and many 
other verbal strategies might be subsumed under this broad heading since almost any 
other verbal strategy must have appropriateness as one of its qualities to be effective. 
At this point I would like to focus on two specific ways in which a response can be 
related to the statement which precedes it and thus qualify as “appropriate.” 

The first way is by sharing content with the preceding stanza. By so doing, 
coherence is enhanced. And if the content is part of an idea which has just been 
introduced by the opponent, this strategy also highlights the improvisatory nature of 
the response. By immediately incorporating this new idea into his response, whether it 
be in agreement, commentary, refutation, or mockery, the repentista shows that he is 
indeed making up the stanzas on the spot, since the appearance of such an idea in the 
desafio could not be anticipated beforehand. 

The second way in which a response can be related to its predecessor is when it 
meets some requirement contained in the preceding statement. The most common 
example of this is probably the question and answer. A question can either be a test of 
knowledge, or it can serve some rhetorical purpose. If the question is a test of 
knowledge, an answer that is factually correct results in “points scored” for the 
answerer as well as “points lost” for the questioner, since he was unable to come up 
with a question that would stump his opponent. 

Manuel Vieira was a singer from Terceira who, being knowledgeable of natural 
history from personal contact, would compose riddles in the form of quatrains. He 
propounded the following stanza to a singer who claimed to know a lot about animal 
life himself: 

Diz-me depressa cantador Tell me quickly, singer, 
Se tens esperteza e saber: If you have skill and knowledge: 
Qual é o animal que já era What is the animal that already was 
Muito antes de nascer? Long before it was born? 

 (Martins 1980:47) 

I did not, however, find questions of a factual nature or riddles to be common. 
This is probably only a worthwhile technique when a singer suspects that his 
competitor is ignorant in some area of common knowledge, and questioning him will 
demonstrate his unawareness of a fact known even to the majority of the audience. 

I believe that questions are more commonly used in Azorean desafio for purposes 
other than testing the opponent’s factual knowledge. It seems that often a question is a 
request for an opinion which the answerer must be prepared to defend. Frequently the 
questioner is trying to entrap his singing partner into making an assertion that he will 
find difficult or impossible to support. If a rival does make such a mistake, he will try 
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hard to avoid making a direct retraction of his previous statement, but will instead 
attempt to circumvent the issue with some kind of a “detour.” We have described one 
such case in the previous chapter in which Plácido asked Aguiar if he himself would 
not like to be an old man too. As stated, an unequivocal affirmative answer would 
appear ludicrous, but a denial would contradict the arguments Aguiar had made up to 
that point concerning the advantages of old age. Such a conundrum can neither be 
answered nor can it be ignored. The best strategy, when a singer finds himself in a trap, 
is to try to respond to the question without answering it. 

The following section from one of the desafios performed in Wheatley illustrates 
various uses of questions and answers in the desafio. We will observe the singers 
jockeying for rhetorical advantage, each trying to entrap the other with sometimes 
seemingly innocuous questions. The section given here includes the transition from the 
Opening to the Discussion. The first part is the very end of the Opening, in which the 
singers have greeted the audience and have requested God’s blessing. Then Manuel 
Antão turns to his partner, Vasco Aguiar, and greets him in the form of a question: 

A todos cumprimentar The greeting to all 
Deve ter jeito e ter graça Should have skill and grace; 
Agora vou perguntar: And now I will ask: 
Oh Vasquinho, como passa? How is it going, Vasco? 

Aguiar responds with the usual “I’m fine, thanks.” but in the same quatrain directs a 
similar but somewhat more pointed question back at Antão: 

Eu estou bem, muito obrigado. I’m fine, thanks. 
E diz-me se é esse o teu feitio? And tell me, are you the same? 
Como é que tens passado How have you fared 
Nas horas do desafio? In your hours of desafio? 

Antão immediately responds with a good-humored answer, but one which might be 
interpreted as slightly deprecatory of Aguiar’s ability in desafio: 

Eu passo horas apertadas I pass many difficult hours 
Quando encontro o inimigo, When I encounter the enemy, 
Mas as mais desafogadas But the easiest of all 
São as que eu canto contigo. Are those that I sing with you. 

Is this a compliment or an insult? Maybe Antão is implying that Aguiar is a “pushover” 
in desafio? Aguiar ignores any insulting implication and responds like the investigative 
news reporter who does not wish to hear about the things that are going well with the 
interviewee, but rather wants him to reveal some fault or weakness: 

Comigo passas as melhores, So your best hours are spent with me, 
Torno a perguntar-te em seguida: I then will ask you: 
Quais são as horas piores What are the worst hours 
Que tens passado na vida? That you have ever experienced? 
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Antão responds in perhaps a more serious vein: 

Oh Santa Trindade Unida, Oh, Holy Trinity, 
Que nos dê saúde e sorte! May it give us health and blessing! 
As mais tristes nesta vida The saddest hours of my life 
É quando eu penso na morte. Are when I think of death. 

Aguiar criticizes such an attitude since, in his view, death is not under human control, 
and furthermore such morose thoughts can only speed its arrival: 

Deixa essa morte singela Leave the thought of death behind 
Que Quem manda está lá em cima; For the One who sends it is above 
E tu, quanto mais pensas nela, And the more you think of Death, 
A morte mais se aproxima. The closer it gets. 

Antão defends his attitude and then, in turn, counterattacks by asking if Aguiar has a 
better response: 

Mas as mágoas são imensas But the grief is profound 
Quando se pensa em morrer When one thinks of dying 
E diz-me tu, em que pensas? And you, what do you think about? 
Que eu gostava de saber. For I would like to know. 

And so the conversation continues in this argumentative fashion. It is evident that for 
such a discussion to proceed smoothly, each singer must respond appropriately to the 
question which has been put to him. If not, the dialogue is liable to get off track and be 
disjointed. Obviously, a singer desires to improvise a response which not only makes 
sense in relation to the question, but which also is clever, humorous, and powerful. 

The time that a singer has to conceive and then formulate an appropriate 
response varies depending on a number of factors. We have already noted, in a quote 
from Fernandes earlier in this chapter, that a general discussion concerning a topic 
allows more time for the singer to compose his contribution than does a direct debate. 
In the former case, the singer may organize his ideas even as his partner is singing 
because all he must do is make a contribution to the general theme. In the latter case, 
however, he must listen to his partner’s quatrain before composing his stanza so as to 
be able to make a reply that is a specific response. This latter circumstance does not 
mean, however, that a singer has to wait until his partner has completely finished his 
statement before he can begin to formulate a reply. This is due to the fact that both 
singer and audience have the ability to guess how a singer will complete a quatrain 
once he has sung the first two lines. This guess is based on the line of argument the 
singer has been taking, the meaning of the first two lines, and the rhymes used at the 
end of those lines, which, of course, must have corresponding rhymes in the last two 
lines. Manuel Antão mentioned that he would sometimes end his quatrains in an 
unexpected way, thus throwing off his singing partner who was already preparing a 
response which, at the last moment, he discovered was inappropriate. 
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Following the Metaphor of the Interlocutor and Improvisatory Skill 

One strategy that highlights improvisation is the incorporation of a metaphor 
introduced by the singing partner into the response. A skilled singer can take such a 
metaphor and extend or apply it in some fashion that turns its rhetorical force away 
from himself and against his partner. It is a case of using the enemy’s own weapons 
against him, and such a reply also displays the singer’s skills at argumentation and 
poetic expertise. 

The following account by Lima (1932:158) concerning the singer Manuel de 
Barcelos of Terceira illustrates  this powerful strategy: 

A singer from a nearby parish, whose name we will omit, aimed this provocative 
cantiga at Barcelos: 

Let me join your group, 
My festive friend 
By my observation of you 
I would say that you would make a good coachman. 

Those who were listening laughed, having observed that Barcelos had jerky 
gestures, like that of one cracking a whip; therefore Barcelos responded to him in 
defense of the suggested profession: 

I would make a good coachman 
And would be one of the best. 
Myself, in the driver’s seat, 
And you, standing in the harnesses.59 

Barcelos has chosen a most clever way to compare his opponent to a beast of burden by 
extending the opponent’s own metaphor. 

One way of counterattacking is by criticizing the appropriateness of a metaphor 
which the opponent has introduced. We have already mentioned that singers may be 
referred to by their place of origin. In the following excerpt, from the desafio between 
Charrua and Vital that is recorded by Lourenço (1969:70, 71), this technique is used by 
Charrua to refer both to himself and to his opponent. Charrua was from the parish 
Nossa Senhora do Pilar, named for one of the manifestations of the Virgin Mary. Vital 

                                                 
59Um cantador de uma freguesia próxima, cujo nome omitimos, alvejou o Barcelos com esta cantiga 
provocadora: 

Deixa-me entrar no teu rancho, 
Meu amigo e festeiro 
Pelos modos que te vejo 
Davas um bom boleeiro. 

Porque riram os assistentes reparando que o Barcelos tinha gestos sacudidos, de quem agita o azorrague, 
êste lhe responde em defesa da profissão oferecida: 

Eu dava um bom boleeiro 
E seria dos principais 
Eu, sentado na boleia, 
Tu, em pé entre os varais. 
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was from the São Bento parish, named for one of the Roman Catholic saints, Saint 
Benedict. 

Charrua: 

Este Vital hoje cantando Vital, singing today, 
E esse Charrua a cantar And Charrua singing as well, 
E São Bento ensinando Are Saint Benedict teaching 
A Senhora do Pilar Our Lady of Pilar. 

Charrua’s statement is ironic in tone because according to Roman Catholic theology 
Mary (Our Lady of Pilar) is superior to St. Benedict. He would not be in a position, 
therefore, to instruct Mary. Charrua is implying that it is just as ridiculous to think that 
Vital could sing better than he as it would be for St. Benedict to try to instruct the 
mother of Jesus. Vital either missed the irony, or pretended to miss it in order to be 
able to accuse Charrua of an error, for Charrua’s statement is incorrect if taken at its 
face value : 

Vital: 

Se conheceres a doutrina, If you know doctrine, 
Essa que às almas dá luz, That which enlightens souls, 
Sabes que o Santo nunca ensina You know that a Saint would never try to teach 
A que foi Mãe de Jesus. One who was the Mother of Jesus. 

Charrua therefore denies that he intended the statement to be taken at its face value in 
the first place: 

Charrua: 

O João, não ‘stou errado, Oh João, I am not in error, 
Meu verso não foi caipora. My verse was not a mistake. 
Foi o sentido figurado, I used it in the figurative sense, 
Sei o que é Nossa Senhora. I know who Our Lady is. 

The two singers then proceeded to argue about this point. 

Another way of using the metaphor introduced by the opponent against him is 
by extending it or ridiculing it, as does Vital with Charrua in a different portion of the 
same desafio just cited (Lourenço 1969:74, 75). When Vital accuses Charrua of having 
eyes full of poison and hate, the latter responds by comparing his eyes to those full of 
the wonder and innocence of a child at its first communion: 

Charrua: 

Meu olhar não tem esp’rança My eyes have no hope, 
Nem porto de salvação? … No haven of salvation? 
É o olhar duma criança Why they are like those of a child 
Da primeira comunhão. At first communion! 

But Vital sarcastically responds by facetiously suggesting that the audience complete 
this lovely picture of the adult Charrua playing the part of a wide-eyed, innocent 
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youngster by supplying the singer with the ribbon traditionally worn at first 
communion: 

Olha que idade bonita! Ah, what a lovely age! 
Eu até lovour te faço… What a great idea! 
Senhores, tragam uma fita Sirs, would you be so kind as to bring 
 a ribbon 
P’ra o Charrua pôr num braço! So that Charrua can put it on his arm! 

Following the Structural Precedent of the Interlocutor 

In some traditions a singer may introduce a new poetic form into the dialogue which 
his interlocutor must then adopt in his response. Such switching is an example of 
following the structural precedent of the interlocutor, but this technique seems to be 
more important in song dueling where a greater number of different forms are 
employed in the dialogues than are used in the Azorean-Canadian duels.60 The Azorean-
Canadian desafios often switch from quatrains to sextains near the end, but this is very 
common and does not highlight improvisatory skills, though it does demonstrate the 
poet’s ability to use the latter form. 

Another technique that is sometimes used is that of taking the last line of the 
interlocutor’s statement to form the first line of the response.61 I have not found this 
technique to be strictly followed in the Azorean desafios that I have examined. I have 
observed isolated cases in which the last line of one singer’s quatrain was used, in 
perhaps a slightly altered form, as one of the lines of his partner’s reply. This, of course, 
is a factor that enhances coherence because of the common content of the two stanzas. 
But there are structural implications as well if the corresponding lines in both stanzas 
end with the same word, since the singer who uses his colleague’s last line as his first 
must compose a stanza that both incorporates that line logically, and also contains a 
proper rhyme for it. In a brief search I found only one case in which the last line of one 
stanza was taken verbatim to form the first line of the following stanza: 

José Fernandes: 

Não quero cantar à sorte, I do not want to sing aimlessly 
Nem da paz fazer peleja, Neither do I wish to start an argument, 
Que no mundo ninguém é forte For in this world no one is invincible 
Por muito forte que seja. No matter how strong I might be. 

Gil Rita: 

Por muito forte que seja, No matter how strong he is, 
Para te falar sincero, To speak sincerely: 
Não procures a peleja Don’t try to start a fight 
Porque peleja não quero. Because I don’t want one. 

                                                 
60The variety of forms used by Brazilian duelers is well documented. Texts of complete desafios are hard 
to come by, but if the tradition in live performance is reflected at all by the versions found in the 
literatura de cordel, several different stanzaic forms may be used in one duel. 
61Câmara Cascudo documents this technique in the Brazilian song dueling tradition and states that it is 
reminiscent of the practices of the medieval troubadours (1939:136). 
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Sometimes the line or idea repeated from the previous stanza occurs somewhere other 
than the first line, as in the following example from one of the desafios performed in 
Gait: 

José Fernandes: 

Gil, eu sei que não te enganas, Gil, I know that you do not go wrong, 
Somos irmãos do mesmo pó We are brothers of the same dust 
E as ilhas açoreanas And the Azorean Islands 
São uma família só. Are one big family. 

Gil Rita: 

Tu respondestes [sic] sem dó, You answered without pity, 
Meu colega que tanta brilha My brilliant colleague. 
É uma família só The islands are one family 
Mas não conheço a tua ilha. But then again, I’ve never even been 
 to your island. 

This next example is from the Introduction of the first desafio performed at Wheatley: 

Vasco Aguiar: 

Que a graça na alma cresça May grace grow in our hearts 
E entre a porta dos ditos lares And enter into the homes that we mentioned, 
E que a Sua graça desça And may His grace descend 
Sobre os nossos familiares. Upon our relatives. 

Manuel Antão: 

E que a Sua graça desça And may His grace descend 
No mundo, em toda a nação, Into the world and all nations, 
E também que não se esqueça And also may it not forget 
Do Vasco e do Antão. Vasco and Antão. 

The idea of taking a key word or concept introduced by the opponent is more 
common than slavishly following his exact phrasing. I believe this is what Manuel 
Antão was referring to when he made the following comments emphasizing the 
superior value of quatrains that were based on elements from the antecedent stanza. 
They both display the singer’s improvisatory skill and enhance coherence: 

For example, I make up a quatrain and Vasco [Aguiar] then makes a quatrain, but with 
the same derivation as mine. His quatrain has much greater value than mine.…In other 
words it has the same length, but since it was taken from mine, with the same idea, see?, 
it has great value because he didn’t go searching here and there: it was the same as 
mine!… 

[The interviewer comments that at times a singer may repeat one of the lines of his 
adversary.] 

[Antão:] Exactly….For that is what gives the quatrain such value:…to be able to hold 
firm within the topic, see?62 

                                                 
62Por exemplo, eu faço um quadra e o Vasco a seguir faz uma quadra, mas com a mesma derivação da 
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A powerful example of following the precedent set by the other singer is 
illustrated by Charrua’s response to this attack recounted by Lourenço: 

On the attack and in defense, at times Charrua can be a terror. After a singer from 
São Miguel had said to him: 

You run from north to south, 
Oh my strange singer, 
You want to be a big shot singer, 
But you are not worth a cigarette. 

Charrua replied: 

I’m not worth a cigarette… 
You are even less praiseworthy: 
For you aren’t worth the spittle 
Of a man with tuberculosis! 

 (Lourenço 1969:53)63 

The genius of this caustic retort is not simply that Charrua chooses a more degrading 
insult than the one used in the initial attack, but that it rhymed with that attack. 
Charrua managed to locate, among the limited number of words that rhyme with 
cigarro, another word, escarro, that could also be used as an insult, and an even more 
degrading one at that. 

Sometimes a singer introduces a different kind of pattern which may be 
continued by both performers over a number of verses. It no doubt accrues glory to the 
singer who is able to sustain his part in such a game without repetition and without 
resorting to nonsense. I have seen this used with numbers and it may appear in other 
forms as well. The following example is from the desafio by Charrua and Vital recorded 
by Lourenço (1969:77). The occasion was the birthday celebration for an adult, Sr. 
João Martins, a resident of the parish. This section of the desafio begins with Charrua’s 
dedication of the stanzas they have sung to the honor of Sr. Martins. 

                                                                                                                                                             
minha. A quadra dele tem muito mais valor do que a minha….Quer dizer que tem a mesma medida, mas 
como foi tirado da minha, com o mesmo resumo, não sabe?, tem muito valor porque ele não foi buscar 
aqui nem acolá: foi mesmo da minha!…  
[The interviewer comments that at times a singer may repeat one of the lines of his adversary.] 
[Antão:] Exatamente.…Que aquilo é que dá o valor à quadra:…[pra] poder segurar-se dentro do assunto, 
já compreendeu? 
63No ataque e na defesa, o Charrua é por vezes terrível. Tendo-lhe dito um cantador micaelense: 
  Tu corres do sul ao norte, 
  Ó meu cantador bizarro. 
  No cantar queres ser forte, 
  Mas não vales um cigarro. 
 
retorquiu: Não valho um cigarro… 
  Tu inda és mais desditoso: 
  Pois não vales um escarro 
  Dum homem tuberculoso! 
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Charrua: 

As minhas cantigas singelas, My simple cantigas 
Que aqui te quis dedicar, That I wanted to dedicate to you, 
São setenta e cinco velas Are seventy-five candles 
Ardendo no seu altar. Burning on the altar. 

Vital: 

São setenta e cinco graças, They are seventy-five graces, 
São setenta e cinco brasões, They are seventy-five coats of arms, 
São setenta e cinco graças, They are seventy-five graces, 
Setenta e cinco salvações. Seventy-five deliverances. 

Charrua: 

São setenta e cinco guitarras, They are seventy-five guitars, 
São setenta e cinco círios, They are seventy-five tapers, 
São setenta e cinco jarras They are seventy-five vases 
Com setenta e cinco lírios. With seventy-five lilies. 

Vital: 

São setenta e cinco cristais, They are seventy-five crystals, 
São setenta e cinco pesos, They are seventy-five weights, 
São setenta e cinco castiçais, They are seventy-five candlesticks, 
Setenta e cinco círios acesos. Seventy-five burning tapers. 

The singers continued in this pattern for several more cantigas. 

References to Context 

We have already documented the highly contextualized nature of the desafio and given 
numerous examples that do not need to be repeated here. Suffice it to say that re-
ferences to context in the desafio, particularly to those aspects of context which are 
immediate and which could not be anticipated beforehand, demonstrate in yet another 
way that the singer is indeed improvising and not recalling precomposed stanzas. 

Themes Which Display Knowledge, Depth of Thought and of Sentiment 

The degree of importance of these features in a desafio to any particular audience 
member varies from individual to individual. As mentioned when discussing audiences 
in chapter 3, there seems to be a considerable number of people who attend cantorias 
who do not comprehend the full significance of the desafios performed. There are also 
audiences who do not enjoy a performance unless the singers verbally abuse each other 
as mentioned earlier. But there are those audience members who do appreciate the 
qualities that are the goals of the strategies we will now discuss. 

The following topics should probably not be considered verbal strategies in 
exactly the same sense of those already treated, since they are more precisely themes 
rather than strategies. I would, however, like to consider these topics in this context 
since their introduction, or the willingness to engage in them when introduced, can be 
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viewed as a strategy that allows the singer to demonstrate his quality of thought in 
these areas. These themes allow a singer to display his knowledge about the chosen 
topic, and also the degree to which he comprehends or understands it. Some of them 
also allow the singer to display his sentiment or depth of feeling about a certain issue. 

The selection of these topics is then a variety of theme management, which was 
discussed at the beginning of the section on verbal strategies. The subjects that follow 
would be classified as serious ones, and desafios that contained them could be desafios a 
sério. Some singers are more adept at treating serious topics than others, and it is to 
their advantage to encourage their introduction into the discussion. Other singers are 
skillful at comic themes and joking exchanges. It is probably in their best interest to 
avoid serious treatments lest they be found out of their depth in these discussions. 

Treatment of Themes 

It is not necessarily the theme per se that sets the tone of the desafio, but the way it is 
treated. A large number of themes could be treated in either a humorous or serious 
way. The topics we present here, however, lend themselves to at least the possibility of 
a more profound tone in the desafio. 

One aspect of treatment is that of the relative simplicity or eruditeness of the 
text that is improvised. José Fernandes made some commentary on the importance of 
simplicity. While he was not necessarily referring only to desafios a sério, I believe his 
comments are appropriate here: 

For example you could have a singer who demonstrates cantigas that are more well 
formed than those of the other singer. But at the same time the other singer could have 
the gift of simpler expression than the other,…on a simpler level,…and he pleases the 
public much more because he has that ease of expression which the public appreciates a 
great deal….I would say that the style varies from singer to singer. For example, I could 
make a quatrain more complicated…and…my adversary make one more simple, more 
natural than mine. Mine has more literary art, but his could be more pleasing to the 
audience’s ear. And even for any person who would read, or know what the quatrain 
says: “That makes a very fine quatrain, very well put together, but the other because of 
its naturalness was better.” This is what is known as the “poetic gift.” And it is there that 
singers distinguish themselves from each other. It is one of the factors, but not all.64 

  

Also speaking in general, Manuel Antão emphasized simplicity: 

                                                 
64Por exemplo pode ter um cantador está a mostrar cantigas mais bem feitas do que o outro. E no entanto 
o outro ter uma faculdade de expressão mais simples que o outro, …no nível mais baixo, …e está a 
agradar o público muito mais porque tem aquela facilidade de expressão que cai muito bem ao 
público….Eu diria é o estilo de cantador pra cantador varia. Por exemplo, eu posso fazer um quadra mais 
complicada…e…um outro adversário fazer uma quadra mais simples, mais fácil que a minha. A minha 
tem mais arte literária e a dele cair melhor ao ouvido do público. E mesmo duma pessoa qualquer que 
leia ou que saiba o que a quadra dizer: “Aquela realmente faz uma quadra muito bonita, muito bem 
engendrada mas aquela pela simplicidade ganhou.” Isso é o tal dom natural do poeta. E aí é que os 
cantadores se distiguem, uns dos outros. E que isto é um fator, não é tudo. 
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I own a dictionary and can use words from the dictionary, but the people will not under-
stand….And I could seek out those words to make the rhymes, …it would be much 
easier for us, wouldn’t it? But if I use those words the people won’t understand and so I 
look for those words which are easier and which the people understand.65 

The ability to express one’s ideas and one’s feelings is of extreme importance in 
the desafio, particularly in those of a more serious tone. José Fernandes said: 

The fundamental thing which the singer displays is his philosophy. For example, you 
yourself noted this and it is even well known for in all cantorias this occurs. If not in the 
beginning then at the end. For example, we greet the people, we begin to talk about 
either life or about death, not always but often. And this itself is a philosophy…. “To me, 
life is like this; life is like that; life for the poor person is this; for the rich person it is like 
that; for the person who steals it is like this; for the person who gives it is like that; 
charity;” and so forth. All of this is a philosophy, …the conviction of the singer 
according to his own outlook…and to know how to express it is a great plus for the 
singer. The singer in the expression of his outlook is the one who wins, that is, who 
makes his name famous. Take for example, one of those singers like you have seen who 
has his philosophy and the people [say]: “There’s a man, there’s a man who understands, 
a man who has his very own outlook and knows how to express it. He is a man of 
profound sentiment.” At that point, he gains much. Another can have the same 
conviction and the same philosophical sentiments, but not know how to express them. 
So there you have two identical persons, with deep sentiments, and one will excel and 
the other will not, according to the ability that they have. For outlook in cantoria is 
almost everything. It is really the main point.66 

A classic example of the ability to express one’s deepest feelings is the following 
quatrain which is attributed to Charrua. According to Lourenço (1969:51), Charrua was 
asked what he would do if he saw both his mother and his wife drowning in the sea, 
but could only save one of them. His response: 

No meio das vagas cruas In the middle of the rough waves 
Que havia eu de fazer? What would I do? 
Abraçava-me às duas I would embrace both of them 
Para com elas morrer! To die with them! 

                                                 
65Tenho um dicionário que posso empregar palavras do dicionário, mas o povo não compreende…. Podia 
buscar aquelas palavras pra fazer os consoantes, …pra nós era mais fácil, não é? Mas [se] eu fôr usar as 
palavras, o povo não compreende, e a gente então procura aquelas palavras mais cômodas e do povo 
compreender. 
66A primeira coisa que o cantador mostra é a sua filosofa. Por exemplo, vamos lá: o Sr. notou isso e isso é 
mesmo notório porque em todas as cantorias dá-se esse caso. Se não é na entrada na despedida. Por 
exemplo, nós cumprimentamos os povo, começamos a falar ou da vida ou da morte, nem sempre mas 
naturalmente. E já é uma filosofia…. “A vida pra mim é isto; a vida é aquilo; a vida pra o pobre é isto; 
pra o rico é aquilo; pra o que roube é isto; pra o que dê é aquilo; caridade;” essas coisas. Isso tudo é uma 
filosofia, …a convicção do que canta conforme à filosofia…e saber expressá-la, é um grande ponto de 
elevação pra o cantador aí. O cantador na expressão da sua filosofia é que ganha, isto é, é que vincula seu 
nome. Por exemplo vai um cantador cantar com essa filosofia assim como o Sr. tem visto e as pessoas 
[dizem]: “Aquilo é um homem. Aquilo é um homem que percebe, um homem que tem os seus direitos 
filosóficos e que os sabe expressar. É um homem de sentimentos.” Aí, ganha muito. Outro poder ter a 
mesma convicção e pode ter os mesmos sentimentos filosóficos, mas não saber explicar. E aí está duas 
pessoas idênticas, de sentimento profundo, e um está a sobresair e o outro não está, conforme à faculdade 
que tem. Por exemplo a filosofia na cantoria é quase tudo. É, por exemplo o ponto principal. 
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This response not only satisfies the conflict of two loyalties, but it also is imbued with a 
fatalistic melancholy which seems to have an appeal to many Portuguese. 

Themes 

Social commentary and discussion of political themes allow the singer to reflect on 
areas of life which directly and currently affect the lives of the Azoreans. Such 
commentaries also have the possibility of influencing opinion, and even of stirring 
audience members to action. In chapter 3, we have already quoted some of the stanzas, 
which commented on the tragedy of the earthquake in the Azores. These comments are 
an outlet for the pain and suffering of the circumstance, and they also might stimulate 
the listeners to more generous contributions to the collections being made in behalf of 
the earthquake victims. We have also mentioned some of the desafios at the Festivals of 
the Holy Spirit which commented on the controversy concerning the new statutes and 
which criticized the priests’ attitude. The use of song to make public criticisms that 
would otherwise be unacceptable has been observed in a number of cultures. The 
following stanzas were sung by Tenrinho at a celebration of a Festival of the Holy Spirit 
which was also attended by a medical doctor and a priest. While Lima (1931:146,147) 
does not state specifically that these stanzas were part of a desafio, they do exemplify 
the kind of criticism that can occur. The exaggeration used probably indicates the 
good-humored intent on the part of the singer, yet there is an incisive element of truth 
in them that even we in our own culture can appreciate. 

Tanto curas e vigários, Be they priests or be they vicars, 
Para quem bem considera, For him who considers well, 
Como médicos e notários, Just like doctors and notaries, 
Nada bom dêles se espera. Nothing good comes from them. 

Eu louvo o desembaraço I praise the audacity 
Da cirurgia moderna; Of modern surgery: 
A quem se queixa dum braço If your arm hurts 
Côrta-se logo uma perna. Before you know it they’ve cut off your leg. 

Quem se mete com doutores, Whoever involves himself with doctors 
Fica seu prisioneiro; Becomes their prisoner; 
Passa sustos, passa dôres, He suffers fear and pain, 
E, por fim, paga dinheiro. And in the end has to pay money for it. 

While I did not collect any examples of political commentary, the singers did tell 
me that this was an especially significant topic during the 1974 Revolution in Portugal. 
And we have already referred to the commercial disk recording made by Charrua and 
Turlu, commenting on “The New Portugal.” 

José Fernandes emphasized the power of the singers. When I asked him if the 
singer could have an influence in society, he responded: 

These days a great influence! …It is something that you have in almost all the cantorias. 
For example, in fifty percent of the cantorias you can hear the singer make a criticism of 
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either this or that system. For example, when something of social significance occurs; 
…for example, we frequently argue about politics.67 

The discussion of history and traditions allows the singers to recall and reflect 
on the past. This is probably especially important to a group that is undergoing rapid 
changes brought about by immigration and modernization. I was told that song duelists 
would occasionally sing about the history of Portugal, and particularly about its kings. I 
did not find extensive references to these specific topics in the desafios I recorded. 
Recollections of past traditions, however, were points of discussion. During one of the 
duels at a Holy Spirit Festival, remembrances of the singers’ childhood celebrations of 
the festival in the Azores came into the discussion: 

Vasco Aguiar (stanza 15): 

Penso às vezes no meu destino At times I think seriously about my destiny 
E nesta tradição a sério, And about this tradition, 
De quando eu era pequenino Back when I was just a little boy 
Que também ia ao império. For I also went to the celebration. 

José Fernandes: 

Sabéis do vosso coração You people know in your heart 
As causas justas dar valor. To honor just causes. 
Um povo sem tradição A people without tradition 
É escola sem professor. Is a school without a teacher. 

And skipping to stanza 19 (Aguiar): 

Quando uma folia cantava When the folia sang 
Nessa melodia modesta, Its simple tune, 
Quando uma flor entregava When a flower was sent 
Aos criadores da festa. To the sponsors of the festival. 

Fernandes: 

Com sentido figurado With their figurative meaning 
Das tradições gosto tanto. I love these traditions so. 
Como este jantar que foi dado With this supper which was given 
Em louvor do Espírito Santo. In honor of the Holy Spirit. 

Aguiar: 

Recordo aquela era I remember that era 
De pobreza mas com graça: Of poverty, but with grace: 
De ver os pobres à porta à espera To see the poor folk waiting at the door 
Do vinho, da carne e da massa. For their wine, meat and bread. 

                                                 
67Hoje em dia uma grande influência! …Isto é um caso que se tem quase todas cantorias. Por exemplo, 
em cinquenta por cento das cantorias o Sr. ouve o cantador fazer crítica a este ou àquele sistema. Por 
exemplo, quando acontece um caso social; …por exemplo, discutimos muito na política. 
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Fernandes: 

Açoreano, povo amigo, Dear Azorean friends, 
Que há mais tradições consigo, With such rich traditions, 
E as leva sempre consigo And always carry them with you 
Pra toda parte do mundo. All over the world. 

Aguiar: 

Quando os foguetes estalavam When the fireworks exploded 
No ar que parecia um encanto! In the air it seemed an enchantment! 
E as criancinhas gritavam And the little children shouted 
Vivas ao Espírito Santo! Cheers for the Holy Spirit! 

Fernandes: 

Mas a tradição varia But the tradition varies 
(É igual: tem o mesmo carinho.): (Though it always has the same love.): 
Vocês faziam folia, You folks (on São Miguel) had your folia, 
Nós fazíamos pézinho. While we (on Terceira) danced the pézinho. 

Aguiar : 

E os carros enfeitados And the ox-carts all decorated 
Na sexta-feira p’lo caminho, On Friday on the road, 
E além disso carregados Even more important they were loaded 
De carne, de massa e vinho. With meat, bread and wine. 

Fernandes: 

Mas nós não fazíamos erros We made no mistakes 
Nessas tradições tão belas. In those lovely traditions. 
Enfeitávamos bezerros We decorated calves 
Com boninas amarelas. With yellow daisies. 

Aguiar : 

Isso não era pr’os nobres It wasn’t for the nobles 
Que qualquer dia carne têm, Who can eat meat every day, 
Que naqueles dias os pobres For during the festival the poor 
Comiam carne também. Also dined on meat. 

Fernandes: 

E a coroa na bandeja And the crown on the tray 
Simbolizando a nossa esperança Symbol or our hope, 
E o cortejo chegava à igreja, And the parade arrived at the church 
Coroava-se um criança. And a child was crowned. 

Aguiar: 

E é isso que nos conforta, And it is that which comforts us, 
O que hoje eu não posso ouvir: But which today is not heard: 
É que o padre ia buscá-la à porta That the padre greeted the child at the door 
E trazê-la no sair. And saw the child out when it was time 
 to leave. 
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The last stanza refers to the unhappy fact that the priests refused to take part in the 
Holy Spirit Festivals whose sponsoring brotherhoods had rejected the proposed 
statutes. This stanza serves as a transition from the recollection of the past celebrations 
of the festival to a section of social criticism regarding the current controversy, of 
which I quote a few stanzas. These quatrains express the opinion that it is not right for 
the brotherhoods in Canada to operate under a different constitution than the 
brotherhoods in home country: 

Fernandes (stanza 30): 

Meus irmãos de Portugal My Portuguese brothers 
Mais deveis pensar a fundo: You ought to think more deeply: 
Que a lei deve de ser igual For the statutes should be the same 
Por toda parte do mundo. Everywhere in the world. 

Aguiar: 

Mas não são da mesma forma But they are not the same 
Da maneira que o mundo vem, The way it is now, 
Porque o próprio mundo transforma For the world itself transforms 
As idéias que o homem tem. A man’s thinking. 

Fernandes: 

Sei que há quem briga e faz peleja, I know that there are those who fight and argue, 
(Talvez as razões não sei.) (I don’t know why.) 
Mas se há uma só Igreja But if there is only one Church 
Deve haver uma só lei! There should only be one law! 

Aguiar: 

Mas quando eu era criancinha, But when I was a little child, 
Como tu foste, companheiro, Just like you, my friend, 
Nestas festas da pombinha In these Festivals of the Dove 
Não se falava em dinheiro. There was no mention of money. 

The dialogue continued in this critical vein for some time. 

Discussions about religion and the Church touch on areas extremely important 
to the Azoreans because of their religious devotion and the great influence of the 
Roman Catholic Church. This devotion does not preclude argumentation about 
controversial matters, as we have just seen. On the other hand, it seemed to me that in 
this case the singers were scrupulous in not criticizing the Church itself, but only its 
local administrators. 

Some desafios recount stories from the Bible. While I did not collect any of these 
in live performances, some of the commercial recordings have desafios with Biblical or 
religious themes such as the Creation of the World, the Sufferings of Christ, and the 
Rosary. I asked José Fernandes about the educational function of such desafios, but he 
indicated that most of these stories were already known by the people, and that their 
value was in the enjoyment of familiar stories being retold in verse form. Probably the 
best examples of religious information contained in the desafios that I recorded were 
those passages in the Holy Spirit Festival performances in which the meaning of the 
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symbols such as the dove, the scepter and the crown, were discussed. The following 
examples come from the Holy Spirit Festival banquet held in Mississauga: 

Fernandes (stanza 51): 

Essa pombinha de valia, This Dove of great worth, 
Nosso guia, nossa luz, Our guide and our light, 
Que apareceu a Maria Which appeared to Mary 
E até batizou Jesus. And even baptized Jesus. 

Aguiar: 

A pombinha vem-nos na memória The Dove comes to our minds 
Sempre a qualquer momento, Always and at any time, 
Que já traz a sua história For it brings its story 
Desde o Antigo Testamento. Ever since the Old Testament. 

Fernandes: 

Ela vai de mesa em mesa It goes from table to table68 
Praticando uma acção boa. Doing a good work: 
Vai vendo a fé e a franqueza It observes the faith and sincerity 
Que existe em cada pessoa. Within each person. 

Aguiar: 

Vocês sabem ela, quem é, You folk know just who it is, 
E eu acho isso natural; This is to be expected; 
Foi uma guia pra Noé It was a guide for Noah 
No dilúvio universal. In the worldwide flood. 

Fernandes: 

A pombinha com tanta arte The Dove with such skill 
Tem guiado a humanidade; Has guided humanity; 
E todos sabem que faz parte And everyone knows that it is part 
Da Santíssima Trindade. Of the Holy Trinity. 

Aguiar : 

Foi uma pomba que Noé soltou, It was a dove that Noah released, 
A água cobrindo a terra inteira, Water covering the whole earth, 
E ela mais tarde regressou And later it came back 
Com o raminho de oliveira. Carrying the olive branch. 

Yet another area, one which overlaps somewhat with religion and tradition, is 
the philosophical. Basic concepts of life and death, youth and old age, right and wrong, 
and the like may be discussed in desafio. Of course, when social commentary is made, it 
usually is on the basis of some philosophical or religious moral system which may only 
be implied. Even the debate concerning the relative merits of the Land and the Sea 
might be considered philosophical in the sense that this recurring debate provides the 
singers and listeners an opportunity to reflect on the most fundamental ecological 
aspects of life on small islands in the middle of a huge ocean. 
                                                 
68A silver crown with a dove on it has been passing around the room. 
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The Use of Poetic Devices as a Verbal Strategy 

The use of poetic devices might be thought of as simply part of the basic medium of 
communication in the desafio. The strategic use of such devices, however, can be 
identified. We will illustrate just one, the playful use of meaning and form. 

One technique of word play involves the names or nicknames of the singers. For 
example, at one point in the desafio between Charrua and Vital recorded by Lourenço 
(1969:63–65), the singers discuss a previous desafio in which a singer, Vigairinho, 
participated. They make use of the similarity of his name to the term vigário, which 
means vicar, joking about whether or not Vigairinho is a priest. Referring to the earlier 
desafio in which he did not participate, Vital says: 

Eu não te vou ao contrário I won’t contradict you 
Para fazer má figura: Making a fool of myself: 
A outra teve um vigário The other [cantoria] had a vicar 
E esta um padre cura. And this one just a curate. 

Charrua: 

Isso não é necessário, This isn’t necessary, 
Ouve o que eu te vou dizer: Listen to what I say: 
A outra não teve um vigário, The other [cantoria] didn’t have a vicar, 
Teve um que ainda háde ser. It had a future vicar. 

And so they continued in this line. 

Charrua’s real name is José de Sousa Brasil. Charrua is a nickname and the word 
means “plough.” On one occasion Charrua was singing with an improviser whose 
nickname was Gaitada, which means roughly “a portion of music played on the 
accordion.” When singing with Gaitada, Charrua once said to him: 

A minha charrua é de ferro, My plough is made of iron, 
Lavra duro e lavra brando, It can plough hard or soft, 
Abro valas e enterro I make trenches and bury 
As gaitadas que vais dando. Those gaitadas that you are giving. 

 (Martins 1980:126) 

This is, of course, just one more way for Charrua to say that he was going to outsing 
Gaitada. 

A name may also be used to compare a singer to another person of the same 
name. The Terceiran singer Vital once sang to another singer from his island, Abel, the 
following insult: 

Outrora houve um Caim Long ago there was a man named Cain 
Que matou Abel—seu irmão Who murdered Abel, his brother. 
Mas se esse Abel fosse assim But if that Abel was like this one 
Até Caim tinha razão. Then Cain would be in the right. 

 (Martins 1980:147) 
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The reference here is to the Biblical account in the book of Genesis of Abel’s murder by 
his brother Cain. This is a clever insult to the contemporary Abel’s singing ability by 
means of gross exaggeration. The logic is that if the Biblical Abel was as bad as the 
contemporary Abel is bad at singing, then Cain was justified in his violent act! 

Humor as a Verbal Strategy 

Some singers rely heavily on the use of humor in their desafios to imbue them with 
qualities that will be appreciated by audiences. They may specialize in humorous 
desafios and avoid handling profound subjects. Humorous verse does not have to 
display perfection of form, nor depth of thought to be effective. Of course, humor can 
also be a useful tool in the kit of the singer who engages in serious desafios. The longest 
performance that I recorded ended with a long joking exchange. As was mentioned in 
chapter 4, it may have been the audience’s favorable reaction to this humorous portion 
that led the singers to continue their desafio for such a comparatively long time. 
Frequently humor of an ironical nature, with a cutting edge, is employed. A number of 
the examples we have given contain humor, and so we will not further illustrate it 
here. 

Non-Verbal Strategies 

Musical Strategies 

We have already established that music is secondary to words in the desafio. In general, 
people do not attend performances of cantigas ao desafio just to listen to the music, but 
rather to hear what the singers have to say. On the other hand, to say that music is 
secondary is not to say that it is unimportant. A modicum of musical ability is required, 
and people do appreciate a strong, clear singing voice. Beyond the minimal essentials, 
singers vary a great deal as to the degree with which they make strategic use of musical 
resources in the desafio. 

Analytically, in the absence of spectrum analysis of voice samples, it is easier to 
quantitatively distinguish singers on the basis their melodies than on the basis of voice 
timbre. In chapter 4 we have already explained how singers can be contrasted on the 
basis of melodic variation. 

The question of voice quality is one that I did not pursue in depth, particularly 
in light of the problems and ambiguities involved in qualitative descriptions of vocal 
timbre. My general impression is that the preferred voice is one that is strong, that 
sings in a relatively high tessitura, and whose enunciation is clear. It may be significant 
that all of these qualities correlate positively with the intelligibility of the words that 
are sung, a factor that brings us back to the supremacy of the text and the supportive 
role of music. Manuel Antão indicated that it was important to choose a melody that 
was not too low in range; otherwise the people could not hear it clearly. On the other 
hand, he also indicated that it should not be a melody with a tessitura so high that it 
was uncomfortable to sing and therefore impossible to sustain throughout the desafio. 
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Some singers have seriously impaired musical resources, and yet are still 
appreciated for the words of their desafios. The great Charrua, acclaimed by most as 
one of the all-time greats, if not the greatest of Azorean song duelers, has a voice which 
I would classify as very hoarse. He does sing in tune, and he may have had a more 
pleasant voice in his youth. Nevertheless, his universal acclaim illustrates the fact that 
voice quality is not a sine qua non of success in desafio. 

On the other hand, just because vocal ability is subservient to verbal quality, this 
does not mean that a singer with exceptional musical abilities will go unappreciated. 

João Plácido emphasized that music can go a long way to make up for 
deficiencies in the quality of what is said. He indicated that if a singer has weak 
quadras but is good in music, many audiences will still be favorably impressed, making 
such comments as “What a beautiful voice! What powerful lungs!”69 Plácido said that 
he himself would choose a singer with good cantigas but weak music over a singer with 
the opposite strength and weakness. But he said that some audience members might 
prefer the latter because of superior music and in spite of weaker stanzas. Plácido 
disapproved of this view, indicating that it is those with less understanding who are so 
strongly impressed by a singer’s voice. 

In order to describe the possibilities in regard to musical strategies, I would like 
to highlight one singer who makes particular use of musical resources in his desafios. 
This is Vasco Aguiar, one of the two best represented singers in the corpus. Aguiar is 
one of the most respected singers of desafio today. He has a strong, clear voice which 
he uses to good advantage. And when others evaluated him, they often mentioned his 
singing abilities as one of his outstanding characteristics. But it is not just the quality of 
his voice that brings him musical acclaim. It is also his ability to vary the melody to 
add force and expression to the words he is singing. I asked Aguiar why he sang with 
more melodic variation than many other singers. He responded: 

The style of singing and experience are what cause those changes, right? For if I have my 
quatrain made up, when I begin to sing if my thoughts tell me that the quatrain needs to 
be sung on a higher pitch—[Then I do it,] right? Let’s say that he attacked me and that I 
am on some form of defense. And I have to show more forcefulness, right? Therefore I 
raise my voice….I believe that many people who sing would like to be able to do that.70 

Aguiar went on to speak of another singer whose improvised quatrains were among the 
best, almost unequalled. But the way that singer sang his quatrains lacked variation 
and forcefulness. He indicated that if another person were to sing the fine quatrains of 
this singer, they would receive twice the acclaim that they now have. Manuel Antão 
used this very same singer as an example, making the same point as Aguiar. He 
suggested that if Aguiar, who is excellent in his musical capabilities, were to sing the 

                                                 
69Que linda voz! Que lindo peito! 
70A maneira de cantar e a prática é que faz aquelas mudanças, não é? Porque então se tenho a minha 
quadra feita, quando começo a cantar se a minha maneira de pensar me diz que aquela quadra, que pede 
eu entrar mais alto—, não é? Vamos que ele me atacou e estou numa defesa qualquer. E eu tenho que 
mostrar mais ação, não é? Então eu levanto a voz….Eu acredito que muita gente que canta gostava de 
fazer aquilo. 
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fine cantigas of this other singer, many people would come to realize this singer’s great 
talent. Antão even suggested an experiment in which a desafio between Aguiar and this 
singer would be tape recorded, and the text then transcribed. Then the desafio would be 
performed again, but with each singer performing the cantigas of the other! According 
to Antão, this would illustrate the tremendous value of this singer’s quadras, because 
they would be performed with the more effective music of Aguiar. 

In chapter 4 we contrasted the great variety shown in Aguiar’s melodies to the 
relative repetitiveness of the melodies of his singing partner in the same desafio. Aguiar 
varies his musical materials harmonically by frequently calling for the alternate chord 
progression (involving the iv chord) described in chapter 4. Many other singers never 
call for this progression, and their performances necessarily lack this aspect of 
variation. We may conclude then, that a singer like Aguiar capitalizes on his singing 
abilities in order to improve his performance in the desafio. 

Temporal Strategies 

The main strategic use of time that I have analyzed in the desafio involves the variation 
of the length of Interludes we observed in chapter 4. It was stated at that time that the 
average length of Interludes varied from singer to singer, and also that sometimes a 
singer will allow only a very short space of time between the time his interlocutor 
finishes his verse and the point at which he begins his response. In some cases there is 
no break at all and the Interlude is reduced to nothing. I believe that the shortening of 
Interludes can be of strategic significance because of its implications. A short Interlude 
implies that the singer is not struggling with either the structure or the content of his 
reply. In other words, he shows himself to be quick of thought and facile in 
improvisation. And if the Interlude is reduced to nothing, it can have the added 
advantage of muting any positive audience response to the opponent’s stanza, because 
the listeners will tend to quiet their laughter or applause in order to be able to hear the 
first line of the succeeding stanza. 

The fact that the singers who have the skill to eliminate Interludes do not always 
omit them suggests that to do so every time would be too disturbing to the natural flow 
of the desafio and perhaps also reduce, through overuse, the effectiveness of the “quick 
reply” as a strategy. At least one singer, Manuel Antão, did not feel that this was a good 
strategy at all. He expressed the view that it is not good for a singer to come in 
immediately after the other singer stopped. He stated that the hasty response might 
indicate that the singer was getting angry, that he did not like the opponent’s cantiga. 
He also suggested that it was not proper for a singer to use this technique in order to 
stifle audience response because the opponent should receive the applause he deserves. 
Antio expressed a concern that an appropriate pause be made between the stanzas, and 
that proper coordination and timing between singer and accompaniment be 
maintained. I believe that this respect for the formal musical structure of the desafio, 
which I did not detect to the same degree among some of the other singers, was 
perhaps due to this singer’s previous experiences as a player of the guitarra. Antão also 
expressed a preference for repetition of the same tune throughout a desafio, rather than 
varying the melody from stanza to stanza. He stated that the reason for this preference 
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was that once he selected a tune in a comfortable voice range, he preferred not to 
change to another during the desafio because its tessitura might not be as good and his 
voice might tire. 

Without wanting to carry a comparison to extremes, it is interesting to contrast 
the musical styles of Antão and Aguiar. Antão, previously an instrumental musician, 
seems to show a great deal of concern for the musical form: for the pauses to be of a 
proper length, and for proper coordination between instruments and voice to be 
maintained. He also prefers to repeat the same tune throughout a desafio, if possible. 
Aguiar seems to conceive of melody and timing principally as extensions of the 
inflection and timing of speech. He varies both melody and timing according to the 
rhetorical requirements of the situation and the stanza he is singing. Both singers are 
competent musically, although Antão’s voice range is limited somewhat by his age. Yet, 
they apply their musical skills to the performance of desafio in very different ways. 

Gesture and Demeanor 

Another nonverbal element of the desafio is that of gesture and demeanor. The research 
for this dissertation did not focus on these aspects of the communication process, and it 
is therefore impossible to define precisely specific strategies in this category. On the 
other hand, a few comments in passing are appropriate concerning how these aspects 
can contribute. 

The way a singer appears before the audience affects the way he is perceived. 
João Plácido rated very highly the presentation of the singer on the stage 
(apresentação). Elements of apresentação include how well a performer is dressed as 
well as posture. I believe what Plácido was referring to here would also include other 
aspects of demeanor that radiate the air of a singer who is self-assured and confident. 
All other factors being equal, Plácido would choose the singer with good apresentação 
over one with an inferior “presentation.” 

Vasco Aguiar suggested that if a singer stood before the audience with his head 
lowered, the audience might suspect that the cantoria was not going well for him, or 
that he was feeling ill, or that for some other reason he was unhappy. 

The “presentation” mentioned by Plácido was cited by him as one of the 
important differences between hearing a recording of a desafio and seeing it performed 
live. The live performance is better because one can directly observe “the way the 
singers handle themselves” (o manejo de quem canta). One can observe, in the live 
performance, the “happy” or “sad mood” (ar allegre or ar triste), the “enthusiasm” 
(entusiasmo) that the singers display by means of facial expressions and gestures. These, 
of course, are lost in an audio-recording. 

The following description by Lima (1931:143–145) of the Terceiran singer 
Tenrinho (José Gonçalves Martins) illustrates the potential power of the stage presence 
of a singer to enhance his verbal performance: 
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His merry expression, that of an irresistable humor, when preparing to sing a 
cantiga, seems to communicate to us his joy, his verve, his laughter which comes from 
inside. 

I heard him sing there [on São Miguel], on the theater stage of the Cêrca dos 
Recreios, on a night of festivities in which the best singers of the island were engaged in 
combat with two that had come from the neighboring city of Ponta Delgada. His 
adversary in the duel was a singer who wore shoes which were too large for his feet. 

Tenrinho appeared, full of smiles, greeting the audience; he measured the other 
singer, looking him over from top to bottom with his keen eye, penetrating, pausing in 
the end at his [adversary’s] feet, which served him as a theme for a series of amusing 
cantigas which maintained the audience in constant laughter, including the very one he 
was attacking. 

 (Lima 1931:143–145)71 

We see in this example how Tenrinho used a non-verbal gesture to prepare the 
audience for his commentary. 

Vasco Aguiar emphasized the importance of gesture to accompany the spoken 
word, as long as it appeared natural and was not exaggerated. Aguiar smokes a pipe. 
He mentioned that he and cigarette smokers as well like to smoke during the desafio 
because it provides a distraction: it occupies their hands and allows them to be in 
different positions, but in a very natural way. 

Stage presence and the use of gesture were important enough for Aguiar to 
counsel one of the younger singers concerning them. He indicated that this singer, José 
Plácido, a nephew of João Plácido, sang very well, but the first times he appeared with 
Aguiar he was very stiff and did not move at all. Aguiar suggested that José experiment 
with some gestures, and he did so. At first, however, he overdid it and the gestures 
appeared forced and unnatural. Aguiar again counseled José and he apparently now 
has reached a satisfactory medium. 

A singer who makes exaggerated, unnatural or unusual gestures is likely to have 
this pointed out to him by his opponent. Charrua’s characteristic but somewhat unusual 
head movements inspired this quatrain from Bravo: 

Cantas com tal adiafa, You sing with such a cow-towing manner, 
Para poderes ser ouvido, In order to be heard 
Que parece uma girafa That you look like a giraffe 
Com o pescoço estendido. With his neck extended. 

 (Lima 1931:114) 

                                                 
71Cára patusca, dum cómico irresistível, quando se prepara para a cantiga, parece comunicar-nos a 
alegria, a verve, o riso que lhe vai no íntimo. 
   Ouvi-o cantar ali, no palco teatral da Cêrca dos Recreios, numa noite de festa em que se bateram os 
primeiros cantadores da Ilha, com dois que da vizinha cidade de Ponta Delgada vieram. Era seu 
adversário no duelo um cantador que trazia calçados uns sapatos que excediam em volume o tamanho 
dos pés. 
   O Tenrinho apareceu, sorridente, cumprimentando a assistência; mediu o cantador, fitando-o de alto 
abaixo, com o olhar vivo, penetrante, parando-o, finalmente, nos pés, que lhe serviram de tema para uma 
série de cantigas interessantes que mantiveram o publico em constante gargalhada, incluindo o próprio 
alvejado. 
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Gestures, in general, serve to emphasize or clarify the verbal content of the 
desafio. In this sense they, like music, are subsidiary to and supportive of the verbal 
text. Nevertheless, skill in the use of gesture can aid the overall impression a singer 
makes upon his audience, and, as we have shown, in some cases reference to the 
gestures made are helpful or necessary to understand the verbal text. 

Demeanor and facial expression played a significant role in the following 
encounter between Barcelos and Serafim das Pedreiras, reported by Lima: 

When, in the parish of Lages, Barcelos, who had been invited to go there was 
singing in desafio with some other singers, Serafim das Pedreiras unexpectedly appeared, 
arrogant, with an air of superiority and a scornful smile; and he tried to force himself 
[into the desafio] saying this quatrain: 

If you, sirs, will allow, 
I also would like to join you; 
For since I am from this parish, 
By rights I should be first. 

They could sense his scarcely disguised displeasure at not having been invited to 
the party. So then Barcelos, recognizing his intention and noting his authoritative 
expression, returned: 

I know that you are strong, 
And that you sing very well; 
But you are neither a wolf nor a wild beast 
To swallow up anyone. 

They entered into a duel with quatrains which maintained the audience in a state of 
constant hilarity, … 

 (Lima 1932:159, 160)72 

A gesture that has a very specific meaning is shaking hands. This is a custom 
which is even more commonly observed in Portuguese society than in North American 
practice. It is not surprising that such a gesture is used in desafio as a means of 
establishing or emphasizing a cordial relation between the competing singers. Ending 
the performance with a handshake is traditional, though not always practiced, a sign of 

                                                 
72Quando, na freguesia das Lages, o Barcelos cantava em desafio, para que fôra convidado a ir ali, com 
outros cantadores, surge, inesperadamente, o Serafim das Pedreiras, altivo, com ar de superioridade, e 
riso escarninho; e dirige esta procurando intrometer-se: 

Se os senhores dão licença 
Também eu queria entrar; 
Pois sendo da freguesia, 
Estava em primeiro lugar. 

   Perceberam o despeito mal contido, por não ter sido convidado ao rancho. E logo o Barcelos, 
conhencendo-lhe o intuito e medindo-lhe o gesto autoritario, lhe volve: 

Eu sei que tu és forte, 
E que cantas muito bem; 
Mas não és lobo nem féra 
Para que engulas ninguem. 

   Entraram em duelo de quadras que mantiveram a assistencia em constante hilaridade, … 
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reestablished cordial relations after the apparent conflict of the desafio. Charrua, who 
was from Cinco Ribeiras, sang the following stanza in just that context: 

Cinco Ribeiras se rendem Cinco Ribeiras yields 
A tua ilustração; To your learning; 
Cinco sentidos aprendem Five senses learn 
A tua honrada lição;  Your honored lesson; 
E cinco dedos se estendem And these five fingers extend 
A cinco que tens na mão. To the five on your hand. 

 (Lourenço 1969:51, 52) 

Charrua sang the following quatrain, probably also in a song duel, while shaking the 
hand of singer José Patrício as a sign of friendship: 

Unamos palma com palma, Let us unite palm with palm, 
Unamos a mão com mão, Let us unite hand with hand, 
Unamos alma com alma, Let us unite soul with soul, 
Coração com coração. Heart with heart. 

 (Lima 1931:136) 

Conclusions and Future Research 

This dissertation illustrates an application of some of the principles of “performance-
oriented” folkloristics in order to present a description of the Azorean-Canadian 
cantigas ao desafio. It shows how the desafio relates to various levels and types of 
context, from the broadest and farthest removed, to the narrowest and most immediate. 
It applies principles of tagmemics to describe the structure of the desafio. And it 
identifies some of the strategies used to achieve particular goals by singers of this type 
of desafio. For future research I recommend the following: 

1. A broadening of the data base by recording and analysis of a larger number of 
different singers of desafio. 

2. A more comprehensive study of the communication process by more detailed 
recording of aspects such as gesture and audience reaction. 

3. A broadening of the geographic base by studying similar desafios in the Azores, and 
perhaps in other immigrant communities, such as New England (U.S.) and Brazil 
(South America). 

4. A broadening of the generic base by studying other types of Azorean song duels, 
such as the desagarrada as well as other types of desafios. 

5. Comparative studies of other song dueling traditions such as the Brazilian desafio, 
the Maltese spirtu pront, and the Galician regueifa. 

The last point is particularly important, for song dueling in general seems to 
have been studied relatively little in comparison to its fairly wide occurrence. I believe 
that this is because it did not present features of interest to most researchers of folk 
music in the past. The more literary-inclined researchers have been attracted to the 
study of ballad, lyric, or epic forms because of their link to the past and/or their 
intrinsic literary quality. The text of an improvised song duel cannot be traced back to 
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any ancient ballad or legend. And we have already noted that the literary quality of 
most of the stanzas is necessarily low. Another problem may also have been the 
recording of desafio texts that could not be repeated for a researcher who was writing 
them down by hand.73 Besides the literary-inclined researchers in folk music there have 
been those of a more musicological inclination. It could be that song duels were of little 
interest to such researchers because of their frequently repetitive structure. 

More recent trends in research may portend a period of increasingly intensive 
study of song dueling. This is because desafio and similar forms intrinsically contain 
many elements of interest to researchers in such areas as performance-centered 
folkloristics and the ethnography of communication. Because of its nature, song dueling 
is ideal for the study of such aspects as creation-in-performance, the rhetorical use of 
folklore, and the role of context. It remains to be seen whether or not sufficient 
numbers of researchers interested in these topics become aware of the potential of song 
dueling studies for their interests so that a significant number of projects are actually 
completed. 

                                                 
73It should be noted in passing that if there had been enough interest, this difficulty could have been 
overcome by a technique used in the officially adjudicated contests in the Azores: more than one 
transcriber, for instance four could be used, each assigned to transcribe a certain line of each quatrain as 
it was sung in the duel. After the performance the four manuscripts would be compiled, forming a highly 
accurate record of each of the quatrains. 
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Appendix 

Desafio in Wheatley, Ontario 

Performed on June 8, 1980 

Vasco Aguiar (stanza 1): 

Torno a voltar de novo, I return again, 
Já com sono mas sem medo,  Already sleepy, but not afraid, 
Pedindo desculpa ao povo Asking the audience for pardon 
Da festa acabar tão cedo! For the party to end so soon. 

João Plácido (stanza 2): 

Os senhores e as senhoras Gentlemen and ladies, 
Desculpai a minha vinda; Forgive my coming; 
Faltam dez pra as duas horas,  It is ten minutes to two o’clock (A.M.), 
Ao meu ver é cedo ainda. In my opinion it is still early! 

Aguiar (stanza 3): 
É cedo que o dia começou It is early indeed for the day began 
Há duas horas principais! Only two hours ago! 
Mas pr’o d’ontem que passou But for the yesterday which has gone 
Isso é tarde demais! This is much too late! 

Plácido (stanza 4): 

Sei que alguém se vai rir I know someone will laugh 
Vendo alguém sobre um coreto: Seeing me here on the stage: 
Que alegria é ouvir What pleasure is there in hearing 
A cantar um esqueleto? A skeleton singing? 

Aguiar (stanza 5): 

João, da forma que cantas João, the way you sing 
Ainda pareces activo. You still look lively. 
Tu, quando a voz levantas When you raise your voice 
Dás-nos provas que estás vivo. You give us proof that you are alive. 

Plácido (stanza 6): 

Como esqueleto apareço I look like a skeleton 
No seu martírio profundo. In its profound suffering. 
Estou vendo que vos pareço I can see that I appear to you all 
Uma alma do outro mundo. Like a soul from the other world. 

Aguiar (stanza 7): 

Tu, nas cantigas que ofereces, In the verses you offer, 
Carregado de doença, Though weighed down by illness, 
Tu não és o que pareces You are not what you appear, 
Nem o que muita gente pensa Neither what many folk think, 
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Plácido (stanza 8): 

Por teres mais compreender, Since you are so smart 
(Já que ao teu lado estou.) (Since I am here with you) 
Tu vais agora dizer You will now say 
Ao povo aquilo que eu sou. To the audience just what I really am. 

Aguiar (stanza 9): 

És um cantor satisfeito You are a self-assured singer 
Que canta cheio de conforto That sings with great ease. 
É um cantor que eu respeito This is a singer that I respect 
Vivo e depois demorto. Both alive and after death. 

Plácido (stanza 10): 

Tu és um homem com bases, You are a man with a good background, 
Um cantador com mestria. A master-singer. 
Estou a ver que de mim fazes I can see that you are making of me 
O que eu de ti fazia. Just what I would make of you. 

Aguiar (stanza 11): 

Falas assim, não te esqueces You speak thus, but do not forget 
Disto que eu te digo aqui: That which I tell you here: 
Estou dizendo o que me pareces I am saying what you appear to me 
E o que eu penso de ti. And what I think of you. 

Plácido (stanza 12): 

Me diz, é pra que eu me meto1 Tell me, how could I be so audacious  
 to involve myself 
Numa cantoria linda? In a beautiful cantoria? 
Diz se eu pareço um esqueleto Say whether I look like a skeleton 
Ou um homem vivo ainda? Or like a man who is still alive? 

Aguiar (stanza 13): 

O que me pareces, João, What you seem to me, João, 
É o que o Vasco te falou. Is just what I told you. 
Vai pedir explicação Go and ask for an explanation 
A quem isso te chamou! From the one who called you a skeleton! 

Plácido (stanza 14): 

Eu estou a compreender I understand 
Que tu falas bem assim, That you are right to say that, 
Mas também podes dizer, But you could still say 
Tu, o que pensas de mim. What you yourself think of me. 

                                                 
1This line is unclear on the tape and may have been incorrectly transcribed. 
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Aguiar (stanza 15): 

João, tu, neste momento João, at this point you 
Estás enganado, amigo meu! Are mistaken, my friend. 
Ou queres que o meu pensamento Or do you want my thoughts 
Seja assim, igual ao teu? To be just the same as your own? 

Plácido (stanza 16): 

Diz se eu sou um homem de amor, Say if I am a good man, 
Se sou a realidade, If I am a real person, 
Esse peso encantador and if I appear to be a singer 
Que hoje te faz a vontade? That does your will today? 

Aguiar (stanza 17): 

Estás velhinho, sinto dó You are old and I’m sorry 
Que o mais novo não toleras, That you won’t bear with a younger person, 
Porque eu, numa quadra só For in just one quatrain I 
Disse o tudo que tu eras. Stated the totality of what you were. 

Plácido (stanza 18): 

Vasco, cantador de apreço, Vasco, esteemed singer, 
De idéias lindas sem fim, With endless beautiful thoughts, 
Dá-me a mão que eu te agradeço Give me your hand for I thank you 
Disso que pensas de mim. For that which you think of me. 

Aguiar (stanza 19): 

Não me estejas agradecendo Don’t be thanking me 
Pr’o povo ver em comum, For everybody here to see, 
Porque eu não te estou fazendo Because I’m doing you 
Com isto favor nenhum. No favor by saying this. 

Plácido (stanza 20): 

Estou agora reparando, I see now 
Por isso à razão venho. And understanding come to agree. 
Queres dizer que não estás dando, You mean to say that you aren’t giving me 
Nada além do que eu tenho! Anything beyond that which I have! 

Aguiar (stanza 21 ): 

Quando eu aqui começava When I began here 
Eu disse com gosto imenso I said with great pleasure 
Que até morto te respeitava That even dead I respected you 
E é tudo o que eu de ti penso. And that is what I think of you. 

Plácido (stanza 22): 

Louva a Deus, ente benigno, Praise God, Benign Entity, 
Ao Rei de graças sem fim. The King of endless blessings. 
Diz-me, Vasco, se eu sou digno Tell me, Vasco, if I am worthy 
Pra de mim falares assim? For you to speak of me thus? 
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Aguiar (stanza 23): 

Já te dei o meu parecer, I already gave you my opinion, 
O que de ti penso nesta hora. What I think of you now. 
Se tu não queres receber, If you don’t want to receive it, 
Se não gostas, deita fora! If you don’t like it, throw it out! 

Plácido (stanza 24): 

Tu tens honra, tem respeito! You have honor, have respect! 
Cantigas, inspiração. Verses, inspiration. 
Sou sincero porque aceito I am sincere for I accept 
Essas honras que me dão. These honors they give me. 

Aguiar (stanza 25): 

Eu não ofendo ninguém, I don’t offend anyone, 
Nem a ti à minha beira. Nor you, here at my side. 
E creio que tu também And I believe that you also 
Dizes da mesma maneira. Speak in the same way. 

Plácido (stanza 26): 

Já estou velho, sem vigor. I am already old, weak. 
Quero cantar, já não sei. I want to sing but can’t anymore. 
Foste o melhor cantador You were the best singer 
Que eu na vida encontrei. That I ever sang with. 

Aguiar (stanza 27): 

Ser velho não é defeito Being old is not a defect 
Que se possa dar a ninguém That you can blame anyone for 
Porque há velho que tem respeito Because there are old persons who 
 command respect 
E há novo que o não tem. And young persons who don’t. 

Plácido (stanza 28): 

Ser velho não é defeito, Being old is not a defect, 
E diz, o Vasco à minha beira. So Vasco at my side says. 
Sendo velho deste jeito When he is old like me 
Vai falar d’outra maneira! He’ll sing a different tune! 

Aguiar (stanza 29): 

Ah! Velho com quadras medonhas Oh, my old friend with fear—some quatrains, 
Que a dizê-las não tem fim! With no end of saying them! 
Diz-me se tu te envergonhas Tell me if you are ashamed 
De ser velhinho assim? Of being old like you are? 

Plácido (stanza 30): 

Ser velho não é vergonha, Being old is not a disgrace. 
Sempre tinha que chegar, It was inevitable, 
Mas que agonia medonha But what a fearsome agony 
Querer e não poder cantar! To want to but not be able to sing! 
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Aguiar (stanza 31): 

Ser velho é consolação! Being old is a consolation! 
É a honra que Deus nos dá. It is an honor that God gives us 
Porque há muitos que novos são Because there are many who are young 
E morrem sem chegar lá. But who die before growing old. 

Plácido (stanza 32): 

Se ainda ninguém te disse If no one ever told you before 
Vai dizer-te este João: Then I’ll tell you: 
Quando se chega à velhice When old age arrives 
É uma consumição! It is a misery! 

Aguiar (stanza 33):2 

Quando um velho se consome When an old person wastes away 
Quer o que ele se encaminhe He needs something to live for. 
Esse quer pão quando tem fome He wants bread when he is hungry 
E não ter novo que a acarinhe. And not to have someone young to care for him. 

Plácido (stanza 34): 

Que agonia velho ser! What an agony to be old! 
Perece mesmo no lugar: He perishes right where he is 
Não ganhar para comer Not earning enough to eat 
E sem forças pra trabalhar. And without strength to work. 

Aguiar (stanza 35): 

Um velho não se sente bem An old person doesn’t feel at ease 
Caldeado na meninice, When he tries to pretend he’s young, 
Mas é quando não tem ninguém But it is when he has no one 
Que o ajude na velhice. To help him in his old age. 

Plácido (stanza 36): 

A velhice não traz brilhos, Old age doesn’t bring glory, 
(Juro pelo Evangelho!) (I swear it!) 
Que até mesmo os próprios filhos For even his very own children 
Dizem: “Meu pai, já é velho!” Say: “Oh Father, you’re so old-fashioned!” 

Aguiar (stanza 37): 

Ser velho é ter o gusto Being old is to have the pleasure 
De ver a nova geração. Of seeing the new generation. 
Velho é ter rugas no rosto Old age is to have wrinkles on your face 
E fé nova no coração. And a young faith in your heart. 

                                                 
2The exact meaning and point of this stanza is not clear, and the translation offered is an educated guess. 
The words may have been incorrectly transcribed, or it simply may be a poorly improvised quatrain. 
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Plácido (stanza 38): 

Os filhos dizem então: The children say: 
“Velho não merece afectos “The old don’t deserve tender care 
Que já estão comendo o pão For they are eating the bread 
Que precisam os seus netos.” That their grandchildren need.” 

Aguiar (stanza 39): 

Ser velho é um louvor supremo Being old is a supreme glory 
Com a vida quase terminada. With life almost over. 
Ser velho é chegar ao extreme Being old is to arrive at the end 
Duma longa caminhada. Of a long journey. 

Plácido (stanza 40): 

Ser velho é uma algema, Being old is a fetter, 
Que eu ja’ a conheci. For I have already known it. 
É só chegar à extrema, It is just coming to the end; 
Já não passas mais daqui. You’ll never come by here again. 

Aguiar (stanza 41): 

Tu és velho, mas és forte! You’re old, but you’re strong! 
Estás me mostrando isso aqui. You’re showing me this right here. 
Olha que nem na hora da morte Look, not even in the hour of death 
Teu Pai se esquece de ti. Will your Father in heaven forget you. 

Plácido (stanza 42): 

Ser velho é uma cruz, Being old is a cross, 
É chegar a vida ao fim. It is the end of life. 
Só confio é em Jesus My only confidence is in Jesus 
Pra que tenha dó de mim. That He might have pity on me. 

Aguiar (stanza 43): 

João, esse é que é o caminho! João, that is the way! 
Do que eu disse mostras prova: You yourself prove what I said: 
Que tens o corpo velhinho You have a body that’s old 
Mas a fé está sempre nova! But your faith is always new! 

Plácido (stanza 44): 

Estás dando lindas respostas. You are giving beautiful answers. 
Vedes aqui como eu venho. You can see the shape I’m in. 
Eu não sei é se tu gostas But I don’t know if you would like 
De teres essa fé que eu tenho! To have this “faith” that I have? 

Aguiar (stanza 45): 

João, isso é cá comigo, João, that is my own concern, 
(Não censuro em nenhum.) (I don’t criticize anyone.) 
Como a tua fé é contigo, Just like your faith is your own business, 
E a dos outros com cada um. And the faith of others their own. 
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Plácido (stanza 46): 

Agora me vais dizer, Now will you please tell me, 
Dizes só numa verdade, Tell me once and for all 
Se tu gostavas de ter If you would like to be 
Agora a minha idade? My age right now? 

Aguiar (stanza 47): 

Eu posso gostar de ter I could like having 
A idade dele ao pé de mim, The age of him beside me, 
Mas Deus bem pode não querer But God might not will 
Que eu chegue a ser velho assim. That I grow as old as he. 

Plácido (stanza 48): 

Já sou um velho infeliz, I am already an unhappy old man, 
Tão cansado e doente. So tired and sick. 
A sua boca não diz Your mouth is not saying 
O que o seu coração sente! What your heart feels! 

Aguiar (stanza 49): 

João, tu, pra que procuras João, why do you seek 
Desvendar aqui um mistério? To figure out a mystery? 
E por que razão censuras And for what reason do you criticize 
Quem fala contigo a sério? One who speaks sincerely? 

Plácido (stanza 50): 

E da velhice não tens medo, And you have no fear of old age, 
Como já disseste aqui! Like you already said here! 
Nisso encerras um segredo In this you hide a secret 
Só reservado pra ti! Known only to you! 

Aguiar (stanza 51): 

O João não tem receio João does not fear 
De eu da velhice não estar medroso. That I am not afraid of old age. 
Se não fosse por ficar feio If it weren’t impolite 
Chamava-te mentiroso! I’d call you a liar! 

Plácido (stanza 52): 

Chama mentiroso aqui Right here he calls 
Ao João que te acompanha, Me a liar, 
Que eu a mentira aprendi But he was the one 
Com o Vasco da Bretanha! Who said it first! 

Aguiar (stanza 53): 

Tu não aprendeste, inventaste. You didn’t hear it from me, you 
 made it up yourself. 
Mas talvez seja a velhice, But maybe its just your old age, 
Porque aqui pronunciaste For you just stated 
Uma coisa que eu não disse. Something that I didn’t say. 
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Plácido (stanza 54): 

Está te dando em arrelias He is saying in annoyance 
Essa frase sem ser linda. This phrase without being nice. 
Disse pra ver se aprendias I said it to see if you would learn 
O que não sabes ainda. What you don’t yet know. 

Aguiar (stanza 55): 

Disse que a dizer brincava, He said that he was joking when he said it, 
Pra aprender. (Nessa eu não vou!) For me to learn. (I’m not falling for that!) 
Disse pra ver se calhava, He really said it to see if it would fool me, 
Mas a coisa não calhou! But it didn’t! 

Plácido (stanza 56): 

Porque aqui há um segredo I said it because there is a secret here 
Talvez que encerre maldade! That perhaps hides malice! 
Estou vendo é que ele tem medo I can see that he’s afraid 
De me dizer a verdade! Of telling me the truth! 

Aguiar (stanza 57): 

Tu vês o que está escondido! So you can see that which is hidden! 
Que poder, amigo meu! What power, my friend! 
Tudo porque o meu sentido And all because my opinion 
Está ao contrário do teu. Is the opposite of yours. 

Plácido (stanza 58): 

Quero dizer e não quero I want to speak, yet I don’t want to 
Pra não passar por ruim. So as not to offend. 
E porque eu falo sincere; It’s because I speak sincerely 
Tu já não falas assim. And you do not. 

Aguiar (stanza 59): 

Oh João, eu não tolero. Oh João, I won’t put up with this. 
Devia dizer mais cedo He should have spoken up earlier, 
Que quando é a falar sincero For one who is speaking sincerely 
Não é dizer: “Tu tens medo!” Never says: “You’re a coward!” 

Plácido (stanza 60): 

Tu tens uma inspiração You are inspired, 
Mas tu não estejas no gozo. But don’t make fun of me. 
Diz-me lá por que razão Tell me now why 
Me chamaste mentiroso? You called me a liar? 

Aguiar (stanza 61): 

Ser mentiroso é esquisito, To be a liar is strange, 
Ser mentiroso é infeliz, To be a liar is ill-fated, 
Por dizer que eu tinha dito By your claiming that I said 
O que a minha boca não diz! What I didn’t say! 
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Plácido (stanza 62): 

Vasco, tu deves pensar Vasco, you need to realize 
Que não me trataste bem. That you haven’t treated me fairly. 
Nunca ninguém pode dar Nobody can ever give 
Senão daquilo que tem. Except of what they possess. 

Aguiar (stanza 63): 

Nunca ninguém pode dar, Yes, no one can ever give, 
E se dar, ninguém o louve, And if they try it comes to nothing, 
E ninguém pode apergoar3 And no one can tell about 
O que não vê, nem lê, nem ouve. What they haven’t seen, read, or heard. 

Plácido (stanza 64): 

Vasco, diz agora aqui, Vasco, say right here and now, 
A quem canta à tua beira, To the one singing by your side, 
Em que foi que eu te menti In what was it that I lied to you 
Pra me tratares dessa maneira? For you to insult me like this? 

Aguiar (stanza 65): 

Tu armastes [sic] um enredo You set a trap 
Sem daqui mudar os pés Without moving an inch 
Por dizer que eu tinha medo By saying that I was afraid 
De ser velho como tu és! Of being old like you! 

Plácido (stanza 66): 

Cá está uma verdade Oh now here is a truth 
De cantador de respeito: From a singer of renown: 
Que chegando à minha idade That when he gets to be my age 
Vai viver tão satisfeito! That he will live so happily! 

Aguiar (stanza 67): 

Hei de abraçar a minha cruz, I shall embrace my own cross, 
Não a empurro pra ninguém: I don’t force it on any one else 
Fazer como fez Jesus, Doing as Jesus did, 
E como tu fazes também. And like you do as well. 

Plácido (stanza 68): 

Nessa agora há vantagem! Now we’re really getting somewhere! 
Traz a graça, traz a luz! This is a great help and puts things 
 in perspective! 
Então já sou uma imagem So you’re saying that I am an example 
Das verdades de Jesus? Of the truths of Jesus? 

                                                 
3That is apregoar. 
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Aguiar (stanza 69): 

Não és o Cristo crucificado, You are not the crucified Christ, 
Da cruz não tens essa herança. You do not have that cross to bear. 
Mas sabes que foste formado But you know that you were formed 
A sua imagem, semelhança. In the likeness of His image. 

Plácido (stanza 70): 

Eu não te disse que não I didn’t tell you I wasn’t, 
Apesar de ser idoso. Despite being old. 
Também não acho razão But I also see no reason 
De me chamares mentiroso! For you to call me a liar! 

Aguiar (stanza 71): 

Nasceste e Cristo nasceu You were born, Christ was born 
Dessa mãe imaculada. Of that sinless mother. 
Sofres e Cristo sofreu, You suffer and Christ suffered, 
Mas tu não queres sofrer nada! But you don’t want to suffer at all! 

Plácido (stanza 72): 

Já cansado e tão antigo, Already tired and so old, 
Na fé do Espírito Santo, With faith in the Holy Spirit, 
Mas eu, cantando contigo But I, here singing with you, 
Estás a ver que eu sofro tanto! Well you can see that I suffer greatly! 

Aguiar (stanza 73) 

Tu a cantar és um castigo In song you are a scourge 
(Queres provas? Pergunta ao povo!) (You want proof? Just ask the audience!) 
Que quando cantas comigo For when you sing with me 
Ficas dez anos mais novo! You’re ten years younger! 

Plácido (stanza 74): 

Que grande capacidade What great ability 
Está mostrando meu amigo: My friend displays: 
Menos dez anos de idade Ten years younger 
Diz ele que eu sou castigo! And he says I’m a scourge! 

Aguiar (stanza 75): 

O mordomo vou chamar I’ll call for the man responsible 
 for the ceremonies 
Para vir junto de nós To come up here 
Pra com a coroa passer So that he can pass with the crown 
Pertinho de todos vós. Among all of you. 

Plácido (stanza 76): 

Vai passar a coroa bela The lovely crown will pass 
Junto desses que aqui estão Near to those who are here. 
Cada um que faça a ela Let each one give to it an offering 
Conforme o seu coração. According to the leading of his heart. 
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Aguiar (stanza 77): 

Isto é uma surpresa This is a happy surprise 
Que não deve ficar atrás. That shouldn’t be left out. 
É apenas uma gentileza It is simply a favor 
Que aquela pombinha vos faz. Which the precious Dove does for you. 

Plácido (stanza 78): 

Quero vossas almas abertas I want your hearts to be open 
A` coroa por onde passa, To the crown wherever it passes, 
Recebendo as ofertas, Receiving the gifts, 
Deixando a divina graça. And imparting divine grace. 

Aguiar (stanza 79): 

Aceitai sua benção Receive its blessing 
Vós que dela tem desejo, You who have a request, 
É se uma oferta lhe dão And if you give it an offering 
Não é pra pagar o beijo. It’s not to pay for the kiss. 

Plácido (stanza 80): 

Não é pra o beijo pagar It’s not to pay for the kiss 
Em troca do que lhe dão. In exchange for your offering. 
E somente pra mostrar It’s only to demonstrate 
Qual é vosso coração. The attitude of your heart. 

Aguiar (stanza 81): 

As ofertas que à pomba dão The gifts which you give to the Dove 
Ainda muito mais valor tem [sic] Have still much more value 
Pra as Festas de São João For the Festivals of St. John 
Que em bem pouco tempo vem [sic]. Which are soon to begin. 

Plácido (stanza 82): 

A pomba que vos rodeia The Dove which circles around you 
Da coroa não é segredo: From the crown is no secret: 
São duas horas e meia, It is now 2:30 A.M., 
Já vêem que não é cedo! You can see that it is not early! 

Aguiar (stanza 83): 

Quando o povo der a mão When the people give a hand 
Um ao outro, tudo se apruma. To each other everything is all right. 
Que se não houver união For without unity 
Nunca há força nenhuma. There can never be any strength. 

Plácido (stanza 84): 

É a união depois It is unity then 
Que faz a festa crescida. That makes the fesival great. 
Chamamos os outros dois We now call the other two singers 
Pra darmos a despedida. So we can give the farewell. 
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Aguiar (stanza 85): 

O Fernandes e o Antão Fernandes and Antão 
Vêem que há a necessidade; See that they are needed; 
Sabem que a gente já estão They know that we are already 
Num acto de caridade. In an act of charity. 

Plácido (stanza 86): 

Subam pra se depedir Come up you two to say say goodbye, 
São horas da despedida. It’s time to take our leave; 
Que nós temos que partir For we have to depart 
E a viagem é comprida. And the journey is long. 

José Fernandes (stanza 87): 

Eu voltar aqui, senhores meus, For me to return, sirs, 
Não vou tomar por castigo. I don’t consider a trial. 
É pra vos deixar meu “Adeus!” It is to leave with you my “goodbye!” 
E levar o vosso comigo. And to take yours with me. 

Manuel Antão (stanza 88): 

Não venho pra despedir, I don’t come to say goodbye 
Que a vez ainda não é minha For it is not yet my time. 
Venho ajudar a pedir I come to help request 
Qualquer coisa pra a pombinha. Something for the Dove. 

Aguiar (stanza 89): 

Mas pouco ou muito que dão No matter how little or much you give 
Tudo ela lhe há de pagar, The Dove will repay it all, 
Que não é de obrigação For this is not an obligation 
Já pagaram pra entrar. You already paid to come in. 

Plácido (stanza 90): 

É para um benefício It is for a benefit 
Que a coroa está correndo, That the crown is being passed, 
Para mim, um sacrifício For me a sacrifice 
Que eu sem poder estou fazendo. That I, though weak, am doing. 

Fernandes (stanza 91): 

Adeus, senhores que desejam Farewell, people who desire 
Alívio pra a sua dor. Relief from your troubles. 
Adeus, pais e mães que beijam Farewell, fathers and mothers who kiss 
Os seus filhos com amor. Your chidren with love. 

Antão (stanza 92): 

Vou vos dizer pra que é I will tell you the reason for 
A santa oferta que dão: The holy offering you give: 
É só pra mostrar a fé It is solely to demonstrate your faith 
Que têem com São João. Which you have in St. John. 
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Aguiar (stanza 93): 

É apenas pra ajudar It is simply to support 
Um festejo tanto antigo, An ancient festival, 
E pra poderem conserver and so that you can conserve 
O que trouxeram consigo. That which you brought with you. 

Plácido (stanza 94): 

Ajudai a São João Help St. John 
Com carinho e amores, With tenderness and love, 
Conservando a tradição Maintaining the tradition 
Que nós temos nos Açores. That we have in the Azores. 

Fernandas (stanza 95): 

Nós quando cantamos somos When we sing we are 
Mensageiros duma missão. Messengers with a mission. 
Adeus, irmãos e mordomos Farewell brothers and sponsors 
Das festas de São João. Of the St. John Festivals. 

Antão (stanza 96): 

Correu a pomba querida The dear Dove has passed around 
E torna a voltar agora And comes back now 
Pra darmos a despedida For us to give our farewell 
Que é pra a gente se ir embora. Because it is time for us to depart. 

Aguiar (stanza 97): 
Sem desprimor pra ninguém Without impoliteness toward anyone 
Agradeço a vossa vinda, I thank you all for coming, 
E que as festas vos corram bem, And may the festivities go well for you, 
Que seja uma festa linda, That is be a beautiful festival, 
E que pra o ano que vem And that next year 
Sejam maiores ainda. They be greater still. 
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